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Oral evidence

Taken before the Public Administration Select Committee

on Thursday 17 November 2005

Members present:

Dr Tony Wright, in the Chair

Mr David Burrowes Mr Ian Liddell-Grainger
Julia Goldsworthy Julie Morgan
David Heyes Mr Gordon Prentice
Kelvin Hopkins Grant Shapps

Witnesses: Lord Wilson of Dinton, GCB, a Member of the House of Lords, and Professor Peter Hennessy,
FBA, Queen Mary, University of London, examined.

Q1 Chairman: I welcome our witnesses this going to be the guide on this, the ecology changed
dramatically again with the Crossman Diaries,morning: Lord Wilson, a former Cabinet Secretary,
which the then Cabinet Secretary had to go to courtand Professor Peter Hennessy, man about town. It
to try to suppress and failed. And the RadcliVeis good to have you both together. Primarily, we
guidelines, which everybody seems to haveasked you to come and talk about the issues of
forgotten about—emerged from those: the 15-yearmemoirs that we are having a look at. We started
voluntary reticence on both of the parties to thelooking at it before the most recent controversy but
governing marriage, oYcials and now ministers,it shows that it is sensible to do it. Because we have
and now it has completely changed. I think that hasgot you, we would like to ask you about the other
to do mainly with the very scratchy relationships,inquiries that we are doing at the moment too: one
scratchier than I have ever known it, between theis broadly on the area of ethics and standards in
partners to the governing marriage, oYcials and thegovernment; and one on the minister-civil servant
ministers, and the third party in that marriage, therelationship. I hope you do not mind if we touch
special advisers, but no doubt we can come to thaton a number of areas, even though we shall start
later. I thought if we started with this, it wouldwith memoirs. Do either of you want to say
show you the degree to which expectations changeanything by way of introduction, or shall we just
over 30 years, almost completely.fire oV?

Professor Hennessy: Briefly, Chairman, may I
explain this piece of paper I brought from the Q2 Chairman: It is a fascinating text. The
National Archives, which everybody has, because I Committee has just had circulated to it also the
think it illustrates the kind of ecology of letter from the present Cabinet Secretary, Gus
expectations in that generation, this is 1970, about O’Donnell, to the publishers of Sir Christopher
when you should publish, who should publish, the Meyer. It is very interesting to compare these two
rigmarole you should go through before you texts, just to show us the time that has elapsed
publish, and the degree to which it is a world we between these two moments. Peter, I want to ask
have lost since 1970. Ted Heath has just been Prime you this to start with. You have lived on both sides
Minister for less than a month; Mr Macmillan’s of this divide, have you not? You have been the
memoirs arrive rather late and there is not enough person who has sniVed around Whitehall giving
time to read them. This is a volume Riding the these secrets out as a journalist that people did not
Storm covering 1956–59—this is Richard’s want to tell you. I often tease you that your main
predecessor but four, I think—Sir Burke Trend reference in your books is always called “private
apologising for bothering the new Prime Minister conversation”. You have been the great sleuth
with this, but he is very alarmed, you see. The bit digging all this stuV out, and then you have become
I would draw your attention to is in the middle of this very distinguished historian of these things.
the big paragraph on the first page: “It is—needless When this memoir, this stuV, comes out, I want to
to say—a very attractive work; lively, interesting know which side you are on really.
and very informative. Nevertheless, it comes Professor Hennessy: It is fascinating but of course I
dangerously near to being ‘contemporary love it on one level; there is nothing better. It brings
history’. . . .” This only went up to 1959 and it was harmless joy to the reading public, serialisers of
1970. He warns Ted that he might have to be called Sunday newspapers, my old friends sitting on that
in aid to calm Harold down. Macmillan, as ever, bench there, even humble contemporary historians
is hilarious. He says he is due to see his publisher, and their students. On the other side, in another bit
and so can they get on with it. He was the President of me, I think you have to have a pretty high level
of Macmillan Publishing. It was an elaborate joke of trust between the partners of the governing

marriage. If you do not, you are going to havereally. Five years after this, and I know Richard is
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serious trouble across the whole of the piece. I have Benn. I worked on nuclear power for four years,
which was an area which, to say the least, wasone or two thoughts, which I can come to in a

minute, if you like, about what the new RadcliVe extremely contentious with a lot of tension between
Tony Benn and the centre of government, a lot ofsettlement might be in today’s circumstances,

because you have to start where reality is. Let me tension between him and some of his oYcials. We
all knew he was keeping a diary. He made no secretdo something historians are not meant to do, leap

forward. I have a feeling that when this Prime of it. He went home every night and dictated in the
shed at the bottom of the garden. I do not think itMinister has finally gone to the Valhalla of the

failed—that is a bit unkind, the Valhalla of the aVected us at all. I think we knew it was going on
and we just braced ourselves for publication whendeparted—his Press Secretary, Alastair Campbell,

will publish his diary, and that will be the it came. At that time, Brian Sedgemore who was
his PPS published—I have checked my facts here—equivalent of an archduke being shot in Sarajevo

in July 1914. It will be the opening salvo of the Brian Sedgemore published a book in 1980 called
The Secret Constitution in which he wrote inmost ghastly mobilisation of most wonderful

exchanges of competitive memoiring. People will enormously detailed account of discussions
between the Secretary of State and oYcials,have touched the acid keyboard in anticipation of

that. I have a slight suspicion—my old friend on including summaries of advice that was given. He
broke every rule in the book, far more so thanmy left here may confirm this or not—that in

anticipation of that day, people have got defensive Christopher Meyer or Lance Price or any other
recent publications. He also wrote a novel calledbits of paper of their own ready to put out. GeoV

Mulgan, who is a very considerable figure, in a very Mr Secretary of State in 1978 when he probably
was still a PPS, or only just stopping as PPS, ingood radio programme on Number 10 and all that,

recently said how corrosive it was to have the which all sorts of people appear and settings
including a conference at Sunningdale which Iknowledge that Alastair Campbell is in the meeting

with the diary going that night. I think there is a organised. He has a great account of how diYcult
it was to get people to organise it. There is a senselot of defensive preparation there, and it will be like

1914. Timetables will be mobilised. There will be in which at that time people were publishing things
I think in rather more detail than they are now. Ithe most enormous clash and you will have to

reconvene. You have this glorious opportunity, I do not think anyone made a great fuss about it. We
are more sensitised now than we were then. In thatknow you get fed up when I tell you this, to save

the British Constitution, but you are all we have sense, people have always written books. I could
go on at length. Civil servants have written books.got left really. Parliament, through you, has the

opportunity to get to a new settlement before the Robert Hall kept diaries, which have now been
published; he kept diaries for six years. Jockequivalent of the Great War that Alastair

Campbell’s diaries will stimulate, so go for it. Colville kept diaries during the war from 1939 to
1955, which have been published. Bernard Ingham,
15 years ago, if you read his biography, his memoir,Q3 Chairman: You are on the Mulgan side of the
sat down the moment he had retired and wrote Killargument, are you?
the Messenger. I do not remember there being anProfessor Hennessy: The glory of having a very,
outcry, though I may be wrong about that. There isvery tight Whitehall—the old citadel when Peter
a marvellous description of Peter Hennessy as “lordRiddell and David Hencke and I still had our hair
high butterer up of top civil servants”. From timeand teeth and were young and promising, was a
to time this breaks out. I do not think you shouldreally tough target. It is a pushover now. You have
ever see it as being a slow decline or a rapid decline.freedom of information, competitive leaking, and
What is important is that the RadcliVe Report,all these memoirs. It was so much more fun when
which I would like to commend to you veryyou had to treat it like an intelligence target and
warmly, in 1976 covered all of this with wisdomgo for it over decades and run networks of
and subtlety and a great deal of common sense.informants. I am knocking my friend here who was
RadcliVe says that of course there will be peopleextremely resistant to my charms in his day. It was
who break the rules; what matters is that nobodymuch more fun all round if we had to work for it
condones it. As long as people recognise what israther than getting it on a plate.
done as being wrong, and as long as the bulk of
people observe the rules, then that is still the bestQ4 Chairman: This is the bit I was asking you at the
approach.beginning. This is destroying your trade, is it not?

Professor Hennessy: Yes. We will have to find other
ways to take on the mighty. I am sure there are Q6 Chairman: Surely, that is what has changed?
some. We could think of some together, could When I re-read RadcliVe, and you have given your
we not? take on it there, what they are saying is that we do

not need any new laws because basically the world
is still full of honourable people; there may be theQ5 Chairman: Richard, could we have your view?
occasional rogue but we should not change the lawHas there been a falling oV and what can be done
because of the occasional rogue; honour is stillabout it?
intact. I am sure what we are seeing now withLord Wilson of Dinton: I think the change is less
everyone doing this is that that world has changed,sharp than Peter is suggesting. I worked in the

Department of Energy in the 1970s under Tony has it not?
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Lord Wilson of Dinton: Has it? I was Cabinet it becomes an industry. The argument is being
made now that this is corrosive of the good conductSecretary for nearly five years. By my recollection,

and this is simply from memory, I cleared 10 kinds of government. What I would like to know,
Richard, is: is that an argument that you takeof memoirs and diaries: six of them were by

politicians, four of them were by permanent seriously?
Lord Wilson of Dinton: This is an argument I takeoYcials. Do you want me to list them?
very seriously indeed. I think that permanent civil
servants have a duty of confidentiality to theirQ7 Chairman: That would be helpful.
ministers, and it is crucially important that theyLord Wilson of Dinton: John Major, Norman
should observe it because, if they do not, trustLamont, Michael Heseltine, Mo Mowlam, Richard
breaks down; people start worrying about whetherNeedham and interestingly Paddy Ashdown, who,
what they are saying will be recorded and publishedbecause he was a member of the Joint Consultative
in a newspaper. More than that, you not onlyCommittee which was formerly a Cabinet
damage trust in yourself if you publish but you alsocommittee, very properly came to me and said he
undermine things for other people still in thethought he should ask me to clear the relevant
service because ministers will start wondering whopassages, and I did that. Those are the ministers.
else is going to publish memoirs like that. I thinkAll of them went through the process in an
Christopher Meyer was wrong to publish hisabsolutely proper way, and I can describe the
memoirs in the way that he did. I think Lance Priceprocess to you if you want that. Then the four
was wrong as well. I think it is also important,oYcials were: Stella Rimington; Percy Cradock
though, to realise that what matters is the act ofwho wrote that book Know Your Enemy; Peter Le
publication and the timing of publication. If youCheminant, a book of memoirs; and Roy Denman,
read RadcliVe, he is very clear. He is eminentlya book called The Mandarin’s Tale, and he had
quotable and I am going to bore you a bit withbeen a Deputy Secretary in the Board of Trade
quotes. He says: “At some point of time the secrets(DTI). Only two books compared with that 10 were
of one period must become the common learningpublished which broke the rules: one was GeoVrey
of another”. I think it is very important that peopleRobinson, who wrote a book called The
understand government, how governments workUnconventional Minister that did not come to the
and what actually goes on inside government. ICabinet Secretary; and the other was John Nott,
would not want there to be a sense that there is awho I think did it by accident. He wrote me a
complete ban on people publishing ever at all.charming letter the day the book came out saying,

“I was not meant to have cleared this with you, was
I?” and I wrote back and said, “You were really, Q10 Chairman: But publishers do not want books
but it is a bit late now”. As it was over 20 years 10 years on. Publishers want books today about
since some of the things he was describing, I think what happened yesterday.
it had not occurred to him. There were two other Lord Wilson of Dinton: The interests of publishers
books which are in a rather curious category. One do not override the interests of good government.
was Janet Jones, Ivor Richards’s wife, who wrote It is very important that there is a system which
The Labour of Love, which is a kind of Mrs Dale’s people observe and in which judgments are made
Diary of what was going on in government. as objectively as possible about what is acceptable
Whether that comes under the rules, I really do not at any one given time. It does depend on the
know, but anyway it did not come near me. I am context of every case.
not sure but I remember thinking that Giles
Brandreth had published some diaries, but whether

Q11 Chairman: The system has broken down?he was actually covered or not, I am not sure
Lord Wilson of Dinton: I am not serving inbecause he had only been, I think, a Lord
government at the moment. It is over three yearsCommissioner of the Treasury, but I may have got
since I left, so I do not know that. I do not acceptthat wrong.
that the system has necessarily broken down. I just
think it is very important that if we can strengthen

Q8 Chairman: That was on the dirt on the Tory it, we should, and I am happy to oVer some
Whip’s OYce. thoughts about that. It is very important that
Lord Wilson of Dinton: Was it? I have never read everybody asserts the rules. I would guess a lot of
it. The point I am making is that I think you are what Christopher Meyer wrote is, frankly, rather
wrong to say the rules do not hold. In my dull. There is only a handful of pages in his book,
experience, which I admit is now three years out of which I have skimmed, which seem to me to cause
date, 10 people went through the processes oVence. What is wrong about his book is that he
properly and only one person really broke the rules. is commenting on people who are active in public

life now and on events that are still very hot
politically, and I think that is disloyal and ill-Q9 Chairman: This is fascinating. When we reach

a point where a departing ambassador can judged. I would guess he probably regrets it now,
but I do not know that.immediately write a book, not caring really whether

he is told this is okay or not because it seems that Professor Hennessy: I think we need to hang
around for the Meyer defence, which he outlinedhe is going to do it, and when we have routine diary

keeping, instant memoirs from everybody engaged in an interview with the Independent on Sunday,
because he implied that he thought that thein government, huge sums being paid out to them,
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ministers who had rushed into print recently had that Margaret Beckett is just really holding the
ring. Margaret Beckett came out alpha plus as farbroken the ministerial side of the bargain. He cited

Robin Cook, Mo Mowlam and Clare Short. The as Christopher Meyer is concerned. Is there a case
for asking biographers to submit authorisedtrouble is that once one party to the governing

marriage thinks the other one is behaving out of biographies for clearance?
order, you can treat it as an alibi for following suit. Lord Wilson of Dinton: I think you would find that
But he also added, and we must not forget this, and quite diYcult to enforce because they have no
this really is a new world, “and out there contract of employment in which you can
somewhere there is the public right to know”. Since incorporate a process. I also think you would find
January, we are a freedom of information nation. yourself attracting all sorts of books which in no
RadcliVe could not contemplate freedom of way would you wish to attract. There is a limit to
information; it was a mere whisper in Labour what even the Cabinet Secretary can cope with in
manifestos, which nobody read in 1974. Now it has oYce in terms of reading and processing things. I
arrived after all this time. Former oYcials can use would not want to make it an industry. If I possibly
the Freedom of Information Act to ask for stuV can, I would want to hang on to a system which is
that is pretty well warm oV the Whitehall word voluntary. I think Peter is right that we live in a
processors, if it is not in the exempt areas. We have more open world. What I am arguing for is a
to blend into this inquiry in a way RadcliVe did not process where people wishing to publish
have to the fact that we are a freedom of information go to the Cabinet Secretary and
information state and everybody has rights under discuss with him or her what is acceptable and what
that Act, including former ambassadors. Where do is not. A great deal of what people write goes
you draw the line there? Percy Cradock’s one, for through without diYculty. I myself when I looked
example, used the Waldegrave Initiative by which a at a book would say, “What is there in here that
cornucopia of intelligence-related documents, Joint really matters?” One has a bias towards letting
Intelligence Committee stuV from the Cold War, things go through. What you look at are the three
was released, and he built his book not around his very good criteria, which RadcliVe lays down:
own experience as Chairman of the Joint national security, international relations and the
Intelligence Committee but from the archive. So confidential relationship between ministers and
Percy, in a way, was the forerunner of what we ministers and ministers and civil servants.
might see more of. The Cabinet Secretary or the Professor Hennessy: That does not leave much left.
Permanent Secretary of the Foreign OYce being Lord Wilson of Dinton: It leaves a huge amount. If
asked to vet memoirs or think pieces on the part you read the biographies that I cited earlier, there
of former oYcials that are pretty largely based on is a great deal in them that is perfectly all right and
documents that are legitimately in the National does not fall into those categories. What you are
Archives or are sought and found under the trying to do is avoid things that cause damage.
Freedom of Information Act is quite a tricky one, Even within the most open age, there is still an area
is it not? What do you do then? They bring to it of relationships you want to protect and there is a
an experience and an insider knowledge that may national interest in protecting good government.
in spirit break the conventions. It is not just that
the good chap theory of government has broken

Q13 Mr Prentice: What about timing? The tabloidsdown. You are quite right that in 1974 people said,
are out there. Let us take the Daily Mail. The Daily“It is just Crossman being Dick”, and people did
Mail could pay a huge sum of money to serialisesay that, and RadcliVe quite rightly said that the
memoirs in the run-up to a general election becausemain thing is that the standards have always been
it sees its mission in life as destabilising the Labourrestored. There have always been breakdowns, but
Party. Would you oVer advice on the timing ofit has always been restored. I think we have gone
publication?through that. I think duelling memoirs and duelling
Lord Wilson of Dinton: I think that timing is of thediaries are going to be a permanent feature. You
essence. One of the things that I would commenthave always tried to think the best of people. That
is that I would want manuscripts, or typescripts, tois why you have been a civil servant. You have had
be submitted before they go to a newspaper. I thinkto pretend that the twerps that you have been
what the Lance Price case illustrated was thedealing with were in fact pillars of the constitution
diYculty of the case where a newspaper comparesand bring some insight. You cannot help yourself.
the final version with the version that wasYou are still charitable about them. You do not
submitted, because then you have this publicityrealise what rats most of them are. You never
based on what was banned from the book, whichhave done!
only draws attention to it. I think the timing ofChairman: Mea culpa.
publication is also important because it must not
be, if it is the case of an oYcial, an intervention in
the political process. That is really fundamentallyQ12 Mr Prentice: Christopher Meyer famously

talked about “political pygmies”, and he was very what I think is one of the things which Christopher
Meyer did. I would also argue that Peter, in hisdismissive of the qualities of some politicians. You

talked about his alibi that politicians were slagging description of what the Cabinet Secretary does, was
underestimating the extent to which it is aeach other oV. It is not just memoirs, is it; it is

authorised biographies. The Pollard authorised negotiation. Of course, in the end, as RadcliVe says,
the person who wishes to publish has the right tobiography quotes David Blunkett directly saying
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publish if it is about relationships, but the case is brilliant, it is so well written, that what we should
really be doing is separating out the Ministerialneeds to be put to them and there must be suYcient

time for the negotiation to take place. What you Code from the Civil Service Code in our minds
here. I think that it must be wrong that somebodyshould not do is bounce, and again timing is

important in that. who has been a senior civil servant can immediately
betray those confidences. That is entirely diVerent
from a minister doing it. I would have thoughtQ14 Mr Prentice: Lance Price left Downing Street
there is a good case here for separating out the twoseven years ago. He is quite relaxed about his book,
a lot more. Can you reflect on that?I suppose, because of the passage of time. Would
Lord Wilson of Dinton: Can I comment on that? Iyou say seven years is just about right?
agree with you that the position of ministers isLord Wilson of Dinton: It depends again on the
diVerent from the position of civil servants in allfacts of the case. I think you ought to wait until
sorts of ways. I think that ministers are accountablethe main players are no longer active, as it were,
publicly; they have to defend their actions publiclyuntil events have moved on, until the world has
and are subject to quite a lot of strong criticism inmoved on. I ask myself why was Ingham’s memoir
public. Therefore, the case for allowing them toall right coming so soon after he ceased to be a civil
come out with some kind of justification for theirservant. I think the answer must have been because
own actions is entirely defensible. I think that isthe then Prime Minister, Lady Thatcher, had
right and it has been going on for a long time.retired, and a lot of what he was writing about was
OYcials are protected still by ministers, thoughto do with her time, and presumably also she was
there is a tendency to make us more public figures.not objecting. There is a world of diVerence
I think oYcials do owe a duty of loyalty thatbetween what you are writing in that context and
requires them not to rush into print. The interestingthe position where people are still in oYce and what
thing about the list that I read out to you earlieryou are writing is critical of them.
is that there are very few home civil servants over
the years who have ever published anythingQ15 Mr Prentice: When Campbell publishes his
quickly. Try to think of how many of them havediary, presumably Blair will have gone?
done that over the last 30 or 40 years? In a way, ILord Wilson of Dinton: Yes. I have no idea what
think that is quite remarkable. If I may finish mythe diary is like.
point very briefly, in the Civil Service you have anProfessor Hennessy: You have a pretty shrewd
enormous corpus of knowledge about what goes onidea, have you not? There were extracts from it in
inside government. The degree to which that is notthe Hutton Report.
the subject of publication is, I think, impressive. IfLord Wilson of Dinton: I am not going to get into
you look at the list I gave you, you could count onthe business of editing something in advance which
the fingers of one hand the home civil servants whoI have not seen and is not my business. I am a
have published anything about what went on inprivate citizen.
government, say, within 10 years of their leaving
service.

Q16 Chairman: As Peter says, this is the good-
natured view of the world where everyone behaves
decently; they would come and show you these Q18 Grant Shapps: The reason I am trying to
manuscripts and a decent time elapses. We are in interject is that I think I am already closer to your
a world now where people do not give a toss about point of view on this. I am much more interested
that. They want the money now. You have got in Peter’s more excitable view on this matter. Even
Meyer who says, “I am going to publish this stuV if you take the Meyer book, really the revelations
anyway”. in there are not that remarkable. He called Jack
Lord Wilson of Dinton: You have also got a world Straw a pygmy. We can all come to a conclusion
where there is reaction against the Pollard book, as to whether or not we think that is the case; it
which I think must have done David Blunkett’s does not have much to do with anything. The fact
relationship—I am guessing as a member of the that Tony Blair walked along with his hands in his
public—with some of his colleagues a lot of harm. pockets when he was with the President of the
I think you will find that Christopher Meyer will United States again is really not a big revelation.
find that he pays a price in his relationships with There may be some tidying up to do around the
other people, which he may come to regret. I do edges here but it is not really the big problem that
think the reaction to publication of books is you think it is.
important in the signal it gives to future people who Professor Hennessy: It was in the Jonathan Aitken
are thinking of publishing. There is a price to be trial in 1971, the oYcial secrets trial under the old
paid if you go ahead with revealing confidences and OYcial Secrets Act, when I think it was a Foreign
breaking loyalties very quickly in a way that causes OYce witness who said that the highest
oVence and is a kind of entry into the political classification in Whitehall is not “top secret”, or all
arena which is unacceptable. People pay that price those GCHQ ones; it is “politically embarrassing”.
and it is a hidden penalty with some significance. There is one above that which is “personally

embarrassing”. I often have to remind myself that
you lot are human beings, but you are. There isQ17 Grant Shapps: Just in terms of trying to dissect
nothing more oVensive to a certain Deputy Primewhat can be done about this, it seems to me, having

read the RadcliVe Report which for its time, 1976, Minister than the fact that he cannot entirely keep
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the foreign policy details of the world in his head Professor Hennessy: Give us one example.
Lord Wilson of Dinton: Certainly not.when he goes in for a session with the Vice

President. It is extremely wounding and he is bound
to care more about that than an oYcial writing Q23 Kelvin Hopkins: I am fascinated by what I
about the row over the directive on dried prunes have heard, particularly because I was Brian
from Europe. Sedgemore’s party chairman in the 1970s, so I used

to get these events retold to me in the pub every
Friday night. It was exactly as you say. MyQ19 Grant Shapps: Yes, but this is not something impression is that what has really changed from

that we should move to legislate on, is it, because that era is the politics. We lived in an era of the
RadcliVe already deals with these things? mixed economy, social democracy and pluralism in
Professor Hennessy: I think you should think about those days. Now we live in a world driven from the
recommending a revamping of RadcliVe under the centre by radical, right-wing politicians. It is driven
voluntary system. I would go for a five-year by neo-conservative international policies—foreign
voluntary restraint on both sides (oYcials, policies and neo-liberal economic policies, and
ministers and special advisers, the two and a half pluralism has been pushed back. Have not the
governing tribes) providing for a shorter period if tensions arisen because of that change?
the government changes—not a prime minister Professor Hennessy: I think there is a lot in that. If
changes but a government changes—because, as I was on the receiving end of the command style
Richard said, when a government changes, there is premiership of your nominal leader, because you
a change of party and it is diVerent. I think a five- obviously do not subscribe in full to the leadership
year voluntary restraint, which some people will principle, I would get profoundly irritated. If, as it
still break, is quite reasonable these days. is sometimes put to me, the kids at Number 10

come on the phone and say “Tony wants”, I would
be tempted to say, “bugger oV” and, if I did not,

Q20 Grant Shapps: Peter, what I am really I would make a note about the absurdity of their
interested in is the split here between ministers and suggestions at what I do as a secretary of state. I
civil servants. Five years might be exactly right for have never known a period when secretaries of state
civil servants, I do not know, plus the change in and their permanent secretaries are such diminished
government. Surely for ministers it is fair game? figures. I sometimes wonder how they can look at
The one thing this whole thing teaches me is that themselves in the mirror in the morning. The kind
I should go home and starting writing a diary of catharsis through memoir, which is what it is, is
tonight, if only as a defensive mechanism. what this leads to. If you operate a court system of

government, whether it is the Chancellor or theProfessor Hennessy: You have been corrupted,
Prime Minister, those who are on the receiving endMr Shapps!
of the court find what weapons they can when they
can, and it stores up real trouble. If you are not

Q21 Grant Shapps: Not at all. We are here to look naturally collegial, which the Prime Minister is not
after ourselves and do not need to be molly-coddled though he is trying terribly hard—and you used to
by more rules and regulations, certainly not by spend hours to persuade him to be more collegial,
laws. Ministers and politicians should be able to did you not, Richard—you are just asking for it,
take care of themselves. are you not? The worms turn, and the worms turn

on the page, and who can blame them?Professor Hennessy: You wait until you are a
minister!

Q24 Kelvin Hopkins: Yes, indeed, and I must say I
cannot wait for the memoirs of our Cabinet whichQ22 Chairman: Richard, could I bring you in
meets, apparently, for five minutes just to listen tobecause I would like to know if you would assent the Prime Minister, and then goes away again. Itto this prescription that Peter is giving us about used actually to discuss papers and not to have

what we might do about this? votes as such but develop consensual approaches to
Lord Wilson of Dinton: I do not think I would lay government, which is no longer the case. I will be
down the time period like that because I can think fascinated to read all these memoirs. Do you think
of some things which I would not want people to this is leading to some sort of breakdown or
write after five years and some things in less than change, a reversion to the way we were, or are we
five years which I would not object to. What now into an entirely new era of working where the
RadcliVe is saying is that over time, the strength of pages will not be turned back?
the confidences does gradually weaken, and it does Professor Hennessy: I know everybody says this
depend a bit on context. He says that some things because it is the kind of fall-back position, but if
which are matters of national security can be we had a civil service act that repainted the lines
revealed very soon after they are over because they between who does what within the governing
suddenly cease being secure. Other things you need marriage, including the special advisers, it would be
to protect for much longer than that. I think that a start. The good chap theory of government was
is true of some confidences. There are personal based on what Sidney Low over 100 years ago
matters to do with ministers I worked for 30 or 40 called “the tacit understandings on which British

Government depends”. All that has gone. There isyears ago which I would not want to reveal.
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a tremendous tendency, which is what gave you Lord Wilson of Dinton: I am, of course, out of it
now. This may sound like a commercial, but if yousuch anguish, was it not, that that is traditional

stuV; it just gets in the way; we have public service look at The Code of Conduct for Special Advisers,
which we published in 2001, you will find in it adelivery. Once the good chap theory has come to

the equivalent of a combination of management description of what sorts of work a special adviser
may do, and that is not consistent with theconsultancy babble and self-interest, it has gone

really. I know you think, like RadcliVe, it can all description of the role of special adviser that you
give. I think the truth is that the role of specialbe restored, and I hope it can, but we have had
advisers is diVerent between diVerent ministers atnothing but this since 1997, with the occasional
diVerent periods. I think Francis Cripps andreversion to trying to behave a little bit better. Mrs
Frances Morrell, who you rightly guess I doThatcher was just the same. Remember after
remember, were in a very powerful position in thatWestland, she tried to behave for a while and listen
department. Your account of how they operated, Ito people in Cabinet. The real thing to do when you
think, if anything, is an underestimate. They wereare watching these people is rather like intelligence;
interposed between Tony Benn and the departmentyou watch people when they do not think you are
quite often. I can remember one occasion thatlooking at them—when they are on automatic
Brian Sedgemore has written up—it is nearly 30pilot—because they do not think they are under
years ago—when I was instructed by the secretaryparticular scrutiny, that is when they give
of state and, in the end, by the permanent secretarythemselves away on the way they really conduct
to negotiate a Cabinet committee paper with them.government. I think you are closer to the model
It was a very tortuous process but certainly theythan Richard’s desire to see sides to them which can
were there between the secretary of state and thebe played upon, playing upon their decent side.
department. I will not go into it.Maybe I am entirely wrong about this. I come back

to this: if you could broker a modern version of the
good chap theory of government which took into Q27 Kelvin Hopkins: I remember it well. I know the
account modern realities, you really would have sort of thing.
pulled oV something quite formidable. I think it is Lord Wilson of Dinton: It illustrated the point that
linked to your known views that we need a civil a lot of the issues people talk about today in
Service Act, and that is not a suggestion which is relation to special advisers are not new. All the
greeted with throbbing warmth across the road by issues that people are talking about now were very
anybody. There was not one person in the Cabinet much alive and kicking 30 years ago. One needs to
who was in favour of it, and even some of your pull back a bit from the suggestion that we are all
wretched colleagues at the Wednesday meeting of poor figures now and it was all marvellous in the
permanent secretaries were not wholly in favour. If past. I hesitate to attribute it to an objective and
you can make that happen and link it to this, I independent professor, but I think some of that is
think you will have done the state some service, to do with the passing of years. I think you do tend
you know. to see the past in a rosy glow. There is one point

I would like to come back to, which is a point that
Gordon Prentice raised. I think some things areQ25 Chairman: I can see Richard steaming. changing. One of them is the willingness of, let us

Lord Wilson of Dinton: I am not steaming at all. say, the press to make a civil servant more of a
I just wish to make it clear that silence does not figure. Another is the willingness to criticise civil
indicate consent. servants through the press without your ever

actually knowing, if you are the civil servant, who
is making the allegation. I think that is an insidiousQ26 Kelvin Hopkins: The point I make in our
and bad trend because it is unfair. The hands ofdiscussion, and I agree entirely with what you said,
civil servants are tied. You cannot answer back,Peter, but this is really for Richard, is this: during
just as you cannot answer back to criticisms in athe Benn-Sedgemore era, Francis Cripps and
memoir. There ought to be something in the codeFrances Morrell, and I am sure you remember
which makes it very clear that that is unacceptable,them both very well, used to meet Tony Benn in
whoever does the briefing.the morning before the civil servants got to him and

discuss with him the policies of the day. The civil
servants would then speak to the Secretary of State Q28 Chairman: Julia is going to bring us back to
afterwards. They used to get very upset about this, memoirs. As Kelvin has a start on it, I do not want
apparently. Now we have a situation where the to lose the moment just to ask you both this. I do
special advisers are the bosses, in a sense. Rather not want to quote back at you stuV you have been
than just advising the minister and then the writing, Richard. You have been expressing
minister going to the civil servants, they are now disquiet about the way in which government is
interposed, in a sense. They see the minister and the conducted now, and indeed Peter has, too, perhaps
Civil Service much more, and the top layer of the more predictably. Although you are saying, in
Civil Service, certainly under Sir Andrew Turnbull, response to questions, that there was never a golden
seem to have become more politicised; it is all part age, you do not think there has been a great falling
of political grouping conspiring against Parliament oV, you have been writing in a way which suggests
to get things through. When did that change take that there has been a falling oV. Something has

gone wrong with the process of government; theplace, or is my description not right?
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quality of decision-making has begun to be restoration of papers and proper minute-taking.
You might as well have pleaded in vain in privateattenuated. Chris Foster, as you know, has written
to get that back. This is no disrespect to you: itrecently something called Why are we so badly
took an external shock with quotes from chaptergoverned? He is someone who has worked for both
and verse in both of those reports, whole roundsgovernments over many, many years. It is quite a
of experience in there, including diaries, and Davidcompelling indictment of the way in which news
Omand having to reconstruct from his notesmanagement now drives decisions; Number 10
because no minute was taken of the rollingoverrules departments; the quality of material
discussion in Number 10, with people coming inproduced by government White Papers has
and out about whether to tell the press it was Drdeteriorated. Just the business of doing government
Kelly if they thought it was, if they got the name.is not as robust as it used to be. As I read you, you
That was monstrous. You were worried about thatpretty much assented to this.
in private from the beginning but you could doLord Wilson of Dinton: The things I have been
damn all about it. It took those two accidents tosaying are things I actually said to this Committee
alert Parliament and the public. We should neverwhen I was Cabinet Secretary. I was not always
forget that. Not one minister wanted either of thosesure you heard me but I have been saying these
inquiries, did they?things for a long time. I think we are in the middle
Lord Wilson of Dinton: I should just say again, forof huge constitutional change. What I have always
the record, that Peter Hennessy is very kindlyargued is that there is a trend towards devolution,
giving evidence on my behalf but I am not assentingin formal constitutional terms: devolution to
to it. I feel myself being manoeuvred into a positionScotland, Wales and Northern Ireland; and a
where others are giving evidence on my behalf andrebalancing between the state and the individual. It
writing my memoirs, which I am not going to do.is all on the record from previous sessions. At the

same time, I think at another level there is a trend
towards greater centralisation. As always happens, Q29 Julia Goldsworthy: This is the flip side of what
the important things that go on in the constitution Grant Shapps was saying, and so rather than
happen unobserved. The way in which local should there be a separate code for ministers and
government has become an agent of central civil servants, is it not more about what is driving
government, which is now declared by government the authors that is the most important thing in
ministers, rather than a democratic local tier of terms of whether it is appropriate or not, whether
government, is a hugely important development, it is a desire to set the scene of some historical
which has passed by virtually without much debate. record and give insight into the political processes,
The concentration of power within government whether it is for personal revenge, some kind of
makes it all the more important that within personal experiences, or it may be even money. If
government there are proper processes to ensure they are going to get huge advances from
and regulate the use of power and the checks and newspapers, is that what is driving them? Gus
balances which we need to have in place. I think it O’Donnell, when he gave evidence to us, said he
makes the role of Parliament, the role of this was looking into ways in which the Crown could
Committee, all the more important. There is claim royalties as a way of overcoming that
nothing very radical in that. It is just an particular problem. I would like your comments
observation as to how the constitution is changing on that?
and the importance of the roles of diVerent parts Professor Hennessy: There is a precedent to that, if
of the constitution, the constitution ensuring that I remember. Reggie Jones (RV Jones) wrote Most
power is held in check and in balance. Secret War. He was a lovely man and he had taken
Professor Hennessy: I think we have to remember away to Aberdeen University as a young man in
that for all your sterling eVorts as a Cabinet 1946 a large amount of very sensitive material on
Secretary in private to get better minute-taking, to which he wrote that book. This was really oYcial
have proper Cabinet discussion, even the secrets stuV. He waited until the Ultra Secret was
occasional Cabinet paper, what it took to get to the up but it was still very hot in the Seventies. An
point where we have some restoration of the useful unspoken deal was done, which I think we got hold
bit of the past were two accidental reports: the of and published in The Times whereby they did
Hutton Inquiry and the Butler Inquiry. But for the not want to prosecute Reggie because he was a
tragic death of Dr Kelly, there would have been no thoroughly good thing and just imagine the court
Hutton Inquiry. If the American President had not case. So they did a deal whereby I think at least a
instituted an inquiry into intelligence-related part of his royalties from Most Secret War went to
policy-making on the road to war in Iraq, we would the Crown. I do not think that was ever admitted
not have had Butler either. But for the light shone to, but in fact it was the case. If I can find the
by those two completely aberrational inquiries— cuttings from The Times, it would be there
they involved disclosures way beyond the 30-year somewhere. So there is a precedent for that. That
rule stuV, let alone the Freedom of Information was a one-oV because they suddenly realised that
Act—we would not have had you being alerted to Reggie had this treasure trove. He really did like
the extent you have been, the press being alerted to the people he had left in Whitehall. It was the good
the extent they were, and people like me being able chap theory working; it was one of those very
to quote chapter and verse rather than general British compromises. I do not think you could

institutionalise that. It is interesting that Jeremyanxieties. That is what it took to get a partial
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Greenstock has agreed not to publish; I have not day this is one of those cases where history will
start putting the record right. You do have to havechecked that. We must not forget that the Director

of the Ditchley Foundation has abided by the good a sense, if you are in public service, that in time
if injustice has been done, it will be put right, butchap theory of government. You need to check

that. You will be able to do that rather more easily sometimes you have to wait rather a long time.
than me, but I think he has agreed not to publish,
at least for the time being. Q35 Mr Liddell-Grainger: Surely that is a prime

example of where the Civil Service were ordered to
Q30 Chairman: The publishers did not want it after deal with the situation which had been created
it had been taken care of. because somebody had done something which the
Professor Hennessy: Is that what it was? You are government could not control? The political side
ahead of me on that. said that they did not want to know about that and

that they would send out the sacrificial lamb with
his briefcase and give a right to him on the way outQ31 Mr Liddell-Grainger: He lost his contract. I
to Australia, and the whole thing was a disaster.want to take you back to one diary we have not
Professor Hennessy: Nobody could quite havetalked about and that is Spycatcher.
anticipated the degree to which that judge—and IProfessor Hennessy: It was not a diary. It was a
am libelling the Australian judiciary—wasmemoir, written by a fruitcake.
determined to get revenge for dominion status. It
was quite extraordinary to watch all of that. I doQ32 Mr Liddell-Grainger: It may be, but it ended
not think anything in Robert’s formation—and heup with the Cabinet Secretary, now Lord
had been around the block a few times—hadArmstrong, making a journey with a briefcase
prepared him for that.because the establishment had told him to go out
Lord Wilson of Dinton: I do not think Robertto Australia and try to silence this bloke.
Armstrong, or anyone, could have anticipatedProfessor Hennessy: You are cruel remembering
quite how that was going to develop in that case.that but it is true, he was upset at Heathrow, was

he not?
Q36 Mr Liddell-Grainger: Stella Rimington wrote
a fairly boring book. When that came before theQ33 Mr Liddell-Grainger: A little, and I think the
censors, can you say how much was taken out? Wasjournalist may be one of those in the room. Was
there anything to be taken out? Was there stuV thatthat the downgrading of the Cabinet Secretary,
you felt was going down the wrong line and youhaving to go out to try personally on behalf of the
said, “enough is enough”?British Government to stop a diary, a memoir,
Lord Wilson of Dinton: The answer to yourwhatever, which was highly damaging? There was
question is: yes, quite a lot had to be rewritten, toan enormous amount of stuV in there about
my recollection.burglaries, break-ins, the role of the Wilson

Government. It was absolute dynamite. It was not
stopped. It was leaked back into the country as a Q37 Mr Liddell-Grainger: Do you think for spy
sort of dirty little memoir and it was being sold on chiefs—and Scarman would be fascinated to read
street corners. Is that not the sort of downward this—and for that sort of level of persons within
spiral? the Intelligence Service there should be a diVerent,
Professor Hennessy: Robert Armstrong should not dare I say it, law, statutory obligation, on people
have gone. It should have been the Attorney who are within the intelligence community? You
General. Robert had done very well. were talking about somebody who took all his

archives up to Aberdeen, Reggie Jones. That is
obviously an early example. Should there be a bitQ34 Mr Liddell-Grainger: Who made him go?

Professor Hennessy: If I remember, Robert had more for intelligence and the military?
Professor Hennessy: That is diYcult because thedone extremely well in the Westland inquiry before

the Defence Select Committee. He had interposed precedent for Stella Rimington’s book was Sir
Percy Sillitoe’s book Cloak without Dagger, whichhis body, which is one of the functions of a Crown

servant, between ministers and here. Permission he had written after ceasing to be Head of MI5 in
1955, and to which Mr Attlee wrote a foreword. Itwas not granted to anybody else from the Civil

Service who was involved in the Westland aVair to was an extremely boring book. It was mainly about
being Chief Constable in Kent, which even in thosecome. Robert—fireproof Robert—took it all upon

himself, and he did extremely well. If I had been days was not the most riveting job in the public
service. It was very hard to tell Stella not to becauseRobert, I would have refused to go to Australia on

the grounds it should be the Attorney General of the wretched Sillitoe book. As the British system
of government works on precedent and custom andbecause it had to be a Minister of the Crown. In

those days, we had Attorneys General, and the practice, that is what they had to go on, was it not?
Not that I am recommending this to you, but IAttorney General should have gone.

Lord Wilson of Dinton: Chairman, I have always suppose you could, as part of the Intelligence
Services Act, if you had wanted in 1994 put in athought that Robert Armstrong was much

maligned over that episode. He has been very statutory bar on ever saying anything to anybody.
Their indoctrination processes tell them thatrestrained in not publishing his version of it, which

is his right, and I would respect that. I think one anyway. Again, it is the world we have lost. Ten
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thousand people kept the Ultra Secret for 20 years. after 30 years, not a whisper, until the Waldegrave
Initiative, however old it was, even though the ColdIs that not extraordinary—20,000 people knew at

least a part of the Ultra Secret and they kept it for War was over. We found a very sensible way of
reaching quarter-way houses, if not half-way20 years. Those days are gone.
houses, on this as has the Houses of Parliament.Lord Wilson of Dinton: I would repeat the point,
In a funny way Richard’s optimism about sensibleat the risk of repetition, that the home Civil Service
procedures is still possible, you can rely uponhas a remarkable record in observing the duty of
people’s decency, it is a combination of the goodconfidentiality. I do not think there is evidence that
regiment discipline, the kind of morale that thesethat is sliding.
outfits should have, plus codes for guidance, he’sProfessor Hennessy: The intelligence services have
worked in that area and that is the most delicatebeen pretty mute. Even somebody who is interested
area of all. On the back of the Spycatcher nonsensein that world understands that they have to be. We
beneficial reform did occur, did it not?have found two ways: on the back of the
Lord Wilson of Dinton: I just wanted to give a plugSpycatcher aVair, they got a counsellor to whom
for oYcial histories. I do think it is important thatthey could go if they were anguished about
people have an understanding of what goes on inpensions or anything else. That has worked pretty
Government and I think the oYcial historywell. There is also the oversight committee, the
programme is an important part of that. Before IIntelligence and Security Committee, which I know
ceased to be Cabinet Secretary we commissioned,is not flesh of your flesh quite but it has done an
with the Prime Minister’s approval, a series ofextremely good job. On the back of that Spycatcher
oYcial histories in which academics are allowed toaVair, reforms were put in place, which I think
have full access to all the papers and write up thetogether have worked pretty well. Do you not?
history of a particular episode or period, like theLord Wilson of Dinton: I think so.
Falklands War which I think has now been
published. I think that programme may fairly soon

Q38 Mr Liddell-Grainger: Shaylor had to be be running out and I do just hope this Committee
brought back from France. He did exactly the may take an interest in ensuring that it continues
same; he skipped out of the country and basically to run because there is a real public interest in that
in the end he was extradited. Surely again that programme.
shows an example of where an intelligence oYcer Professor Hennessy: I agree with that.
decided to publish and be damned. Whether the
stuV he said was true or not, I do not know. Again, Q39 Chairman: The problem is the Daily Mail does
the Government got dragged into something where not produce a big chequebook for oYcial histories.
they had to try to get somebody back who had Professor Hennessy: Why are we obsessed with the
written a memoir which was potentially very Daily Mail? Everybody runs in fear of them. You
damaging to the country. There is another example should just tell them to bugger oV. That is twice we
of where we are fairly neutered as a nation. That have mentioned the Daily Mail.
literally ended up with an embarrassing situation
and the government in France trying to get this

Q40 Chairman: Far from running in fear, peoplebloke out.
seem to be attracted by their chequebooks.Professor Hennessy: He was convicted, as was
Professor Hennessy: Yes, I suppose there is that.Richard Tomlinson, if I remember. I think there
Mr Prentice was engaging in a wonderful piece ofhas to be an extra special duty of care on people
displacement activity suggesting the Labour Partyin the intelligence world. This is an extremely nasty
was in trouble because of the Daily Mail. I thoughtworld. When they make the cases they do, and if
you had quite a lot to do with it yourselves, withstuV is disclosed that gives away techniques or even
all due respect, my dears.agents—not that Shaylor or Tomlinson gave away

agents but I think Tomlinson did name some
Q41 Chairman: I do not think we have got to thepeople who were oYcers—that is extremely diYcult
bottom of this. You are telling us that the “goodbecause it is very hard to recruit people if you think
chap” theory has broken down.it is going to come out. It is an obvious link and
Professor Hennessy: Not completely.it is one they make all the time, and I understand

that. In many ways, they are a separate case from
Q42 Chairman: No, but it is breaking down andwhat we are talking about. Having said that, for
something needs to be done. Richard, I think youChristopher Meyer and Jeremy Greenstock, and
are saying the “good chap” theory is still intact andindeed you and your colleagues, the intelligence
we do not need to do very much.product is something that is very much part of your
Lord Wilson of Dinton: I did not say that. I said Iworld. You may not be actually in it, but the
would try and strengthen the “good chap” theory.sensitivity of the stuV, because you are the

customer, does aVect you. It is important that it is
related to this, but the actual duty of confidentiality Q43 Chairman: You said earlier on that you
on an oYcer in MI5 and MI6 or a GCHQ thought it was a bad thing that people were keeping
employee is very high, the highest there is really, diaries in Cabinets and you were sitting round the
and I understand that. I think we all do. We have table with people who you knew were going to
found a way in this country of mitigating that kind publish a record very, very quickly. All that is the

world in which we live, that is what is happeningof blanket ban where you did not even get anything
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now. Either we say, “Well, there’s nothing we can we really feel that things are breaking down, people
might have to explore. If they went down that roaddo about it. The good chap’s era has finished,” or

we have a proposal. I have not heard a proposal I think they would need to be very clear at the same
time about the situations in which it would bethat is going to do anything about this at all.
exercised; I think that would have to be part of theLord Wilson of Dinton: Can I give you the odd
deal. It is worth remembering that everything a civilproposal or two? Of course people keep diaries and
servant writes now in the course of their job isof course people are thinking while they are in
covered by Crown Copyright, that is mygovernment that they will write their memoirs and
recollection, so it would be an extension of thatyou know that will happen. What matters is that
provision.you should have a process which they observe. I am

also arguing that the process has not broken down.
The fact that there have been people who break the Q45 Julie Morgan: Your proposals are that the
rules does not mean that the whole process has existing process could be improved on the basis of
come to an end. What you need to do is to reassert how it exists at the moment.
it and not to condone cases where people have not Lord Wilson of Dinton: It could be strengthened a
observed it. I would like to see the Management bit, yes.
Code of the Civil Service assert more clearly than
it in fact does (I was looking at it last night) an

Q46 Julie Morgan: I am quite curious as to howobligation on civil servants and on ministers who
that process operated. Did you personally readwant to publish to consult the Cabinet Secretary at
every one of those books? Was it your personalan early stage, when they have a typescript, not
duty to read them?before they have done a deal with the newspaper
Lord Wilson of Dinton: Can I describe to you whatand would like to go to press within the next
happens? You are sitting in your oYce andmonth, and then to discuss with the Cabinet
suddenly a box arrives with a lot of typescripts,Secretary and, if need be, to accept his judgment
typically. It is about enough to fill one box of theon international relations and on security and to do
kind that you take home in the evening. I woulda compromise. The RadcliVe Report says you have
read it, yes. I would skim read it very fast partlyalways got to compromise in the end, but there
because it was quite a treat.does have to be a negotiation and I think that way
Professor Hennessy: You have led a sheltered life!can still work if people will observe it. It may be
Lord Wilson of Dinton: I have. You sit and youthe process needs to be made explicitly part of the
skim this book and with a skim read you can getcontract of civil servants. You cannot make it a
a pretty good idea of (a) whether it is really goingcontract with ministers because ministers are
to be a serious headache or not and (b) the areasappointed, they do not have contracts, but if you
of Government that it is going to cover. Youcan have a process which you can enforce then I
identify those passages which are of interest tothink the system may still be made to work. I do
other government departments and you send themnot accept that it has broken down.
to your colleague who is head of that department
and you ask for comments by a given time. Usually

Q44 Mr Prentice: Julia mentioned Crown people always want this back as quickly as possible,
Copyright and Peter told us that he did not think which is why I stress this question of the timescale.
it was a runner. What is your view? Then you will get back from departments—and you
Lord Wilson of Dinton: It is quite a complex area. have someone who will kindly collate it for you in
One of the things that was established in the Blake the Cabinet OYce—a list of comments. One of the
case is that in some situations you can hold people things they will do—being civil servants, they are
to account for profits of what they have earned. I congenitally unable to let any error past—is that
think that is quite hard to apply. It might be they will list for you a huge number of things which
possible to incorporate in contracts for civil the minister or the individual has got wrong. I
servants, including former civil servants, a always found myself saying, “You’re not required
provision that anything which they published on to accept this but we think you have got the
the basis of their experience in the Civil Service following factual errors,” and there would be pages
would attract Crown Copyright unless they had of things that the civil servants picked up. It goes
authorisation for its publication. I am not saying with the job. Secondly, you would then have a list
that is possible. My recollection is that that is a of comments where people would want changes
possibility. The argument against it, which is one and I would go through those and look at them and
that I think Peter might put, is that that is far too some of them would be ones which you would
comprehensive. I think there is a public interest in think were nit-picking and you would send them to
people being able to talk on the basis of their the author and say, “It’s up to you, you may want
experience about how government works and I to think about this. I do not think it is that
would not want one to feel that everything one said important.”. There would be some where you
was instantly a breach of copyright, which it would would suggest to them positively they should make
be under that approach. We are moving into an age a change but you would make it clear there is not
of freedom of information and it is rather odd to an issue. And then there would be a few—I would
toughen up in that way when we are going for try to make it as small a number as possible, it
freedom of information. I am not that enthusiastic usually was only two or three or four at the most—

where you really thought there was an issue andabout it but I think it is still a possibility which, if
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you would make it clear that these were ones that Lord Wilson of Dinton: You usually resolve it.
you really wanted to press and discuss with them.
You would send it back with roughly that

Q52 Mr Burrowes: So there is no need for anycategorisation and then you would get a letter back
further committee of Privy Counsellors, is there?and usually there would be very little dispute. I can Lord Wilson of Dinton: No.recall one or two cases of national security, one or

two cases where it was a comment on former civil
servants, where in the end it was a matter for the Q53 Mr Burrowes: In terms of looking at what has
person writing whether or not they pressed it. I do happened since, you do not see the “good chap”
not recall any case where in the end we were not theory going out the window to a certain extent and
able to reach agreement pretty amicably. It was a a need now to tighten things up in terms of that
pretty swift process. I would always bias myself committee?

Lord Wilson of Dinton: In setting up a committeetowards publication and say does it really matter if
to oversee it?they publish this, but if I thought it really did

matter then I would press the point, although
usually there were very few points of that kind

Q54 Mr Burrowes: Yes.where you had to make an issue of it.
Lord Wilson of Dinton: I happen to agree that we
have quite enough bodies of one sort or another to
regulate behaviour without necessarily impressingQ47 Julie Morgan: Presumably Christopher
the public that we are doing it better, though IMeyer’s book went through that process.
think standards have improved. I do not thinkLord Wilson of Dinton: I do not know. We got a
there is a need—but, as I say, I may be out-of-letter suggesting they did not have time to do it. I
date—for any committee to oversee the process.have not talked to Gus O’Donnell, I do not know

what happened in that case, but I would guess in
his shoes, if you find yourself faced with that Q55 Mr Burrowes: In terms of improvements, you
problem, the danger is that if you start asking for say there is not a need to change the process in
changes all you are going to do is provide publicity relation to the Cabinet Secretary looking through
for the serialisation, which you do not particularly and considering the documents which have gone
want to do. In the Stella Rimington case where I through 10 people. Is the problem with the author
said to her initially “Please don’t do it”, that and the way they have applied the rules? Perhaps
conversation was then used in The Guardian as a the lesser obligation is towards the old principles of
platform for “the book they tried to ban” and for honour and so forth.
a fairly one-sided account of that discussion. So Lord Wilson of Dinton: Yes. Julia Goldsworthy was
you do have to think about that too. talking earlier about motive. I think there are two

or three motives usually at work. One of them, with
ministers, is to set the record straight and I think,Q48 Julie Morgan: But you think this process is the
as RadcliVe says, that is a legitimate motive for acorrect process, do you?
politician, a minister, to want to put their side ofLord Wilson of Dinton: I think it is correct. Ten
the story when they are so much in the spotlight.people went through it and it was not a problem.
A second motive is making money out of theirOnly one person simply did not observe it. I may
experience. Although it is inevitable to somebe out-of-date, it may be things are declining now,
degree, I think the spectacle of civil servantsbut I do not regard that as evidence that in my time
rushing forward into print in order to make moneythe whole thing was cracking up.
out of it is very distasteful. If one could find a way,
like on the copyright route perhaps, where it really
became a problem then I think you would have toQ49 Chairman: What about the idea of having a
do that. The third, which is very hard to deal with,Committee on Memoirs?
is vanity or pride. Sometimes when people retireLord Wilson of Dinton: You are tempting me,
they find it very diYcult to come to terms with theChairman! I read your speech in the House of
sudden loss of identity. One of the reactions whichCommons on Tuesday where you were talking
takes place with some people is a feeling that youabout the proliferation of regulatory bodies. I am
need to go into print to assert who you were or tonot going to be tempted by you into suggesting
get oV your chest a sense of grievance. I wouldanother one.
think it is highly desirable that people should not
do that and they should find some other form of

Q50 Chairman: So that is not something that therapy rather than going into print. However, that
attracts you? is just a personal view.
Lord Wilson of Dinton: No.

Q56 Mr Burrowes: You are playing down the
Q51 Mr Burrowes: In your experience the problem problem in a sense by saying it is still a few
is not the issue of disagreement between the occurrences and although the system is generally
Cabinet Secretary and the author because you are working, there needs to be a reassertion of radical
saying that usually you will be able to come to an force. I am trying to accommodate that with your

views about the trend towards the concentration ofagreement, are you not?
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fewer hands and whether that has essentially of faith. There was no money in 1942, every piece
of manpower was devoted to winning the war andcorrupted modern government and whether there

is a need for more of a fundamental change. yet the Bridges’ generation had no doubt this was
an integral part of the state, it was the collectiveLord Wilson of Dinton: I think you are putting
memory and it was an aid to not going wrong intogether two rather diVerent things. The
the future, taking the lessons where they werealternatives are either a voluntary system or,
applicable. It worries me a great deal that thisultimately, legislation. I think the arguments
should even be a question. We are a vastly richeragainst legislation are strong. I am sure we could
nation now than we were in 1942, we are not facingall put together a Bill which set up a tribunal to
that kind of emergency and yet there is this kindoversee the system, which laid down a process and
of “Can we flog it oV or do we have to do it at all?”which had penalties and criminal sanctions or civil
mentality. It is deeply dispiriting and it would besanctions, I do not know, for people failing to
an own goal by the state if we did that. I was veryobserve the process. I think that would be very
relieved when Richard got the Prime Minister’sheavy handed and I would want to try and keep
approval to put that new set in just before heout of that if I possibly could. What I am saying
retired. It worries me deeply that it should even beis that there clearly are cases at the moment which
a question. They vary in quality, but everythingif I was a Cabinet Secretary would be causing me
does, but they are extraordinarily usefuldismay, but I would still want to reassert the
instruments for the state, and I think there shouldvoluntary system and find ways of strengthening it
be more of them. You could go into partnershiprather than going into legislation, that is all I am
with people like the British Academy if you wantedsaying.
to have some way of doing it with them, but to give
up on it altogether just shows how present centred

Q57 David Heyes: I want to stay on this Crown the current generation of politicians can be. I am
Copyright idea. Would it be feasible as a variant not one of those who believe that their memories
on that to introduce a contractual condition for do not work before 1994, but on some occasions
serving senior civil servants whereby any future you would think that criticism was indeed justified.
publication of memoirs would be done on a profit-
sharing basis? This might be a source of finance for

Q58 Grant Shapps: I think it has been athe oYcial histories that you were promoting to us.
tremendously helpful evidence gathering session.I think it is less than £200,000 a year goes into all
The two of you, if you do not mind me saying,of the oYcial histories that are published from time
would make a great road show at some stage, if youto time, less than the serialisation figure from a
felt that way inclined, maybe as part of your ownnewspaper. It is a thought. I just wondered what
memoirs. I think we may have stumbled upon ayour views were on it.
couple of the solutions here, one of which came upLord Wilson of Dinton: My understanding is that
when Peter was talking about the current situationGus O’Donnell is reviewing this area. I think he
as you perceive it amongst the Cabinet, the lack ofsaid that to you in his evidence. I would have
the consensual relationship between the Primethought that is the sort of thing you might want to
Minister and where the power lies. You said one ofsuggest to him he might want to look at. I am sure
the aspects of this is that Cabinet Ministers tend tohe will read this evidence and ask for advice on it.
go oV and write their memoirs quite early,I do not think I am not going to venture an opinion
sometimes to settle scores or get their side of theon it.
story out. Do you not agree that that is in fact theProfessor Hennessy: Can I add support to the
system in the longer term working quite well,oYcial histories point because I am not one of
because what will happen is that someone will gonature’s oYcial historians but I am very pleased
away and you will end up with a Blunkett book,when people like Lawrie Freedman do it. It is a
the Blunkett book slates some other Cabinethalf-way house between all the anxieties. Lawrie
Ministers and they are then unhappy with it? Whatsaw everything for the Falklands War, including
then happens is that the government as a wholethe intelligence and there was very highly sensitive
starts to look shabby. We saw it in the Majordiplomatic stuV to do with Chile and aid and all
government, we are seeing it in this governmentthe rest of it to the British campaign. Although I
and the electorate gets fed up. So democracy dealsam not one who would ever sign up to do it, the
with this entire issue when it comes to the ministersproduct of those oYcial histories is crucial to the
as opposed to the civil servants.rest of us in the historical business. It is intrinsically
Professor Hennessy: That is an interesting thought.desirable, and the amount of money is secondary.

One of the great moments in the war for a nerd The one theme that Mo’s memoir and Robin’s and
Clare’s share is the lack of proper Cabinetlike me was when Sir Edward Bridges, Richard’s

predecessor but six, commissioned Sir Keith discussion, that is their greatest beef. Cynics might
say, “Well, they would say that, wouldn’t they?Hancock in 1942 to get the civil histories of the war

ready and Hancock, an Australian professor, said, Why did they not resign earlier? Why did they put
up with it?”. One of the most depressing“This perhaps isn’t the right moment given what

we are facing in the world.”. And Bridges said, “It phenomena is the kind of nodding parrot head
phenomenon whereby when the Prime Ministeris very important always to have a fund of

experience because you might have to go through says something five ministers swing in behind him
loyally—the CQ or “crawling quotient” is oV thea version of this again”, and in a way it was an act
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Richter scale—and yet when they break loose they Professor Hennessy: He wrote the most boring set
of memoirs.say, “Well, it wasn’t like that really”. The gap

between front of house and what they really think Chairman: The idea that there is some self-
correcting mechanism at work here I do not thinkin back of house is so profound now and it leads

to ever greater public disdain for you lot as a is true.
profession. Nobody is deceived, that is the other
thing. They think that we are absolutely naı̈ve. Q64 Mr Prentice: Peter, you have previously
What an unendurable week you went through at referred to the Cabinet as being the most supine
Blackpool. ever.

Professor Hennessy: Yes. It has got a bit of life
since I said that last but it is not much life.Q59 Mr Prentice: Why do you keep looking at me?

Professor Hennessy: On Saturday five of them said
Q65 Mr Prentice: When Campbell cashes in his“Gordon is the one and it will all be wonderful”.
pension and publishes his memoirs do you thinkDo they go to a training school? They are the most
the floodgates are going to open and we are goingunfortunate people in the world.
to have a whole series of memoirs published by
Cabinet Ministers who feel really wounded by whatQ60 Grant Shapps: Can I keep you on the point
Campbell said?here? You are demonstrating the extent of the
Professor Hennessy: The opening shots will beproblem amongst the current Cabinet and possibly
people rebutting what he says the next day after thepast ones but you are ignoring the solution, which
first serialisation. My press chums will have a fieldis more of a medium-term solution, which is the
day doing a ring round and the resentment levelselectorate will see this, they will get fed up with it
will be immensely high and they will all be waitingand eventually they will go for a prospective
for it. Alastair has got remarkable gifts, not leastgovernment which says, “What we are going to do
he has got a turbo charged pen and he is not theis come in and have much more of a Cabinet-style
most charitable to those he regards as eithergovernment.”.
misguided or feeble, which is a pretty large categoryProfessor Hennessy: Whether they believe you or
of the political class. Everybody will be ready. Itnot is another thing.
happened a bit with Dick Crossman but not very
much. I think everybody is anticipating that there

Q61 Grant Shapps: That is absolutely true. will be a gap before the memoirs and the diaries
Governments eventually may do it. One is come out.
reminded of the way in which, perhaps ironically
now, the Bush Presidency started with this idea of Q66 Chairman: It would be a cruel irony, would it
a cleaner White House than had been there for a not, if we toughened up the rules and deprived
while. Alastair of his pension?
Professor Hennessy: They all say that. The first Professor Hennessy: I am crushed at the thought!
people they have to delude are themselves. They
cannot help it.

Q67 Mr Prentice: We have been talking about
people in the intelligence community, civil servants

Q62 Grant Shapps: You are critical of short- and politicians. What about senior police oYcers?
termism and the speed with which these memoirs We have got Sir John Stevens who said some very
come out. I would have thought you were attracted critical things about the Home Secretary and David
to a more medium-term solution, which seems to Blunkett chose not to respond.
me to be already there in the checks and balances Professor Hennessy: His defence was, “The Pollard
of politics and democracy and eventually the lot book rubbished me and, therefore, I am putting the
will get thrown out simply for the fact that they record straight.”. You can always express
have started to look too presidential in style. resentment, whether justifiably or not, and be cross
Professor Hennessy: I wish that did turn elections about it in putting the record straight. Once this tit-
but I do not think it does. Who knows what turns for-tatting, which I think is what we were talking
elections? It would be nice if clean, decent and about right at the beginning of this session, has got
restrained government was a factor. out of hand, it is very hard to get it back.
Grant Shapps: There is evidence that if you get
sleazy enough then you get kicked out. You only Q68 Mr Prentice: Sir Ian Blair would be party to
have to look at 1997 to see that. I would suggest the most sensitive discussions and could come up
there is probably evidence, although we will have with a book entitled “The 90 days—What Blair
to wait another three or four years to find out, that really said”. Do you think books and memoirs
if the Government continues to be this presidential from people like Sir Ian Blair should go through
base with so little collective Cabinet responsibility some clearance procedure? The late Ben Pimlott
and so on and so forth— said tongue in cheek that everyone should keep a

diary. Would you agree with that, Peter?
Professor Hennessy: Yes. I know you are notQ63 Chairman: The problem with that theory is

that Clement Attlee got kicked out as well and he encouraged to as a senior oYcial but I think you
can after a decent interval. The Macmillanis your great hero and mine, Peter. There is nobody

more procedurally correct than Clement Attlee. government thought of prosecuting Sir Maurice
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Hankey, the first ever Cabinet Secretary, because Q71 Julia Goldsworthy: You said you were
dismayed by what you had seen happening morehe was going to use his diary for a book called

“Supreme Command” about the Great War. This recently. What would you do if you were still in a
position to overcome these problems?was in 1958 and that war had ended in 1918. Ever

since then I think Cabinet Secretaries have been Lord Wilson of Dinton: I am not going to get into
the business of telling my successor in public howasked to say voluntarily that they would not keep

diaries post-Hankey, is that right? to do the job. He is a tremendous appointment, he
has my full support and I think he will turn out toLord Wilson of Dinton: Nobody ever asked me.

I am not publishing diaries, memoirs, anything. I be one of the classic Cabinet Secretaries.
Professor Hennessy: Chairman, I think we are bothhave absolutely no plans to do it.
agreed that we want you to sort it out. We have to
say that because we think that.Q69 Mr Prentice: You have kept a diary, have you?

Lord Wilson of Dinton: I kept my engagement Chairman: The danger of inviting you as a witness,
Peter, is that you always come and ask us to sortdiaries and press cuttings. I did jot things down,

it is what RadcliVe calls “the private discharge of things out, which we are never quite able to do. We
have had a splendid session. As Grant says, notpsychological tensions”, but I have not looked at

it all. I do not know what it adds up to. only was it a wonderful performance, we have had
lots of real substance in there too. You shouldProfessor Hennessy: I will help you sift it!

Lord Wilson of Dinton: I am certainly not certainly take to touring. There would be an
audience for it everywhere. Richard, I thought yourpublishing diaries or memoirs.
suggestion that instead of writing books these
people should go and have some other kind ofQ70 Mr Prentice: Presumably those will go to the

national archives when you pass on. therapy is one that needs some serious
consideration. Thank you very much indeed forLord Wilson of Dinton: They will probably go into

the waste bin. coming along.
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Tony Wright, in the Chair

Mr David Burrowes Julie Morgan
Paul Flynn Mr Gordon Prentice
Julia Goldsworthy Grant Shapps
Kelvin Hopkins Jenny Willott
Mr Ian Liddell-Grainger

Witness: Lord Turnbull KCB CVO, a Member of the House of Lords, gave evidence.

Q72 Chairman: Could I welcome our first witness on permanent terms, provide advice in confidence,
taking neither blame nor credit. The RadcliVethis morning, Sir Andrew Turnbull. It is very good

to see you back. We used to see you regularly when report reproduces an answer given by Herbert
Morrison in 1946 which makes exactly thisyou were in post. I thought we would have more

fun with you when you were retired and I suspect distinction. But over time the enforcement process
has really become the same for both, though in mythis is probably going to be the case. It is very kind

of you to come along and help us with our inquiry view the oYcial/diplomat has a less compelling case
to publish his memoirs and that needs to be builtinto the whole business of memoir writing. You

have had some experience of this and I think you into the system. Is the system being observed? I
agree largely with Richard Wilson: yes, for thehave some views about it, would you like to kick

oV with an opening statement? most part it is, although with some notorious
exceptions. Clare Short submitted her manuscriptLord Turnbull: Yes. I am going to start like the
and agreed changes. So too did Robin Cook. SoVicar of St Anthony’s: my text is the Civil Service
too, after some argy-bargy, did Derek Scott. InCode verses 9 and 13: “Civil servants should
talking later to Sir Christopher Meyer, you in myconduct themselves in such a way as to deserve and
view should have no truck with the argument thatretain the confidence of ministers” and “Civil
he could go it alone because ministers were notservants should continue to observe their duties of
observing the system. It was not true and in anyconfidentiality after they have left Crown
case two wrongs do not make a right. Remedies: Iemployment.” You should keep those two
think the law is too clumsy; the Freedom ofsentences in mind all the way through. Let us start
Information Act is faulty. The Freedom ofwith memoirs. Inherently they are a good thing: a
Information Act builds in the concept of protectionrich source of history. Many is the time I refer to
of confidentiality but by judging it almost sentenceNigel Lawson’s memoirs—it is almost a text book.
by sentence: “Will this remark cause damage?”Our job is to facilitate them, I believe, while
makes it virtually useless as a piece of protection.protecting what needs to be protected. The
The courts have over history been more or lessRadcliVe report, which is a beautifully crafted

report, correctly identified what needs protecting; unusable. Contracts are diYcult to enforce,
particularly for people who are, in eVect, out ofthat is, national security; international relations;

confidence between ministers; and confidential contract. Copyright is worth looking at, especially
for a defined area like intelligence, but it is not aadvice from oYcials. Next: is his system working?

To a large degree, yes, but some flaws are becoming panacea. If I write an article in a professional
journal on public service reform, am I exploitingapparent. I think his 15-year time limit now looks

dated and inflexible. Times have changed and I HMG’s copyright or providing a public service by
making my experience available? There are somethink the truth is we are less squeamish than we

were—and I would give less weight to time and technical remedies around loopholes, early
submission and copyright, but, as RadcliVemore to whether the relevant players have left the

scene. There is a loophole, so-called proxy concluded and Richard Wilson drew attention to,
the strongest safeguard is a sense of professionalmemoirs, what I would call footballers’ memoirs:

“David Beckham”—or “Blunkett”—“as told to pride, and RadcliVe was right that the real sanction
is that those who flout the guidelines will suVer. . . .” is an obvious loophole. I think we need

restraint on material given directly to an author reputational damage. Your calling witnesses is
helpful in signalling that breaking confidences iswith the expectation of publication. Next: the

guidance is not robust enough about the point in not without cost. Finally, some specific points you
may want to raise with the next two witnesses. Ithe process at which the memoirs should be

submitted. It is no good simply submitting a book hope you will ask Sir Christopher what thought he
gave to the longer-term consequences of breakingproof days before publication. The RadcliVe report

makes a distinction between the memoirs of a the confidence of conversations to which he may
have been party, meetings he was at, particularlyminister, who is publicly accountable and therefore

entitled to provide an account of his stewardship while receiving them as visitors, as guests, in the
UK residence; and, secondly, the eVect of(but not to knock someone else’s stewardship), on

the one hand and oYcials and diplomats who serve patronising and derogatory comments in relation
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to elected politicians whom an ambassador has same disparagement of ministers. The first question
is simply asking whether it is consistent with thebeen paid, and paid handsomely, to serve. You may

say it is all kind of airy-fairy old “good chap” stuV professionalism of a civil servant to be paid to do
a job, go home at night, and write up other people’sbut I will give you some concrete examples of where

damage has been done. When a minister goes conversations and then publish them for money.
When we come to the question of process, theabroad he has two choices: to stay in the residence

or to stay in a hotel. I and my colleagues have issues are diVerent. Lance Price did submit
manuscripts and did proVer some excisions. But thealways urged a minister to stay in the residence,

where they can make full use of the ambassador’s Cabinet OYce was then double-crossed because
experience: it is better for them and it is better for some of the excisions made their way into the press.
the ambassador. What chance, you might ask, do This raises two questions: Did you or your
we have of succeeding when ministers feel they are publisher have any part in passing over information
going to have their confidences betrayed or even be about those excisions? Did you—as many people
sneered at? Secondly, when looking at the have said to me—receive a higher serialisation fee
manuscripts I always pay particular attention to as a result? There is also a question about
ministers who write derogatory things about reputational damage. I am mystified as to why it
oYcials who have no right of reply. It will be much would help someone, in seeking a job, to have
more diYcult for my successors to enforce that if established a reputation as someone who would
ministers feel that they will be disparaged by work for an employer, write down his intimate
oYcials or diplomats. Thirdly, sparing use has been thoughts and subsequently publish them. To
made in this country of political appointments to conclude, much of what is in RadcliVe stands the
ambassadorial posts. I am afraid Sir Christopher test of time: most ministers and civil servants accept
Meyer’s book has done no service to his successors its logic and abide by its provisions. But it remains
in the diplomatic service—a service of which he the case that those who flout the system can still
claims to be “intensely proud”. Next, you could ask do so. There are a number of what I call technical
Sir Christopher to explain the logic of paying the ways in which that could be discouraged or the
proceeds of serialisation but not the proceeds of the penalties increased, but eventually it comes down
book to charity, including one personally promoted to professional pride on the one hand and
by his wife. How can that oVset the oVence caused reputational costs on the other. Finally, we come
by abusing of confidence and sneering at ministers? to the big C, the Alastair Campbell diaries. Rightly,
Thirdly, I think you have now received a copy of he has said he will not publish these until after the
the correspondence between Sir Christopher and Prime Minister has left oYce, but by that time you
the FCO. I assume you will want to ask him why may have published your report, the Government
he refused to submit the text to the FCO: Sir hopefully will have responded and the bar may
Michael Jay is the relevant head of his service. As have been raised—the general standard, the test
the guardian himself of a largely voluntary code, one has to pass, may have been raised. One has to
what example does Sir Christopher set in refusing remember that the great Sir John Colville diaries
to adhere to the codes to which he is subject? I were published 40 years after the end of the war,
think you should have no truck with the argument 30 years after the last Prime Minister he served and
that the book was cleared by the Cabinet OYce. 20 years after the death of Churchill. I will just
First, it should have gone to the FCO, and, finish with this one irony: if you go to Waterstone’s
secondly, it was clear that the Cabinet OYce were the book that stands on the stand next door to Sir
dealing with a fait accompli1—which is something Christopher Meyer’s book is Alan Bennett’s Untold
that has sent both Sir Michael Quinlan and Sir Stories and maybe they should have swapped
Nicholas Henderson oV the trail. I would dustcovers.
commend, incidentally, the Quinlan article in the
Tablet (which is not normally my bedtime reading).

Q73 Chairman: Thank you very much for that. INext: I assume you will explore his continuing role
as Chair of the Press Complaints Commission. This am sorry I described you as still “Sir Andrew”. You
is not “medieval theology” (to use another are of course Lord Turnbull now. What is
Christopher Meyer phrase). What confidence could interesting about that—and there was much that
a minister or oYcials have in him as chair, when was interesting—is that when it came to what do
presenting a complaint which is written up in a we do about it, we got a bit flaky, did we not,
serialisation, when he has been engaged in this because we then started talking about
trade himself. If we are dissatisfied with his reputational damage?
handling, who can we turn to but his employers, Lord Turnbull: Yes.
the Press Standards Board of Finance, who include
the editors who have bought the serialisation in the

Q74 Chairman: Is it not the truth in all this that,first place? I think you need to ask: Does this piece
whatever we might want to be the case, the damof governance still have credibility? Turning to the
has simply burst? Reputational damage, set againstLance Price book, there are some issues which are
financial advantage, has now simply gone, andthe same and some which are diVerent. It has the
getting disapproving looks in the club does notsame issue about confidences betrayed and the
count for much these days. As you have said, we
cannot go to the courts, we cannot enforce any of1 Ev 1, supplementary memorandum submitted by Lord

Turnbull. this, this is the world in which we now live.
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Lord Turnbull: It is not just the world in which we biggest Christmas seller, but . . . They seem to be
now live, it is the world that RadcliVe was writing able to enforce contracts of confidentiality more
about 30 years ago. I think he distinguished easily. Why does the public sector have so much
between those issues of national security and trouble with it?
international relations where you were pretty much Lord Turnbull: It is partly, if you are looking at this
obliged to take the advice, and those issues of question of copyright: Can you only define it ex
confidence where you could seek the advice of the post? Is that satisfactory? Or to make the system
Cabinet Secretary and it was up to you what you work do we have to define it in advance? I do not
did with it. As he said, reputation was an important know all the answers to this because I am not now
sanction. And it still is, I think. People do care running the project, but we do need to look at it.
about their reputations. However, I am not saying The security service I think is trying to make a
there is nothing that can be done but I am thinking, system of copyright work which would not stop
and I think all previous witnesses have thought, someone publishing but would mean that you
there is no simple technical solution. I think we can could pursue the profits of what they have had
make the processes better understood and bring published. You have to build a consensus. The
them more to people’s attention—although it is in basic consensus is that we need to get back to these
fact their duty to establish their proper terms of fundamental principles and give them greater
service—and one or two other things. We can make weight. We are at a point where people think, “Yes,
the language more robust. But I do not think there we can generate a better, a stronger consensus.”
is a body that you can turn this to, a kind of Chairman: Okay. I am going to ask some colleagues
national censor—you know, you could reinvent the to come in now.
Lord Chamberlain and send all the memoirs to
him, but I do not think that is appropriate.

Q78 Paul Flynn: It is a great life being an ex-
ambassador: you have a fat salary, you are on aQ75 Chairman: As your own experience testifies,
glide path to a sinecure of a job in the PCC orthe rules are quite clear. What people should do is
somewhere else and you have your gong and youquite clear.
complain, as Christopher Meyer has, that he is atLord Turnbull: Yes.
a disadvantage, as a civil servant, because obstacles
are put in his way to publishing and venting hisQ76 Chairman: People have decided they are not
spleen against his ex colleagues in a way thatgoing to play by the rules—in fact, there are great
government ministers and special advisors areadvantages in not playing by the rules—and so we
allowed to do this. Do you think there should behave all this to-ing and fro-ing : “Will you submit
special rules for civil servants as opposed to specialthe stuV?” “No, I won’t. I’m going to publish
advisors?anyway.” That is why I say to you that we have
Lord Turnbull: I think the principles are the same.just moved on, have we not? It is finding some way
I think a minister, in eVect, has a right to publishof handling it. The fact that someone is doing it,
memoirs: they are directly accountable and arethe fact that someone you worked with is doing it
entitled to give an account of their stewardship. Iand making a large amount of money out of it,
do not think an oYcial has the same right. Theremeans that you are more likely to do it, and the

whole thing sets in train this vicious circle. is not the same need. They have enjoyed, in some
Lord Turnbull: I understood the purpose of this sense, the privilege of permanency. They are always
PASC project, which I strongly support, is to try on the winning side and they give their advice in
to say, “Come on, let’s try to get back— confidence; they do not take the credit and they do

not take the blame. Then to come along afterwards
and say, “Of course, my view was always this andQ77 Chairman: Yes, but I am testing you on the
I was right” and so on is attempting to get thewhat-to-do bit. We can talk about implementation
ha’p’orth and the bun. In saying, “What is thebut I am testing you on the what-to-do bit. We
justification for this? Should this be allowed?” Ihave to make the guidance more clearly, more

strongly written. We have to modernise it. Fifteen think an oYcial/diplomat has to make a tougher
years is no longer right in the modern world, we case than a Minister has.
have to update it, and it is basically a collective
endeavour that you, the Government, the Civil

Q79 Paul Flynn: The damage, as you have rightlyService and the Diplomatic Service then have to try
said, is profound, so the whole relationship in theto build a consensus that standards have slipped a
future between diplomats and politicians—and it isbit and we have to bring this back. I think some of
not just staying in the embassy but it is everythingthe furore around the most recent memoirs is the
else, the whole relationship, the whole way theypoint at which—kind of like Granny’s footsteps—
negotiate, the confidence they have in onepeople turn round and say, “Yes, this has really
another—has been destroyed to a large extent.gone too far.” We want to make it a lot more
There must be deep suspicion there in the future.diYcult for people coming later to go down the
What can we do about it? Is it practical to declaresame road.
these memoirs are Crown copyright, so they do notChairman: The private sector does not seem to have
make profits out of them? Can we give some periodthese problems. We do not have books called ICI

Confidential, do we? I agree that it may not be the where they do not get their gongs or their sinecures
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afterwards? What action do we need to take? Do Q85 Mr Prentice: Do you think it is right that
Alastair Campbell should be allowed to publish hiswe need to make confidentiality agreements, as they

have in the private sector? What can we do? diary on the day after the Prime Minister quits?
Lord Turnbull: No. No, because the Prime MinisterLord Turnbull: That is the project that is going on
may have left the stage but many of the people hein the Cabinet OYce as we speak. I know that when
would have been talking about will still be there.they took legal advice around the most recent

memoirs, the legal advice was pretty discouraging
really for what could be done. It can be reaYrmed Q86 Mr Prentice: So there should be another
as a duty—it is in the Civil Service Code already. period of quarantine, another few years, five years
The issue then is not whether we make it part of or something?
the contract but how easy it is to enforce it and Lord Turnbull: Yes, I think there should be.
where you go to enforce it. You go to the courts
ultimately. Right back to The Crossman Diaries the Q87 Mr Prentice: Sir Christopher Meyer. We have
courts have not been terribly supportive. the exchange of correspondence before us between

the Foreign OYce and Sir Christopher Meyer, and
the Gus O’Donnell letter. It starts on 30 June, aQ80 Paul Flynn: One of the truly shocking bits of
letter from the Foreign and Commonwealth OYcethis book is the open confession by Christopher
asking for details after the trailer on the AmazonMeyer that he behaved in a manner that he
website had been spotted.described as being as “ethical as a £7 note”. He
Lord Turnbull: Yes.claims that he was approached by Robin Cook to

do a deal. The deal that he alleges took place was
Q88 Mr Prentice: Christopher Meyer writes backthat Robin Cook would get assistance with a
on 12 July and says, “At no point in the last twoconstituency case in return for Robin Cook using
years until your letter has the Foreign andthe might of the Foreign OYce and the
Commonwealth OYce seen fit to remind me of theGovernment to help him on a personal matter
OYcial Secrets Act, the Diplomatic Service Code(involving the custody of the children) with his
of Ethics or Diplomatic Service Regulations.” Thewife. There are a number of other references to
next letter comes from the Permanent Secretary insimilar situations in the book. Does this strike you
the Foreign and Commonwealth OYce toas correct, for the whole of the apparatus, the 400
Christopher Meyer and that is dated 26 July. HestaV paid for by taxpayers in the embassy at
says Meyer is lying, basically. Sir Michael Jay saysWashington, to have their work concentrated on
to Christopher Meyer, “I should perhaps reminddealing with the personal problems of the
you, I called you on 4 June last year [2004] to relayambassador himself?
concerns expressed by ministers, including theLord Turnbull: I share your concern. You are going Prime Minister, that some of your public comments

to have your opportunity to pursue that yourself appear to be straying towards the revelation of
directly. confidences in conversations in which you had
Paul Flynn: Thank you very much. taken part. So it is not correct to say, as you do,

that at no point in the last two years . . .” and so
on and so forth.Q81 Mr Prentice: Alastair Campbell. We will come
Lord Turnbull: I think his claim that no one toldon to Christopher Meyer in a minute, but did you
me I could not do this is laughable.know that Alastair Campbell was keeping a diary

at Number 10? Did he speak to you about it?
Q89 Mr Prentice: You were Cabinet Secretary atLord Turnbull: No. I had suspected it and then of
the time . . . . Did Michael Jay have a conversationcourse in the . . . I am not sure whether it was
with you?Hutton or Butler—
Lord Turnbull: Yes.

Q82 Mr Prentice: When did you find out? Q90 Mr Prentice: He did.
Lord Turnbull: It was absolutely confirmed when Lord Turnbull: There is a set of rules which talk all
in the— about “The Civil Service”. I looked after the Home

Civil Service and he, by analogy, ran an exactly
parallel system for the Diplomatic Service, so theQ83 Mr Prentice: The Hutton business?
Diplomatic Service Code exactly mirrors it—theLord Turnbull: The Hutton inquiry. I mean,
words may be slightly diVerent but the principlessomeone keeping a diary can be of many forms, but
are exactly the same. He did express his concern tothe nature of it, that it is very kind of . . . . .
me, because I am running across very, very
similar cases.

Q84 Mr Prentice: So you had no discussions with
GeoV Mulgan, who said that all this diary keeping Q91 Mr Prentice: What did you conclude?
at the centre of government is corrosive to good Lord Turnbull: I concluded that he was right to take
decision making? the action that he did and I was amazed, when it
Lord Turnbull: No. I knew that that was GeoV’s says in black and white in the Foreign OYce
view and there were other people in Government handbook “You should submit this to your head

of department,” that Sir Christopher said, “No, Iwho expressed that view.
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am not submitting it to my head of department. Q100 Mr Burrowes: Could you remind us of the
diaries and memoirs in which you were involved forAnyway, you did not tell me.” And in the end it

was never submitted to his head of department, it clearing purposes?
Lord Turnbull: I cannot quite remember whetherwas submitted to the head of an allied but diVerent

service. It was submitted to the head of the Home Mo Mowlam was in my time or Richard Wilson’s.
Certainly the ones I remember are Robin Cook,Civil Service, who then sent it across, of course, to

the Foreign OYce, but he never, ever performed Clare Short, Derek Scott, and, amongst oYcials,
Richard Packer—writing not so much memoirsexactly what the thing says, which is to submit it

to the head of department of his service. as an account of the BSE history—Liam
Donaldson—who has written a history of CMOs
through the ages—and, interestingly enough,Q92 Mr Prentice: And that is disgraceful, is it not?
David Blunkett wrote memoirs about 2001, calledLord Turnbull: I think it is disgraceful.
On a Clear Day, and he updated it and reissued it
and he sent me the manuscript of the new version.Q93 Mr Prentice: In Christopher Meyer’s
I think those are the main ones I have dealt with.subsequent letter of 7 August to Michael Jay, he is

very dismissive, is he not? You used the word
“sneering” earlier. It is a sneering kind of letter, is Q101 Mr Burrowes: In those memoirs we were
it not? involved intimately in terms of looking at changes.
Lord Turnbull: Is there not something in there Lord Turnbull: Yes. There are four components,
about, “I am a— really. One is national security: you should point

out that anything would be damaging; that has not
been contested. Relations with other countries.Q94 Mr Prentice: “I am a better judge . . .”
Confidences between ministers: that is quiteLord Turnbull: “In my present job I judge the
diYcult because people will say, “If I ampublic interest, so why—
disparaging about so-and-so, they can write their
memoirs and be disparaging about me”. It is quiteQ95 Mr Prentice: Yes, he is a better judge of public
diYcult to enforce that. The fourth one, to whichinterest than the Permanent Secretary in the
I paid a lot of attention, is where an oYcial with noForeign OYce.
right of reply is unfairly treated. If you are simplyLord Turnbull: Yes.
describing an oYcial’s action, “Andrew Turnbull
burst into the room with the news that . . .” fine,Q96 Mr Prentice: Yes. And he goes on to say,
but, if it is around the advice given or “I thoughtabout the June 2004 conversation: “We have
the advice given was hopeless” but, equally, onsharply diVerent recollections”. Is it really credible
another occasion when it turned out that they gavethat the Permanent Secretary in the Foreign and
good advice, you ignored it, and all went wrong,Commonwealth OYce could have got it wrong?
and you never give them the credit.” The answer isLord Turnbull: Not in my view, but, even if they
that you should be revealing neither of these things.had diVerent recollections of the conversation, it is
Relations with oYcials I have always sought tosimply not credible that he—particularly as
enforce. Then there is, I suppose, another category,someone who had served as Press Secretary at
which is that lots of people communicate with us,Number 10—did not know the basic processes
work with us, and their confidence needsaround the clearance of memoirs. Everyone in the
respecting.Civil Service—

Q102 Mr Burrowes: Then there was a form ofQ97 Mr Prentice: You clearly believe this has been
negotiation, looking at something—a terrible breach of trust. Do you think he should
Lord Turnbull: Yes, I would probably skim read it.stand down as Chairman of the Press Complaints
My staV would go through it, they would comeCommission?
back and they would list the number of thingsLord Turnbull: I have no faith in him whatsoever
which were questionable and we would go throughin that role but it is not my call. It is the buyers of
them and say, “That’s probably all right,” and thenthe serialisation who have that call, as I made clear.
we would either write a letter back or invite them
to come in to talk to someone in the Cabinet OYce,Q98 Mr Prentice: But I am just asking you to
to go through it, and we would explain why weexpress your personal view. Do you think
thought such and such a reference wasChristopher Meyer, after everything that he has
inappropriate. You end up with a sort ofdone—his sneering, his patronising, derogatory
negotiation and then an agreement.comments that you have told us about—is a man

fit to be in charge of the Press Complaints
Commission? Q103 Mr Burrowes: With those memoirs, diaries
Lord Turnbull: I do not think he is, but it is not that you have listed, presumably you felt that the
my call—- premise of those books was acceptable.

Lord Turnbull: “The premise . . . was acceptable.” I
used the phrase “The premise . . . was unacceptable”Q99 Mr Prentice: No, I understand.

Lord Turnbull:—as to whether he resigns or in relation to Lance Price’s book because it is
entirely based upon the chit-chat that goes on in thesomeone asks him to stand down.

Mr Prentice: Thank you. oYce, so, almost by definition, these are confidences.
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Q104 Mr Burrowes: Half of it was concerning his Lord Turnbull: The fact that you are taking
evidence from two recent memoirs shows that thetime with the Labour Party.
Cabinet Secretary has been fighting a lone battleLord Turnbull: The bit where he is working on a
here. You are actually signalling your support forcampaign in 2001. Yes. That is fine, but what the
that process and that is very valuable.Prime Minister said about Cardinal Winning, for
Chairman: We have a few brief final questions.example, should never be in there.

Q110 Jenny Willott: Given that you have saidQ105 Mr Burrowes: You distinguish the premise,
Lance Price’s book was completely unacceptable—but is there not also distinction in terms of your
the whole book—do you think it is ever going toapproach to the Lance Price book. I mean, he
be possible to do anything other than just edit? Iswould say that he contacted the Cabinet OYce on
it not inevitable that if somebody has written a12 May 2005 and he visited Cabinet OYce on
book based on their diary or their memoirs it is23 June 2005 and he went through following the
going to get published? Do you think there isCivil Service guidance—in a way, probably more anything that government can do to preventthan Sir Christopher Meyer. publication? I am thinking of Spycatcher which in

Lord Turnbull: I distinguished— the 1980s was banned from UK sale. Now that we
have the internet, it is completely impossible to do
that—and, anyway, people would buy it inQ106 Mr Burrowes: But he says there was no
America. Is there anything that you think could benegotiation; that it was simply unacceptable.
done to prevent books in their entirety beingLord Turnbull:—those things that were common to
published?both books and those things that were diVerent.
Lord Turnbull: When you get to that point and theThe Price book was submitted. The biggest concern
book has got to the publishers and the contract hasis that someone ratted on the deal and that the
been signed and it has all been printed, you arenumber of the excisions then appeared in the write-
probably past the point of no return really. That isup of the serialisation.
the diYculty. It has been advertised on Amazon
and so on. One of the lessons I have learned from

Q107 Mr Burrowes: Can the other distinction not all this is that the intervention needs to start earlier
be the way that Cabinet Secretaries deal with these around the intention to publish. Ideally, someone
particular issues? Is there not some substance to who wants to do it should come in for a
Lance Price perhaps saying that when the new conversation and say what kind of book it is.
Cabinet Secretary came along there was then Maybe it is a serious piece of history, not that
belatedly some negotiation and some give and take diVerent from the oYcial history programme,
in terms of the editing, but, as far as you are where someone really wants to write up something
concerned, you simply threw it up in the air and that they have worked on in a sort of historian
said it was unacceptable? style. Fine. Or is it the oYce gossip? At that stage,

you can give guidance, but the die is cast if then theLord Turnbull: I thought the basic book was
Cabinet Secretary is always presented as the censor,unacceptable. Faced with an oVer of some
trying to take things out, rather than getting inexcisions, Gus O’Donnell decided that he would
earlier and saying, “This really is not a book thatlook at those. But there is still quite a lot in there
should be published at all,” trying to persuadethat really should not be there.
someone that they should either not do it, do it in
a diVerent way, or let more time pass before they

Q108 Mr Burrowes: Is there not some substance to do it.
the charge that it is up to the Cabinet Secretary to
be much more robust in terms of proper

Q111 Jenny Willott: Have you been able tonegotiating rather than simply saying the whole
persuade anybody not to publish?premise is—
Lord Turnbull: I remember a Foreign OYce caseLord Turnbull: Where the Cabinet Secretary is but I am not sure I am going to say . . . There wasasking for changes, it is quite helpful if there is a a Foreign OYce case where someone was

background of support for this. If, on the other persuaded that he should not go ahead with a
hand, the Cabinet Secretary asks for certain book. I think Jeremy Greenstock has realised that
excisions and then—as happened to me—is he needs to be quite careful, particularly as the
branded as “the man who did not want us to know director of Ditchley, he depends upon the
the truth” it is quite diYcult. The purpose of this cooperation of all sorts of people in the political
whole inquiry is to change the terms of trade and world. So he has taken advice and delayed the
embolden Cabinet Secretaries, saying “You’ve got project.
to be tougher”. It looks as though we have passed
some line that we should not have passed.

Q112 Jenny Willott: Could I ask one final question:
if there were to be time delays which some way were

Q109 Mr Burrowes: The issue of being tougher is enforceable, so that people were not able to publish
that you would say it is not so much the personality either until after a certain period of time or after
of the holder but the support and the enforceability the main people that are involved or depicted in the

book were out of the roles that they were in, whichof the rules behind you.
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of those do you think would make it more Lord Turnbull: I do not know what the book is
going to be like, but it seems clear that it will comeacceptable to what was then published? Also,
out after the results of this exercise, which is anwould it make Alastair Campbell’s book more
attempt to build a coalition about a more robustacceptable than Lance Price’s.
set of principles and a more robust enforcementLord Turnbull: I think you have to bring into play
process.all these considerations: the time, the people, the

damage, et cetera. That is ultimately the judgment
Q114 Chairman: I think we should draw thiswhich the Cabinet Secretary or the head of the
section to a conclusion. Do you think Meyerdiplomatic services has to make. Simply saying
should be de-gonged?“Five years”—some books, even after five years,
Lord Turnbull: People are de-gonged only forwould not be appropriate—or “When x has left”
crimes of a certain severity. He has committedbut all the people x was dealing with are still
no crime.around. You have to bring it all in together. But

you need to bring upfront what these criteria are.
Q115 Chairman: Is a gong not an honour? Is theI think it would end up with something less than
man not dishonourable?15 years, but it would be something that was more
Lord Turnbull: There are established ground rulesrobust and more defensible.
as to when someone forfeits an honour and I think
you have to commit an oVence with a custodial

Q113 Jenny Willott: Do you think that Alastair sentence.
Campbell’s book will be more acceptable than Chairman: Give him time! Okay. Thank you very

much indeed for that. That was very useful indeed.Lance Price’s as a result of the delay or not?

Witness: Sir Christopher Meyer KCMG, gave evidence.

Q116 Chairman: Let us continue our session by has given rise to concerns and to embarrassment to
some of my friends and colleagues, including at thewelcoming Sir Christopher Meyer to tell us about

his book-writing experience. This is like a stop on PCC. I have already expressed my sincere regret to
this and I am happy to do so again today. Membersyour book tour, is it not? We are grateful to have

you along. Do you want to say anything by way of of the Press Complaints Commission have met to
discuss this criticism and they have agreed to workintroduction?

Sir Christopher Meyer: Chairman, thank you very with me to strengthen further public confidence in
our work. As an immediate step, the PCC hasmuch for allowing me to take part in these

proceedings. I am grateful for the opportunity to decided to review the rules and procedures relating
to potential conflicts of interest incurred either bycontribute to your review of political memoirs. I do

not want to test your patience or that of the the Chairman, commissioners or the secretariat, so
as to ensure that they are robust and transparent.Committee too much, but I have about a minute’s

worth of comments I would like to say before you The outcome of this review, although I cannot tell
you when it will be, will of course be made publicinterrogate me, if I may do so.
and the Commission will of course consider any
recommendations which this Committee chooses toQ117 Chairman: Yes, of course.
make in this respect. I would lastly like to say thatSir Christopher Meyer: First of all, I do very much
I remain deeply committed to the importancehope that by the time you have dealt with me I will
of successful self-regulation of the press andhave had the opportunity to respond reasonably
to the independence of the Press Complaintsfully to the Foreign Secretary’s written answer to
Commission. As Chairman I will spare no eVort inMr Prentice of 28 November with particular
ensuring the continued achievement of these goals.reference, first, to what I consider to be the false
Thank you.inference that I delayed submitting my manuscript

to the Cabinet OYce until the last minute and,
second, to the accusations which I reject of breach Q118 Chairman: Thank you for that. Could I start

by asking you how all this started. In the prefaceof trust and confidence. These latter, I believe,
place a number of question marks over the process to your book, you say that you were sitting down

one evening in the South of France, you had hadof clearance through which my book had just
passed. Secondly, I would also like to say a drink and you were talking about all the great

stories that you were engaged in and so on, andsomething straight away, if I may, in my capacity
as Chairman of the Press Complaints Commission. then your wife said, “Why don’t you write all this

down.” I was then expecting to read a bit whichAfter my publishers’ correspondence with the
Cabinet OYce, it is fair to say that I did not expect said, “I’m sorry, dear, I can’t do that because I am

a public servant. We don’t do that kind of thing.the strength of reaction which the book has
aroused, including criticism directed at my role as The regulations that I live under forbid it anyway.”

There is no mention in your book at all of anyChairman of the Press Complaints Commission. I
have been gratified and sustained by the many considerations about the act of publication. You do

not wrestle with it, you do not do the balancing.expressions of support which I have received from
a variety of quarters, but I accept that the situation You just ignore it, as though there is no issue at all
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about it. You must have realised since you service and people who have retired. I would hope,
published it that that was a conversation that you for example, that one recommendation that will
never had that you perhaps ought to have had. emerge from this Committee—and I do not know
Sir Christopher Meyer: Chairman, if I may respond whether this should apply to the Civil Service as a
to that. It is chapter 5 of the Diplomatic Service whole but it certainly should apply to the
Regulations that deal with the issues of publication. Diplomatic Service—is that the rules should be
They deal also with interviews, speeches, lectures, revised to make a practical distinction, where
press appearances and books and articles. DSR5 sensible, between those in service and those
(which is what we call it in short) covers all of outside it.
those. Those rules, either for people in service or
for people who have retired, do not forbid the

Q120 Chairman: They all seem to me to bepublication of books. They permit the publication
entirely straightforward. To go round claimingof books under certain circumstances, the most
that somehow this book has been approvedimportant of which is that the manuscript should
by somebody . . . I have looked at all thebe submitted to the authorities for them to clear or
correspondence, closing with this letter from thenot as the case may be. You have some of the
Cabinet Secretary expressing his disappointmentdetails slightly wrong about the banal beginning to
that a former diplomat should disclose confidencethis book, but the fact of the matter is when I
gained as a result of his employment. The idea thatstarted down this path I realised that somewhere at
this can be sold as some kind of approval for thethe end of it it would have to go to the Cabinet
process is ludicrous, is it not?OYce or to the Foreign OYce as the rules provide.
Sir Christopher Meyer: I think there is something
wrong with the process. I think there is something

Q119 Chairman: I have not got it wrong about the very wrong with the process, and let me explain
book. I do not want to advertise it too much but why: I finished this book and handed in the
I enjoyed the preface greatly, where your wife last chapters on 13 September of this year. On
encouraged you to do this and then you got the 7 October the manuscript was given to the Cabinet
novelist to help you with making it more racy, but OYce as requested and as expected under the rules.
what there was a complete absence of was any It emerged from the Cabinet OYce two weeks later,consideration of whether this was the proper thing on October 21, with a phone call from the Cabinetto do or not. And you cite all these regulations. I

OYce to my publishers saying the Government hashave read them. They could not be clearer. “You
no comment to make on this book. I interpretedshould not enter into any commitment with
that, as did everybody else, that this was a greenpublishers before authority to publish is obtained
light to publish. You may laugh, Chairman.for any book or article for which authority is

required under paragraph 7 above.” You did not
do that. Q121 Chairman: That is a laughable statement.
Sir Christopher Meyer: Let me take that point head That is why I laugh.
on, Chairman. The fact of the matter is that the Sir Christopher Meyer: I do not think it is a
Foreign OYce applies those rules in one way for laughable statement. If we go on further beyond 21
the service and in another way for those who have October and look at the Cabinet Secretary’s letter
retired. It is a matter of custom and practice. That to my publisher, it embellishes what was said in the
is what they do. If I can just set some context here: telephone conversation.
for example, when I returned from Washington at
the beginning of March 2003, I went and paid my
farewell call on the Permanent Under-Secretary Sir Q122 Chairman: People thought this was a wholly
Michael Jay, and I said to him, “I have been oVered disreputable enterprise that you should not go
a contract to comment on the Iraq war on Channel anywhere near. You were going to publish this
4 television and on ABC Television.” Those book anyway, were you not?
appearances are captured by the same set of rules Sir Christopher Meyer: No, Chairman, I was not
in DSR5 as are books. His only reaction was to say, going to publish this book anyway and you have
“If you need any help with briefing, give me a call.” no basis on which to say that.
Now—as I say, I am setting context here—two and
a half years later, whatever it is, two years and 10

Q123 Chairman: If the Cabinet Secretary had saidmonths later, I have given speeches, given lectures,
to you, “Look, this is not something that youI have done goodness knows how many interviews,
should do,” you would have said, “Oh, sorry, Iso on and so forth, and at no stage in this period
didn’t realise that. I’m not going to do it anyhas the Foreign OYce said to me—and I have
more.”talked to people in the Foreign OYce, in fact, to
Sir Christopher Meyer: I would have expected whatget briefing—at no stage in this period has anybody
Lord Wilson said to you, I think last month, insaid to me, “Before you do Channel 4” or “Before
giving evidence, that in circumstances like that theyou lecture the Ministry of Defence”—“Before you
Cabinet Secretary would invite the putative writerdo this or before you do that”—“you must consult
to come in and discuss the issues, the chapters, theus first.” This has not happened. Of course, the
words, whatever, in the book with which heForeign OYce I think in this is very sensible: it

makes a pragmatic distinction between people in disagreed. That is what I would have expected.
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Q124 Chairman: Lord Wilson thought you would closes ever tighter the circle around those people at
the centre who can no longer trust people on whomsuVer reputational damage for what you have

done. traditionally they have relied for impartial advice.
Sir Christopher Meyer: Lord Wilson is entitled to Sir Christopher Meyer: I disagree with you,
his opinion, Chairman. I take a diVerent opinion Chairman. I am sorry to have to say this.
here. Chairman: Well, you are disagreeing with Lord

Renwick, not me.
Sir Christopher Meyer: Well, I disagree with LordQ125 Chairman: You cannot cite him in one breath
Renwick. I take it from your remarks that youand then damn him in the next.
endorse what Lord Renwick has just said, soSir Christopher Meyer: You can actually.
probably I disagree with both of you.Chairman: I see.
Chairman: It seems to me to be a shrewd analysis.Sir Christopher Meyer: And I do.
Sir Christopher Meyer: I am saying here that,Chairman: I see. I see.
looking over the last few years—and this is why ISir Christopher Meyer: It depends what he says.
say there ought to be consistent rules forThere is a point I would like to make—or am I
politicians, special advisors and civil servants—Italking too much?
have not noticed a great restraint on the part ofChairman: No, do carry on.
special advisors in writing their memoirs also. TheSir Christopher Meyer: Thank you, Chairman.
notion that, if you like, it is safer or more secureLooking at the Foreign Secretary’s written answer
to employ a political appointee or a special adviserto Mr Prentice, what has interested me in that is
seems to me to be at the least dubious. But, to comethat he cites the three RadcliVe criteria: harm to
back again to the central point, we have anational security; harm to international relations;
procedure for clearing these texts, these books. Itharm to confidential relationships. He appears to
exists; it is there. It is now presided over by Sir Gussay in this written answer—and he used the word
O’Donnell; it used to be presided over by Sir“cleared” because he talks about standard criteria
Andrew Turnbull. This procedure is supposed tofor clearance—he appears to say in this written
tackle precisely these issues. In this case, if theseanswer that the book was cleared against the first
allegations are true, it failed in its purpose.two criteria: harm to national security; harm to
Chairman: We have all read these regulations. Theyrelations—with United States, he actually says a bit
all seem to us to be conspicuously clear. I thinklater on; but on the third criterion, against which
what puzzles us is not only that you find themone would have expected a judgment to be made,
unclear but that you do not understand the purposenamely harm to confidential relationships, there is
behind them, which is to preserve a tradition ofsilence. Instead, he launches an attack on me for
disinterested public service from which we allbreach of confidence and breach of trust. The
benefit. You may have gained a private benefitquestion I asked myself was: What did this process
from this but there has been a public disbenefit asof clearance mean? If there had been breaches of
a result from which we will all suVer. But let meconfidence and breaches of trust, why did the
bring Grant Shapps in.process not pick them up? Why was the book not

stopped? Why was I not asked to change things? I
think there are very big question marks that hang Q127 Grant Shapps: You write that the Foreignover procedure.

Secretary is a pygmy; the Deputy Prime Minister
thinks the Falklands are the Balklands; and you

Q126 Chairman: Let us assume that we have had write that “Cook was having diYculty with a
the conversation about the process and you say it constituent who had a child abduction problem
could be better and we can have the discussion with the United States. If we could help on that,
about the regulations and so on—and colleagues, Cook would raise Catherine’s case with the
I am sure, will ask you questions about this—but German Foreign Minister . . . This was, Catherine
all those things are only a way of stating what and I thought, as ethical as a £7 note. But needs
should be the blindingly obvious to public servants, must when the devil drives.” Do you think your
are they not? This is what RadcliVe told us 30 years reputation has been damaged by this publication?
ago, but it all comes back, basically, to how people Sir Christopher Meyer: I do not think my
behave. One of your predecessors, Ambassador in reputation has been damaged by this publication at
Washington Lord Renwick, writing about your all. There are some people obviously who do not
book said, “Sir Christopher has published the book like it, who disagree with it. I have to say on the
we all would have loved to write about bumbling basis of emails and postbags and doing book tours
ministers, feckless royals and mistakes which, in around the country, the reaction has been
retrospect, clearly should have been avoided. The overwhelmingly positive. On the pygmy point, if I
diYculty in actually doing so is that it is liable to may, I do not think a single politician is identified
worsen the tendency he deplores of prime ministers in the book as a pygmy, or, indeed, as a Masai
relying increasingly on their personal staVs and warrior.
political appointees, rather than the mandarins
who are supposed to advise them behind closed

Q128 Grant Shapps: You do feel a tinge ofdoors.” Is that not really why this was so idiotic?
embarrassment about this book now, as youIt may make you some money, but it brings a whole

tradition of public service down with it and simply revealed in your opening comments, I think.
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Sir Christopher Meyer: The sort of “red-sock fop Q137 Grant Shapps: Your defence, if you do not
mind me saying, seems to be something along thething”, I mean, you know . . . .
lines of saying, “I was slightly ignorant of the
rules”, or, “They did not put the rules into placeQ129 Grant Shapps: Did it surprise you?
suYciently robustly in the Cabinet OYce.” That isSir Christopher Meyer: That? Yes, I think so.
your defence: “It is not, my fault, guv, I did not
know”?Q130 Grant Shapps: The amount of pressure that
Sir Christopher Meyer: My deduction from this isyou have come under from this publication. You
that the system is not working or was not workingare surprised by that.
in my case, because—I keep on having to comeSir Christopher Meyer: Well, the amount of
back to this—if there is an objection about breachpressure that has come from certain quarters has
of confidence then under the RadcliVe Rules, whichcaught me by surprise, because, in spite of what the
I take it are still pertinent, I should have beenChairman says, I believe I played this by the rules,
contacted by the Cabinet OYce and told, “Weput it into the system and got clearance.
think you breach those rules”, and then there
would have been a discussion.

Q131 Grant Shapps: By “certain quarters” do you
mean the Cabinet Secretary? When you say “by

Q138 Grant Shapps: Do you know what this is like?certain quarters” who are you talking about?
This is like going to a restaurant. You go out forSir Christopher Meyer: Well, all kinds of stuV has
dinner; you have a lovely meal; they forget toappeared in the press. There has been the red-
charge you for the main course. Do you walk outsocked fop business. This is the most salient, if
or do you tell them?” You walked out of theyou like.
restaurant.
Sir Christopher Meyer: I do not quite get theQ132 Grant Shapps: So you are surprised by the culinary analogy.press reaction, even though—

Sir Christopher Meyer: I am surprised by the
Q139 Grant Shapps: It is not to do with food, it ispolitical reaction, I am surprised by some of the
to do with the principle, and it is as simple as this.press reaction. But, I mean, for God’s sake, this is
You wrote a book which you thought was going toa democracy.
be challenged. It was not challenged. Somehow it
slipped through the Cabinet OYce with lessQ133 Grant Shapps: You are the Chairman of the
challenge than you thought it was going to achieve.PCC. You are surprised by the reaction of the
When they did not pick anything up. Rather than,press? As if you do not know the way the press
perhaps as you might have done, going to them andmight react.
saying, “I think perhaps we ought to have aSir Christopher Meyer: My job is not to represent
meeting. I know there are some things in herethe press. That is not my business.
which must cause concern”, you said, “Oh, that is
all right, guv, they have left if oV the bill. I will just

Q134 Grant Shapps: No, but you know them inside walk out and publish this now”?
out, do you not? Sir Christopher Meyer: It is an imaginative
Sir Christopher Meyer: Yes, I suppose so. I would analogy, but I do not think I will buy it: because if
not claim knowledge quite as deep as that. we are going to have rules they have got to be clear.

Q135 Grant Shapps: In publishing—
Q140 Grant Shapps: The RadcliVe Rules have beenSir Christopher Meyer: But there have been things
around a very long time?that have surprised me, let me put it that way,
Sir Christopher Meyer: The RadcliVe Rules areobviously.
extremely clear.

Q136 Grant Shapps: This Committee has spent a
Q141 Grant Shapps: You have named the threelot of time looking at the RadcliVe Rules, which,
criteria.we have said before, for the time seemed to be very
Sir Christopher Meyer: Yes.well written, brilliantly crafted and, in fact, have

stood the test of time and essentially these rules
work because people go along with them. You have Q142 Grant Shapps: Do you accept you broke
pressed, though, I think the “good chaps theory” them?
to the limit, to breaking point, have you not? Sir Christopher Meyer: No, I do not.
Sir Christopher Meyer: There are two things to be
said here. RadcliVe and his three criteria are still

Q143 Grant Shapps: You do not?relevant. The Foreign Secretary refers to them in
Sir Christopher Meyer: No, because it appears nowhis written answer to Mr Prentice. My point is that
that the book, having been cleared, is now beingmy book appears to have been judged on only two
uncleared after the process.out of the three RadcliVe criteria, because if there

are the objections that there are to the book, then
I should have heard from the Cabinet OYce who Q144 Grant Shapps: You think they broke the rules

really. That is your accusation.should have said to me, “Oi”, but they did not.
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Sir Christopher Meyer: Do not put words into my flawed it is not your fault it is someone else’s fault.
When the Foreign and Commonwealth OYcemouth, but the system did not work. If this is the

case, the system did not work. wrote to you on 30 June after your book DC
Confidential, “all the revelations from Her
Majesty’s Ambassador in Washington”, when thatQ145 Grant Shapps: You present somebody like me
was posted on the Amazon website it elicited thiswith a huge problem. I do not want us to make laws
letter on 30 June from the Foreign OYce, and theyto make this more complicated. I am not really
said to you, “When can I expect to receive the drafteven that keen on tightening up the rules that
manuscript for approval?” “When.” You nevermuch. I want it to be a fairly liberal system where
answered that. The Foreign OYce went on, “Until“the good chap theory” still works, but you
then, it is clearly premature for you or yourstretch that to the limit. You make it diYcult for
publishers to publicise the proposed book. I lookpeople like me, who have read this massive
forward to receiving an early reply.” There weredocumentation. I read your memoirs and looked
then subsequent letters. On 12 July you said, infor a reason that I could defend you, but you are
response to that earlier letter, “At no point in themaking it almost impossible for somebody like me
last two years until your letter has the Foreign andwho thinks this way to defend your memoirs.
Commonwealth OYce seen fit to remind me of theSir Christopher Meyer: I am very sorry to hear that.
OYcial Secrets Act, the Diplomatic Service code ofBelieve it or not, I am in your camp on the matter
ethics or the Diplomatic Service regulations.” Thatof regulation, because I think actually the answer
is just a lie, because we have the letter from theis fairly simple. You basically stick with the present
Permanent Secretary at the Foreign andrules, I think you do have to make some practical
Commonwealth OYce, Sir Michael Jay, whodistinctions between people who are in the service
talks about a conversation he had with you onand people who have retired—that may be a matter
4 June 2004 to express the concerns that he had andonly for the diplomatic service, I do not know—
the Prime Minister had and other ministers hadand my answer to you is it is not that we need the
that some of your public comments, and I amnew laws or draconian rules or statute or anything
quoting, “appeared to be straying towards thelike that, it is just make the blinking system that
revelation of confidences gained in conversations inwe have work—it did not work—if these
which you had taken part.” So it was just aaccusations have a basis.
complete lie to say that the Foreign OYce had
never been in touch with you for two years.Q146 Grant Shapps: So you sort of accept that you
Sir Christopher Meyer: I am afraid, Mr Prentice,have suVered reputational damage, not through
that it is not a lie, and if you read the reply that Iyour own fault but through the system’s fault?
sent to Sir Michael Jay on 7 August, you will seeSir Christopher Meyer: Travelling around the
that I sharply challenged his version of thatcountry talking to people about this book, book
conversation.shops and literary festivals and all kinds of funny

places, one of the things you discover is how many
Q150 Mr Prentice: So it is your recollectionsdiVerent ways people read a book. That is one of
against his recollections, and you are inviting thethe things that surprised me, going back to your
Committee to form a judgment about whoseearlier question, the extraordinarily diverse way in
recollections they believe. Is that what you arewhich books are read, and some people will think
saying?I am a charlatan.
Sir Christopher Meyer: Mr Prentice, I can only sayMr Prentice: Hear, hear.
what I think happened. You will have to form aSir Christopher Meyer: There you go. I could go
judgment. When Michael Jay said in his letter toon. Some people might think I am a “red-socked
me that he had, indeed, invoked the DSR5, no suchfop”, and all that, but what I am saying is in the
thing was said at the time.country at large I have had an astonishing amount

of support. In some areas my reputation has
diminished, in others it is enhanced. Q151 Mr Prentice: You keep banging on about

process, and yet, on 15 August, yet another letter
from the Foreign OYce. It says this: “We wouldQ147 Mr Prentice: We have just been listening to
like to be in touch in early September.” They wouldthe Cabinet Secretary who talks of you sneering at
like you to get in touch with them?people. He spoke about your patronising and
Sir Christopher Meyer: Yes.derogatory comments. Press reports talk of you

reeking conceit?
Sir Christopher Meyer: Reeking conceit! Q152 Mr Prentice: “To ensure that we can agree on

a mechanism and timing for satisfying our concerns
while avoiding and minimising any disruption toQ148 Mr Prentice: Are you comfortable with
your plans for publication.” They were bendingyourself following the publication of this book?
over backwards. Then they go on to say, “It isSir Christopher Meyer: Mr Prentice, I am very
essential that we find a way to do this.” No reply.comfortable with myself.
Sir Christopher Meyer: Oh, yes, there was a reply.

Q149 Mr Prentice: Okay, if you are comfortable,
let us just take the Committee through the Q153 Mr Prentice: There was a reply from your

publishers to Gus O’Donnell?correspondence, because you say if the process is
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Sir Christopher Meyer: May I answer these which I see emerging from the Foreign Secretary’s
written answer to your question that I somehowmultiple questions?

Chairman: I think you had better. withheld all this back until the last moment is false.
Sir Christopher Meyer: Thank you, Chairman.
That series of correspondence, which started on 30 Q159 Mr Prentice: Maybe the Cabinet OYce
June and ended on 15 August, as far as I was stepped in because the Foreign OYce was getting
concerned, came to a very satisfactory conclusion, absolutely nowhere. I have just quoted the
because the letter from Dickie Stagg, Richard correspondence asking you to submit manuscripts,
Stagg, Director of Corporate Finance— giving them an indication when it is likely to be

ready, and you just ignored that.
Sir Christopher Meyer: There was no manuscript toQ154 Mr Prentice: That is 15 August that I have
give them and, had I not had a phone call fromjust quoted?
Howell James, then I would have picked up theSir Christopher Meyer:—of 15 August—he had
phone either to Jay or to Stagg and said, “The thingtelephoned me before he wrote that letter and I had
is finished and it will be with you, I hope, in about”,thought that what he was proposing made
whatever it was, “two weeks, three weeks.”absolutely eminent good sense, and we said,

“Right, we will talk again in September”, and that
was the conclusion of our conversation. Q160 Chairman: Where does it say anywhere from

anybody that this has been cleared?
Sir Christopher Meyer: My reading—Q155 Mr Prentice: And did you talk?

Sir Christopher Meyer: No, we did not, because the
Q161 Chairman: No, not your reading. It is onCabinet OYce called me in early September when
record, you have said it many times, that this bookI returned from some leave, and they said to me,
was cleared. Show us the point where it was“We will take this over. Send the manuscript to us”
cleared?(and it was Howell James, Permanent Secretary for
Sir Christopher Meyer: Let me quote you an e-mail,Government Communications, who made the call
which the publishers received on the day before weto me) “and we will ensure that your manuscript is
got the message from the Cabinet OYce, sayingdistributed to the Foreign OYce and to anybody
that the Government would have no comment toelse in Whitehall that is relevant”, and that is
make on the book. I quote, and this is from theprecisely what happened. You see, these letters
publishers to me, just to give you a sense of whatkeep on saying, “You must hand your manuscript
we thought we were going through, ie a process ofin”, and, “When are we going to see it?” The reason
clearance: “At the close of play yesterday theI could not give them the manuscript or tell them
Cabinet OYce told us that there is still one oYcialwhen the manuscript would be available was
in the Cabinet OYce whose comments are awaitedbecause I had not finished the book.
and that the Palace must be consulted over the
references to Prince Andrew and Prince Charles. IQ156 Mr Prentice: You told us earlier you had
am expecting to hear from the Cabinet OYce againfinished it on 18 September.
this morning, but their best guess is that we areSir Christopher Meyer: No, I said 13 September. At
unlikely to have any problems from the Palace orthe time, and I do not know how much of this
from those oYcials who have already read thedetail you want.
book.” If that does not describe a process of
clearance I would like to know what does.

Q157 Mr Prentice: As much as is necessary?
Sir Christopher Meyer: You be the judge. Q162 Chairman: When Gus O’Donnell writes to
Mr Prentice: I will. you at the end of all this messy process and says
Sir Christopher Meyer: There was a time in the that he is disappointed that a former diplomat
summer when I thought I was not going to finish should betray confidences like this, and then at the
the book at all because it was too diYcult. I had end of this letter, after saying that it is not his job
no idea when this was going to finish, and I kept to check the remarks that you attribute to people,
on telling them that. I kept on saying, “This book “You should therefore not imply from this
is not yet finished. I do not know when it will be response that the book has any form of oYcial or
finished. I am aiming for the autumn.” I think in unoYcial approval”, you thought that meant
one of the letters I refer to October. clearance, did you?

Sir Christopher Meyer: I think that is weasel words,
and I do not actually know what it means. Does itQ158 Mr Prentice: You do?

Sir Christopher Meyer: Which proved not to be mean approval, because the context for that,
Chairman, is a discussion of facts and accuracy incorrect, because in the end it was more like

November, and, I come back again to the basic the first half of the sentence. What is extremely
surprising in all of this, and I lay this before you,point, the book is finished on 13 September. I am

sorry, I hand in the final chapters on 13 September. is we get the verbal message on 21 October and it
takes until 8 November for a very brief letter toIt then goes through a period of editing, it then

goes to the printers to produce page proofs and arrive from the Cabinet Secretary which actually
embellishes that verbal message. The verbalwithin three weeks it is with the Cabinet OYce.

Maybe I am not reading this right, but the notion message simply said, “The Government has no
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comment to make on the text.” I took that as Sir Christopher Meyer: The problem with the
ethics of it was that in the end he did notclearance in the light of what was going on before

hand—you may think I am naive, but there you discharge his side of the bargain.
are—and then, three weeks later, we get a letter
from the Cabinet Secretary which says, “The Q169 Paul Flynn: Because Lady Scotland
Government has no comment to make on your objected to it, quite rightly, that she should not
book”, and it immediately makes a comment be using the Foreign and Commonwealth OYce
expressing his disappointment at the breach of to solve a personal problem that your family had?
confidence. Sir Christopher Meyer: But I am afraid that the

Government had already accepted this because
there was a unit in the Foreign OYce dealing withQ163 Chairman: The word that was in my mind
international child abduction, as there was in thewas not “naive”. What the system was trying to
Lord Chancellor’s Department, as it was thentell you was that this was a thoroughly
called, and it was accepted in government thatdisreputable enterprise and you should not do it?
this issue, like all issues of international childSir Christopher Meyer: Then why did it not say
abduction, went beyond personal matters andso?
had become a factor in interstate relations, so is
this not right, Mr Flynn, to say that this was aQ164 Paul Flynn: You are not claiming, are you,
personal matter.that in fact what you were trying to do was to

test a rotten system and prove that it is rotten, it
Q170 Paul Flynn: In one of the letters you wrotedoes not work, it does not protect people’s
you state that you believe strongly in theconfidences? Can we look at some of the things
enduring relevance of the diplomatic service atyou say in the book, this alleged conversation
the beginning of the twenty-first century. Haveyou had with Robin Cook where you say that he
you not damaged this in a more serious way thantried to do a deal with you. He was trying to help,
probably any of your predecessors? Would anyquite legitimately, I would have thought, a
Prime Minister in the future want to take anconstituent of his who had a personal problem
ambassador into his confidence, to invite him towith a matter involving a child, and you
dinners and that seemed to upset you very muchdescribed the deal that he tried to do with you as
when you were not invited to dinners. Have you“ethical as a seven pound note”. I am not sure
not put a gulf now between politicians andwhy it was unethical for Robin Cook to act as a
diplomats in a very serious way that no-one cangood constituency MP, but I understand why it
be trusted in future?was unethical for you behave in the way that you
Sir Christopher Meyer: No, is the short answer todid. Did you normally behave in that way to use
that question, and if there is any doubt about it,the might of the Embassy and try to use the whole
then I go back again, the RadcliVe criteria areof the Foreign and Commonwealth OYce to
there, the third criterion which deals withsolve a problem that was a private one involving
confidential relationships. If what you say is true,a member of your family?
the book appears not to have been judged againstSir Christopher Meyer: I do not think I quite get
that criterion and it should have been.the thrust of the question.

Q171 Paul Flynn: Let us not go on; we have spentQ165 Paul Flynn: You described the deal as
a great deal of time on this?“ethical as a seven pound note”?
Sir Christopher Meyer: And I am going to keepSir Christopher Meyer: Yes.
on coming back to it.

Q166 Paul Flynn: Why was it unethical then? If Q172 Paul Flynn: You seem to want to
it was unethical why did you take it up? concentrate on this to blame other people for this
Sir Christopher Meyer: I thought that the very unpleasant book which, in the view of most
question of Catherine’s case went beyond doing people, most serious observers, including people
deals in this sense. in the diplomatic service, has done a great deal

of damage to the future relationship between
Q167 Paul Flynn: Where was the deal? Robin diplomats and politicians.
Cook was behaving on behalf of a constituent? Sir Christopher Meyer: I disagree with that and
Sir Christopher Meyer: It was put to me, “If you would like to enter a contrary argument, if I may.
do this, I will do that.” I would have done this
in any event, which was helping him with his Q173 Paul Flynn: You take it up with Lord
constituent. Turnbull and the other very distinguished people

who have said this. Why should we have any
confidence that we will not have a PCCQ168 Paul Flynn: Is there not a degree of lack of

credibility in this story? Of course you should confidential one day? Can you be trusted in your
present job not to be collecting tittle-tattle tohave done it and of course any minister can

approach you about a constituency matter. That betray confidences that other people have? Are
you really a fit person to be doing thisis entirely right. What was the problem with the

ethics of it? important job?
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Sir Christopher Meyer: Entirely fit, and let me go had certain regrets at the turbulence that had
been caused for friends and colleagues as a kindback to your earlier point, if I may. There are a

lot of people out there, as far as I can tell the of backwash from the book, but if you are asking
me whether I regret publication, no.majority, who do not think this book is just a

matter of tittle-tattle, because one of the things
it seeks to do, more or less successfully, is to Q178 Julie Morgan: I am asking you whether you
explain at the beginning of the twenty-first feel any pangs of doubt that you did the right thing
century what exactly an ambassador does, what in writing this book?
exactly an embassy is for and why, in an age of Sir Christopher Meyer: I have asked myself the
instant communication and at times when prime question have I done the right thing by writing this
ministers and presidents can video conference book, but I have been so sustained, so reinforced, by
with each other, it is relevant to have people on people who think the book does a valuable service,
the spot. If that does not reinforce the diplomatic people both on this side of the Atlantic and on the
service I do not know what does. other side, that those doubts have been quashed.

Q174 Paul Flynn: It does not, it damages the Q179 Julie Morgan: I cannot say that we have
diplomatic service, and we have a great deal of heard any of those supportive voices. Everything
evidence on this from many of your distinguished that has hit the public domain has been criticism
colleagues who have not sought to reveal of what you have done. You were entertaining
confidential conversations in the way that you people in your home. Many ministers stayed with
did. You said to Mr Jay that he made a rather you in the diplomatic residence. Do you not feel
unpleasant insinuation that money might warp you had their sort of trust, that they put their trust
“my view of the public interest”, that is your view in you and that you broke their confidences? They
of the public interest. Can you tell me how much were staying with you as guests.
money you have made from this so we can make Sir Christopher Meyer: What I did in this book,
a judgment? among other things, was to give a series of pen-
Sir Christopher Meyer: I have no idea. I have no portraits of people who came to Washington. In
idea how much money I will make from this. almost every single case these portraits, as far as

ministers are concerned, relate to ministers in the
Q175 Paul Flynn: How do we do something to public discharge of their oYce, not in private living
stop people behaving like you in the future? Do but in public, with plenty of other people being
we defer the gongs that they get? Do we take the present as well, so these are not disclosures of
gongs away from them? Do we make their boudoir secrets in the embassy, but they are
pensions conditional on their respecting comments on the way in which ministers did their
confidentiality? How do we do it? jobs. If under the rules this is considered
Sir Christopher Meyer: I would come from a unacceptable today in a book, then let the rules
diVerent starting point from you, Mr Flynn. You say so.
and I are never going to agree on this. I would
say that in an age of the Freedom of Information Q180 Julie Morgan: Why did you say that you
Act, the ideology of open government, all that briefed John Major in his underpants?
sort of thing, that people should write and then Sir Christopher Meyer: I have never used the word
they should expect to have what they have “underpants”, boxer shorts, thongs, Speedos or
written considered by a fair and consistent whatever in relation to John Major. It was not I
process, that does not exist at the moment. As for but Lord Armstrong who introduced underpants
displeasing many of my colleagues, maybe I have into the discussion, and, indeed, that very episode,
displeased many of my former colleagues, but I trying to describe what it is like working in
have been surprised at the number of e-mails that Downing Street, where the pressure is so great that
I have received from people in the service all over you have to start before breakfast, the first
the world who absolutely support this book; so I description of going to the Majors’ bedroom to
just do not agree with you. consult with the Prime Minister is, of course, to be

found in the book co-authored by the Prime
Q176 Paul Flynn: There is popularity in gossip Minister’s wife The Goldfish Bowl, and who
and gossip-mongers are very popular people if provides the description for the Prime Minister’s
you reveal confidences, but I think you have been wife in The Goldfish Bowl? None other than Howell
judged by your peers and their judgment is that James, currently Permanent Secretary for
you are guilty? Government Communications; so this whole thing
Sir Christopher Meyer: Well, I disagree with you, about underpants and John Major is a complete
and I say no more. canard because the Majors gave their approval for

this to be in The Goldfish Bowl, so this is a complete
red herring.Q177 Julie Morgan: Do you feel any pangs of

conscience at all about this book? Chairman: I think we have heard enough. I think
it would be very nice to get away, if we could, fromSir Christopher Meyer: I do not feel any pangs of

conscience about this book. I stand by this book. John Major’s underpants.
Sir Christopher Meyer: Which do not feature. HisI did say at the start of this session when I was

allowed to make a brief opening statement that I shirt-tails are mentioned!
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Q181 Julie Morgan: Why did you involve Barbara were you profoundly disturbed with the way this
was handled, are you worried about what is goingTaylor Bradford in trying to make a transition

from the quid pros of the Civil Service to something on and, lastly, were we as a nation led down the
wrong path?which you think is more entertaining to the reader?

Could you explain that process? Sir Christopher Meyer: One of the things I tried to
do in this book, to be rigorous, was to separateSir Christopher Meyer: Yes, I will. I did detect

earlier on in a remark to the Committee a bit of an what I thought and experienced at the time I was
in Washington from hindsight. I did not want thatelitist reaction to this, but, yes, I wanted a book

that was accessible. I was not writing for to be polluted by hindsight, which is why there is
a chapter in the book called War and then there isinternational relations experts, I was not writing for

universities or academics, I did not want to produce a chapter in the book called Hindsight. I started
from the position, which I still hold to, of being aa treatise, if you like, I wanted something that

people would understand and relate to, and so supporter of the war and of supporting getting rid
of Saddam Hussein one way or other, and I do notwhen I started writing, after 36 years in the

Government service I was pretty conditioned by resile from that at all. It was apparent at the time
that much more thought was being put intothat, and we are very good friends of Barbara

Taylor Bradford and her husband, Bob Bradford, preparing for the war and the politics of preparing
for the war, most of which was at the Unitedand, how can I put it, she helped me achieve a less

uptight style, I think is what I am saying, no more Nations but not entirely, and it was clear that this
was the greater preoccupation when compared withthan that, but on content she had nothing to do

with it at all. what do you do when Saddam Hussein is removed.
I left Washington at the end of February 2003. It
is only now, with the benefit of hindsight, that oneQ182 Julie Morgan: So you think she made the
can see that that greater priority given to the warbook more readable?
itself, as opposed to after the war, is at the routeSir Christopher Meyer: My wife also played an
of the diYculties that we have experienced since theimportant role in this, because she read this and she
fall of Saddam Hussein. It was not obvious at thesaid, “This is fine. This is dry as toast. Put more of
time; it is very, very obvious now; and you canyourself into it.” In fact, one of the big decisions I
understand why. I am not in the camp of believinghad to take when writing, nothing to do with
that the whole thing has been a terrible waste ofRadcliVe and all that, was how much of my own
time and we should get out as soon as possible. Ipersonal life to put into the book, and in the end
believe that this has not been fully played out yet.I decided that because, certainly as far as my time
We have the Iraqi elections today. It is possible,in Washington was concerned, everything done was
within a year, a couple of years, that we will havedone in partnership with my wife, that we had to
the kind of stability and democracy in Iraq that webring ourselves personally into the narrative, and I
have always hoped we would have. So it is not thesuppose Barbara Taylor Bradford helped with that.
end of the game yet.
Chairman: Can I say to Ian, I do not want to getQ183 Mr Liddell-Grainger: Can I ask you, Sir
into Sir Christopher’s views on the war or anythingChristopher, about your view? I am now looking
else for that matter.at the book. We have got it here. Politicians per se

you think are a pretty bad bunch.
Sir Christopher Meyer: No, I do not actually. If I Q187 Mr Liddell-Grainger: I thought I would just
could start my life again knowing what I know take a pop. I come back to the premise that you
now— have been dealing at the very highest level between

two nations. You have had to deal with a lot of
things that Bush and others have done. In yourQ184 Mr Liddell-Grainger: You would not be an
book you have glossed over a lot of stuV which youMP?
could have perhaps put in about the realSir Christopher Meyer: I would go into politics. I
relationship. You have talked about the tittle-tattle,really would.
but Bush and Blair, did it work? Does it work?
Sir Christopher Meyer: There is a lot of stuV whichQ185 Mr Liddell-Grainger: Would you?
I could have put in the book and which is not inSir Christopher Meyer: I really would. I think it is
the book. If I had been as frank in the book as,a fantastic game, I really do, and I regret that I am
say, Bob Woodward was, and other Americans, innow too elderly to be able to do this.
writing about the preparation for the war as did
Woodward’s book Plan of Attack, which benefitsQ186 Mr Liddell-Grainger: Oh, I do not know,
from briefings attributable and unattributable fromthere have been some in the Liberal Democrats at
the President downwards, if I had writtentimes! Sir Christopher (and I will not go for the
something similar over here I would be talking toPygmies, but I am glad to see you are wearing red
you now by video conference from the Tower ofsocks. I think that is a very reassuring British
London, I should think.tradition), if you look at your comments about the

Prime Minister, your comments about the way that
our leaders grip briefs, et cetera—you went through Q188 Mr Liddell-Grainger: You did not have strap

lines on your dust jacket, though, saying, “Thisthis war, you have seen it from the other side, on
both sides, from the Americans and from ours— book could have been franker”, did you?
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Sir Christopher Meyer: Why on earth would I have Sir Christopher Meyer: There is a real debate to be
had here, and I recognise that, and I think the realdone that?
debate is, and there are many aspects of it, but oneMr Liddell-Grainger: Because it would have been
of them, I was very interested in the Hennessey/honest.
Wilson exchanges when those two came before youSir Christopher Meyer: That is precisely my
last month. One of the big things is actually toquestion.
decide whether it is more appropriate to write
about people in power while they are in power, or

Q189 Mr Liddell-Grainger: Is there going to be DC do you let time go by and wait until they leave
Confidential 2? power? My personal belief, as is obvious from the
Sir Christopher Meyer: No, there is certainly not book, is that it is right to write about people in
going to be DC confidential, the out-takes or power, because anything you write or comment on,
anything like, there is certainly not going to be PCC and God knows this book is full of all kinds of
Confidential. Maybe when all this has washed favourable comments on British politicians, it is
through my system, and I am not quite sure when not just negatives, to put it mildly, but there is a
that will be, I will write a novel. debate to be had: because I can write anything I

like, so can newspapers, but the reputation of
politicians does not depend really on what peopleQ190 Julia Goldsworthy: Which brings me on to
like me write, it depends on the view of them bythe point I wanted to ask, which is: what was your the people with whom they interact.motivation for writing the book? When Lord

Wilson of Dinton came to give us evidence, and
you have heard his evidence, he said that there are Q192 Julia Goldsworthy: Which is the public?
basically three main motives for writing political Sir Christopher Meyer: In the case of the United
memoirs: one of them is wanting to set the record States, for example, it is a question of who you deal
straight, the second is to make money and the third with when you come over. I can say what I like.
he categorised as vanity or pride. I wonder which
category you see your memoirs falling into.

Q193 Julia Goldsworthy: Ultimately they areSir Christopher Meyer: God only knows. I have to
publicly accountable and you are puttinggo back to this very banal beginning for the whole
information into the public domain?enterprise. I did not leave the diplomatic service
Sir Christopher Meyer: Yes.with a burning desire to write a memoir—I never

intended to write a memoir, I did not want to write
a memoir—but we did have this family dinner in Q194 Julia Goldsworthy: So you are directly
the summer of last year where this came up. It was influencing the view in which they are held and they
actually more my children than my wife who said, are publicly accountable, whereas you are not,
“For God’s sake write this stuV down before your which is why very many ministers and special
mind goes, because each time you tell the story it advisors take out all references to civil servants
is slightly diVerent from the time before.” That was because they do not have the right to respond. A
the genesis, and then, whatever it was, a month, lot of what you said earlier is saying that there
two months later, I go and buy an exercise book should be a universal code which should by
in a French supermarket and a six-pack of Bic biros applicable to ministers and civil servants and
and I sit on the balcony of our little flat up in the special advisors, but surely there is a diVerence in
French alps and I think to myself, “What shall I that ministers, at the very least, are directly
write?” The rough chronology is to begin with John accountable?
Major and end with retirement, and oV you go, and Sir Christopher Meyer: I think that you are
I did not have a structure, I had very unclear ideas describing a classic relationship, and I do not think
where it would lead, so I cannot tell you. What I the classic relationship exists any more, at least it
thought as I was going through it was: “At the most has moved on a very great deal. I think politicians
this will have some kind of niche success.” I never on leaving oYce tend to write their memoirs
expected what happened. extremely quickly. In fact one authorised a

biography of himself while he was still in the
Cabinet. Almost by definition these will deal withQ191 Julia Goldsworthy: Is there not a diVerence formulation of policy, and if it deals withbetween maybe writing those things down for your formulation of policy, by definition it deals with a

own personal record and making the decision to policy that is submitted to the minister by civil
publish? You have talked about how there should servants. So, the field has changed, and I think the
be a diVerence between civil servants who are in rules should recognise that, and that is why I talk
oYce and those who have retired, but is there not about a level playing field.
a diVerence about publishing this recollection at a
time when many of the key players are still in oYce
themselves? Surely, if you want that distinction Q195 Mr Burrowes: So you are essentially saying
between whether you are in oYce or whether you if ministers can do it, if they can kiss and tell, then
have retired, should there not be a similar principle civil servants can do it likewise? How do you
applied to whether you should publish when all of respond to Lord Turnbull’s charge that two wrongs

do not make a right?these key players are still in oYce themselves?
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Sir Christopher Meyer: The question you have to Q203 Mr Prentice: I asked you questions about the
process and you responded and it is on the record.ask yourself here is are we talking about two

wrongs? We are not necessarily talking about two The fundamental thing is that there are lots of
people out there who think this was a fundamentalwrongs. The political memoir has a very

interesting, illuminating and honourable tradition breach of trust, a breach of confidence, and you
told the Independent on Sunday on the thirteenth ofin British literature, and I think by and large

political memoirs inform and illuminate and this is last month, and I quote, “Give me a break.” That
is what you said: “Give me a break about breacha very good thing, but we need rules.
of trust. It is all about double standards.” That is
the point, is it not, that because politicians publish

Q196 Chairman: We know that, but we are talking memoirs you think civil servants, diplomats,
about a book like yours, written by someone like drawing huge pensions for their time in public
you at a point in time when you have recently been service, should publish kiss and tell memoirs. You
in oYce. Let us take Andrew Turnbull, who was think it is okay?
here just now. If he was to now sit down and Sir Christopher Meyer: I do not recall that my huge
produce a book on life inside the Government, pension is on such as favourable terms as those
your kind of book, what people said, what he of MPs.
thought of them, do you think the tradition of
public service in Britain would be well served by

Q204 Mr Prentice: Sixty thousand, is it, that youthat?
get?Sir Christopher Meyer: It depends what he wrote.
Sir Christopher Meyer: That is my business. I have
now lost track of the question.

Q197 Chairman: A book like yours? Chairman: Confidential impact.
Sir Christopher Meyer: Well, I mean, why not?

Q205 Mr Prentice: I was talking about breach of
trust and double standards, just to remind you?Q198 Chairman: You think it would be well served?
Sir Christopher Meyer: Yes. Okay. The purpose ofSir Christopher Meyer: So long as it goes through
that remark in that interview—it goes back to thethe system.
point that you were just discussing—I believe that
at the beginning of the twenty-first century in an

Q199 Chairman: I just want to know? age of the Freedom of Information Act, open
Sir Christopher Meyer: You keep on coming back government and memoirs spewing out of
to this. politicians, most of which are quite interesting,

there has to be a level playing field, there has to be
a consistent and clear set of rules. At the moment,Q200 Chairman: With respect, this is the
based on my experience with the RadcliVe criteriafundamental point. We are concerned with what
and the rules, all I can say is it all seems to bethis means for the conduct of government in this
confusion and inconsistency.country. I am asking you whether you think that

the conduct of government would be improved if
Q206 Julia Goldsworthy: So you think there is aa recently retired cabinet secretary wrote a book
public interest in the material that you published?like yours?
Sir Christopher Meyer: I do.Sir Christopher Meyer: The answer is, depending

on what he wrote, it could be.
Q207 Julia Goldsworthy: So you think there is a
public interest in us knowing that Tony Blair wasQ201 Mr Prentice: On this point, on page 77 of
wearing “ball-crushingly tight trousers”? Who isyour book you say: “There was a minority of
the judge of what public interest is? I notice in yourcapable ministers”—that is ministers who went to
letter to Michael Jay on 7 August you say, “I’veWashington—“who stood out like Masai warriors
spent much of my time at the Press Complaintsin a crowd of Pygmies”. If Andrew Turnbull wrote
Commission making judgments about the publichis memoirs and said the same thing, that would
interest. A powerful consideration in this process isbe okay. That is just par for the course. Things
the public’s right to know. There is no intrinsichave moved on?
reason why a group of civil servants should be aSir Christopher Meyer: I can think of few things
better judge of it than one individual.” Surely thereless likely than Andrew Turnbull writing a book
is no intrinsic reason why one person should be alike that.
better judge than a group of civil servants in the
Foreign and Commonwealth OYce?
Sir Christopher Meyer: You have to remember theQ202 Mr Prentice: He is a diVerent person from

you, is he not? background to that debate, but let me take your
first point, and I must not forget my second point.Sir Christopher Meyer: Yes. One has to say, he

presided over precisely the system of Cabinet OYce The first point in all of this—“ball-crushingly tight
trousers”—is it really not possible, is it reallyclearance—

Mr Prentice: I have gone through all that. considered unethical, is it really considered
intolerable that a piece of clothing on publicSir Christopher Meyer: I want to go back to it,

because for me it is primordial. display noticed by God knows how many
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journalists at the time and I am forbidden from a question about whether it might be proper to
write a book of this kind. The fact that people likecommenting on it. When we are talking public

interest, it has got nothing to do with ball- us clearly have doubts about whether it was proper,
those of us, indeed, who were most vociferous incrushingly tight trousers really; it has got

something to do with this, and you may disagree wanting freedom of information legislation have
doubts about the propriety of what you did, thewith what I am about to say, but, if you are talking

about Tony Blair, there are four conclusions that fact that you did not even weigh these
considerations in the balance, so that when peoplecan be drawn from my book.
tell you afterwards, people who I imagine you
would respect, that this was not a thing that youQ208 Julia Goldsworthy: When you were a
should have done, that its consequences will be baddiplomat there is no way you would have publicly
for the business of government—commented on Tony Blair’s dress?
Sir Christopher Meyer: I think we can have anSir Christopher Meyer: Wouldn’t I?
honest diVerence of view about this, and I do notJulia Goldsworthy: You would not have made that
agree with you. The conversation, which actuallycomment.
took place in South Kensington rather than theSir Christopher Meyer: Who would I have been
South of France, which was the launch of the book,talking to? I mean, certainly to the Downing Street
almost immediately, when I started to think aboutretinue I said, “Cor, blimey, look at those
it, the judgment I had to make was what should Itrousers.” I did. I remember doing that.
put in and what should I take out? From theMr Prentice: It gets worse.
autumn of 2004 onwards I was talking toSir Christopher Meyer: Public interest. If you talk
colleagues in the Foreign OYce. I did not concealabout Tony Blair and the Iraq war, and it goes
my intentions. Some of them helped me with pointsback to your question, Mr Liddell-Grainger, Tony
of detail where my memory failed. This was allBlair did not lie in 2002, Tony Blair was not Bush’s
done in an entirely open way. When you write apoodle, Tony Blair came to the war with a high
book you get so close to the text, after a while itmoral purpose and Tony Blair in his actions in
is very, very hard to judge whether it is sensational,Sierra Leone and Kosovo probably saved
boring or whatever, so you show it to other people,thousands of lives. I think it is of public interest for
and you show it to the Cabinet OYce, and thesomeone like me to be able to say that. You want
Cabinet OYce has the RadcliVe criteria, and in thispeople to read the book, so that is where you throw
case I was led to believe that the book had beenin pieces of colour.
cleared. Now I have no idea whether the
government considered the book was cleared andQ209 Chairman: Tony Blair particularly wanted
what is certainly true is that, if you read the writtenyou as our man in Washington, did he not?
answer to your question, Mr Prentice, from theSir Christopher Meyer: He appointed me.
Foreign Secretary—

Q210 Chairman: No, he put in hand arrangements
Q213 Mr Prentice: I have many times?to ensure that it happened. He plucked you out of
Sir Christopher Meyer: There you are, it is a lucidBonn, did he not?
as mud.Sir Christopher Meyer: I was pulled out of Bonn,

yes, after seven months.
Q214 Chairman: It is funny that it does not seem
obscure to us. It seems absolutely straightforwardQ211 Chairman: I have read your book; I know
what you were required to do if you contemplatedwhat went on. You tell us that he wanted you. You
writing about your time in oYce, and you did notwere his man. Do you think you have repaid
do it.that trust?
Sir Christopher Meyer: What did I not do?Sir Christopher Meyer: I think I have done

something which, above all, needed to be said on
behalf of the Prime Minister. The single most Q215 Chairman: You did not go and say, “I am
damaging criticism, in my view, levelled at him in planning to do this. What do you think about it?
the run up to the Iraq war was that he had This is my publishing proposition.” You did none
deliberately misled the British people, that he had of this, and to wriggle around suggesting that
lied. You hear that accusation expressed even more somehow all this fuss is because of the obscurity of
sharply on the other side of the Atlantic, the regulations just will not wash.
particularly in the light of leaks that have appeared Sir Christopher Meyer: Chairman, you have to get
in the Sunday Telegraph and the Sunday Times over into the real world here. There are plenty of people
the last two years. The most important thing I have in the Foreign OYce who knew I was writing a
done vis-à-vis the Prime Minister is to say that from book. If you are in the service, you are actually
my vantage point, from what I saw, he did not lie, working inside the Foreign OYce, almost by
and I think that is important. definition, because it means you are going to have

to go on a sabbatical or something, you will
formally go to your head of department or theQ212 Chairman: We have got to end there. Can I

take you back to where we started. You are having PUS, or whatever, and say, “I am writing a book”,
or “I want to write a book”, and you will getthat conversation in the South of France and I am

still struck by the fact that you did not even raise authority or you will not get authority. When you
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are outside and you are planning to write a memoir, be regarded as an outmoded and undesirable
restriction. We always came round to the sameand I think you will get a very similar answer from

Sir Jeremy Greenstock, who I believe you are answer. It is necessary and it ought to be
observed?”.calling next year, all you can say to people is, “I

am going to write a memoir”, and they will say to Sir Christopher Meyer: I agree.
you, “Make damn sure you let us see the
manuscript before publication”, obviously. Q218 Chairman: It ought to be observed because

of the conduct of the Government itself. That is
why he would have thought this behaviourQ216 Chairman: If someone had said to Lord

RadcliVe 30 years ago, looking at all this in the unthinkable?
Sir Christopher Meyer: I do not know whether hewake of Crossman, that he might be dealing with

a situation where a former ambassador, within a would have thought his behaviour was
unthinkable, but I do not dispute that you needcouple of years of leaving oYce, would write this

kind of book about the people that he was dealing confidentiality and that you need a duty of
confidentiality. The problem, Chairman, lies in itswith, the politicians that came his way, the events

that they were engaged in, in this kind of intimate definition and in its application. That is the
problem.personal way, he would have thought it

unthinkable that a public servant would have
behaved in that way, and therefore it would not be Q219 Mr Prentice: Very briefly on the Press

Complaints Commission, you told us that you arenecessary to craft intricate regulations to stop them
behaving in a way that would just be, as I say, hanging on in there, that you have had thousands

of expressions of support, that you are not goingunthinkable. Is that not the measure of what has
happened? to be writing PCC confidential and that the PCC

is reviewing the rules following the publication ofSir Christopher Meyer: No, it is not the measure of
what has happened, Chairman, and I rather resent your book. If there were a vacancy now as

Chairman of the Press Complaints Commission, dowhat you say. I think that Lord RadcliVe, God
knows, I am no more able to get inside his head you think you would be a credible candidate?

Sir Christopher Meyer: What an extraordinarythan you are, I think, but I think he will certainly
recognise that things move on over a period of time question. I think, yes.
which is more than a generation and I think that
he would be disturbed that the very criteria which Q220 Mr Prentice: It is plain English?

Sir Christopher Meyer: Okay, I will give you a plainhe himself established were not being used to judge
publications that were being put into the system. answer. Yes.

Q221 Chairman: Do you think that is anQ217 Chairman: What RadcliVe says is, “We asked
ourselves very seriously the question whether, with extraordinary answer to match an extraordinary

question?all the pressure of the day in favour of openness of
government and public participation in the Sir Christopher Meyer: I think it is a very good

answer to a very good question.formation of public policies, the principle itself
which enjoins confidentiality in all that goes to the Chairman: Thank you very much indeed. Thank

you for all your evidence this morning.internal formulation of government policy ought to

Witness: Mr Lance Price, gave evidence.

Q222 Chairman: Let us move on to the last section conducted in its name. I, for my part, was prepared
to try to resolve those issues as part of a sensibleof our morning. Welcome, Lance Price, another

diarist of recent events that has caused some discussion. What I did not anticipate at the outset
was being told that my book was completelycontroversy. Do you, like Sir Christopher, want to

say something by way of introduction? unacceptable and that there was therefore no room
for negotiation. That seemed unreasonable to meMr Price: If you do not mind.

Chairman: Thank you for your memorandum by at the time, given the nature of previous books by
special advisors, oYcials, ministers, primethe way.

Mr Price: I submitted in advance of this session ministers, given the fact that it was more than five
years since I had worked at Downing Street, twoessentially a chronology of the events and

discussions leading up to the publication of The general elections had passed, the Prime Minister
had said he was not going to contest the next oneSpin Doctor’s Diary. To summarise that process

very briefly, I submitted my manuscript to the as leader of the Labour Party, and given that much
of what my book contained was already in theCabinet OYce expecting a process of discussion

and negotiation leading, with luck, to an agreed public domain. Hodder and Stoughton, my
publishers, sought legal advice at that stage becausetext for publication. I knew from the outset there

were a number of principles in which I believe, they agreed with me that the judgment of the
Cabinet Secretary did not appear reasonable. Thatwhich were likely to conflict, for example the

legitimate interests of oYcial confidentiality and the advice supported the view that what I had been
told, was unreasonable and, furthermore, waspublic’s right to know how government is
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neither legally nor contractually sustainable. In the that these things should be out anyway so the rules
absence of the Cabinet Secretary’s guidance, which fall away. Which of those defences do you want to
I had sought, but mindful of the legal advice, I then put forward?
took out a significant amount of material from the Mr Price: I think both arguments have merit.
text, and when I submitted the revised manuscript When I started the process I was unclear about
the Cabinet OYce expressed their gratitude for the what the rules were. Even having worked in
cuts I had made and, in a new spirit of cooperation, Downing Street and been aware of books that were
suggested a relatively modest number of additional published during my time in Downing Street, I was
changes, some but not all of which I accepted. It not clear as to what the rules were. I do think, given
was far from an ideal way to go about things, and that people are going to want to do again what I
I have to say that, as a result, material survived have done, publish diaries or memoirs or write
from the original draft that I may not originally books after they leave an advisory capacity within
have expected to see in the final version. I say this government, they do deserve to know the criterion
not to try to shift responsibility for my book onto by which they will be judged if they submit
anybody else—that responsibility is entirely mine— something so that there is at least some clarity
but it is nonetheless true that the published Spin about what the process will be and how the Cabinet
Doctor’s Diary was not the book that I had Secretary, or somebody working on his behalf, will
expected. Although I remain of the view that form a judgment about the contents of a book, and
workable rules are desirable and necessary, those I do not think that is at all clear at the moment. I
that now exist did not appear to work in my case. do feel that the system as it currently stands let me
It was not simply a matter of defiance; I did not down in that I was not given the opportunity to
set out to the break the rules, but I found myself engage in any discussions or negotiations about the
forced into testing their legitimacy. If they are to kind of book that I might want to put forward,
work better in future, which I take to be the having submitted it to the Cabinet OYce before
principal purpose of your investigations, people there was any commitment on behalf of my
must not be put in that position again. The rules, publishers to publish it, and before any newspapers
once agreed, need to be much clearer and must be had seen it or anything like that. I felt at the outset
applied to all parties reasonably and responsibly. of the process I was abiding by the rules as I
People will, in my judgment, continue to keep understood them and sought clarification as to
diaries and to want to publish books after working what those rules were, and then a rather substantial
in government. Whether or not those books have roadblock was put in our way. Had that not
literary merit, most will have some academic or happened we would not have gone to the expense
historical value. It was a well respected, I think, and bother of seeking legal advice to find out
contemporary historian, Anthony Seldon, who exactly what the legal situation was. That was quite
urged me to publish mine. If we really are to say an illuminating process. That resulted in the book
that what may be of value to future generations is appearing in the form that it did, I suppose,
to be denied to those now living, then it must be although there was subsequently negotiation with
on the basis of a very good and demonstrable the Cabinet OYce. They had the opportunity to
argument. Despite what has been said on request changes, they did request some changes,
occasions, I did not rush into print, and nor did I and we made some of those. At the same time, I
abandon all sense of responsibility. I believed there think it is fair to make the more general point,
was a public interest in what I published, and I because I suppose I was anticipating some of the
have yet to see evidence that it has done any harm questions you might want to ask, about whether or
to the processes of government. This particular not books of this kind do damage, particularly
government has made big strides in the direction of given that a period of time had elapsed after my
freedom of information and, indeed, has put that leaving working for the Government, and whether
freedom into statute. As a journalist, which is what or not there is this balance to be struck between
I was before I went into government as a temporary legitimate confidentiality and an equally legitimate
civil servant and is what I am again, I have always process of seeking to let the public know how that
believed in demystifying the process by which we is conducted on their behalf and give people an
are all governed. I think that is good for insight into government and demystify it a bit.
democracy. The Spin Doctor’s Diary, whatever its
faults, may have, I hope, furthered those principles

Q224 Chairman: People get suspicious, do they not,a little, but there are undoubtedly lessons to be
when public interest coincides with privatelearnt from what happened and, if I can assist in
advantage so perfectly? You tell us in your book,the process of learning those lessons, I am delighted
which I have read with great interest, that youto do so.
learned how not to tell the truth. That was part of
your trade, was it not?

Q223 Chairman: I thought in your earlier remarks Mr Price: I think that is a bit of an exaggeration.
you were advancing the Meyer defence, which was
the rules are all very complicated, they are

Q225 Chairman: I do not want to embarrass youunsatisfactory, that somehow it is the fault of the
by reading the bits.rules that this happens, but the latter part of what

you said was more of a clarion call for openness, Mr Price: No.
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Q226 Chairman: This was what you learned. Mr Price: I think the principal point that I would
come back to on that is the one of the passage ofMr Price: In the book, which was very much what

I wrote at the time and I made a decision early on time. Had I left Downing Street and immediately
published a book of this kind people would havethat I felt it was better to publish a strict narrative

as I wrote it rather than trying to colour it with had very legitimate criticisms about that. I think
there comes a time, as previous witnesses to thishindsight and change the narrative according to

any agenda that I might wish to impose on it—this Committee have acknowledged, when what is day-
to-day gossip, or tittle-tattle if you like, the day-to-book does not have an agenda—a lot of attention

has been focused on the fact of what I consider to day events of politics become part of contemporary
history. The question is at what point do yoube a relatively small number of cases when I was

part of a process of putting information into the accept that it becomes acceptable to publish. My
overall view on that is that within the initial periodpublic domain that was not strictly true.
after leaving government, although I speak in this
case as a special adviser, I am not sure whether youQ227 Chairman: When you were doing the job, did
can apply the same rules to ministers or to careeryou know that you were going to publish this?
civil servants, during which there is a presumptionMr Price: No, I did not. I was keeping a diary
that things should remain private and confidentialbecause it was a fascinating period in my life. I
unless there is a very good reason why they shouldcertainly had in the back of my mind the thought
be made public. That does not apply to everythingthat I might publish some sort of book, and I do
and it certainly does not apply to material that wasnot resile from that in any way at all. As I said in
already in the public domain. I think there doesmy opening remarks, I was a journalist before I
come a point at which the argument almost flipswent into government as a temporary civil servant
over at which point it is fair to say that there is aand journalists tend to make their living by words.
presumption that there is no reason why stuVI know this strays into other areas that the
should not be published unless it can beCommittee is interested in, but I think when special
demonstrated that it will do harm. I do not believe,advisers leave they tend to go back into the
as I said earlier, that anyone has yet been able toprofessions they had when they started.
demonstrate that the book that I have published
has done harm.

Q228 Chairman: I was trying to work this out
reading the book because at the beginning you say
that you kept the diary with no intention that it Q230 Chairman: But you were working in Number
should be published and a bit later on you say you 10 for the Prime Minister, the Prime Minister is still
had a vague intention and then you quote Alastair in oYce, and obviously people will say that is a
Campbell in the context of someone else who may betrayal of trust. You were sharing in oYce
be disclosing information, saying that Alastair said confidences all the time and you have written them
as a result, “life is on the record, so I guess it will down and you have published them. Is it not the
now be okay for me to publish my full and frank truth that in order to reap any reward from this
account of life at Number 10—exclamation mark”. you had to publish them before Alastair Campbell
This was in 1999. You clearly had a view that you published his?
were going to publish. Mr Price: I would not deny that was a
Mr Price: I hope I made that clear in my last consideration that I bore in mind. People have
answer. I kept a diary because it was a record of repeatedly said it will be impossible for meetings to
what was going on in government and in my life at be conducted in Downing Street, or anywhere else
the time but, yes, I always had in the back of my for that matter, if people are aware that somebody
mind the thought that I might publish a book of around the table is keeping a diary. Throughout my
some sort. I certainly did not expect it to be the time in Number 10 people were aware that Alastair
book that is now in your hands, which is the actual Campbell—my boss—was keeping a diary; the
diary I wrote when I went home. If I had done, I Prime Minister was aware of that. At many of the
think I might have crafted my words a bit more meetings that I have recounted and events that I
carefully and I might have thought how they might have described in the book, Alastair was present at
appear in print and I might have used fewer the same meetings. It would not have been possible
exclamation marks. for me to have included them in my book if people

had been intimidated from behaving and expressing
themselves because of Alastair’s presence; theyQ229 Chairman: You heard Andrew Turnbull say
were not. I think it is a fact of life in governmentthis morning it was kind of oYce gossip and he
these days that everyone is aware of, that peoplethought that was something that was completely
may wish to write something after they leaveoV-limits in terms of the kind of role that you were
government at some point, and it has gone on fordoing. I was struck by the bit where it says that
a very, very long time. There has been a good andpeople are getting very twitchy about GeoVrey
fine tradition of political memoirs and diaries.Robinson producing his book: “Prescott fired a
Anthony Seldon said to me: “The best of thosewarning shot in his end of conference speech on
books are the ones written by advisers becauseThursday saying, ‘Everybody from top to bottom’,
those are the most illuminating, they are notwhich he repeated twice, ‘should not fuel the froth
written by politicians who have an agenda or whoin books and the media’” and you say, “Quite

right too”. wish to restore their credibility or set the record
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straight or enhance their own role in things”. I do of course that would be outrageous, that would be
five minutes later. Had I published the book a yearnot think my book tries to do that on my part at

all. I was also conscious, in the absence of advice later or 18 months later when a lot of the issues
that were being discussed in my book, or issues thatfrom the Cabinet Secretary, of the precedent, if you

like, of books that had previously been published. were going on when the actual diary entries were
written, were still live and had not been resolved—There were books published by special advisers,

there was one published by Jonathan Hill and devolution, the London Mayor, whatever it might
have been—there would have been seriousSarah Hogg, who worked for John Major, which

was published while John Major was still Prime questions to be asked. As I said in one of my earlier
answers, I think there comes a point at which itMinister. That book was broadly supportive of

John Major and what had been going on in shifts from a sense that absolutely everything must
remain confidential, to “show me what harm thisgovernment, but it did reveal what was going on

behind closed doors. I was aware of that precedent would do if it was put into the public domain and
we can talk about it”. The problem that I had inand I was aware of other books that had been

written. I was aware of Bernard Ingham and I was the process was that nobody was willing to engage
in that process and show me what harm was likelyaware, as your question implies, that my boss,

Alastair Campbell, might be writing a book as well. to be done, so I had to make the judgment myself.

Q234 Chairman: Because they thought the projectQ231 Chairman: Your job was about managing
news and managing events, including events like itself was unacceptable?

Mr Price: They did, and I disagreed with them, andthis. Just give us a flavour of what it would be like
in Downing Street when your book was published? I think I had the support of the legal advice that

we then sought. If they thought it wasMr Price: What I think it was like when my book
was published? unacceptable, we should have had a mature and

sensible discussion about it, there should have been
some explanation as to why, and we should haveQ232 Chairman: Yes. There were incidents all the
had some mechanism by which we could exploreway along and your business was to manage the
whether it would be possible to produce a book,incidents. How would Number 10 have been
whether now or at a time in the future, that wasmanaging the appearance of your book?
acceptable.Mr Price: I think they managed the appearance of

my book with the utmost skill. They did exactly
what I would have done in the circumstances, Q235 Kelvin Hopkins:Do you know who leaked the

outtakes that appeared?which was they said virtually nothing and they were
not spoiling for a fight. They were conscious of the Mr Price: I have my views on that. One of my jobs

when I worked at Number 10—not my favouritefact that the more they reacted against it, the more
publicity there would be for it, and I am sure my job—every Saturday was to ring round all the

Sunday papers and ask them what was going to bepublishers would have been delighted if I had been
condemned from on high for doing so. They did on their front pages the following day, the critical

stories they were covering. It astonished me thatnot do that. I hope that wiser heads in Downing
Street would have recognised, although I am sure any respectable journalist ever told me an answer

to that question, but most of them did. The onethey regretted the publication of the book and did
not think that books like this were always paper that never would was the Mail on Sunday.

The Saturday before the first serialisation of myappropriate, that what it contained did not do any
harm. There was not any big new scandal, no book, I smiled to myself and thought “For the first

time in my life I am going to ring the Mail onpoliticians were chased down the road by the
television cameras demanding their resignation, Sunday and ask them what is in their paper

tomorrow and they are going to tell me the truth”,and nobody had to make statements in the House
explaining anything. It is a very frank and very and they did not. They obfuscated and hummed

and hawed and the right people to talk to were nothonest book about how life in Number 10 goes on.
It shows politicians not just as politicians but also there, someone was on holiday or playing golf. The

first I knew that what you describe as theas human beings capable of making mistakes and
capable of learning from those mistakes. I think “outtakes” from the book, which is to say the parts

I had agreed with the Cabinet OYce to remove orthat the British people are adult enough to be able
to see their politicians in that light without it doing to change, were to appear in print was when the

Mail on Sunday sent by dispatch rider photocopiedany harm to their reputations.
proofs of the newspaper on that Saturday evening.

Q233 Chairman: You do not think any damage is
being done to the conduct of government at all if it Q236 Kelvin Hopkins: There is a suggestion in our

papers that the outtakes were circulating in 10is known that people working at the centre, sharing
confidences, five minutes later will be publishing Downing Street. Is it possible that somebody from

Downing Street leaked them?these to make some money out of it?
Mr Price: I have to take issue with five minutes Mr Price: There are two possibilities in my view.

The newspapers were invited to read the text thatlater. Had I walked out of Number 10 every night
and given my diary under a false name and was being submitted to the Cabinet OYce before

that process of negotiation was complete, but theypublished it in the Evening Standard or something,
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were invited to do so under a strict confidentiality place and they did not venture into the political
world. With the alleged politicisation of the Civilagreement which made it clear that in the event of

them becoming the serialising newspaper, the only Service—people like you have caused the problem
because you were a civil servant but you becamematerial to which they had rights was the final

agreed text. At the same time as this process was part of that overlap between politics and the Civil
Service and confused the issue to an extent—the oldgoing on, the revised text that I had submitted to

Downing Street, that is to say after the changes I Sir Humphrey image has gone. Isn’t that a bad
thing?had made on legal advice, was circulated very

widely. It is not for me to say what rights the Mr Price: The whole role of special advisers within
Cabinet OYce have to circulate material. They sent government is something I know you, Chairman,
it to people who were mentioned in the book but and your Committee have taken a keen interest in
I had calls from people who were outside of and will continue to investigate in the future, I am
government, and had been outside of government sure. I do think that special advisers are in a hybrid
for some time, who clearly had been shown parts position. They are largely political and some special
of the book. I was aware of the fact that a lot of advisers, certainly in my case, play a very political
people in Downing Street were reading it. There role but they are also brought within the Civil
was a very short paragraph, which I think I Service for a short period of time, and our careers
mentioned in the memorandum that I sent to you are as fickle as those of the ministers that we work
before appearing, in the Mail on Sunday’s coverage for so we do not have all the benefits of guaranteed
which sort of implied that there were lots of copies employment, pensions and so on that others
around and they might have got it that way. I perhaps do. Certainly special advisers in the past
cannot prove one way or the other how the Mail have published books that have explained their
on Sunday got that material. All I can tell you is role. I do not think it is any bad thing that people
they did not get it from us. When Lord Turnbull understand the role of special advisers better than
said this morning that the Cabinet OYce had been they do at the moment because there are an awful
double-crossed, I hope that was not a reference lot of myths around about them. There are two
either to me or to my publishers because it would ways in which a special adviser can get his or her
be a very unfair reference. view across about how government is conducted

and what is going on. We all know that throughout
the time since Tony Blair has been Prime MinisterQ237 Kelvin Hopkins: It suggests the whole thing
there has been an avalanche of books published,is rather porous and, in fact, one might say
largely by journalists, sometimes by contemporarypoisonous, the fact that there are clearly people up
historians, purporting to know what goes on insideto mischief at the highest level using these things
Downing Street and often giving quite colourfulfor their own purposes.
descriptions of rows between the Prime MinisterMr Price: The highest level of what?
and the Chancellor or whatever else may have been
going on. Insofar as they were based on fact at all,Q238 Kelvin Hopkins: Is that not symptomatic of
we know where those facts came from. Those factsthe kind of politics we live with nowadays?
came from people working inside Whitehall,Mr Price: I would take a judgment that what
working for government, either as special advisers,appeared in the Mail on Sunday on that first day
perhaps the protagonists themselves, perhaps even,of serialisation tells you more about the media and
God forefend, civil servants. It is one thing, in mytheir ethics than it does about what you describe
view, to give information to others to write,as people in high places.
whether they are ghost biographies, actual
biographies or contemporary histories, under the

Q239 Kelvin Hopkins: If people do not speak to the cloak of anonymity, but what I did was write my
media they do not know. recollections with my name on the cover. I took
Mr Price: I have given you two examples of how responsibility for it. I was not going round behind
the Mail on Sunday might have got hold of that closed doors giving information to journalists. I
material. I am not persuaded that it was given to think journalists found me a pretty lousy source
them by anybody who would have been shown the when I was at Number 10 because I did not do
text from government. I cannot see what their what the Chairman was describing as going out and
motivation would have been. finding them straight after a conversation and

revealing what was going on. I think there is an
Q240 Kelvin Hopkins: A much more important argument to be made that it is far more responsible
question in my view is this distinction, which I am to publish a book like this, with my name on the
certainly concerned about, between civil servants— cover, than to participate in some of the processes
technically you were a civil servant although I see that I have just been describing.
you as a politician—and the political world.
Politicians and the Civil Service have been fairly

Q241 Kelvin Hopkins: Would it not be healthier todistinct and the image created by Sir Humphrey in
have a much deeper separation between the Civilthe television series was of a Civil Service which
Service, with their codes and their rules, and thewas almost hermetic, the politicians could not
political field, with people like yourself strictly inreally get into the world of the Civil Service, they
the political field and not in the Civil Service? Youwere guarded by permanent secretaries or

whatever, and, equally, civil servants knew their are fair game, you have to rely on politics, you
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would not have rules like the Civil Service. And it I had taken out everything I considered to be at risk
of damaging national security or being anything tois not a career, you are either elected or appointed

temporarily to advise politicians who are elected. It do with OYcial Secrets. I had also taken out any
reference to the advice of named civil servantsis a much diVerent world from that of the Civil

Service. If we had strict rules for the Civil Service because I recognised that was something that was
wrong to do because they cannot speak forand a high Code of Ethics for them, we expect

politicians to behave badly, because that is what themselves. Then, as a result of the legal advice that
we took, which was mainly about libel andthey are like, you—

Mr Price: You are lumping me in the latter confidentiality and other matters like that,
copyright and so on and so forth, we took out quitecategory?
a substantial amount more. The Cabinet OYce
expressed their gratitude for the amount of changesQ242 Kelvin Hopkins: Yes, indeed. We should
that we made and then we discussed what was left.separate the two very clearly.
They had the opportunity to ask for changes to theMr Price: There is this ambiguity about the role of
resubmitted text, they asked for a relatively smallspecial advisers and I do have my views on that. It
number and we made some further changes.falls slightly outside the remit of a discussion about

memoirs but I suppose it could be brought within
Q245 Grant Shapps: What I am trying to drive atit. Personally, I am a supporter of the public
here is that if you had submitted that then amendedfunding of political parties and if you want a good
text to Sir Andrew in the first place he would notdemocracy you have to be prepared to pay for it
have used words like “completely unacceptable”. Inand if you were prepared to pay for it you might
other words, you think the process was more or lesshave a situation in which political appointments
working here?within ministries could be paid for by the public
Mr Price: I am not sure.still but through the funding of political parties

rather than through the funding of government.
Kelvin Hopkins: I would like to pursue this further Q246 Grant Shapps: I am confused because in your
but I fear I have had more than my fair share of written statement, and your opening evidence, you
time. Thank you for that. suggest that the process is not working but what

you are trying to tell me now is that it was sort of
working.Q243 Grant Shapps: I am interested in your
Mr Price: It did not work because a completestatement and also your written statement where
barrier was put in our way. I regard the system, ifyou describe this process by which authorisation or
it is to work eVectively, should be one that allowschanges in the book are made. I wonder whether
for some give and take and applies fairly to all. Ifyou agree it was perhaps the case that the
you choose to have a system in which it is possiblechangeover in Cabinet Secretary caused this very
for the Cabinet Secretary to say, “Absolutely not,odd, uneven process as your book was essentially
no”, then that is going to invite challenge, and it isapproved for publication after changes?
going to invite legal challenge if necessary. I thinkMr Price: It was not helpful, I admit. I would have
we can all agree that these things are best notbeen much more comfortable working with one
resolved in the court. That is why I say the systemCabinet Secretary all the way through although, to
as currently set up did not work in my case. I ambe fair, I think a lot of the initial decisions and
not saying it could not have worked, it could haveadvice given and so on is given in the Cabinet
worked, because I did not set out to defy it and ISecretary’s name but actually by oYcials who are
would have been happy to have worked within it.working for him.
Even if it had worked in my case I think there are
improvements.Q244 Grant Shapps: This is a classic organisational

cock-up, is it not? Sir Andrew Turnbull told you
Q247 Grant Shapps: I would love to pursue theback in July it was completely unacceptable, it
extent to which it did or did not work a lot furtherlooked like a closed door, you were amazed and ran
but, in the interests of time, what happened wasfor cover, got legal advice and the rest of it. You
there were then the outtakes that were taken out ofthen put in a pretty much unchanged manuscript
the final version and you were paid £150,000and were told it needed a few changes by the then
purportedly for the serialisation in the Mail onCabinet Secretary, Sir Gus O’Donnell.
Sunday. You must have been pretty annoyed aboutMr Price: Sir Andrew, now Lord Turnbull, made
this because the outtakes could have got you ahis decision, said what he said, and he must stand
great deal more presumably and rather than takingover that. I think he was wrong to do that and I
legal action against them you could have been paidthink some of the problems that people have about
for the juicy stuV that was taken out.the book flowed from that. What I must take you
Mr Price: I am not quite sure I follow yourup on is the suggestion that we barely made any
argument. I should have kept it in so I could havechanges. There were very substantial changes made
earned more from the book?to the original text that was submitted to the

Cabinet OYce, which I had done my best not to
self-censor because I did not see it as my job to do Q248 Grant Shapps: If you come to a deal with a

newspaper, which you had done, and they arethe Cabinet OYce’s work of telling me what was
and was not acceptable, although even at that stage going to publish the book and pay £150,000,
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presumably you could have negotiated £175,000 or Q252 Mr Prentice: Would you like to tell us what
they were?£200,000 if you had given them the really juicy bits

which, according to this version of events, they Mr Price: Tell you what they were. Do you want
me to tell you what they were?took from somewhere, we do not know where—

perhaps you have some suspicions—and published.
You must feel hard done by. You could have had Q253 Mr Prentice: Yes, please.
that extra cash surely. Mr Price: I will tell you what areas they covered.
Mr Price: I do not feel hard done by in the way The things that I excluded from the book, apart
that you are describing but I was very surprised, from what I have already described which was, if
very disappointed and not a little bit angry to see you like, national security and the advice of named
in public print material that I had come to the career civil servants, the principal stuV was about
conclusion should not appear in public print. It the Prime Minister and his family. If it was
made a mockery of the process that we had been legitimately private about the Prime Minister, his
through. family, his religious beliefs, that sort of thing, and

some of the views that he might have expressed on
Q249 Grant Shapps: Just to get to your motivation those matters, I think they were absolutely
for the diary. I remember Newsnight covering this legitimately private and they were never in any text
and then apologising because they had enabled you that was submitted to anybody.
to plug the book rather more than editorially they
meant you to do. Is this whole thing not really just

Q254 Mr Prentice: So you kind of self-censoredabout book sales? In your particular case there is
then?no great desire to establish a public record. It is all
Mr Price: At the beginning of the process I tookvery grand but actually £150,000 from the Mail on
out things for broadly those three reasons, yes, butSunday, goodness knows what for selling the book,
it certainly included matters that I consideredNewsnight with plenty of coverage, this Committee
personal to the Prime Minister and his family.indeed, the whole thing is just money driven, is it

not?
Q255 Mr Prentice: You are gay, are you not?Mr Price: I have not made any grand statements
Mr Price: Yes.about wanting to play some sort of role in setting

the record straight or having an historical record.
I would disagree with you that it is just about the Q256 Mr Prentice: What about your reference
money. Your figures are not strictly accurate, the when the Prime Minister famously asked you,
amount of money paid— “Lance, does the sight of a beautiful woman ever

do anything for you?”. You put that in because you
Q250 Grant Shapps: Do you want to correct them? thought people would find that interesting, did
Mr Price: I will if you want me to. The amount of you?
money paid was more than I ever expected it to be. Mr Price: I am astonished that people have made
When I first put this forward as a proposal at the so much of that remark.
suggestion of Anthony Seldon—this may just
reflect my naivety—I thought people would say, Q257 Mr Prentice: Are you?
“We have heard all this before. So much of this is Mr Price: I just found that amusing. I did not think
in the public domain, you are telling us stories we it said anything about his views on homosexuality
have already read about in the newspapers, whether or anything else. It made me smile.
it is about Peter Mandelson resigning from the
government or BSE, foot and mouth, the General

Q258 Mr Prentice: Did you have conversationsElection that was so long ago now, people’s
with your publisher where the publishers wouldmemories are very short”. I was surprised at both
want to extract the maximum value from the text?the commercial value the book attracted and the
You say you left stuV out but was there anygeneral interest that it attracted. I would have gone
pressure to include stuV when you were just talkingahead with the book had those figures been far, far,
about the text in order to increase its value?far lower than they were because I find political
Mr Price: Obviously in the process of getting amemoirs, and in particular political diaries,
book ready for publication there are discussionsfascinating. I found that when I read about
between the publisher and the author and theprevious administrations they had been the most
publisher’s general view is always in favour ofilluminating and interesting way of getting
keeping as much in as possible, that is a statementunderneath what goes on in politics and in
of the blindingly obvious I would have thought. Atgovernment. I felt that I had a text which would
no point did I come under what I regarded ascontribute to that and I wanted to see it published
unreasonable pressure from my publisher tobecause I thought it would be a good book.
include something that I was not prepared to stand
by, no.Q251 Mr Prentice: Are there any areas, things that

you witnessed, that you did not put into your diary
because it was maybe just too personal, a no-go Q259 Mr Prentice: Why did you go to the Mail?

You spent your whole professional life taking onarea?
Mr Price: Yes. the Daily Mail which is vitriolic, deeply hostile to
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the Labour Party and everything that Labour and the good who then move on, Prime Ministers,
stands for. Why did you take your book to the ministers and so on. I think you do have to ask
Mail? yourself the question who writes history. Is history
Mr Price: I think you ask a very valid question, not only written by former Prime Ministers and former
least because of my political friends who are less ministers who wish to no doubt remind us all how
than pleased with what happened. The fact that it talented and clever they were, and how successful
was published in the Mail probably caused more they were in promoting their particular causes, or
oVence than the book itself actually. I took the view is history to be written by a range of people who
that I should stand back and allow the publishers had the privilege to see how government works?
to do what they always do, which was to conduct Provided that contribution to history does not do
eVectively an auction and to allow that to go on any harm, and I do not believe my book has done
through its normal process. I am not sure whether any harm, then I think it is legitimate.
I would have had a right to say, “We will have an
auction but no newspaper with the word ‘Mail’ in

Q263 Mr Prentice: I say this generously, but I amits title need apply”. If I did have that right I did
sure you will get a footnote.not exercise it. In the back of my mind was the

thought that journalists are journalists and if there Mr Price: I ask for no more.
are stories in this book almost any newspaper is
going to take up the same stories. With hindsight,

Q264 Chairman: Do you not accept even for aperhaps I was wrong.
second that an eVective democracy requires some
private space at the centre of government where

Q260 Mr Prentice: Would it be okay for a man who confidential discussions can be had and confidences
has spent his adult life in the Labour Party are kept and, far from that being damaging topresumably for the Mail to oVer a huge sum of

democracy, it is essential for democracy? If we wantmoney to someone in Downing Street who has been
to bring the system down—you objected to fivekeeping a diary but is about to leave the
minutes—we have the instant kiss and tells whichgovernment and then publish all this stuV at the
means, as GeoV Mulgan has pointed out, there ismost damaging time in the run-up to a General
a corrosion of trust across the system which makesElection to destabilise the Labour Government?
eVective government impossible. Democracy is notWould that be okay?
well-served by that, is it?Mr Price: No, it would not be okay. If I can make
Mr Price: A book published five years after anthe point that—
adviser left Downing Street, after two General
Elections have passed, and after the date at whichQ261 Mr Prentice: You made the point about the
the Prime Minister has announced that he does nottime lapse.
intend to run another election, is not another kissMr Price: No, not that point at all. I still have
and tell.enough concern, and it is not a concern for this

Committee but it might be a concern of yours and
it might be a concern of mine, for the political Q265 Chairman: While the person you served is still
wellbeing of this Government to believe that in oYce.
publishing the book, as I did, immediately after a Mr Price: The Prime Minister is still in oYce; just
General Election, when any fallout that there might as when the book was written by Sarah Hogg and
have been, and I did not anticipate much, would Jonathan Hill, John Major was still in oYce. It is
have been well forgotten by the time Labour went very hard to set down hard and fast rules. If I had
to the polls again, was more responsible than written a book which was called “The Winningpublishing it, which I suppose I could have done,

Ways of New Labour” and was a long list of allin the run-up to the General Election or at a time
the achievements of New Labour during the timewhen Tony Blair was on the ropes or, even,
that I was in government I would not be sittingarguably closer to the next election when it could
here. It is not just about timing, it is not just abouthave done damage not necessarily to Mr Blair but
content. This is why I think if we are to find ato his successor.
system that works, we have to find a great deal
more clarity about what is acceptable and when it

Q262 Mr Prentice: One final question, if I may. Are is acceptable.
there any areas in the public realm, loosely defined,
which are oV-limits? I am thinking about the Royal
Household, and I think the Royal Household now Q266 Chairman: What I was asking you was will
insists on confidentiality clauses. Do you think it you accept that government does require a private
would be in the public interest for people working space in which—
for the Queen to keep diaries and publish and be Mr Price: Yes, I do.
damned?
Mr Price: I think that if we are living in a modern

Q267 Chairman:—confidential discussions can bedemocracy then the people we seek to work for,
had and that serves the purpose of goodand in your case seek to represent, have a right to
government.know how that democracy functions. They have a

right to know more than just the views of the great Mr Price: Yes.
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Q268 Chairman: That will be eroded if people rush people a bit more guidance than that if we are to
reach a conclusion in which books are published byinto print while those people are still in place,

governments are still in oYce, and it will be people—and I put myself within that category—
who do not wish to undermine the good andcorrosive of the kind of good government that we

would all like to see. eVective governance of this country but may at the
same time believe that there is a public right toMr Price: Yes, I do, but I waited five years. It may

be that it was to my disadvantage that I happened know how they are governed.
to work for a government that is so successful it
keeps on winning elections and I have not had the

Q271 Mr Liddell-Grainger: You obviously admireopportunity to wait for them to leave oYce, and I
the Prime Minister and all that he has achieved andhope I do not have to face that situation quite
all the rest of it, and that comes out in the book,frankly. It comes back to one of the points I made
but do you think you undermined him byearlier. You talk about kiss and tell and going out
publishing a book like this when you did?and telling secrets within five minutes or whatever
Mr Price: No, I do not. Nobody has yetit might be, but people do that all the time and they
demonstrated to me how this book has damageddo it anonymously. I waited five years and I put
either the Prime Minister or the conduct ofmy name on the dust jacket. I think there is a
government.diVerence.

Q272 Chairman: In one of your answers just a fewQ269 Mr Liddell-Grainger: I am intrigued because
moments ago you talked about named civilat the start of the book you make the point about
servants who cannot speak for themselves. Ofthe Cabinet Secretary saying that publishing the
course, you were a civil servant, albeit a temporarybook is “completely unacceptable” and at the end
civil servant, and you have clearly spoken forof the book under “Acknowledgements” you say—
yourself. You would have heard ChristopherI am sorry, I was reading a bit, I hope you will bear
Meyer this morning saying that the terms of tradewith me, this fascinating thing about William
have changed and essentially that civil servants nowHague going to Jordan and nearly falling over
can and should speak for themselves. What do youthe coYn.
think about that?Mr Price: I am glad you find something to
Mr Price: As I understood what Sir Christopherrecommend it.
was saying, he was seeking to draw a distinction
between career civil servants still in service and

Q270 Mr Liddell-Grainger: Sorry, I cannot find it. those who have retired from service or left service
Basically, in it you make the point that you were for whatever reason. I certainly have no objection
pushed to write this book. The mandarins, the to civil servants publishing books after they have
guardians of the system, did not want you to do it. left oYce, and they have done that.
Is that not the argument where we come down to
where you cannot trust the people within the

Q273 Chairman: Do you think the Meyer book issystem? Basically it is that the system itself is
acceptable?draconian, it has got no direction. We have talked
Mr Price: I am not sure it is for me to judgeabout copyright today, permissions with RadcliVe,
whether the Meyer book is acceptable. I am notwe have gone right across the spectrum. We cannot
going to start criticising Christopher Meyer’s book.stop it anymore, can we? Are the brakes not oV?
The only distinction I would draw betweenYou are the new breed of exposé.
Christopher Meyer’s book and mine, apart fromMr Price: Let us just stick to my book. I do not
the fact that he was in a far more senior and farbelieve that the system has been destroyed by my
more interesting position, and I am sure there isbook. I made an eVort to work within the system.
much more interesting material in his than there isI think if the system were reformed to a certain
in mine, is that I waited longer than he did beforeextent then, as I say, I was happy to work with the
I published. It is for others to judge whether thatrules as they are at the moment but I would
is a relevant distinction or not.certainly be happy to work with and recommend a

system of voluntary discussion and consideration
of books that could work perfectly acceptably, Q274 Chairman: I am interested that you will not
provided it is seen to be fair, so that people can see pass comment on a book produced by a former
the criterion against which their writing is likely to senior diplomat soon after retiring from oYce. You
be judged, they know that if they go into the system would not have been coy about this before you
they will be treated equally and with equal wrote your book, would you?
responsibility as other people who go into the Mr Price: I hesitate slightly simply because
system. At the moment, I think probably the although I have read parts of Christopher Meyer’s
system is kept deliberately opaque. It is clear that book, as we all have, I have not read it all.
you have to submit your text to the Cabinet
Secretary but it is not explicit that he has to give
his consent, that is the presumption that is made. Q275 Chairman: Knowing the kind of issue we are

talking about, you do not have a feeling as toThe way in which the guidance that I was given was
phrased I did find confusing. All the way through whether, in principle, this is the right thing to do

or not?I was feeling my way. I think you have to give
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Mr Price: I certainly think it is right for former Mr Price: If a future Cabinet Secretary were to turn
round to Lord Turnbull and say, “Your book isambassadors, for senior civil servants, former
completely unacceptable”, I think he would haveCabinet Secretaries, to write books and to write
the same grounds for objection to that that I had,memoirs, the question is at what point does it
which is that it cannot be completely unacceptablebecome acceptable for them to do it and at what
because those bits that are already in the publicpoint does that shift that I was describing earlier
domain have to be acceptable.between a presumption that things should remain

confidential unless a clear case for publication can
Q280 Chairman: The argument would be that it isbe demonstrated, to the other position where there
the kind of book. This is not a reflective accountshould be a presumption in favour of publication
about the life of a Cabinet Secretary, this is gossipunless real harm can be demonstrated has been
in the oYce. That is the fundamental diVerence.reached.
That was what was said to be completely
unacceptable, the kind of book that it was. AroundQ276 Mr Prentice: But it is okay for Christopher
that there could be no negotiation, either youMeyer to refer to Jack Straw as someone to be
believe it is an acceptable project or you do not, it“liked rather than admired” and GeoV Hoon to be is not something where you can say, “This little bita “frigid panda”? of gossip is all right, but that little bit of gossip isMr Price: You had the opportunity to ask Sir not all right”, the project was deemed to beChristopher about his own book. I am not a unacceptable.literary critic. Mr Price: Yes, and I disagreed. I exclude theMr Prentice: But Jack Straw was then, and is now, premise of your question that there is nothing in

Foreign Secretary. I am just astonished that you do the book apart from oYce tittle-tattle, but maybe
not have a view on it. that strays into literary criticism as well. There have

been political diaries in the past written by advisers
Q277 Chairman: I asked Christopher Meyer, if as well as by ministers and Prime Ministers and I
Andrew Turnbull produced a book now of your think they have contributed to our understanding
kind, about life at the centre, what went on in the of government and how it is conducted. I do not
oYce, would that be right. believe that a blanket ban on my kind of book
Mr Price: I think there would come a point, and I would be legitimate in any form at all.
don’t know whether Lord Turnbull has been out of

Q281 Kelvin Hopkins: Does this not all reinforceoYce long enough for that point to have been
the point I am trying to make, that there should bereached, at which it would be acceptable for him
a Civil Service separate from politics which hasto write a book about his experience as Secretary
very strict rules and a Code of Ethics, on the otherto the Cabinet.
hand, you are an ex-journalist, a political activist,
going to work for a political party. You are asQ278 Chairman: No, not a general book about
dodgy as I am. You are a politician.being a Cabinet Secretary, but your kind of book
Mr Price: On that spirit of comradeship—about who said what to whom in the oYce.

Mr Price: I hope there would then be a process that Q282 Chairman: I was struck as you were speaking
he would go through as a former Cabinet Secretary, just now that you also used the word “naı̈ve”,
just as there could and should have been a process which was the word Christopher Meyer used. You
that I would go through, in which there would be were both expressing your naivety in thinking that
a discussion and perhaps even some form of appeal these books would excite any interest at all. Maybe
procedure if there could not be agreement on what that gives you a curious bond because, whatever
should and should not be included. else it was, it was a very lucrative kind of naivety,

was it not?
Q279 Chairman: But the current Cabinet Secretary Mr Price: It turned out to be a more lucrative kind
would say to him, “Sorry, Andrew, this is of naivety than I had anticipated.
completely unacceptable. The whole project is Chairman: Thank you very much for coming and

telling us about it.something that you cannot do”.
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Q283 Chairman: Good morning, everyone. I am did, in order to allow the public to have a more
delighted to welcome on behalf of the Committee, informed debate about it. But it was always my
Sir Jeremy Greenstock, distinguished diplomat, the intention to seek clearance under the rules and see
British permanent representative at the United how it came out. So it was a progressive series of
Nations from 1998 to 2003, and then the UK special stages which led me—and you have to put on top of
representative in Iraq from 2003 to 2004, but that is that my experience in Baghdad after the war—to
not why we have asked you to come. We have asked think it might be worth setting out some things in
you to come because we are doing an inquiry into public. While you are thinking that, all sorts of
memoirs and you have been in the news with your people are discussing things with you, are in
publishing project, currently suspended, and we seminars with you, you go on all sorts of
would very much like to ask some questions about programmes to talk about it in your public capacity
this. We are very grateful for the memorandum with the support of your department, and you get
which you have sent us, which is very sharp and to into a habit of talking about these things in public,
the point. Would you like to say anything by way of so it does not seem such a great step to setting these
introduction or shall we just ask you some things down in writing.
questions?
Sir Jeremy Greenstock: Let us let it flow, Chairman,
that is fine. Q285 Chairman: It is interesting as you describe it,

but did you not see the red lights flashing earlier on
Q284 Chairman:What I would ask you to start with at the implications of a just-retired senior diplomat,
is, when this idea of writing a book occurred to you, involved at the centre of currently controversial
did you grapple with the problem of a very recently events, writing a book from the inside about those
retiring diplomat at the centre of very currently events, and the implication that would have for trust
controversial events writing an instant memoir? Did within the system?
that strike you as a project which raised diYculties? Sir Jeremy Greenstock: Yes, but had they been red
Sir Jeremy Greenstock: The business of writing a lights, I would have backed oV. I clearly considered
book comes to you, it came to me, in a series of the context within which I would be doing it and
stages, you do not go from one to 10 overnight. As there were orange flashes of realisation that you
I sought to explain very briefly in my written could only select certain things to say. All of us in
memorandum, I had begun with the idea of writing public service, if we get into considering this at all,
something about how the United Nations works are aware that there is a huge amount that you just
because in my five years’ experience at the UN there cannot say, but there are some things that you canwere very few people outside the system who do say, and my hope is in this Committee’sunderstand what happens inside it and what the

consideration of recent events and of the evidencevarious relationships are and what the political
you have heard that you will throw some light for usconsiderations are. I felt that could be done, even
all on where the dividing lines are between whatthough the norm is for people to wait some years
cannot be said and what can usefully be said in thebefore they write about their oYcial experience, in a
public interest in an era where it is quite diYcult toway which would be helpful and not particularly
get at the truth in spite of the mass of information.controversial. That was before I was asked to go to
It seems to me to be quite a broad spectrum, whereBaghdad. The months leading up to the conflict in
at one end you have what the Government issues,Iraq also took me into a diVerent state of thinking
which may or may not in the eyes of the public beabout the issue and a diVerent position in terms of
credible, at the other end you have a whole welter ofmy public persona. The issue of Iraq was extremely
stuV coming out of themedia, whichmay ormay notcontroversial, a lot of things were said about it which
be geared to be sensationalist and entertaining andwere wrong or under-informed. I felt the subject
critical and insulting or amusing, and in the middleitself, the whole saga of Iraq, was rapidly becoming,
there is not so much that everybody out there canand indeed has become, the seminal foreign policy
put their trust in as informed comment about whatissue of the era, and I gradually moved into a state
is really happening underneath the frenetic surface.of wanting to explain as clearly as I could within the

rules what happened, how things turned out as they So I think there is a public interest, within certain
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rules, in those who have been part of and who Sir Jeremy Greenstock: He said he thought I was
going against the norm, that I was letting the systemunderstand the evolution of events making some
down and that he believed in quite severe restrictionscomments on it, but there have to be limits.
in the whole area of publishing one’s oYcial
experience, and he hoped I would consider what he

Q286 Chairman: You think it is possible for was saying and desist. That was the sum of what he
someone who has only just left public service to was saying.
intervene in current controversies from an informed,
inside perspective, for the reasons you very properly Q289 Chairman: But this had not been the view
say, there is a public interest in there, and you think expressed hitherto by the Foreign OYce machine
that that is reconcilable with the public interest in itself, which had co-operated with the enterprise of
maintaining confidential relationships inside the looking at material submitted, commenting on it
process? and you being prepared to make requested changes.
Sir Jeremy Greenstock: I would not have necessarily Sir Jeremy Greenstock:Yes, that is true. It is also the
used the word “intervene”, one is just writing case, as I understand it, and the conversation with
something with some comment in it and telling the Mr Straw bore this out. He had not read my text.
story. I think it depends on the circumstances. The
diYculty we have had before and since RadcliVe is Q290 Chairman: Is this not the point though, hisin making the precise judgments on a particular text objection was to the enterprise, not to the content, itunder guidelines which allow some room for was the enterprise of someone in your positionflexibility. I do not think that there should be an publishing such a book at such a moment.
absolute prohibition in regards of timing so long as Sir Jeremy Greenstock: That seemed to be the case,
the proper people in the proper positions make a yes, but it did not seem to be the reaction of those
judgment on what can or cannot be set out in the who were dealing with the text under the regulations
text. So the rules are fine, as far as I am concerned, in force.
they should be gone through, but there is a case for
not being absolutely inflexible.

Q291 Chairman: There is nothing in the diplomatic
service regulations on this which talks at all about
ministers having a role in this process. You simplyQ287 Chairman: I understand the argument for
submit it to a named person in the machine, theflexibility. In the withdrawn catalogue entry for your
machine deals with it, that machine was ticking over,book, it says, and indeed you say, “In the UK,
as you thought, quite nicely until there was politicalretired public oYcials do not normally write books
intervention. Do you think it is proper that aon events still current. I am breaking that
minister should be able to veto eVectively, asconvention because the lessons drawn from the saga
happened in this case, a book of this kind?in Iraq are too important to leave until later.”
Sir Jeremy Greenstock: Yes, entirely proper, andAssuming that is a correct quotation, this is a rather
indeed a lot of the previous papers in RadcliVe anddiVerent approach from the one you are describing.
previously make it quite clear that in the view ofThis is not an argument for flexibility, this is you
those writing at the time it should be thesaying, “I am consciously breaking a convention
responsibility of the Secretary of State, at times thethat I know exists because what I have to say is
PrimeMinister, to make such decisions. Of course inimportant and needs to be said.”
the public system in any matter which aVects policySir Jeremy Greenstock: I am going against the
or has to do with the public service, a minister canconvention but I am not breaking the rules. Iraq is
have the final word.an unconventional issue. This is the point I am

making, Chairman. In certain circumstances there is
Q292 Chairman: In relation to the Home Civila public interest in certain things not going entirely
Service, the Cabinet Secretary is the guardian of thisto the norm. That is just the case I am making. I
system, and that is who the prospective memoiristcannot remember exactly in what circumstances I
deals with. They do not have sudden politicalwrote those words and why the publisher took them
interventions which seem to cut across the processup, it is too far in the past now, toomany things have
that is in place. This is what happened in this case, ishappened, but I wanted to make the point perfectly
it not?openly, and I am happy to be open with you about
Sir Jeremy Greenstock: In terms of facts, yes. Init, that I did think Iraq was diVerent.
terms of the sequence of events, that turnaround in
the situation at the end of June I think, as far as I can

Q288 Chairman: I am sure colleagues will want to see, was a considerable surprise to seniormembers of
the Foreign OYce.pursue that. In your account of the process of trying

both to break the convention and play by the rules,
you submitted bits of your book as you did them to Q293 Chairman: But having met the Foreign
the Foreign OYce and, as you describe it, you were Secretary, you decided he was right, you were
getting co-operative responses and the system wrong, and that you would not publish the book.
seemed to be working all right. Then, the Foreign Sir Jeremy Greenstock: No, that is rather too
Secretary intervened and said he did not like the telescoped a version of it. I decided what he had said
whole enterprise and you went to see him. What did needed to be considered, that he was not correct in

saying that I had gone beyond the rules in submittinghe say to you?
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a text to the ForeignOYce. Hewas talking as if I had Sir Jeremy Greenstock: There are other
considerations, of course. For a start, I think thealready published. If there was a proscription in

principle against the writing of memoirs, there eVect of his intervention was to make the Foreign
OYce scissors and pen rather more active onmy textwould not be the rules for clearing them, so I think

he was making a point of principle which was not than they had been previously, so it aVected others
as much as it aVected me. Secondly, with otherjustified. On the other hand, he was very much

against the exercise and he was my previous boss, he things which were going on and other books which
were being published and public comment on all ofis the Secretary of State for Foreign and

Commonwealth AVairs, and the fact he held those that, the atmosphere was becoming considerably
more febrile than it was when I started. There wereviews weighed with me together with other

considerations. judgments to be made against other considerations
than just the Foreign Secretary’s intervention.

Q294 Chairman: And it trumped this great sense of
public interest you had previously had in Q298 Grant Shapps: Your memoirs are an
publication? interesting case for us because of all the people we
Sir Jeremy Greenstock: It is not for me finally to have interviewed aswitnesses on this subject, you are
judge the public interest. I accept that. That is why I the only one who openly says, and it obviously did
submitted my text for clearance. I did so in the happen, that there was direct political influence as to
expectation, which to some extent was borne out, whether or not you published. When do you think
that the process of discussionwith the ForeignOYce you might well publish your memoirs?
would refine my judgment on what could or could Sir Jeremy Greenstock: I have not made that
not be expressed against the standardswhich applied decision. The book is not in the deep freeze, it is in
at the time, and that I would need to make some the fridge.
revisions. So that process was going on and I
thought it was a perfectly fair one. The Foreign
Secretary’s intervention was rather a lot sharper Q299 Grant Shapps: That suggests three months, six
than that, so it surprised both me and the people months, and then you will have to throw it away.
with whom Iwas discussing the normswhich seemed Sir Jeremy Greenstock: That is, it can be quite
to apply to what I was writing. quickly recooked if necessary. I have a gentleman’s

agreement with my publishers that I will come back
to them. The original contract is set aside, thereQ295 Grant Shapps: To continue, if I may, on this
would need to be a new contract, but that was bypoint, you just said that Jack Straw had a point of
mutual agreement, they did not end the associationprinciple which was not justified. Can you elaborate
on their side. I will judge by events and by theon that because I am not clear.
atmosphere at themoment when itmight be relevantSir Jeremy Greenstock: I am only making the point
to return to it. The possibility is never.that he seemed to be saying there should be an

absolute restriction on diplomats, in this case,
writing about their public experience, at least while

Q300 Grant Shapps: Never?most of the people whowere involved in those aVairs
Sir Jeremy Greenstock: The possibility is never.were still in public oYce. The point I am making is
Chairman: In that case, the fridge may not be thethat that has to be judged in the discussion with your
right place for it!Department or with the Cabinet Secretary over the
Grant Shapps: It will go oV.text you have written, it is a judgment on the specific
Sir Jeremy Greenstock: Indeed.rather than an absolute restriction in principle. That

is where I diVer.
Q301 Grant Shapps: To continue your metaphor, by

Q296 Grant Shapps: So if I understand your point saying it is in the fridge and not the freezer, you are
correctly, you felt he was wrong to say that but saying there is no thawing time required, you can
nonetheless you would take his point of view into bring this out and publish it very quickly. Does that
account. Is that a fair summation? mean you have actually completed the book?
Sir Jeremy Greenstock: Yes. I was a bit puzzled he Sir Jeremy Greenstock: I had completed the book
was saying it without having looked at my text, in July. The original publication date was the
partly I think because what I was writing was, in my beginning of September, so by the middle of July the
view, in net terms helpful to the Government’s case publishers would have had to have a final text to
on Iraq rather than the opposite. have copies on the bookstands by the end of August.

We can go into the uninteresting detail of why I
stopped at that precise moment, but you have toQ297 Grant Shapps: From the outside I suppose it
either proceed or cut at the point when thecould look like you caved into political pressure.
publishers had to go to press. If I return to the book,You have been to see the Foreign Secretary, he has
I would have to update it; it was set at a particulartold you he does not want you to publish, he has not
time with events in Iraq having reached a certainread it, you have said what he said was not justified,
point, and there is a certain amount of comment atI am curious now whether you did in fact cave into
the end about what the whole saga of Iraq meanspolitical pressure or was it more that he made your
which would have to be updated, so some freshconscience catch up with you, he somehow pricked

something in your own conscience? writing would be necessary.
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Q302 Grant Shapps: You now have a book which is whereas Christopher is representing an experience
over a number of years. I am not going to oVer anycomplete, though will need a bit of updating, sitting

in your fridge at home, and presumably you are adjectives about it or comparisons, they are
diVerent books.going through some kind of internal conflict as to

whether this should ever be put in the public domain
at all. On the one hand you appeared to be about to Q308 Grant Shapps: Are you saying yours is a more
say to me, “Actually I could publish this very serious, in-depth book?
quickly, which is why it is in the fridge and not the Sir Jeremy Greenstock: I have not said that. I think
freezer”, but on the other hand you are telling me it Christopher has made a lot of serious points and has
may never be published. Is this because of an been very enlightening about what it is like to be
internal conflict for you or just because you ambassador in theUnited States, but I am seeking to
genuinely do not know or because you fear political explain a narrower and deeper range of events.
pressure? Why?
Sir Jeremy Greenstock: I just have not decided. Q309 Grant Shapps: So the Foreign OYce objection
Having been through the intensive business of to your book is more based on the serious nature of
getting these words on the page, revising them the content than, as I think we suspect with Sir
endlessly with my publisher on the one hand, with Christopher Meyer’s, it was the tittle-tattle which
the Foreign OYce on the other, pulling in diVerent made his unpalatable to the current administration?
directions, it is all quite an intensive experience. Sir Jeremy Greenstock: I have not entered into the
When you stop that, the whole thing goes oV the boil realm of value judgments of people in public oYcer
in your mind. I am sorry about all these culinary and their performance. I am though trying to explain
metaphors. It remains oV the boil. I do not know why things happened, how things happened, what
whether I can regenerate the energy to return to it. happened to some extent in the background, while

not revealing confidences and secrets which may not
Q303 Grant Shapps:Does this feel like an unfinished be revealed. So a very careful judgment has to be
project to you? made about how you can explain things when you
Sir Jeremy Greenstock: No. It feels like something I cannot say everything that does explain them. It was
have been through and finished and it would be a necessary in my view to have a discussion, almost a
considerable eVort to return to it. This is perhaps a negotiation, with the Foreign OYce about where
clearer answer about where it stands at the moment. those rather fine lines were to be drawn, and I think
It would need a lot of energy to return to, but having I sensed in the Foreign OYce a dichotomy of feeling,
spent the time on it that I have, it would be a pity to that they actually saw the point of having an
waste it altogether, and the bulk of what is there is explanation of this kind of how a very controversial
usable. piece of foreign policy was enacted, yet on the other

hand they did not want facts to emerge which might
Q304 Grant Shapps: Have you read DC aVect the continuing diplomacy on Iraq. Where was
Confidential? the balance?Would Iraq policy from theUK interest
Sir Jeremy Greenstock: Yes, I have. point of view benefit from the deeper explanation or

be damaged by the revelation of certain things that
happened which have not yet come into the publicQ305 Grant Shapps: If you were to rate your text
domain?alongside, is this more or less sensational? Are you

somewhat aggrieved that Sir Christopher Meyer
managed to slip his book out and you have been Q310 Grant Shapps: I am interested in whether you
stopped? How does it make you feel? think the RadcliVe rules et cetera and the Foreign
Sir Jeremy Greenstock: I am not thinking in terms of OYce rules have in your case worked or not worked
comparisons. when it comes to publishing your memoirs?

Sir JeremyGreenstock: Inmy case I think so far they
have worked. I have no argument with them. In re-Q306 Grant Shapps: You are the only man who has
reading RadcliVe, it seems to me to remain anread both, are you not, so you are the only personwe
eminently sensible report, and before you ask me thecan ask?
follow-up question, Mr Shapps, or anybody else, ISir Jeremy Greenstock: Together with a few people
think it did not work in the case of Christopherwho have been through my text. After all, quite a lot
Meyer. That is my view.of the Foreign OYce has read both, and the

Cabinet OYce.
Q311 Julie Morgan: You have touched on this
already but you said earlier in your evidence that youQ307 Grant Shapps: Though not the Foreign

Secretary. thought Iraq was diVerent, and I wonder if you
could explain why you thought Iraq was diVerentSir Jeremy Greenstock: He may have done by now,

I do not know. He may not have read DC and why this would justify writing your book?
Sir Jeremy Greenstock: Iraq is an issue above all inConfidential.

Chairman: I think he has. this decade, or these few years which we are
considering as an issue in which the foreign policy ofSir Jeremy Greenstock: The two books are diVerent.

I am dealing with a much narrower and deeper area. the United Kingdom, the interests of the United
Kingdom, have been very intimately engaged, whichI am talking about a saga of foreign policy as it

evolved—a foreign policy story, if you like— connects with most other areas of foreign policy:
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with politics in the Middle East and particularly the about what happened and about the sense of the
decisions which were taken. So I was writing as aGulf Region; with relationships with the United

States, with the role of the superpower; with the role contribution to a whole series of comments on the
Iraq war. But I was aware that there were probablyand capacities of the United Nations and what the

United Nations can and cannot achieve in the area very few, if not no other, senior British government
servants writing on that issue and therefore I wouldof international peace and security; with particular

relationships that the United Kingdom has with need to be careful about my position in that respect.
others; with oil; with weapons of mass destruction
and proliferation; all sorts of issues in a very Q315 Julie Morgan: I suppose because your
complex way, which has changed the character, proposed publication produced such a sharp
evolved the character, of almost all these issues. The response from the Foreign Secretary in particular, it
interrelationship between those diVerent things and is easy for us to imagine there were things in your
the way in whichwe continue to look at them and act book which would change our view of events more
on them is an extremely important part of British than you are saying at the moment. What you are
foreign policy and British interests. It seemed to me saying is what you were going to write you do not
what I had read up to the point I started writing on think would have made that much diVerence to our
Iraq did not bring out some of the underlying truths overall view of the conflict but would have added to
of what had happened, and the distortions in what the understanding of contemporary historians?
was being said, particularly in the media, were Sir Jeremy Greenstock: I do not know, you will have
capable of distorting also the lines through to those to ask the Foreign Secretary why he reacted as he
other areas. So I felt there was a public interest in did. I think the news of Meyer and Greenstock hit
having the deeper explanation of what happened, so him in the same week and he rather lumped them
that the debate on all these things could be better together and thought the dam was breaking, so I
informed. think there were particularities in his reaction. You

would have to ask him.
Q312 Julie Morgan: So your own contribution to
that debate, which you would like to havemade, you Q316 Julie Morgan: So you do not think there was

anything in what you were proposing to publishsaw as actually influencing events which were still
evolving? which would have caused major problems if it had

been published?Sir Jeremy Greenstock: That was not the reason that
I wrote. Sir Jeremy Greenstock: For whom? For the

Government?
Q313 Julie Morgan: But that would have been the

Q317 Julie Morgan: For the Government, yes.eVect?
Sir Jeremy Greenstock: No, I do not. I really do notSir Jeremy Greenstock: What I was not trying to do
think it would have caused major problems for thewas to write a comprehensive treatise on the whole
Government. I think in net terms it would have beenbusiness, a whole history if you like, of the whole
the converse.thing. I really wanted to set down some of my

experience on Iraq so that others, particularly
historians at some stage but also people commenting Q318 JulieMorgan: I noticed you said earlier in your

evidence it was more favourable to the Governmentcontemporaneously, would have a better
understanding of those bits on which I could say than not.

Sir Jeremy Greenstock: Mistakes were made oversome things and make some comments. I was not
writing in order to change anything or to influence Iraq and part of the whole point in writing about it

is, in the public interest, the lessons to be learnedpolicy.
from the true story rather than from assumed facts
or distortions of the facts. We also have notQ314 JulieMorgan:But do you not think that if you
mentioned, and we maybe will get on to it in furtherhad written, if it had been published, it would have
discussion, I think there is a value in someinfluenced our view of what happened in Iraq, which
transparency about these things to the publicis still an on-going saga?
interest. To answer your question, I believe that inSir Jeremy Greenstock: Only marginally. Come on,
explaining why decisions were taken rationally itit is just one civil servant in a huge team in a whole
would have been more diYcult for carelessinternational arena. It would have been interesting
accusations to be made against the Government offor a short period of time and then people would
irrational decision making.have moved on. Look at the books which have come

out in the United States with very considerable
Q319 Julie Morgan: So do you think finally that theexplanation, revelation, of what went on, the latest
Foreign Secretary did overreact to your book?of which is Ambassador Paul Bremer’s own account
Sir Jeremy Greenstock: I am not describing hisof his stewardship in Baghdad. Each of those books
reaction in any particular way. He had his point ofon their own probably would not have aVected
view and that point of view had to be respected.people’s attitudes towards the policy decisionswhich

were taken and the performance of the leaders who
took them, if taken singly. Cumulatively, as we get Q320 Julia Goldsworthy: A lot of the focus this

morning has been on the decision whether or not tofrom those books a deeper understanding of all the
things which happened, people’s minds do change publish but you have made public statements about
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your time at the UN and the situation in Iraq since Sir Jeremy Greenstock: On the whole, not. There
may have been one or two phrases which imply thatthen, and I wondered what you saw the diVerence as
I thought there might have been a diVerent answerbeing and if you had been contacted by the Foreign
at some point, but it is not embarrassing in the senseand Commonwealth OYce subsequent or prior to
I am criticising or I am saying something which isthat?
completely unacceptable. It is up to other people toSir Jeremy Greenstock: I have sometimes wondered
have their own idea of whether they are going to bewhether the Foreign OYce has seen any diVerence.
embarrassed.Again, I did not jump out of one state into another,

there is a flow of events, you evolve in these things.
An ambassador only has limited public exposure in Q324 Mr Prentice: Christopher Meyer took a lot ofour times but sometimes an event jumps up and is flak because he, to give an example, referred to Jacktalked about the whole time or you get into a crisis, Straw as someone to be more liked than admired,you are asked by the government as part of your and the late Robin Cook someone to be admired
public duties to give public explanations and you go rather than liked, and his book is peppered with
on giving them. I ended up after my period in the those kinds of observations. Do you think that
United Nations and then in Baghdad with a higher politicians are fair game in that way?
public exposure than is usual, therefore I got lots of Sir Jeremy Greenstock: I did not seek to make value
requests from the media to go on commenting on judgments of that kind in my text.
what was happening, and regularly, as the Foreign
OYce will confirm, I would ring up the press
department and ask what the line was on that day. Q325 Mr Prentice: Okay. Simon Jenkins compared
The person running the Iraq desk in the press oYce the Meyer book and your book in a piece he wrote
happened to have been my private secretary in in the Sunday Times on 27 November and he talked
Baghdad sowe had an easy and natural relationship, about Meyer’s book revealing “copious embassy
so I was aware of the Government line. I did not confidences” and so on, but he says, “Greenstock’s
clear every request to go on radio or television with book was a diVerent matter”, and Simon Jenkins
the Foreign OYce. At no time, not once, did went on to say, “It is a high-minded case history of

diplomacy in action, devoid of Meyer’s dinner tableanybody contact me and say either, “You should
gossip, but its account of dealings between Britishhave said something diVerently” or “You should
and American policymakers, notably during Paulhave consulted us” or “Would you stop talking in
Bremer’s disastrous rule in Baghdad, drew blood.” Ipublic”. So out of that flow, I assumed what I was
suppose the thing that that raises is whether yoursaying was regarded by the Foreign OYce as within
book would damage or undermine the relationshipthe norm, within the rules, within what was
between this country and the Americans.acceptable for my department.
Sir Jeremy Greenstock: I think not. Simon Jenkins
waswritingwithout having read the text ofmy book.

Q321 Julia Goldsworthy: Do you feel what you had I think he was using a reference to my book more to
written in your book goes beyond that and that is comment on the Meyer book than to say anything
why there was a perceived problem, or is there which might or might not be true about mine
almost a hang-up with the way that memoirs are because he does not know my book. Let me answer
published? your question about Anglo-American relations. On
Sir Jeremy Greenstock: In submitting my text to the the whole not, but even less so now that Paul Bremer
ForeignOYce I was submitting the draft text, a draft has written his own book, because that says far
which was for discussion and for changing if both more about the tensions within the American
sides agreed there should changes. So I was not administration and the mistakes that the American
plonking a text down and saying, “I am going to administration made than I did.
publish this but I am giving you a chance to change
anything”, I wanted to judge what could be said

Q326 Mr Prentice: I have not read the Bremer bookwithout a great fuss about breaking confidences, so
but would you challenge the veracity of Bremer’sthat the story in the book, the text in the book, could
account of what happened in that period?be taken at its own value and not be distorted in its
Sir Jeremy Greenstock: No. I have not read thereception publicly by a great fuss over revelations or
whole book yet, I am just in the middle of it. Bremerthe breaking of confidences.
is aman of considerable integrity, I would not expect
him to be untruthful. I would expect him, like

Q322 Mr Prentice: Did you self-censor when you everybody else, to be selective in what he says.
were writing the book? Were there things you
wanted to say, perhaps about individuals, but drew

Q327 Mr Prentice: So your book would not causeback because it would not have been appropriate?
embarrassment to politicians, it would notSir Jeremy Greenstock: Oh heavens yes!
undermine our relations with the United States, whyEnormously. You are self-censoring all the time—I
is it then that the Government seemed to be soam a diplomat, after all.
freaked out about its publication?Was it just, as you
said, that Jack Straw had this double-whammy of

Q323 Mr Prentice: So there is nothing in the book the Meyer book and your book in the same week?
Why block publication?that would cause politicians any embarrassment?
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Sir Jeremy Greenstock: I do not fully know because have said so much in my book that damages
confidential relationships that it makes his bookthe conversation, the discussion with the Foreign
seem absolutely clean and clear by comparison.OYce, stopped half way through, but let me make a

comment. There was a process with the system in the
Foreign OYce, going up to the Permanent Under- Q330 Mr Prentice: Christopher Meyer would
Secretary, which was clearing my book, and understand all that. He would say, “What is sauce
proposals were made for changes in the text which for the goose is sauce for the gander” and there is a
up to the end of June on two-thirds of the text were torrent of memoirs by politicians who have just left
quite light. From the first week in July, which was the Cabinet or left oYce recently disclosing all sorts
the week in which I had my conversation with the of things, and he takes the view that the same rules
Foreign Secretary, up to the second week of should apply between politicians and diplomats and
October, I did not hear a dickey-bird from the civil servants. In fact he says in this memorandum
Foreign OYce. So the process seemed to have which I have just been quoting from, “There should
started in one way and to have stopped. In the first be a level playing field for civil servants, special

advisers and ministers on leaving government.” Iweek of October I got a much larger pile of
wonder if you agree with that? Why should retiringcomments on my book and requests to change
civil servants and diplomats be shackled whenpassages. By that time of course I had taken the
politicians can tell all?decision with my publishers not to go ahead, which
Sir JeremyGreenstock:That is a diVerent point fromwas taken before the middle of July. So I am not
your earlier one, the comparison between what oursure—I had not gone through this with the Foreign
two books say in the area of confidentialOYce or with Mr Straw—I am not sure of the
relationships. I think the rules should be roughly theinteraction between the system and the Secretary
same for both. I would only add that in my viewof State.
elected representatives, elected oYcials, are more in
the public domain in their career and have to some

Q328 Mr Prentice:And you did not have a separate extent a greater right to defend themselves in public.
meeting or any correspondence or discussion with
Sir Michael Jay, the Permanent Secretary at the Q331 Paul Flynn: You chose the title, The Cost of
Foreign OYce? War and it can be argued those who have paid and
Sir Jeremy Greenstock: We exchanged perfectly are still paying the greatest cost of this war are the
amicable letters. I wrote in July after my meeting families of the 98 servicemen who have died, and
with the Foreign Secretary saying I would still like to part of the process of coming to termswith their grief
complete the process of clearing the text to see where is searching for knowledge of how their loved one
we had come out, and received no answer to that died and discovering whether the war was legitimate
until late in September. I had to remind them I had or not. Do you not think you owe a duty to those
written. I received an answer saying, “Right, we will families to publish this book and inform them of the
complete the process but having sent you further causes of the war, because it has been claimed that
comments it will still be necessary for us to submit to you have suggested the war was politically
the Secretary of State.” illegitimate. There are families who are not very

articulate who are questioning the point of the war
and believe their loved ones died in vain. Are they

Q329 Mr Prentice: We had this memorandum not entitled to have that information? You are
submitted to us by Sir ChristopherMeyer, who came probably the only personwho can provide it.Do you
before us a few weeks ago, and he tells us that the not think it places a burden on you to publish the
rules are not applied consistently. He tells us, “What truth? You did argue what you had to say was too
is missing is consistency and clarity in their important to be left until a future date, is that not
application, and in the definition of the duty of still true?
confidentiality.” I wonder if you agreewith that, that Sir Jeremy Greenstock: I have not said it is too
the rules are there, we can read the RadcliVe rules important to be left. Obviously the world can do
and so on, but they are employed, if that is the right without my book.What I was trying to do wasmake
word, in a very haphazard way? the debate about the decisions which were taken,
Sir Jeremy Greenstock: Obviously I do not know which have aVected so many people, better
precisely the circumstances of the clearance of Sir informed, and the reasons for those decisions more
Christopher’s book, but it appears fromwhat he has intelligible. Within my idea of the public interest, in
said and what the Cabinet OYce have said that no having a better informed debate, yes, there is the

sentiment—it may not have been my prime reasonchanges were suggested. I find that quite surprising.
for writing—that those who have suVered from theIn comparing his experience with mine, particularly
decisions taken over Iraq might perhaps have ain the third area of the three which are set out in
better understanding of why it happened that way.RadcliVe and in the 1993 Cabinet OYce note, the

area of confidential relationships was going to be
aVected by Christopher’s book. I have talked this Q332 Paul Flynn: Your motivations come across
over with Christopher and we both approached the from what you have said and what you have said
business of clearance with the intention of hearing today as entirely honourable, you were not seeking
what those in the proper position had to say and to make money out of this book, all the money was

going to charity, but I cannot understand why youmaking changes as necessary. I do not think that I
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were dissuaded by a politician who had not read the from the ForeignOYce immediately if they felt I had
strayed across that particular line. In terms of thebook, did not know what you had said, speaking

entirely in his own self-interests, from publishing the judgment by the Foreign OYce or by politicians or
by anybody else as to whether I had strayed acrossbook when there are other issues. Apart from the

grieving relatives, there is the interest of politicians, lines of propriety which had been laid down by
RadcliVe and others, I would have assumed that theand those who are going to take decisions on

possibly the next war which might be politically Foreign OYce would have left it at the tenor of
public comment that came out. Christopher Meyerillegitimate. Do you not have a duty to publish on

those grounds? I think has had that experience. If he made
misjudgments about things he put into his book,Sir Jeremy Greenstock: I clearly do not have a duty

to publish. It is a personal thing in one sense, it is a they are misjudgments he will have to live with. I do
not think you can legislate against the fine print inpublic thing in another, in that I need to go through

the clearance process. I think there is a diYculty for that area. What is sensible is to make sure with your
department that you are avoiding damage to theme. I found a diYculty in going ahead when the

atmosphere had become so sensationalist and public interest.
feverish, that on the one hand the media would have
found, if and when they had read my book, that

Q336 Jenny Willott: That leads me to my nextthere was not so very much there that was
question. RadcliVe is based on voluntary principlessensational or revelatory or critical or headline-
that everybody is going to abide by the system, domaking, and they would have been disappointed,
you think it could or should be made compulsorybecause my book is quite a sober record of what
that conditions around the publication of memoirshappened to some extent behind the scenes. On the
and diaries and so on would be included in theother hand, Government or some parts of
contracts of civil servants and diplomats?Government would still have been annoyedwithme.
Sir Jeremy Greenstock: No, I do not.So I was on a hiding-to-nothing in between those

two considerations in publishing a book ahead of the
time which is considered to be the norm. If it has Q337 Jenny Willott: Both could and should?
become more diYcult for me to aVect the public Sir Jeremy Greenstock: I do not think you can
debate on a relevant timing, then what is left for me legislate every case in fine detail. Judgments in the
is to leave something for the historical record, in end have always got to be made. I think that
which case it does not really matter when I publish RadcliVe, or something like it, is an entirely
and I might as well do it at a time which is less acceptable basis for making specific judgments from
controversial. general principles. I think there is a case for

transparency. Standards rise with competition. If
there are more things out there explaining what hasQ333 Paul Flynn: Do you not feel there is an
gone on then I think people are likely to understandobligation as far as decisions which will be taken,
more. We are in an era that is free with information,possibly in the near future, on similar conflicts?
that has a lot of misleading information floatingSir Jeremy Greenstock: I have been talking quite
around, where control of information channels ispublicly about the Iraq war, the evolution of events
becoming an art not just in government butin Iraq, and I hope in that way I have helped to
elsewhere, where the media I think are less inclinedinform public debate about what is actually going
than in previous eras to look for the precise truth.on. So the book on its own is not necessarily the only
Therefore, transparency from a range of sourcescontribution I can make.
about public events of importance to national
interest is a good thing. Where mistakes are made,Q334 Paul Flynn: If we cannot persuade you to
where things seem to get a bit edgy, where there isrecharge your creative batteries, could you explain
controversy, let there be controversy. Our system isto us why you think the war was politically
strong enough fundamentally to take it. They areillegitimate?
only minor shocks for a short period. The health ofSir Jeremy Greenstock: I think that is another issue,
the public interest will be greater if there isChairman, and another subject and I would rather
transparency and therefore I think there should benot start a complex discussion on events in Iraq.
good general principles for proper behaviour. IfChairman: It was worth a try, was it not?
people are judged to have behaved improperly, letPaul Flynn: Yes.
that be a fuss for the moment. Let their reputations
take it but let us not try and legislate against it.

Q335 JennyWillott:Youmentioned that you do not
think RadcliVe worked with regard to Christopher
Meyer’s book. What is your understanding of the Q338 Jenny Willott: Do you think Sir Christopher

Meyer got what he deserved for publishing the bookworst that the Foreign OYce could have done to you
if you had gone ahead and published without he published?

Sir Jeremy Greenstock: He got many things and heclearance?
Sir Jeremy Greenstock: There are two got a great deal of support. He published a lot of it in

his book and he said a lot of interesting things aboutconsiderations. I do not think I broke the OYcial
Secrets Act so I do not think I would have been what it is like to be theAmerican ambassador, which

are usefully revealing. He will have to bear the costprosecutable under the OYcial Secrets Act, I was
quite careful about that. I would have taken advice of his misjudgments which I think he is gladly doing.
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Q339 Chairman: He runs the Press Complaints Foreign Secretary’s team in particular, that I did not
know so I wrote the book fully aware that I couldCommission; you run the Ditchley Foundation. Is it

not the truth that had you been cold-shouldered by only tell part of the story and aware that I should not
pretend to interpret events of which I had no directWhitehall you would have been dead in the water as

the director of such an organisation? experience.
Sir Jeremy Greenstock: As you put the question,
of course, but I do not think I strayed so far Q343 Kelvin Hopkins:Do you have any sense that if
into diYcult territory that I was risking you had acted diVerently and commented diVerently
my responsibilities as director of the Ditchley privately, or even publicly, we might not in the end
Foundation. have gone to war? I am sure you are very honest in

these matters but could someone interpret your
book as saying mea culpa, suggesting that it wouldQ340 Chairman: Did that consideration weigh with
change our view of events in theMiddle East? Couldyou?
you look back to what you did yourself and think:Sir Jeremy Greenstock:A little bit in writing a book.
“If I had acted diVerently, all of this might not haveObviously, I wanted to remain within the rules. I
happened”. Do you have that sense, and might thatwanted the book cleared by the Foreign OYce. I did
come across in your book, or am I pushing itsnot want controversy over the publication of my
significance too far?book for the form of it. I wanted discussion of the
Sir Jeremy Greenstock: I do not think there was eversubstance of it.
a point at which, if I had acted diVerently, it would
have changed the course of events. I do not thinkQ341 Kelvin Hopkins: I suspect your book is much
that I was ever in a leverage position of that kind.more interesting in historical terms thanChristopher

Meyer’s book and therefore much more intriguing.
Q344 Kelvin Hopkins: When politicians react toOne hopes it will be kept and published at some
something, it is usually one core bit, one centralpoint. You describe yourself as “just one civil
element. Christopher Meyer’s tittle-tattle was a lotservant”. Is that not over-modest? Were you not at
of personal stuV but if there is one big problem aboutthe eye of the storm? You were crucially part of the
your book, in the middle of it if someone said,discussions leading up to war at the United Nations.
“Whatever you write, you cannot write that”. IsIf one extrapolates from your modesty about your
there something of that nature in your book ofwhichrole, and you are implying your book is cautious and
you are aware, and that the Foreign Secretary isalmost innocuous at times, the book could really be
aware of, that is really the problem?much more exciting than you are suggesting. Is that
Sir Jeremy Greenstock: No, I do not think there is.not the case?

Sir Jeremy Greenstock: I regarded the people in
Number 10 as being at the centre, at the eye of the Q345 Kelvin Hopkins: Is it just a general sense that
storm, as far as the British involvement in Iraq was this would be embarrassing, inconvenient, could
concerned. I was writing about the United Nations provoke the anti-war people in Parliament, people
where I was at the centre of Security Council action like myself, and cause more damaging press
on Iraq and Baghdad, where I was trying to match comment, that kind of thing?
Paul Bremer in his handling of Iraqi aVairs. I did not Sir Jeremy Greenstock: Probably. Again, you would
in this text stray into commenting on or trying to have to ask Mr Straw. The sense of raking over the
imply that I had influence on the real centre of great controversy about going to war in Iraq is
decision making in the British process. clearly something that will be uncomfortable for the

Government.
Q342 Kelvin Hopkins: Is it possible that you were
aware of some of those most crucial talks and events Q346 Kelvin Hopkins: I am perhaps in the minority

but I am uncomfortable about this blurring of thewhich flipped us into war, when it could easily have
gone the other way? Public opinion was very distinction between politicians and civil servants and

that diVerent codes should apply. I made this pointsensitive at that time. There was massive rebellion
inside the Labour Party, including from myself and to Lance Price when he came to see us. I described

him as a dodgy politician like us. We are elected; weseveral Members here. You may be able to
illuminate what happened and people may look can make comment; we can be got rid of but civil

servants have a standing and a code which is aboveback, having read your book, and say, “I made the
wrong decision. I should have voted against war all that and they ought to remain separate, discrete

and have diVerent rules applied to them. Youbecause of what Sir Jeremy revealed.” That is the
kind of thing that might upset the Government. suggested that we ought to have the same rules

applied to us. Do you not think that politiciansSir Jeremy Greenstock: No. I knew and saw a lot of
things that went on but you never know, when you really are fair game for the media but that civil

servants ought to stand back in a more traditional,are in a satellite position of responsibility to the
government, what you do not know. I never knew less conspicuous role?

Sir Jeremy Greenstock: Gradually but increasinglyabout the so-called leaked minute from David
Manning to the PrimeMinister ofMarch 2002. I had senior civil servants can come into the public arena.

It is very diYcult to make a clear cut distinctionno idea that those discussions were happening at the
time. There were all sorts of things that were between the two when public comment is so

voluminous, when the press get their fingers intoconfidential to the Prime Minister’s team, the
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everything, where information is coming out. I do Q348 Chairman: We have had some fascinating
evidence from you. A phrase that you have used onnot know whether you are bringing this into your
one or two occasions is “on the whole”. That isconsiderations, but where public inquiries like the
probably a bit of a give away because when you wereScott Report and the Butler Report bring things that
asked, “Would this embarrass the Government?”civil servants have done very much into the public
you said, “No, on the whole.” “Would it embarrassdomain, which have an eVect on the way people act,
our relationship with the United States?” “No, onpeople keep their records, in public aVairs. There is
the whole.” I suspect in that phrase “on the whole”a huge diVerence between somebody who has been
we get a clue to some of what is going on here.elected and somebody who is an unelected servant
Having listened to you for an hour or so I still cannotbut in the business of publishing memoirs I do not
understand why you did not publish this book. Yousee that there needs to be such great distinction in the
have given us a very compelling case for why suchprinciples that are laid down in either case. I think
books should be written. You have said our systemthat the RadcliVe area appropriately applies to both
is strong enough to take the little flurries that comecategories of people.
out of books like this. The only thing that happened
was that you went to see the Foreign Secretary who
said he did not want you to. That seems to count forQ347 Kelvin Hopkins: If politicians are increasingly
little in the scale of argument that you have givenaware that their civil servants are going to publish
compellingly today. Why did you just keel over?revelatory memoirs at a later stage, does that not
Sir Jeremy Greenstock: You put it pejoratively butchange crucially the relationship between them, and
what happened was that, by the time a decision hadpossibly what is said and even decided by politicians
to be made on publication, I had not received thebecause they are nervous about their civil servants so
comments that had been promised from the Foreignthey cannot rely on them perhaps in the way they
OYce. Was I to go ahead against the rules andcould in the past? That relationship is going to
publish without receiving clearance or was I tochange the nature of our whole politics in Britain, I
delay? Since I had started from the beginning withwould say for the worse, although others might say
the intention of seeking complete clearance of thediVerently.
text, since I knew that there would be politicalSir Jeremy Greenstock: It does. That is a
controversy which I was not seeking if I went aheadconsideration. But I am not sure that you can put
without clearance, I was left with no choice but towhat had already happened before Meyer or
delay publication.Greenstock put pen to paper, back in the box. It is

muchmore of a pointer to these things as to whether Q349 Chairman: The Foreign OYce never refused
somebody like Alastair Campbell is going to write a clearance.
book or not than what a civil servant may say. The Sir Jeremy Greenstock: They said they were going to
ripples that we can cause are too slight to be such an oVer comments. They delayed the submission of
enormous consideration. This is now a public era. those comments. For what reason, I do not know.
Everything becomes public very easily. I do not You will have to ask the Foreign OYce.
think that in practice it stops life going on. People Chairman: We are genuinely grateful for the
have their advisers; they have their discussions; they evidence, not just because of the particular case that
get on with it. Knuckles will be rapped if people you describe but because of the general case that you
produce memoirs that stray beyond the lines. It does have made for a flexible and transparent approach

to this whole area. Thank you very much indeed.not stop the business of government.

Witnesses:Lord Lawson of Blaby, aMember of theHouse of Lords,LordOwen CH, aMember of theHouse
of Lords, and Clare Short, a Member of the House, gave evidence.

Q350 Chairman: We are delighted to welcome Lord attempt to muzzle me that came from a letter
threatening prosecution under oYcial secrets andLawson, Lord Owen and Clare Short. You have in
being ejected from the Privy Council and then thecommon the fact that you are all former
Chief Whip threatening me with the withdrawal ofdistinguished Cabinet Ministers but also the fact
the whip, which would mean I could not stand as athat you have produced distinguished memoirs and
Labour candidate, which was a very serious matter.it is the latter that we are particularly interested in.
The threats were very crude and, I thought,You knowwhat we are about.We are very interested
inappropriate so I then decided to very quickly writein drawing upon your experiences of being
a book. I needed to get in quick because I did notmemoirists. Would you like to say anything by way
want it to coincide with the General Election. Mineof introduction briefly or shall we just launch in with
was not a reflective, later memoir; it was aour questions?
determination to not be muzzled, to get the truth onLord Lawson of Blaby: You can launch in, as far as
the page and get it out.I am concerned.

Clare Short: I did not set oV intending so quickly to
write a book. Normally, more distinguished people Q351 Chairman: Lord Owen, you have given us the
have taken a number of oYces a bit later and then detailed correspondence with Lord Butler as the

Cabinet Secretary of the day, where you arewill write a memoir, but there was a very sharp
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absolutely playing by the rules, submitting material you say, “I think there is a minute of this meeting I
to the Cabinet Secretary who responds. You would like to see to refresh my memory” or, “I
respond to him, correspondence goes on, you take think there was a submission on this I would like to
some of the points; you do not take others. It is the see”, anything you have seen when you were a
negotiating process that goes on and it is fascinating minister you are allowed to see. If you are a former
to have observed it from the inside which you have Prime Minister, the documents are sent to your
given us. Clare, I am not sure whether you did that home but if you are just an ordinary ex-Chancellor
or not. Did you send your text in and did you go or ex-Foreign Secretary you have to go to the
through a process? Cabinet OYce or the Treasury. It is worth the
Clare Short:Absolutely, I did. I had no intention of detour. The understanding is that in return for this
not going through the process but the minute facilitation you will at the end of the day submit
Amazon puts out that your book is coming you get your manuscript or typescript to the Cabinet
a letter saying that you have to go through this Secretary. Then the Cabinet Secretary makes a
process. The manuscript is duly submitted. I dealt whole raft of comments. He will also discuss with
with a civil servant from the Cabinet OYce, a very the permanent secretaries who are relevant to the
pleasant and reasonable woman, who brought a positions you have held and the story you are
series of requests on behalf of the Head of the Civil telling. I got fromRobin Butler this huge raft: “You
Service ‘C’ and, one tiny one on behalf of the cannot say this. You cannot say that” and Terry
Department for International Development, and Burns, who was Permanent Secretary at the
they wanted changes in words that I had written Treasury at the time that I submitted my
down in my diary at the time. We negotiated and I manuscript, said this, that and the other, quoting
gave a bit but I resisted a bit—a similar sort of authorities for what I could or should not say. I had
process, but we did it verbally. I did ask in the course to exercise my own judgment. I read very, very
of that what would happen if I did not agree and she carefully everything that Robin Butler had written.
said, “I am not sure but we would have a stand oV.” Where I thought he was making a good point, I
We did agree. Interestingly, there was none from took it. Where I thought he was making a bad
Number 10. The bit about Tony giving a message to point, I ignored it. The main changes I made were
Gordon that he would let him take over if he let him things which he was unhappy about but which
join the euro was leaked to the media from the were, I thought, not very important points to the
Treasury. The Independent had arranged to publish story I was trying to tell and the sort of economic
some of it and the money for that goes to the and political history I was trying to put on the
publisher, not to me, so that was in the contract I record. If it was not really part of the main story, I
had. The Independent immediately chopped 10,000 was prepared to take it out. If it was something
oV the price because of the Treasury leak, which I which I felt was important, I was not prepared to
think is interesting. What are the mechanisms for take it out except in one specific area. A lot of the
controlling the book? The Treasury did not try to get remarks that came from Robin Butler were about
a change or whatever but they did a leak to get the protecting civil servants, protecting oYcials. That
story out. was the thing that seemed to concern him and Terry

Burns, that oYcials cannot answer back and
therefore they should remain in the background.Q352 Chairman: I would like to ask all of you
Politicians are in the foreground. I had notwhether you think this process works, whether you
intended anyhow to finger oYcials particularly butthink the existing rules as described in the
nevertheless in telling the story you know that SirMinisterial Code, drawing on RadcliVe, work well
Humphrey Appleby is not a total cipher, so you doto handle memoirs now or whether in some ways the
give him a role in your plot. But I did cut out a lot ofworld has changed and we need to revise the whole
that because there was considerable upset onRobinsystem.
Butler’s part. I used my judgment. When myLord Lawson of Blaby: Maybe the world has
memoirs were published, that caused a certainchanged since my time. I did not submit any written
amount of consternation. It was during the Majorevidence to you. I have read Lord Owen’s and I
Government and John Major, I believe, set up—Iagree with every word he has written, which does
do not know whether it was at Robin Butler’ssuggest that there have been some changes since my
behest or whether it was his own idea but I knowtime. I resigned from government in 1989. I can tell
that John Wakeham, Lord Wakeham, wasyou about my own experience in this area which
involved—a small committee of senior ministersmight shed some light on what you are talking
and oYcials inside government (it was neverabout. There is first of all an understanding, a quid
announced) to decide in the light of the Lawsonpro quo, when a former minister wishes to write his
memoirs what changes in the RadcliVe rules oughtor her memoirs. The quid pro quo is that you are
to come about. Although the RadcliVe rules aregiven full access to any document that you may
very sensible in many ways, they are clearlyhave seen when you were a minister. Obviously you
obsolete. The other thing that had caused problemsdo not retain all these in your head but if you can
for them was that the government of which I was aremember that there were these documents you can
member had a few years previously liberalised thesee them. If you are an ordinary minister, you have
OYcial Secrets Act. If you avoid breaches ofto go into the Treasury or to the Cabinet OYce but
national security or anything of that kind there areyou are shown the documents you ask for. Theywill

not allow you to go on a fishing expedition but if very few things which are now a criminal oVence
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under the OYcial Secrets Act, which used not to be Lord Owen: I have no doubt you are right.
the case. They felt a bit naked. They decided to have
this inquiry and the inquiry strove for some time to

Q356 Chairman: Does it?decide how the RadcliVe rules should be rewritten
Lord Owen: Initially there was a great love aVair. Hebut they were unable to decide and nothing
was chosen by the Prime Minister eVectively, pulledhappened.
out of Germany and made American ambassador.
Clearly, there was a breakdown in relationships.
You see that personal breakdown in relationships in

Q353 Chairman: That is extremely interesting and the book. That is unfortunate. If you are going to get
no doubt we shall get access to those non- at this issue, you have to go to some of the points
conclusions. LordOwen, would you like to add your which I tried to make. There has been a very
own experiences to this? dramatic change in the way foreign and defence
Lord Owen: I think it is self-explanatory in the policy is conducted.Most people will not focus on it.
submission I gave to you. It was perfectly amicable. In 2001, the Cabinet secretariat that served the
He was right to criticise some of my references to whole Cabinet on defence and foreign policy was
civil servants and I took them out. On the question totally destroyed. A secretariat was established on
of whether it would injure the country’s European aVairs and particularly now in relation to
international relations, that is a judgment. I took Iraq on defence and security aVairs inside Number
account of it. On national security, I think you are 10. That is very diVerent machinery to what we have
pretty much bound to go along with their views even ever had since the creation of the Cabinet during the
if you disagree. Finally, on the question of the First World War.
overall nature of government, politicians have to Clare Short: The proprieties that Lord Owen
make up their own minds. describes relate to a situation that is dead. When I

was a private secretary in the Home OYce in 1974
those rules were still there. The Civil Service had its
role. Ministers were in their roles; the CabinetQ354 Chairman:Most of the comments that appear
worked. That is broken to a very considerablein the correspondence that you had and that you
extent. We now have these mighty special advisers.describe, Lord Lawson, are to protect civil servants
When I was in the Home OYce there were the firstby name. If Sir Jeremy Greenstock is right in what
Rowntree chocolate soldiers, quite small scalehe has been telling us this morning and which
special advisers with a political role. From that toChristopher Meyer has told us as well, which is that
Alastair Campbell having a role that was mightierthey want a level playing field now between civil
than most Cabinet ministers and yet noservants and politicians, surely those kinds of
accountability to Parliament. In the specific case ofprotections would fall away?
Iraq, there was the complete capturing of power andLord Owen: That is dangerous if it happens. I think
decision making into Number 10. The Foreignthe most important thing is the underlying problem
OYce was marginalised and all those Arabists wereof what has happened. If all foreign and defence
not in it. The system is broken. There was a lot ofpolicy is to be decided by a Prime Minister, if the
deceit, as we now know. It is now amatter of record.Prime Minister gets the feeling that his discussions
Parliament absolutely failed to deal with the deceitwhen he goes to embassies or anywhere else are
and that is meant to be the core of the whole code ofgoing to be revealed, he will just shut them out. They
ministerial responsibility to Parliament. The rulesare shut out enough already as it is. I think that
are broken and it is very important for the truth towould be very damaging. There is enough
come out. The position that Lord Owen is taking isconcentration and personalisation of all these issues.
the respectable, old position but we are in a brokenThere is a marked reduction in Cabinet discussion
position. The rules break; books are needed and weand circulation of papers. If we go even further into
need to get it all out so people can discuss anda narrow cabal, that would be very dangerous. If the
decide what is happening to our constitutionalprice is the old system, broadly speaking, where civil
arrangements, how decisions are being made, whereservants do not criticise politicians and politicians
the flaws are and what we ought to do about it.do not criticise civil servants in their memoirs, call
Lord Owen: I did not criticise the publication ofme old fashioned but I think it makes for better
these books. Personally, I hope Jeremy Greenstockgovernment and I strongly uphold that.
publishes as soon as possible.

Q357 Chairman: You say in your memorandum, “IQ355 Chairman: The Meyer charge—some people
say this is the reason that he wrote the book—is that have never known a time in the last 40 years when

there has been so much disillusionment, borderingit was precisely because he was a diplomat in
Washington and felt he was being excluded from the on contempt, for politicians by civil servants and

diplomats and vice-versa.” Is the argument that isrelationship that now existed between Number 10
and the White House, cutting out the embassy; and being made that the old conventions are so

breached, the old boundary lines are so down, thatthat this was an act of revenge to tell the world that
this is how things nowwere. In a sense, he is agreeing now anything is possible? People rushing into print,

including senior diplomats and senior civil servantswith your analysis and he might argue that provides
justification for the book. are part of this new order of things.
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Lord Owen: It has been happening over quite a long out and so on. OYcials have that protection. They
are behind the screen. So they should be. Therefore,time. It started with politicians. I remember a great
the standards for oYcials’ memoirs have to be quitemoment in Cabinet when Denis Healey was talking.
diVerent. In return for that, the minister will refrain,Tony Benn was writing away and Denis slowed
as David Owen and I did, from fingering particulardown and said, “Tony, am I going too fast for you?”
oYcials. That is one important point. Another thingWe knew he was writing his biography, but that was
which has not been mentioned which I think isbetween politicians. If I had known that the Cabinet
complicating the matter—I am not quite sure whatSecretary or the Prime Minister’s Tom McNally or
the answer is—is the Freedom of Information Act.somebody like that was also writing his memoirs, I
David Owen said he would have been verywould have objected. I think the situation has
concerned if he thought that oYcials were writingbroken down. I agree with Clare. I think personally
diaries and so on which were going to be publishedit is damaging. To go back I do not think is ruled out
later. What happens, as this Committee well knows,and I would like that to happen but it would require
is that in Whitehall it is customary after everysome changes. The PrimeMinister would have to get
disaster, whether it is theMillenniumDome, the footrid of the secretariats that he has established and go
and mouth outbreak or Iraq, that the Permanentback to Cabinet government. He would have to
Secretary or the Permanent Under-Secretary of theremove a chief of staV who he has appointed—it is a
department concerned will ask a senior oYcial topolitical appointment—able to make executive
write a post mortem purely for internal purposes socommands to civil servants. We would have to go
that they can draw the lessons and so that theymightback to the power of the Cabinet OYce. TheCabinet
do better in the future. Why did it go wrong? WhatSecretary would also be in charge of intelligence. At
mistakes were made? That is regularly done. Thatthe moment, the Cabinet Secretary is neutered. He
was entirely confidential. Now, under the Freedomdoes not have control over a very substantial part of
of Information Act, this is a public document. It isgovernment. The old Cabinet Secretaries were very
almost like the oYcials writing their memoirs whilemuch involved in relations with MI6 and MI5. That
they are still oYcials. Knowing that this is nowis no longer the case. Any of this can only happen if
public and no longer private, the oYcials will tend tothe Prime Minister decides to do it. Personally, I
write it in a way that shows that the mistakes werethink he should. Then there would be a
all made by the politicians and not by the oYcials.consequential movement back to the older system,
That is human nature. Knowing that this is nowbut that should not stop civil servants writing
going on, ministers today, following the Freedom ofmemoirs. Anthony Parsons wrote about Iran. I have
Information Act, are going to trust their oYcials farno objection to any of it. It was a serious
less thanwe used to trust themand theywill certainlycontribution to understanding about the fall of the
be anxious to get their memoirs out first.Shah. SirDavid Scott whowas ambassador to South

Africa wrote about his period there and again it was
a serious contribution to how we were dealing with Q358 Mr Prentice: Clare, I cannot remember if you
apartheid, Namibia, Rhodesia and Zimbabwe but I said in your book or whether it was subsequently
think they write in a slightly diVerent way. that Sir Andrew Turnbull allowed decision making
Politicians are used to the rough and tumble. There to crumble in the run-up to the decision to go to war.
is going to be more personality stuV in political Do you think Andrew Turnbull, now Lord
memoirs and as long as they keep it to their own Turnbull, should feel free to publish his own book
political colleagues I have no objection. If they go on what happened and who said what, a kind of
into civil servants I do object. mirror image of the sort of book you published?
Lord Lawson of Blaby: Things can change in Clare Short: I personally believe there should be a
diVerent directions because it is the Prime Minister pretty level playing field. I disagree with what Lord
of the day who determines the way in which the Lawson has just said. The appointment of
government is to be run. Because Mr Blair runs it in permanent secretaries has been politicised. People
a particular way which is quite harshly criticised by are being told not to apply. People like Jeremy
Lord Butler in his report of the intelligence leading Greenstock are put on Newsnight and The Today
up to the Iraq war, it does not mean that the next Programme. The old rules that only politicians front
Prime Minister or the one after will. I do not take are also breaking down. Therefore, to get the truth
Clare Short’s view that the genie is now out of the out, we need both to publish. There might be some
bottle and nothing can be done. There should be no rules about personal attack to protect civil servants
question of a so-called level playing field between who are not in the public domain but that is what I
politicians and oYcials. As David Owen said, they believe. On Andrew Turnbull, yes, I think a book
are very diVerent. It is quite obvious that it is from him would be very interesting. The crumbling
ministers who are, very properly, held responsible of the authority of the Cabinet has been happening
for decisions. It is ministers who the House of under the Blair Government since 1997. The two
Commons calls to account day in day out, year in previous heads of the Civil Service did try to resist
year out. It is not oYcials; nor should it be. Because and use the old machinery. Defence and Overseas
it is ministers who are responsible and exposed, Policy never met. It was a stunning thing. I do not
ministers who have to take the rap and defend their think Andrew resisted but I did change one quote in
policies, ministers after they have retired from oYce the book because he asked for it. Iraq in itself is a
should be able to say exactly what they were seeking massive issue but if it is true that our constitutional

arrangements are changing in such a big way and, Ito do, why they were seeking to do it, how it worked
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think, leading to very poor decision making in a We should in my view go down to 10 but certainly
15. We have to modify and change. The Freedom ofwhole series of areas, not just Iraq, this is

monumentally serious and we have to have the Information Act, which I also support, also has an
advantage. The chaos at the moment could be quitebooks and the commentary to judge whether our

system is breaking down and what we are going to short lived. A very important piece of information
has come out of what Christopher Meyer said.do about it.
Throughout his whole time, the only time he was on
the secret telephone was to Number 10. It was neverQ359 Mr Prentice: The internal wiring of the
to the Foreign OYce. That must be the firstgovernment is now bare after Butler and so on. We
American ambassador who would ever say that.know who said what. We know you kept a diary
That is a practical demonstration of the extent tobecause you told us but we have had evidence from
which we now have a wholly personalised, NumberGeoV Mulgan, who was the former head of the
10 orientated, defence and whole security system.Strategy Unit at Number 10 and he said that all this

diary keeping—I cannot remember the exact word
he used—is something like corrosive to good Q363MrPrentice:The situation can change because
government. If you know that the person sitting next I see in the memorandum that you gave us that the
to you is keeping a diary, that influences the quality Cabinet was alive and kicking between 1990 and
of the decision that is made. You obviously do not 1997, in John Major’s time.
subscribe to that view. Lord Owen: I think John Major did return power to
Clare Short: No. Let me tell you my Tony Benn the Foreign Secretary. Douglas Hurd was given
story because he also used to be writing his diary at more autonomy than his predecessor, GeoVrey
the National Executive Committee and we reached Howe. I think that was good and beneficial. You
the point where he would write it in the diary and cannot deny a Prime Minister’s right to have a
then say it. I kept a diary only in the crucial, last part. diVerent structure. It is a very diVerent structure in

terms of the relationship with the Chancellor of the
Exchequer and the PrimeMinister. I am not denyingQ360 Mr Prentice: Did people know you were
there will be times when there are inner Cabinets orkeeping a diary?
anything but on this question of diary keepingClare Short: No, I do not think so. I do not agree. I
nobody can object to somebody writing a diary.am perfectly happy for any of the oYcials in my
Barbara Castle who did shorthand used to write adepartment to publish anything that is said in the
very accurate and interesting diary. I am not againstCabinet. I think we should be sincere in what we do.
diaries; it is when and how they come out.The commentary might be unfair but if you mean

what you say I do not mind anyone commenting.
Q364 Mr Prentice: Lord Lawson, your memoirs
were published three years after you left oYce?Q361 Mr Prentice: People may hold back in
Lord Lawson of Blaby: That is right, yes. One of theexpressing a controversial point of view because of a
considerations I felt I should attach and did attachfear that this is going to appear in someone’s diary.
some weight to was the fact that, by the time myClare Short: Maybe it is just how one is
memoirs came out, the Prime Minister who was thetemperamentally but I would not feel restrained in
principal player if you like in the particular dramaany way by that. We all know that Alastair
that I was writing about, was no longer in oYce. MyCampbell was keeping a very detailed diary. I amnot
10 years or so as aminister were during the Thatchergoing to speak diVerently. I do not expect it
period. I did not serve under John Major at all but,necessarily to be a fair account but if you start doing
by the time my memoirs came out, John Major wasthat, what is the point of being there?
the Prime Minister.

Q362 Mr Prentice: I wonder if I could ask Lord
Owen and Lord Lawson the same question. Do you Q365 Mr Prentice: You said some pretty choice

things about John Major.think this diary keeping, especially with the vast
sums of money that are paid to the authors— Lord Lawson of Blaby: It was a diVerent

administration. You do have to take into accountAlastair Campbell is on record as saying his diary is
his pension—has got out of hand and is aVecting the the passage of time and whether it is the same

administration or a diVerent administration. Also,quality of decision making?
Lord Owen: I personally do. I think diaries are very you do need to exercise a certain amount of

judgment as to what you say and what you do notinteresting and eventually should be published. You
can look back at the war diaries of, say, Field say. I think nearly every former minister does

exercise judgment on what he thinks is fair. GoingMarshall Allenbrook, for example, who gives an
incredibly important perception of how Churchill back to RadcliVe, the RadcliVe rules are very

peculiar in a number of respects. One in particular isworked and how impossible he was in many
respects. The timing for when you produce these that if you have had an argument with the Prime

Minister over a particular issue you are entitled tothings and who produces them is quite important. I
believe Cabinet government broadly speaking is write what you said. You are not entitled to write

what was said back. This wouldmake the account ofbetter for people arguing their case, losing the
argument, and a period of time in which they do not the conversation a rather peculiar, one sided one.

There may be some former ministers who were onlyreveal. What is that period? We used to have a 30
year rule. That is clearly obsolete and out of date. interested in what they said but I felt, since I wanted
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my memoirs to be of some lasting value and in a we should have done a correction much earlier. I did
not do a reflective log; I wrote this in four months, Isense an accurate, historical record, that it was

necessary to include both sides of the conversation. did it deliberately and I still agree with myself.

Q370Mr Burrowes:When you were doing the diary,Q366 Mr Prentice: Your memoir was published
did you always intend to publish?when John Major was Prime Minister of course.
Clare Short: No. I had no intention of doing theLord Lawson of Blaby: That is right.
book. I was living through enormous turbulence and
serious, historical events. It was a pretty scruVy
diary and they were very heated times with lateQ367Mr Prentice:You said of him he often came to
nights and all the rest. I was not writing a big, longyou ashen faced. You thought you might have made
diary.When I left the government I was intending tothe wrong choice of Chief Secretary and then you
make speeches in the Commons, to go round thewent on to say that John Major found the job as
Labour Party to get this debate going, but then youChief Secretary far more diYcult than anything he
cannot speak in the Commons any more. It is sevenhad ever done before and had to work very hard to
minutes and everyone has to go home at 10. It is verytry and master it.
diYcult to get the time to make any substantialLord Lawson of Blaby: As I pointed out, he did
speeches, especially when you are on theeventually master it.
government’s side with big majorities. It is a big
change from when I was a back bencher when we

Q368 Mr Burrowes: You were aware of Alastair were in opposition. The Labour Party is a very
Campbell’s diary. Professor Hennessy talked about diVerent creature.
the notion of competitive memoiring and eVectively
you wanted to get your defence in first. That was the

Q371 Mr Burrowes: Away from the exceptionalprimemotive rather than necessarily letting the truth
situation of the story that needed to be told, if youget out?
had come to the point of saying, “I want to put downClare Short: I do not know whether you had joined
a legacy of my memoirs”, would you havethe Committee when I made my initial remark.
considered it appropriate away from the exceptionalThere was this very harsh and deliberate attempt to
circumstances of Iraq?completely silence me. The Chief Whip tried to get
Clare Short:Yes, probably, but I did not get to thatme to agree to say nothing that was in any way
consideration because I was under this enormouscritical of the Prime Minister under threat of the
pressure. We were approaching an election and thewhip being withdrawn from me. Given what I
ChiefWhip was saying, “I am going to take the whipneeded to say and what I think is enormously
from you” which would mean I could not stand as aimportant for the historical record and debate, I
Labour candidate. I have put my adult life intowrote the book because I thought I had to get out
serving the Labour Party as an instrument of justicewhat I had to say. I still think that.
at home and internationally. This is a monumentally
serious thing for my life and she is trying to tell me
to be silent about things that I have already said inQ369 Mr Burrowes: In terms of the timing, if you
the House of Commons. I had to write somethinghad perhaps waited would there not be more
and I said, “Look, I have alreadymade the speeches.inclination to say you wanted to get the truth out but
They are on the record in the House of Commons.nevertheless you were not following on perhaps in
You are now telling me I cannot say what I haveundermining the system you suggest was breaking
already said.” That was the nature of thedown? The genie is out of the bottle and you
conversations that were taking place. This was aperpetuated that rather than letting the truth come
rather urgent matter for me and my life but also Iout.
think for the truth and the record ofwhat took place.Clare Short: I personally think that the way in which

wewent to war in Iraq, the amount of deceit that was
involved in it and the disaster it is for the Middle Q372 Mr Burrowes: Away from those exceptional
East is much more serious than Suez. People keep events, you had come to the stage where you had left
comparing it to Suez. As a country, as politicians, as oYce and you decided you wanted to do your
people who are concerned for the governance of the memoirs. Would you have considered an
UK and the role of the UK in the world, this is an appropriate time to be not the one but the three years
extremely urgent debate. It is not just something to or the five years?
wait ten years for and then talk about. Parliament is Clare Short: If youwrote something in three years or
doing very badly at attending to it. Our political so it would be diVerent. It would be less raw and
system is functioning very badly. This is my one more reflective, especially if you had a change of
postscript to some of the earlier remarks: if we had administration. There is a place for those books too
a much smaller majority again, Cabinet government but I do thoroughly believe the truth should get out
would probably come back. Of course, if we had a and we are living in a time when there is so much
hung Parliament, that is certainly so. It is not spin. Journalism is so tied into the sources in
necessarily for ever but I do think that once power Number 10. Truthfulness and accuracy are
has been accredited to Number 10 without a jolt to diminishing in the discourse of public life so if books
the system, it will stay there. This broken system are a way for people to get their truths out they

should happen.might well go onmalfunctioning, but my view is that
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Q373 Mr Burrowes: Lord Owen and Lord Lawson, whether or not we should have gone into Iraq, things
were you expecting publications by your former have gone very badly wrong and I hope you do
colleagues? address it. In a strange way, I think you are

addressing it in a very fundamental way. By lookingLord Owen: All the time I worked for Barbara
Castle, I expected that she was going to write a at these memoirs, you have the opportunity to ask,
biography. I had no objection to it. It was very “Why has this situation occurred?”. It does throw a
accurate. The only slight thing was that Barbara had very refreshing insight into what is happening.
a habit of wanting to toughen up any Lord Lawson of Blaby: On diaries, I do not think
recommendation you made or to change it. In order there were any Cabinet colleagues writing diaries
to handle her, you would have to recognise that so when I was in government. The only minister who it
you would pitch your representations where you felt was well known was writing a diary was Alan Clark
she would end up. She was very fair to civil servants. but he was writing purely for the purposes of
She would not castigate them. She broadly followed entertainment and very entertaining it was too. He
the normal rules. Her memoirs contributed to an was never a member of the Cabinet anyway. He was
understanding of politics. Mine was much later. a junior minister. We knew that a lot of people were
Also, I was a member of a happy Cabinet. Whatever going to write their memoirs in due time. I do not
arguments about Jim Callaghan can be made, think that worried anybody at all and it has certainly
nobody denies it was an extremely happy Cabinet. never worried me. It is bad practice to write a diary
There were disagreements but even Tony Benn never because at times it does get in the way of your own
disputed the fact that it was a happy Cabinet. There eVectiveness as a minister. The diary tends to
was no briefing against each other and, broadly become more important than the job you are meant
speaking, we lived harmoniously within the to be doing. Even with diaries, and I think diaries
collective rules despite the diVerences of opinion. and memoirs come to much the same sort of thing,

it is a question of what you put in when you publish.
As for the rather more serious point, the breakdownQ374 Mr Burrowes: Rather than the characters of
which has been discussed, I think it is a mistake toindividuals in terms of publishingmemoirs at certain
think of the problem as being a move from Cabinettimes, it is really a reflection on the system of
government to Prime Ministerial government andgovernment that has led the way for people to want
that we need to go back toCabinet government. Thisto react to it by publishing their memoirs. The genie
is an old chestnut. For a very, very long time, wehas come out of the bottle because of the way
have had amixture of PrimeMinisterial governmentgovernment has been led and run.
and Cabinet government. It is not something new.Lord Owen: I really think we are in a diVerent
Many people think, quite rightly, that Margaretsituation. I honestly cannot think of any situation,
Thatcher was a strong Prime Minister but there wasother than in most recent years, where a very senior
a mixture of Prime Ministerial government andambassador would make so many personal
Cabinet government during her time. The bigcomments about ministers. You cannot just isolate
question is not whether it is Prime Ministerialit and criticise his memoir and I am not going to get
government or Cabinet government but how theinto that. You have to look at the climate of the time
Prime Minister of the day conducts his or her aspectand why things have deteriorated so that this can
of the government and how he or she insists thathappen; then, what can you do to correct it. I do
Cabinet government is going to be conducted. It ishope we do something to correct it pretty soon
the ground rules which are laid down by the Primebecause we are suVering. I supported thewar on Iraq
Minister of the day and these other ad hoc,and I still do but the incompetence with which that
institutional matters which David Owen waswar was conducted is very damaging. I am a
mentioning, which of course are far more acute insupporter of the European Union but the European
the field of foreign, defence and security policy thanConstitution was not well handled by that inner
they are in the field of economic policy which I wasNumber 10 secretariat. Interestingly, on neither
chiefly concerned with, although as a member of theoccasion, both on Iraq and the European
Cabinet you are also concerned with a lot of otherConstitution, was public opinion held. I honestly
things. Even in the area of economic policy there arethink younger Members of Parliament forget that
a lot of important issues which have to be discussedfor a very substantial period of time bipartisanship
and it is better if they are discussed in a reasonablyin foreign and defence policy was the norm and it
orderly and rational way, a way that does not lead towas quite valuable to this country. It was very hard
a loss of trust betweenministers and oYcials. One ofto be the Foreign Secretary with the partisan
the great joys of being a Cabinet minister is you havepolitical debate conducted on foreign policy. It is
a back-up team of people who, for the most part—much easier if there is a greatmeasure of support and
not always—are of exceptional calibre and whothat means also a good deal of trust. Things like
work very hard indeed and are, again most of them,intelligence information people accept because they
extremely loyal. That is a great national asset and ahave not seen it. There is a sort of trust. If you break
great asset for the government. To allow that trust tothat down and if you have a very real problem with
break down is very serious indeed.the armed services—the armed services are very
Clare Short: It is not just the breakdown of Cabinetunhappy about the Iraq war at every level—we have
discussion. It is serious not having an opento address that problem. It is up to you chaps to do
discussion when Cabinet responsibility has gone.this but this is Parliament’s job now. Things have

gone very badly wrong. Irrespective of your view on When all the decisions are made in Number 10, the
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expertise that is in the Foreign OYce and the on the throne ever since Winston Churchill was
Prime Minister. She has more experience thanDepartment of Education and its linked

practitioners in the field is not being brought to the anybody else. It is wrong to say that she is seeking to
influence decisions. She expresses a view from timetable when policy is thought through. When the

authority breaks, the departments are pushed to time but it is very important for the position of the
monarchy that that should never, ever be revealed inoutside and you get poor quality decision making

because the places in our government system where any memoirs or any published document of any
kind.expertise lies are being excluded and I think that is

happening.

Q378 Paul Flynn:One of the things that concerns us
Q375 Paul Flynn: Lord Owen, one of the minor greatly on this is the fact that, unlike the three of you,
revelations that youmade in your original text which there are very good reasons for distinguished
was cut out was about a disagreement in the Jim politicians writing about their long careers. Some
Callaghan government on a relatively minor matter would say LordLawson andClare werewriting after
about the timing of the cancellation of a visit you had a very rough time, I believe, with unfair
involving Iran. You say that Jim wanted to cancel criticism in the press and you wanted to put the
the visit at an early stage but you wanted to hold on. record straight. The financial factor of making
Your view of that was influenced by theQueen. “The money was very minor, if it was a factor at all, in
Queen did talk to me about her wish not to act too writing yours.We do know thatmakingmoney from
quickly and while the formal advice was against memoirs is possibly the main impetus for many
cancellation this was because, helped by knowing people writing their memoirs and they know that, if
her view, I persuaded Jim Callaghan who wanted to they are going to get a great deal of money from
cancel.” That seems a fairly interesting and possibly them, they have to spice them up. They have tomake
very rare example of the Queen appearing to sure they are interesting. Do you think there is a case
influence what is a political decision. Should that not for saying—and it has been suggested—that
have been kept in the book? Why did you decide to political memoirs of this type from civil servants or
take it out? You were adamant that you were politicians even should be declared to be Crown
accurate on this, although the Palace, I gather, had copyright and that the money from them should go
a diVerent view on it. to the Treasury, to get rid of this incentive for people
Lord Owen: Did I tell you that? not only to spice up their memoirs but also possibly

to act in a diVerent way while they are doing their
Q376 Paul Flynn: Page 19 is the reference to the jobs in order to make sure that they have juicy, sexy
Queen. memoirs to publish for their pension?
Lord Owen: Maybe I did. The Queen does not take Clare Short: That is an interesting suggestion. You
political views but she has an extraordinary way of could ask how long did Lance Price take to write his
making clear what she thinks. It is a great skill. I book and what is a reasonable return and the rest he
cannot remember her ever making any political cannot have. I think it is muchmore important to get
statement whatever to me but I can recall many the truth than the spice and the money because that
occasions when I was left very clear onwhat her view distorts the truth as well. If we tighten up the code
was. I think that is her skill and why ministers have or make it more explicit, particularly on the
valued talking to her, travelling with her and gaining personalised abusive comment level, which I think
from her knowledge. She is extremely experienced we could do, you could use a fine system. You could
about Africa. She knows many of the leaders. She have rules and, if they are breached, money is the
has known them since they were very young penalty. That is worth thinking about. If we want to
presidents or prime ministers. On this particular get books out but stop abuse and if financial
issue it was pretty obvious that the Shah was incentives are distorting things, the obvious
crumbling and the question was do you let them mechanism to deal with it is financial.
make the cancellation themselves or do we do it. It Lord Owen: I know you are in favour of boosting
was my view that, with the pace at which it was government revenue but on this basis Alan Clark’s
happening, it was going to come anyhow. It was my sexual revelations would be the best way of boosting
impression that she thought that as well. I do not revenue, so I do not think it is tittle tattle of
think that changed my mind necessarily but it was a government; I think it is more sex in all memoirs
factor and I knew that Jim was pressing to do it too. from politicians in future.

Lord Lawson of Blaby: Writing a decent memoir is
extremely diYcult. In my case, of all the jobs I haveQ377 Paul Flynn: You say it was helped by your
ever done, I found writing my memoirs the mostview. You and Her Majesty were on the right side.
diYcult, partly because it is such a solitary business,Jim appeared to be wrong and was proved to be
whereas pretty well everything else you do in life youwrong by subsequent events. The point is that if, on
do as part of a team. It is reasonable that therea far more serious issue, the future head of state
should be some reward. There is an interestingdecided to attempt to influence politicians, should
question there and I do not know the answer to it.we not know about it? Is this a matter that could be
You have certain conventions as to what should andkept from us by the RadcliVe rules?
should not be published. You have this dialogueLord Lawson of Blaby: The monarch is in a very
between the Cabinet Secretary and formerministers.special position. The Queen’s views are always the

product of a great deal of experience. She has been The question is what happens if the ex-minister is
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unreasonable in a serious way. In the old days you this other monumental argument about our
could threaten them, though nothing ever was done constitutional arrangements. If we could get back
about it because it was toomuch of a sledge hammer, to the trust, rules could be made within that trust.
but you could invoke the OYcial Secrets Act. People There is enormous politicisation. You have
did not want to be in breach of the OYcial Secrets Alastair Campbell and the chief of staV, Jonathan
Act, even if they were not going to be prosecuted. Powell, being political appointees. I know there are
That went away with the liberalisation of the OYcial supposed to be fair rules about promotion for
Secrets Act. Now, it is really only ostracism. You senior oYcials but, believe you me, the ones who
might be ostracised from the establishment. are not wanted are squeezed out. There is a deep
Clare Short: With the withdrawal of all patronage. politicisation on who is promoted and that is a shift
Lord Lawson of Blaby: Yes. The great thing about because if you are promoted because you are in
life peerages is that we do not need to bother about with Number 10 as a senior oYcial and increasingly
that. But the establishment will not look after you. put into the public domain to front things the lines
Alastair Campbell said that his memoir was his have been blurred. It is no good just having firm,
pension. Whether you should say, “If you opt for old fashioned lines on memoirs when they are
that pension you do not get the other pension. Your blurred on decision making and public statements.
ministerial or Civil Service pension will be
withheld”—

Q381 Chairman: Lord Lawson tells us in his
memoirs that he was involved in appointments way

Q379 Paul Flynn: I think we have followed that final outside the Private OYce. You have a lovely little
point. One of the criticisms of Christopher Meyer’s section about that.
book is that it might permanently aVect the kind of Clare Short: You have a veto of power. It is much
trust that has been there for a long time between deeper interference now.
ambassadors and politicians. Because of the
revelations that he has made so soon after the event,
while the same people are still in power, that could Q382 Chairman: “My personal involvement in
be permanently damaging. Do you think it is Treasury appointments and promotion extended
sensible to write into the contracts of civil servants well beyond the Private OYce.” You go on to talk
bars on their publishing memoirs within a certain about individuals and so on. You are quite robust in
period after they retire or, as you suggest, having proclaiming that you had quite a large role in
influences on the contract themselves? There are appointments.
limits in their contract to restrict them from Lord Lawson of Blaby: The role was three fold. Two
publishing matters that could be damaging to the parts have already been mentioned. The Private
national interest. OYce is very important, as is having a Permanent
Clare Short: I think it would bewrong tomuzzle civil Secretary you can work well with. I was involved
servants when politicians are allowed to write, with a change of Permanent Secretary at Energy, for
especially when there has been this blurring of roles. example. Then there is the question of the resources
Jeremy Greenstock was a more central player than you have at your disposal. It is sensible—certainly
the non-foreign policy people in the Cabinet. He this is the way I played it—to discuss with the
knewmore; he was fronting things in the media, just Permanent Secretary which were the most diYcult
to take one example. To have one set of rules for policy issues and how where we could put the ablest
politicians and another for civil servants would be people into the diYcult areas. It seemed to be
wrong. I think rules about revealing things about common sense. I am sure any enterprise of any kindcivil servants who cannot answer back still have to would do that but it would have to be done with thebe attended to. I think we could tighten the rules on

Permanent Secretary. It was not a question of goingpersonalised, abusive comment. My view on
behind his back and, say, appointing somebody as aChristopherMeyer is that, one, the trust broke down
Deputy Secretary.and, two, he submitted the book. It is astonishing

they did not ask for changes.

Q383 Chairman: It is corrective to the idea that there
was some sort of golden age of purity.Q380Chairman: Surely there is a diVerence because
Lord Lawson of Blaby: There is a diVerence betweenthe politicians take the flak. They are the publicly
ministers and oYcials which you very clearly andelected figures and they are fair game for
lucidly set out a moment ago in response to Clareeverything. They want to vindicate themselves and
Short. I think that is absolutely right and shouldanswer back against colleagues. The deal with the
remain. I think it is well known that there are aCivil Service though is that they get anonymity but
number of oYcials who are extremely unhappy withministers get loyalty. That is the nature of the
the Meyer revelations, with the fingering ofinvisible contract, is it not? If we depart from that—
politicians in the way that he did in his memoirs,you want to reassert the old conventions that have
because they realise that if ministers think thatbroken down—we are in deep trouble, are we not?
oYcials are going to be fingering them in that way inClare Short: My argument is that the old
their memoirs all their reticence hitherto aboutconventions have broken down and therefore all
fingering oYcials is going to go. If anything, they arethe books are coming out. I agree with what Lord

Owen said. You delving into this unleashes probably going to try to get their retaliation in first.
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This convention did, very properly, protect oYcials. phrasing. I think his book is important to what is
going on and how the system is changing but weOYcials are now concerned that it may have been
could tighten the rules so as not to permit the realweakened as a result of the Meyer book.
spice in it.

Q384 Chairman: You told us at the beginning that Q385 Mr Prentice: His view is that junior ministers
you thought the RadcliVe rules were obsolete. Clare were political pygmies.
has given us a very strong statement for why, in the Clare Short: That is abuse too.
heat of the moment, you want to get this stuV out Lord Owen: As I understand it, the Cabinet
while it is raw and you cannot go through a 15 year Secretary did not raise with him or his Permanent
wait and the kind of things you were doing, Lord Under-Secretary in the Diplomatic Service any of
Owen, withRobin Butler backwhen hewas citing 15 these points. That is just amazing. There is nobody
years at you. It has a kind of unreal feel to it now. If who has gone through this process, I would suggest,
we are all saying something has changed but we who could possibly imagine circumstances when a
somehow need to put it back together again and to book like that would not come back. Let us be
mend these relationships that have broken, the realistic. If nobody comments on it and you are in
evidence for the break is the memoir field. What we the business of writing a memoir, you are not going
are saying is how on earth do we do it. to say, “I am surprised you did not take this out.”
Lord Lawson of Blaby: That is what your report is The system has broken down and the then Cabinet
for. Secretary has a pretty heavy responsibility for that
Clare Short: I have not really studied the RadcliVe particular area.
rules. Christopher Meyer’s description of the way in Chairman: Thank you very much for what has been
which theWashington embassy is not functioning in a very useful session, not that you have had
the way it used to is important to our constitutional unanimity, but you have brought some very
arrangements. As to Mr Major in his underpants interesting observations to bear on this. As Lord
and the rest, I think we could tighten rules on Lawson said, it is up to us to make some sense of

them. Thank you very much indeed.personal abuse. One would have to think about the
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Witness: Rt Hon Tony Benn gave evidence.

Q386 Chairman:May I welcome Tony Benn, not for the military in war is secret; I accept that. I used to
be told the Budget the day before and I was terrifiedthe first time, to the Committee. We draw upon you
I would sleep walk. The Budget is secret until it isregularly, always to great eVect and we are delighted
published. In the old days, if your name appeared onthat you are able to come to help us with one of our
a list of possible peers you were struck oVinquiries at the moment which is on memoirs. You
immediately, but that is no longer the case. Personalof all people should be able to tell us about this as
information: clearly there is a responsibility ofone of the great diarists of our time. Do you want to
government to keep secret what they know aboutsay anything by way of introduction or shall we go
people in terms of information they may have givenstraight to questions?
to the Ministry of Pensions or something of thatMr Benn: May I just briefly say, and I put it in my
kind, but otherwise there are no secrets. Onenote, that the balance of information between the
example came to me last week, arguing my case. IGovernment and the people is what determines
discovered that when I was Secretary of State forwhether society is democratic or not. Looking over
Energy, withoutmy knowing, one ofmyoYcials washistory, the Heresy Act of 1401 meant that if a lay
supplying plutonium to Israel. It was an outrage. Iperson read the Bible they were burned at the stake.
did not know. Once on another occasion when IThat was an attempt by the Government to control
suspected Pakistan had nuclear plans I took itpeople thinking out for themselves their religious
straight to a Cabinet committee. That is somethingbeliefs. Then the Church of England was
which even ministers do not know. Anothernationalised by Henry VIII because he wanted to
example, when I was Secretary of State for Energy,control the Church. Charles II nationalised the Post
plutonium from our civil power stations was sent toOYce because he wanted to open everybody’s
America for the weapons programme. I did notletters—I looked this all up when I was Postmaster
know that until afterwards and the man whoGeneral—and Luke Hansard was imprisoned for
reported it in a letter to Nature was sacked forreporting what was said in the House of Commons.
reporting it. My argument really is that if you areAll of these related to the availability of information.
talking about the interests of government, it isThe position at the moment is that the government
malice and not information which damages thewant to know all about us. When I use my Oyster
confidence in public business and that flourishes incard the police knowwhat station I went into, where
the media and gossip and so on. Really, knowingI went and when I came out again. My phone is
what goes on is not damaging, with the limitedbugged, or can be bugged, quite legally now and
exceptions that I gave, and therefore I do not seeeverything about us is known, but we know very,
why anyone should not publish what they know. Ivery little about what the government do. Under the
know of two Foreign OYce oYcials: Sir Jeremy30-year rule I shall be 111 before I know what the
Greenstock is not to be allowed to publish his diary.Cabinet minutes for yesterday say. I think that there
Why? I believe Craig Murray, who was theis an imbalance and I ammaking a very, very simple ambassador in Uzbekistan, has been told that hepoint, which is that the argument about secrecy and cannot publish his diary. I think this is just in the

so on confuses the convenience of ministers with the interests of ministers; it is nothing whatever to do
national interest. My experience, if it is of any help, with the public interest, indeed quite the opposite, it
and I was a departmental minister for 11 years, is makes it hard to hold people accountable for what
that there are very, very few secrets in government at they do. I have summarised the argument. The note
all. I once put this either to Burke Trend or I sent about my diary is only interesting because you
Armstrong, I forget which, and they agreed withme. have two accounts of the samemeeting and that may
Some relate to security. For example, atomic or may not be interesting. I cannot think it did any
matters are very, very secret, but even there I once damage, but obviously I could not have published
had a document marked “Top Secret Atomic UK them when I was in the Cabinet because then I was
Eyes Only, page one of 20 pages, copy one of two part of a collective and I should not expect a
copies”, (so secret that we used to say “Eat this paper permanent secretary to publish a blog every week on
before reading”!). It said that we could enrich what happens in his department. However, when
uranium by the centrifuge. When I was reading this, they retire they become citizens again and I think
New Scientist was publishing every week that it what they learned ought to be in the public domain.
could be done. All I knew was that we could do it. That is my argument, very, very simply, no
They said they thought they could do it. I do not complexity about it and I have very briefly given you

the reasons why I take that view.think that there aremany secrets. The deployment of
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Q387 Chairman:Thank you for that; it is very useful submit my diaries to the Cabinet OYce, not that my
diaries matter. I said I would not.My accountabilityfor us to have someone make the case for openness

with such force and clarity. What you are really is not to the Cabinet Secretary of the day; my
accountability is to the people who elected me andsaying to us is that here we are worrying about what

the rules should be about publication. Are you my conscience. That was my position and I would
apply that to everybody. Advisers can write theirtelling us that really we should not worry about this

and we do not need any rules? diaries but civil servants cannot. What is the
diVerence between Alastair Campbell and JeremyMr Benn: I do not believe that anyone who has

retired from public service should be restricted from Greenstock?
writing what they remember, what they know and
what they think. There is a way round it actually, Q390 Chairman: So the test is whether you are in
which I have used in the past though I do not know oYce or not.
whether it applies here. Whistleblowers got on to me Mr Benn: Yes, it must be that. You could not have
because if they published their allegations they everyone in the Cabinet blogging the following day
would be sacked. I told them to tell me about it and because you have a collective responsibility; you are
I would put down a question in the House of part of the Government. When you are not a part of
Commons, the information they had given me the Government, as a backbench Member, even if
would be covered by the privilege I had in you have been, you must be absolutely free.
Parliament. If an attempt was made to sack them, I
would take it to the Standards and Privileges Q391 Chairman: You are saying that there is a limit
Committee. I did once save a man from dismissal in to openness then; there is a limit, if you cannot do it
Birmingham: they threatened him with dismissal the following morning.
because hewas an oYcial and he objected to the road Mr Benn: You cannot do it while you share the
race in Birmingham. He wrote tome and I took it up responsibility you have taken on for government. A
and took it to the Standards and Privileges Member of Parliament is not a member of the
Committee and, believe it or not, the Birmingham Cabinet.
City Council was charged with a potential breach of
privilege. That is a way round it, but it would not

Q392 Chairman:Even when you have gone and yourexactly cover memoirs.
colleagues are still there, surely they have the
expectation that the confidences they shared with

Q388 Chairman: We know that there is a public you and you shared with them will remain private at
interest in openness, which you have made to us least for a period.
strongly. Is there a public interest in confidentiality Mr Benn: I was only ever in oYce and out of oYce
too? withmy party, so it never applied tome. If I had been
Mr Benn: You have a duty of confidentiality when sacked from the Cabinet . . . Take the case of people
you are working in the Cabinet; you have collective like Clare Short who resigned from the Cabinet. I do
Cabinet responsibility, you have responsibility to not believe there should be any limitation on what
your constituents, to your conscience and so on and she should write and indeed there has not been as far
so on. I do think that really people are entitled to as I can make out. I am only saying that while you
know what is done in their name. are part of the Government, whether you be a civil

servant or aminister, then you are responsible by the
nature of the obligation you have taken on. It isQ389 Chairman: One of the questions is: when are
always presented as the national interest. It isthey entitled to know? Are they entitled to know the
nothing to do with the national interest at all. But itnext day, the next month, the next year, the next
is very embarrassing to ministers if it is known thatcentury? This is the heart of the rules issue. When
there are diVerent arguments going on.Lord Owen came to see us some weeks ago he made

the little joke that in Cabinet Denis Healey would
lean over and say to you “Tony, am I going too fast Q393 Chairman: I am sorry to labour the point, but

the argument that we are wrestling with and whichfor you?”, a joke about your diaries. When is it
proper to publish a diary or an account of a has been put to us many times and is generally

accepted is that there is a public interest in peopleconfidential meeting?
MrBenn: If you have retired from the positionwhich being able to have a space in which private

conversations can take place and that if people knowyou occupy, youmust be free.Within the Cabinet we
once had a vote. Wilson asked those who were that that space is not private, they will not say things

they would otherwise say and therefore the qualitykeeping diaries to put up their hands. Dick
Crossman put up his hand, Barbara put up her hand of collective decision making will diminish.

MrBenn: That was the case for locking upHansard.and I put up mine. Barbara wrote shorthand, so her
contemporary diaries were rather better on the They said that if people knew what was said in

Parliament, then no-one in Parliament would everCabinet. Dick used to write at the weekend what he
wished had happened in the week, and mine I did in dare speak their mind. This raises much more

fundamental questions than you recognise. On thethe lunch hour from notes I made during Cabinet. I
cannot believe that any of that was damaging to malice and the gossip, I used to open the papers

every day when I was a controversial figure yearsanybody, but clearly you could not publish while
you were in the Cabinet, only when you were no and years ago and find my colleagues had leaked

nasty things about me. You live with that and thelonger in the Cabinet. They tried to force me to
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media are full of it. Truthfully I think the electors are interest: it would not be in the national interest. I
think you have to diVerentiate between theentitled to know what is done in their name. You

asked about the 30-year rule. In America they have convenience of ministers and the national interest.
a 30-second rule: as soon as it has happened it is out.
America is much better at freedom of information Q396 David Heyes: Apart from having to précis it,
than we are. I am really incensed about these two did you ever leave key events and issues out of your
plutonium stories Imentioned, that I was in the dark own diaries?
as a minister. If any civil servant had written about MrBenn:My uncut diaries, if you are interested, are
plutonium to Israel or the United States they would 17 million words and what is published is only 10%
have been in prison even though I would not have of it.
known about the plutonium.

Q397 David Heyes: For reasons other than those
obvious time constraints and the limits on theQ394 Chairman: Why not hold Cabinet meetings
number of words you can use, did you ever sit andin public?
make a decision along the lines of it being tooMr Benn: I have wondered actually. I used to say
sensitive, too diYcult or something you could notthat Cabinet was the best committee I ever attended
put in your diary?in my life and the most interesting committee. In
Mr Benn:No. A lot of material which was not likelythose days it used to meet for a full day; in January
to be of public interest was excluded. The rule I had1968 it had eight full days of meetings, morning and
with my editor Ruth Winstone, an extremelyafternoon. Now it lasts for about half an hour, to
competent woman, was that every mistake I evergive the PrimeMinister time to tell the Cabinet what
made had to be reported because otherwise the thinghe has decided. In those days the Cabinet discussions
would lack credibility and people would rememberwere absolutely riveting. To give an example of
the mistakes, but also that we concentrated on theconfidentiality, at the end of the IMF discussions
things which had long-term interest. I would havewhere we had a very big argument, Jim Callaghan,
been happy to publish the lot, except that there arethe then PrimeMinister, announced publicly that we
probably a few small libellous statements, because Ihad discussed a number of options and the must admit that though I do not believe in personalconclusion we came to was this. I was in a very attacks, at night I did sometimes find that releasingfortunate position. People would ask why I had not my feelings on to tape helped a bit. I never let thoseapplied import duties and I would say that the point be published.

was discussed in the Cabinet who took a diVerent
view, and as a member of the Cabinet I am

Q398 David Heyes: Did you comply with thecommitted. I was able to reveal the fact that there
RadcliVe rules which would have required you tohad been a discussion.Now, even to reveal that there
submit them to the Cabinet Secretary for vetting?has been a discussion would be held to be a breach
Mr Benn: No, I did not; I refused. It is very, veryof confidence.
interesting. We had a discussion in the Cabinet
about memoirs and when the minutes came out it
said thatministers agreed to submit their memoirs toQ395 David Heyes: I wonder about the corrosive
Cabinet. I wrote to the Cabinet Secretary and saideVect on participants in key decision making—
that I did not think that was the conclusion, but heministers, senior civil servants and the like—of
said it was. At that moment Wilson resigned andknowing that all this is going to go into the public
then he wrote to me and said he wanted to see mydomain and, on your agenda, fairly rapidly. Does
diaries and I asked whether Wilson had submittedthis not prevent people being honest and open?Does
his. The Cabinet Secretary said he had not becauseit not prevent a proper, full, private debate to thrash
he had resigned before it came into eVect. So hethrough all the issues, to have some grit in the
exempted himself. I got on to Roy Jenkins and wediscussion because of this anxiety about how it
agreed that we would not submit our memoirs ormight be portrayed very soon after the event?
diaries to the Cabinet and I never did.Mr Benn: I do not think so on reflection. Take some

of the issues which come up, enormous issues, the
Q399 David Heyes: Are you saying that no-onequestion of the development of nuclear power is a
should?really big issue and one in which I was involved, the
MrBenn: I do not think I should have been asked to.development of industrial policy, what you should
Nobody ever suggested that anything I saiddo when Rolls-Royce goes bankrupt, what you
damaged the national interest. It may have irritatedshould do when British Leyland goes bankrupt,
colleagues, but that is not necessarily the same as thethese are really big issues and the nature of your
national interest.debate with your colleagues or with civil servants is

a very mature debate. The fact that later it might
come out that you disagreed with your permanent Q400 Chairman: Did you not get a letter from the
secretary does not make any diVerence at all, but it Cabinet Secretary of the day saying he had heard
would be very inconvenient for ministers. The real that you were going to publish?
point is that a minister would not want it to be Mr Benn: Yes, I did; yes. I had a letter from him
known that he had acted either under the saying that it was agreed that all Cabinet ministers
instructions of his permanent secretary or against would do it as a Cabinet decision. I disputed that

that was a decision and I never submitted it andthe advice. He would not like it. It would be in his
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would not under any circumstances because my it. Let me put it like this: if you do not know what
goes on, that is by banning these memoirs, then theobligation was to my constituents, my colleagues

and my conscience but not to an appointed oYcial. public are in the dark and ministers cannot be held
accountable.Mind you, inmany cases I do not think
ministers knewwhat the security services were doingQ401 Chairman: So the whole idea of having a set of
any more than I knew that plutonium was beingrules is . . . ?
sold. This idea that ministers always know is a greatMr Benn: Nonsense.
mistake. I raised this with Northern Ireland
ministers once or twice and I got the feeling that theyQ402MrLiddell-Grainger:May I just ask you about
had not the slightest idea what was going on.Peter Wright’s diaries, which came out and then

Lord Armstrong had to go to scrutinise them. Peter
Wright did have information which may or may not Q405 Mr Liddell-Grainger: You talked at great
be right—we shall probably never know—but it was length about the uranium being sent to America,
certainly devastating at the time where there was a which you had no idea about. Nowadays, given the
potential plot against the Prime Minister and many power of the press, the persuasion of the press,
others. You would say that we should know about freedom of information, obviously things go on
that. which ministers do not know about, that is the
Mr Benn: Yes. nature of it, but would you in your guestimate say

that it has got less or more because the state has to
hide more because it is being scrutinised more, or doQ403 Mr Liddell-Grainger: I think there were parts

of that we should not have known about, which was you think it has got better? I cannot base it on
anything other than just a question.the burglary and all the rest of it. Is there a balance

where national security has to do things? You have Mr Benn: The role of the free press is of huge
importance and nothing I would want to say wouldtalked about uranium and certain securities.

Mr Benn: The Wright case is a very interesting one. go against that, although increasingly the press are
embedded correspondents; they all go toNumber 10I used to listen on shortwave radio to the book

Spycatcher being read. The Danish radio read it in at eleven o’clock in the morning and they come out
at twelve and tell us what they have been told, ratherEnglish and I used to listen with earphones thinking

that it was like living in occupied Germany during like the embedded correspondents in a war zone. I
think the press are less free in their judgment thanthe war. I then decided to read from Spycatcher

myself in Hyde Park. I consulted a lawyer who said they should be and perhaps used to be, but you could
not rely on the press doing it when there are peopleI might be in trouble. I went toHyde Park and I read

it. When I read it, every television camera was who do know and describe it. What is wrong, for
example, about Sir Jeremy Greenstock writing answitched oV for fear that they might be blamed for

having broadcast it. What he said, which I had account of his period in Iraq at this particular
moment? Would it not be beneficial for us to knowknown for a long time, was that everyone was

bugged and burgled.My rubbish was collected every his judgment on the matter?
morning in a Rover car. I know the Kensington
Borough Council are very eYcient but . . . My son

Q406 Mr Liddell-Grainger: I do not agree orconstructed a bell so when the black sacks full of
disagree, but let us just look at one other one whichrubbish were lifted the spring lifted and the bell rang.
is ChristopherMeyer. Hewrote about his experienceMy phone was bugged. I know that because my
in Washington and called the ministers “pygmies”,daughter picked up the phone and heard what I had
he was fairly scathing about the Prime Minister andjust said to somebody else. When I wrote to the
his ability to understand the issues, et cetera. HowheHome Secretary and asked whether my phone was
quite came to that compared to Bush I have no idea,being bugged, he did not reply. He did not reply
but never mind. That could be damaging potentiallythree times, so I went to see the Prime Minister who
not because of what he said, but because thesaid “Well it’s not being bugged now”. I knew what
Americans in this case would say they were dealingPeter Wright was saying was absolutely true, but
with a bunch of has-beens or half-wits or whatever.they did not want us to know it was going on because
That in its own way is damaging because it isit would have been inconvenient for the ministers
undermining the credibility of the nation, is it not?who had authorised it.
Mr Benn: That is malice and gossip and I agree that
malice and gossip is damaging, but there is no rule

Q404 Mr Liddell-Grainger: Can we talk about one against malice and gossip. There is a rule about
other diary, that of Stella Rimington? She could publishing, but to be malicious and gossip Meyer
have written a potentially very damaging diary could have gone to the Daily Mail.
about her experiences down the road. She submitted
them; there were changes; they came out fairly
boringly. Do you think the things she agreed to hold Q407 Mr Liddell-Grainger: He did.

Mr Benn: I am talking about writing a book. Heback on should be kept in abeyance for a period of
time and then published regardless? Obviously there could have gone to them and said he thought the

Foreign Secretary or whoever was a pygmy and thatis a lot in there which could be very interesting.
Mr Benn: I met Stella Rimington; she was busy gets out all the time, but that is used as an excuse for

denying us the knowledge of what he actuallybugging us all. If she was ready to talk about it, it
would have been a good thing for us to have known thought at the time about his role in Washington.
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Q408 Mr Liddell-Grainger: He has sold a the decisionwas taken to go towar in Iraq, who took
phenomenal number of books on being a red-socked it and when. I do not think you can use malice and
fop and telling everybody that the Cabinet were gossip.
pygmies basically and the Prime Minister really did
not have a grasp of matters. I think that was really

Q410 Chairman: The former Cabinet Secretarywhat he was trying to say. That was him making a
came here—commercial decision to sell as many books as he
Mr Benn: Who was that?could regardless. The tittle-tattle is damaging

because it makes us look ridiculous. Surely there has
to be some mechanism—I do not know what and Q411 Chairman: Sir Andrew Turnbull. He said they
maybe you disagree totally—that we can say that spent all their time trying to persuadeministers when
after that period. It does not matter whether Jack theywent on foreign trips to stay in embassies so that
Straw has retired and the Prime Minister has gone; the whole diplomatic side of the things can kick in.
it is irrelevant, but it is rather nice to know they are The eVect of Meyer is that no minister will stay in an
pygmies. However, at the moment it is not good, embassy any more; they are going to stay in a hotel.when we are in the middle of a situation which is If they know that the ambassador is going to publishfairly unstable in Iraq and Afghanistan; it is not

a book giving these personal accounts of thesebringing confidence to a nation with which we are
visiting ministers, why would they?working at the moment.
Mr Benn: I do not think that is a valid argument atMr Benn: It is very embarrassing to a minister to be
all. Mind you, the only time in my life when I stayeddescribed as a pygmy by a permanent secretary; I
with an ambassador they unpackedmybag and tookaccept that, but I cannot say it isn’t in the national
out my toothbrush and squeezed toothpaste on it. Itinterest. It may be in the interest of the electorate to
was a level of support I had never even dreamed of,know. I did not read the book actually. I thought it
but I prefer to stay in a hotel myself. I think these arewas the source of a great deal of trouble. I should
totally invalid arguments where the establishmenthave thought it was in the interests of people to
cover it up themselves and that is whollyknow how permanent oYcials saw the role of
undemocratic.government in Washington. Walter Wolfgang said

one word at the Labour conference “Nonsense” and
he was charged under the Prevention of Terrorism Q412 Chairman: I do not think Sir Christopher
Act. When we have an ID card, until the day he dies Meyer was dispensing toothpaste for ministers.
his ID card will say that he was interrogated under MrBenn: I do not knowwhether he was. I had better
the Prevention of Terrorism Act and that is an read his book. I cannot believe that it did any
example of the Government wanting to know all serious damage.
about us. When you examine these arguments, and
you put them with very great skill, they are old and
familiar arguments; it is embarrassing if the Q413 Mr Liddell-Grainger: We had Simon Jenkins
Americans discover that Sir Christopher Meyer before us who has negotiated to buy serial rights and
thought a minister was a pygmy. I should think the he more than intimated that the thing that sells it is
Americans have thought that of many British the gossip and tattle; that is what they are after, that
ministers over the years without the help of Sir is what they want. If you get a good story about the
ChristopherMeyer; a view no doubt reciprocated by Prime Minister not being able to understand what
British oYcials who have seen Bush and Cheney in you are talking about, it does not matter which
action. Prime Minister, that is secondary. Surely it is the

commercialism now. I accept that is not fair at all:
you wrote yours because you wanted to do it andQ409 Chairman: You have made good points in
you wanted to make a point. Nowadays it isresponse, but I think Ian’s point is that the world in
commercialism; it is blatant commercialism. Wewhich we live wants malice and gossip. Themoney is
have Campbell about to come out, negotiating vastto be found in malice and gossip. That is what
sums of money. We have had other people in frontpublisherswant, that is what newspapers want. Once
of us who made an enormous amount. It has justyou say there are no rules because the public interest
become a commercial circus. Surely we have torequires openness, it is not because people are after
control it.high-minded truths, but after this kind of stuV. The
Mr Benn: If you examine what you have said, thinkquestion then is whether it is actually in the public
about it: ifmalice and gossip is damaging you are notinterest to have that happen.
actually using the rules to protect malice and gossipMr Benn: I think malice and gossip go on on such a
but to prevent the real information from coming out.scale that it has very little bearing on the issue I am
I do not think you can say “We have strict rules toraising which is the right of people who have held
prevent us saying malicious things about eachresponsible positions to write and report what they
other”. The rules are there to see that informationlearned when they were there. You say that malice
about what Government are doing does not comeand gossip sells. I suppose that may be the case; I do
out. I should have thought that if people buy booksnot know. The important thing is to know, for
formalice and gossip, then theywill not be interestedpeople to read it and if I read a book of the kind
in why we went to war with Iraq, if you see what IMeyer wrote, I should not be interested in what he

said about ministers, I should want to know when mean.
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Q414 Mr Liddell-Grainger: I do admit that these they can discount and distinguish between the
information which would be helpful to them and theCabinet minutes of 1975 about the EU and the
gossip which titillates and sells books.things whichwere said are fascinating, but I am a sad

old anorak. I am not going to buy this as a story. I
like what it says. I am just fascinated by what you

Q418 Kelvin Hopkins: The important thing, is it not,and Jenkins and everyone else said in these minutes;
is to get truth out and particularly truth for theit is fascinatingly interesting stuV. If you actually
purposes of history. Is it not worrying that in thethen said in the middle that you thought the Prime
run-up to the Iraq war—and Lord Butler focusedMinister was gay, it would have been the most
on this—a lot of the crucial discussions werefantastic seller; it would have been an absolutely deliberately not minuted, so we shall never havebrilliant piece of tittle-tattle. This is great as an information even under the 30-year rule? This ishistorical document of enormous interest at the precisely what happened; we shall presumably onlytime. There is a lovely quote from you which says have the accounts of the Prime Minister when he

“. . . he was not inflexibly opposed to Britain’s writes his memoirs. Is that not deeply worrying?
membership of the EEC” which is wonderful. Mr Benn: The new form in which government is
Mr Benn: That was not me; that was Eric Varley, conducted—it was not the case when I was there—
was it not? It says the Secretary of State for Energy; using e-mail and so on may mean that the basic
I was not Secretary of State for Energy at the time. information is not permanently in the records to be

studied afterwards. The more informal the nature of
government decision making—and I was last aQ415 Mr Liddell-Grainger: I thought it was you.
minister in 1979 and it was quite diVerent thenThat is even more interesting.
because the technology had not developed at all—MrBenn:You thought that wasme and so did I until
the more it becomes like that, the more important itI realised the date!
is that people’s recollections of what was said should
be available.

Q416 Mr Liddell-Grainger: It is fascinating history
but it is a document, a very interesting document. If

Q419 KelvinHopkins: Is it not also worrying that theyou want to cause the mischief and the trouble, you
Cabinet appears just to have taken really very littlewould spice this up in today’s terms. I am using
part in these discussions and to have had very littletoday’s speak. Surely that cannot be right.
role in making the decision and, as you say, they justMr Benn: I think you are helping my argument by
had reports from the Prime Minister? Will the 30-saying actually what this is all about is to stop nasty
year rule record show a pathetic performancestories getting into the public debate and I think that
compared with what discussions went on about theis what you are really saying, that is what it is really
EEC as recorded in the documents you haveabout and that is totally and absolutely contrary to
presented to us?the public interest. I accept the view that it was the
Mr Benn:Of course I have not seen Cabinet minutessneers from Meyer about ministers which really
since I left the Cabinet in 1979, though these haveannoyed them and actually what should have
come out. I do think that the nature of Cabinetworried them, if the rules were being applied on high government is totally transformed from what it was:principle, would be what he described as what short Cabinet meetings where announcements are

happened at the time. They do not bother about made rather than discussions and debate. We
that; it is the malice and the gossip. You have to live outvoted the Prime Minister. Can you imagine
with that in public life. I do not know what your circumstances where you went round the table and
party is like, they must be terribly friendly, but the the Prime Minister was in a minority? I think that
Labour Party is known on occasions to be spiced up was a genuine democratic debate and I was proud to
in conversation with a degree of malice and gossip be a member of a committee where it was possible.
which is unpleasant, titillating and entertaining. They were formidable people: Jenkins, Crosland,

Crossman and so on. I thought the Cabinet at the
time was very high quality: Jim Callaghan, Wilson,Q417 Mr Liddell-Grainger: You have sat in the
Elwyn-Jones; very, very interesting. I used to sit intearoom, we have all sat in the tearoom and we
Cabinet with three sheets of blank paper: on one Igossip like mad; you know that as well as I do. There
wrote what was going on; one was for what I shouldis a slight diVerence between us lot having a jolly
say if I were called; thirdly, what I had to do after thegood gossip, which we all do, we love it, and
Cabinet. I kept these three bits of paper and then ifpotentially damaging revelations in a larger context.
it was interesting I missed my lunch and went andYou obviously disagree totally. We are going to beg
dictated my diary straight away. Looking back on itto disagree on this one, I am sorry.
now I find it riveting because I can go back on a CD-Mr Benn: People are mature. Do not underestimate
Rom of my diaries and pick any Cabinet, any issuethe intelligence of the electorate. One of the great and follow it right the way through. It helps me nowproblems of the establishment is that they think to be a sensible and useful citizen.

people are so ignorant that they cannot distinguish
between malice and gossip and real information.
The longer I live the more impressed I am by the Q420 Kelvin Hopkins: In future, when memoirs are
incredibly high level of intelligence of peoplewho are written, there will not be a formal record with which

they can be compared.all onGoogle and the internet, they know, they read,
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Mr Benn: No, there will not be. loved arguingwithmy old permanent secretary, with
whom I had flaming rows, Otto Clarke, who was the
father of the present Home Secretary. I knew whatQ421 Kelvin Hopkins: There will not be formal
his view was. He did not retire before I did, but if herecords of many of these crucial discussions. Is that
had and had published a book saying what he wasnot damaging for our democracy?
saying and what I was saying, it would have openedMr Benn: It is and I’ll tell you something else. I have
up the nature of the argument. If he had beencome to this conclusion and I oVer it to you. I am a
malicious about me, which I do not think for aPrivy Councillor. The Privy Council has not met
moment he would have been, any more than I wouldsince I joined it; I was appointed in 1964. It only
want to be malicious about him, it would have beenmeets when the Queen dies. The thing about a Privy
part of the public debate. There is in the back of allCouncillor is that your allegiance is personal to the
these questions which you put the idea thatCrown. The oath for Privy Councillors was secret
somehow the secrecy of the nature of the decision-until I published it. When they read it to me I said I
making is in the public interest, whereas mydid not agree with it. They said that I did not have
argument, as you will appreciate, is that theto agree. I said “What do you mean?”. They used a
openness is in the public interest because citizens willword I never understood until that moment. They
know better how to cast their vote and ask theirsaid “We have administered the oath”. It was an
questions.injection; I had been injected with the Privy

Councillor’s oath. The point I am making is that
Q423 Chairman: I think it turns, as many things do,advisers today are now in eVect Privy Councillors.
on this question of balance.Their allegiance is to the Prime Minister, not to the
Mr Benn: Yes; of course.party, nor to Government, nor Parliament, nor the

public, in the way that my obligations as a Privy
Q424 Chairman: Many of us here have beenCouncillor are simply to the Crown. I find that very
ferocious in our support for freedom of informationinteresting, because it re-interprets what is
legislation.happening now in terms of mediaeval government.
Mr Benn: Yes; I know.We are drifting back into a mediaeval form of

government, just as the House of Lords has been Q425 Chairman: Of course that does protect certain
modernised back to the fourteenth century. When it confidences under criteria. We may argue whether
began there were no hereditary peers; they were all we have the right ones or not, but all such freedom
life peers and the King appointed them. We have of information legislation anywhere in the world
modernised it back and I think our form of seeks to strike a balance between the public interest
government is getting increasingly mediaeval. You in openness and the public interest in confidence. All
have extended me beyond what I meant to say, but we are trying to explore with you in relation to the
you did ask me. publishing of memoirs is where that balance is to be

struck, whether you believe there is a balance to be
Q422 Chairman: May I just bring you back to base? struck and how then it might be enforced.
May I ask you about civil servants? What you are Mr Benn: I think truthfully you just have to leave it
arguing, as I understand it, is that for ministers there to the common sense of the matter. If somebody
can and should be no rules, at least the only rule you leaves oYce and then writes a lot of malicious stuV

have suggested is that you should not publish this about those with whom he previously worked, it will
stuV while you are still a member of the Cabinet, but not do him a lot of good.
once you have gone, you think anything can happen;
even if your colleagues are still there, if you have Q426 Chairman: It will make him a lot of money.
gone, you can do it. Does this apply to civil servants Mr Benn: Not necessarily. I do not think malice
too? You seem to suggest that it does, but the makes an awful lot of money; I do not know, maybe
traditional deal inside government is that ministers it does. Certainly diaries do not. You could have
take responsibility for things which go on. In return argued that in this select committee today I would
they get loyalty from civil servants, who in turn get not have been able to be candid with you if I thought
anonymity. Once we say that civil servants can it was going to be reported. However, I have been as
publish, presumably when they leave their post, candid as I could and you have been as candid with
immediately, that they can record what advice they me and I do not think publicity damages candour.
gave, what ministers said to them, what they said to
ministers, have we not completely changed the Q427 Chairman: We precisely wanted you because

of the fact that you would test our inquiry—I shallrelationship which is at the heart of government?
Mr Benn: I think two things. First of all, advisers not say to destruction—by giving us a robust

statement of the case for maximum openness. Youhave been brought in now who are in eVect civil
servants and they have the power to give civil have done that and in reflecting on these things we

shall have to respond to what you have said to us.servants orders, which I think is outrageous, but
they do, and they can publish their memoirs. So why MrBenn:Thank you very much indeed. I am always

available as I have retired.should civil servants be at a disadvantage to
advisers? The second thing is that I used to argue and Chairman: Thank you so much for coming.
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Q428Chairman:Foreign Secretary, it is very good to and would actually undermine it. So far as these
memoirs are concerned, let me say this: I served, 30have you amongst us to help us with our inquiry into

political memoirs. I think you wanted to make years ago now, as a special adviser in government for
three and a half years, I served for two years fromyourself available to us because you had some views

on this in the light of recent events. I do not know early March 1974 until April 1976 as special adviser
to Barbara Castle and then for fifteen months fromwhether you would like to make a statement by way

of opening, or whether you would just like us to ask April 1976 until July 1977 as special adviser to Peter
Shore. I formed the view then that I could not domyyou some questions?

Mr Straw: I am very happy for you to ask me job unless there was complete confidence in me not
only by the ministers I was serving but also by thequestions in view of the time.
oYcials alongside whom Iwasworking. You have to
live by your deeds and you have to be judged. I neverQ429 Chairman: In that case, let me start oV briefly,
ever thought it appropriate, as it were, to lift the veiland I apologise for the fact that we shall be
on the private advice which I was giving to theinterrupted. When you last came in front of this
ministers I was serving, nor to expose the views ofCommittee you were introducing the Freedom of
the oYcials, because if I had been of that mind andInformation legislation and you were the purveyor
I had said to both the ministers and the oYcials,of openness. My sense is that you have now come as
“Look, here, you need to know I am keeping a diarythe purveyor of closedness, that is that you take a
and themoment I can I am going towrite this up anddim view of these former diplomats and former civil
publish it for money,” both the ministers and theservants who rush into print with their memoirs.
oYcials would have said, “Thank you very much,How can one approach be reconciled with the other?
but you can’t do your job in that way and we can’tMr Straw: I think it is easy to reconcile, and indeed
do our job either if everything that we are saying toI am still a purveyor of openness. Let me say that I
you is going to be published very shortly after youspend far more time in the oYce seeking to expand
leave this job, so there’s the door.” The test that Ion answers to parliamentary questions than ever I
apply, for example in respect of Christopher Meyer,do in seeking to restrict them. I remember Norman
is that if any of those who had been dealing with himBaker, when I was in the Home OYce, although we
at the time (whether they were ministers, the Primehad some disagreements on policy, complimenting
Minister, oYcials, his own colleagues or foreignme for openness. So I am very keen on openness and
diplomats) had thought then that he was writing abeing as open as possible, but you will recall,
diary and was going to publish it with no regardChairman, during all the debates which you and I
eVectively for the Diplomatic Service Rules nor forpersonally had on the Freedom of Information Bill
confidences that he had been oVered then everybodythat all sides accepted there was a balance and the
would have said, “Thank you very much,balance is built into the Freedomof InformationAct
Christopher, but we are not willing to have aitself between openness on the one hand and a public
relationship with you on that basis, and indeed youinterest which actually requires that information in
are incapacitating yourself from doing the job.”some cases should be kept secret, in some cases
That is a very diVerent issue from general opennessshould be wholly exempt and in other cases should
in government.be confidential for a period. This particularly arose

in discussing the exemptions to cover the business of
government and it was accepted on all sides, the Q430 Chairman: One of the issues which we shall

want to discuss with you is whether the rules forpoliticians and oYcials had to have a private space
within which to be able to examine issues in former ministers are the same as the rules for former

civil servants, but your reference to Barbara Castlefrankness without the possibility that their views (as
decisions were being formed, not at the point where is interesting and I know that you were a special

adviser to Barbara Castle in the 1970s, because wethey were ready to be promulgated) and that that
debate would be made public. There was a very clear have been looking at the history of all this and we

have had in here some of the people from thatunderstanding that if that debate was going to be
made public it would actually make the quality of period. We have had David Owen and Bernard

Donoghue in and we had Tony Benn in a week ordecision making in government much more diYcult
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two ago, and they took us back to the Cabinet Mr Straw: Which paragraph is that?
records of those days and of course when, in the
wake of the Crossman diaries and then the RadcliVe Q433 Chairman: I am on paragraph 2.4. Surely that
report, Harold Wilson wanted members of that is quite inconsistent with what we argued about
Cabinet to sign undertakings that they would follow freedom of information?
the rules and not rush into print, Barbara Castle said Mr Straw: No, it is not. First of all, because this is
no, Tony Benn said no, Roy Jenkins said no and so talking about responsibilities on oYcials. What this
did one or two others, so it is quite diYcult, is it not, third tier does is to reflect the fundamental
making this stick? relationship between civil servants and ministers.
Mr Straw: I do not think it is so diYcult to make it What you have in this country, and I happen to
stick, and let me say that I think there are two think it is a good system, is a permanent civil service
obligations on ministers, but they are in some who serve successive governments of diVerent
respects (not all respects) diVerent from those on political persuasions and there is essentially a

bargain between the civil service and ministers andoYcials, and I will explain why in a moment, if you
political parties. The bargain is that we, as ministers,wish. That was a particularly diYcult period and
we collectively as a government, take on trust thoseRichard Crossman had been determined to try and
oYcials who appear before us. Even after all thesebreach the rules. In those days, in any event, let me
years in government, apart from my own privatesay, there was far too much secrecy. I have been
oYce and very senior oYcials, I have no sayrefreshing my memory of the RadcliVe Committee
whatever, nor do I think I should, over theReport in preparation for this session and I had
appointment of oYcials. You take them on trustactually forgotten that in those days just the fact of
both as to their professionalism, their integrity, theirwho was on a Cabinet Committee was an oYcial
ability to keep confidences and their generalsecret, so I have no doubt that 30 years ago I would
trustworthiness. In return, as a minister, you oVerhave been breaking the OYcial Secrets Act just
them trust and agree that you will not seek to knowmentioning, as I did earlier, that I have a Cabinet
their political opinions, provided they reciprocate inCommittee meeting which I am chairing at 4.30, and
terms of loyalty to the Government, and also you dothe level of classification of documents, say in the
not gratuitously criticise them because they cannotDepartment of Health and Social Security, which
answer back. It is not for oYcials to create thedoes not have that many secrets, was absolutely
possibility of embarrassment to the Government inextraordinary. There is not only more openness
the conduct of its policies, that is fornow, but in practice and in law many more powers
parliamentarians, it is for the use of powers underare available to parliamentarians and to the public
the Freedom of Information Act. It is forto get at truths which ministers or oYcials may wish
parliamentarians, and I have spent 18 years into cover up, and there have been recent controversies
opposition, so every day of my time in opposition Ito prove that. That is a diVerent issue, in my would try and embarrass the Government, and quite

judgment, from keeping diaries. I have said what I right, too. It is for journalists and formembers of the
said about diaries. I do not keep a diary myself. I am public these days under the Freedom of Information
uncomfortable about the idea of diaries. Barbara Act, for which I am proud to say I was responsible.
Castle was very nice about me on every page where Chairman: I think we will settle for that as the
I appear, so I have no complaints personally about opening exchange. There may be one or two votes,
her diary keeping, but I do just say that if people are but we will resume once we have done that.
going to write a diary quite swiftly after the time they
leave then it can be very diYcult in terms of personal

The Committee suspended from 2.47 pm to 3.11 pmrelationships. for a division in the House

Q431 Chairman: Can we just try to unravel some of Q434 Chairman:We will continue our session, and I
the points as we go along, because I asked you about apologise again for the disturbance.We were having
the Freedom of Information Act to start with and an opening exchange about this balance between
you said it was designed to protect certain categories freedom of information generally and the provisions

to do with controlling publications by former civilof information, and of course it was, but if you go
servants and also former ministers. Just one lastback to those debates I remember we had these very
point I would put to you on this is that when Sirexchanges and you were adamant that it was not
Jeremy Greenstock came to see us, our former mandesigned simply to protect politicians from
at the UN and our former man in Baghdad—and Iembarrassment, that there had to be proper criteria,
am sure colleagues will want to ask you about someyet when I look at the Diplomatic Service
of the details of that case—he put a very, very strongRegulations—
argument about where the balance of public interestMr Straw: The new version or the old version?
would lie in a case like his. He said, “Mistakes were
made over Iraq and part of the whole point in

Q432 Chairman: I think both actually—the criteria writing about it is in the public interest, the lessons
which are given for things that should not happen, to be learned from the true story rather than from
one of them is publications that “create the assumed facts or distortions of facts. I think there is
possibility of embarrassment to the Government in a value in some transparency about these things in

the public interest.” Is that not a strong argument?the conduct of its policies”.
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Mr Straw: I think it is a strong argument. I do not before entering into a contract with a publisher. As
I say, I have no criticism of him in respect of that, butthink it is a conclusive argument, and it has to be

balanced against other considerations. Could I just it happens to be the case that if he was applying the
rules to the letter then he should have sought priormake it clear that I have absolutely no criticism to

make of Sir Jeremy Greenstock. He observed the clearance for the writing of the book and that may
have saved a lot of diYculty. In any event, there wasrules, he submitted his book. I had a discussion with

him and that would have been preceded by some correspondence with Jeremy. I then had submitted
to me an extract, not the whole book, and I knowcorrespondence. We had a diVerence of view, but he

accepted that the rules were such that in the end it that he made the point to you when he saw you that
I had not read the whole book. I have got a hugewould be my view which would prevail, and let me

say that he is a diplomat whom I hold in the highest amount to do, but what I did do was to read all the
extracts which had been flagged up for me whichregard, and also on a personal level I have got very

great aVection for him. I just want to make that were relevant and got a sense of it, and I felt that it
should not be published because it breached aclear. As it happens, what I read of the book was

rather helpful to the Government’s case in respect of number of the criteria laid down by RadcliVe and
reflected in the DSRs. In the end—and I do notIraq rather than unhelpful, so there was no

suggestion of seeking to stop its publication because know whether you are complaining about this—
ministers have to make decisions. If you are sayingof embarrassment. Could I just say in respect of that,

Chairman, because you asked me about that in the to me he felt strung along by oYcials, that is simply
not the case. As I recall, oYcials were in no diVerenttruncated discussion, the rule in DSR 5, paragraph

2, is “create the possibility of embarrassment to a position from me, but in the end these things are
matters for ministers in any event.the Government in the conduct of its policies”.

We are not talking about embarrassment to the
Government generally or embarrassment to

Q436 Chairman: But the Diplomatic Serviceindividual members of the Government because
Regulations say: “The final authority for allsomething has been said personally disobliging, and
members and former members of the Diplomaticit is quite important to say that that rule is qualified
Service is the Permanent Under-Secretary”?by “in the conduct of its policies”. Of course, above
Mr Straw:Yes, and the Permanent Under-Secretaryall with issues of war it is crucial that there are
agreed with me as well, let me say, so there was notrecords and that these records are in due course
an issue between Michael Jay and myself, but I amavailable for scrutiny by historians, by
entitled to have an opinion in that situation, I wouldparliamentarians and by the public. That has always
have thought.been the case and that is absolutely fundamental

because in war, more than anything else, ministers
should be fully accountable, responsible and Q437 Paul Flynn: What we heard in evidence from
answerable for the decisions which they have Mr Greenstock was, “At the end of June 2005 Sir
advised Parliament of, and they have put men and Michael Jay informedme that the Foreign Secretary
women in harm’s way and some of them will have had just become aware that I was intending to write
been killed and injured, which has been the case in for publication and had expressed strong objections,
respect of Iraq. Coming to this discrete issue about though he had not read the text.” Greenstock told us
Sir Jeremy Greenstock’s book, he was only able to that the writing is clearly written for publication and
gain those insights that he had because everybody all the signals were that it would be okay and that
around him, including me, assumed that he was you personally had intervened before you had read
following the same rules and conventions of the book and said you did not want it published. Is
confidentiality as everybody else in the room, that true?
everybody else who was receiving in writing minutes Mr Straw: I had been given a synopsis of what was
and memoranda. So he had privy access, in the text, I had not read the text at that stage, but
confidential access. I think in that situation—and I took exception in principle to the idea of a very
this is a point which in the end without very much senior diplomat publishing a record of events which
debate he accepted—it cannot be for one individual were as fresh as they had been in such circumstances.
to determine whether those conventions and rules I just come back to the point I made right at the
should or should not be broken because the system beginning—
simply cannot operate in such circumstances. It has
to be some kind of objective set of rules and

Q438 Paul Flynn: Rather than repeat the point,objective criteria.
could I carry on as there is a number of questions I
want to ask in the limited time? Is not the diVerence

Q435Chairman:The problem is, he went through all that your attitude to Christopher Meyer’s book
the processes. As you said yourself just now, he (which was tittle-tattle and of no great consequence)
played exactly by the rules, submitted the was that you were happy to see that go ahead,
manuscript, was getting all the clearances and then oVensive as itmight have been to you personally, but
you saw him, I think, and told him he should not that you had strong objections to Craig Murray’s
do it? book about Uzbekistan and Greenstock’s book
Mr Straw: No. There was one thing which he might because they were in a diVerent category, because
have done, and I think we now make it very clear in they talked about something serious, which was the

relationship between Britain and America, and thatthe new rules, which is to seek approval in principle
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was something which might embarrass you and routinely murders and rapes its own citizens using
the agents of the state, and in fact he alleges that theyembarrass the country and you wanted to stop them

being published? boil prisoners alive. He was distressed by what he
saw in his period as our Ambassador in UzbekistanMr Straw: There is a complete consistency between

the decisions which were taken in respect of the and he wants to get that information in the public
domain. He claims that he was strung along by theMeyer book and those taken in respect of Jeremy

Greenstock’s book, and also which have been taken oYcials. At the oYcial level he had no trouble, it was
the exchange of emails, messages and letters, and hein respect of the Murray book. In the end, a

judgment was made in respect of Meyer’s book— withdrew many parts of the book to accommodate
the Government’s objections, but when he got toand this was spelt out by Lord Turnbull when he

gave evidence—that we were unlikely to succeed in your level, the political level, he was stopped and he
lays the charge that he was stopped entirely by you,obtaining an injunction to restrain publication

because it was mainly tittle-tattle. It was fairly personally by you. Is that right?
Mr Straw: First of all, let me make this clear ininoVensive tittle-tattle, but Meyer was disobliging

about me, amongst many other people, but that respect of Craig Murray: we supported Craig
Murray in the position which he took in respect ofseemed tome to be not remotely a reason for seeking

to prevent publication. For that reason, Meyer was the abuse of human rights by the Uzbekistan
Government. That is not just in private, it is true inwritten to on behalf of the Cabinet Secretary to

explain that we were not going to seek to restrain public as well. If you look through the human rights
reports which we have published over the years, theypublication, but neither were we approving it. In

respect of JeremyGreenstock’s book, it was diVerent clearly supported what he was saying, not least
based on his own reporting. As for the decisionsand the reason it was diVerent was because we

judged that it did breach those criteria laid down in which are currently being taken in respect of Craig
Murray, how it works in government is thatRadcliVe and which successive governments have

followed. submissions come up to ministers and where a
permanent secretary may, by the rules, have
technically the final decision, it is rare for aQ439 Paul Flynn: But the criteria which you
permanent secretary to act without seeking thewere worried about, surely, was the personal
opinion of the Secretary of State. In the case of Craigembarrassment to yourself as Foreign Secretary?
Murray, he has been a deep embarrassment to theMr Straw: No.
whole of the Foreign OYce at an oYcial level as well
as of concern to ministers. I made the final decisions

Q440 Paul Flynn: The name of the Greenstock book and I can provide the Committee with a note of the
is The Cost of War and would you not agree that the sequence of those decisions, but I am responsible for
cost of war in Britain was born by the 102 families those decisions.
who lost their loved ones as a result of that decision
to go to war in support of Bush, and is it not more

Q442 Paul Flynn: Craig Murray claims to haveplausible that the reason you wanted to stop the
under the Data Protection Act and Freedom ofbook was to prevent the full truth of the war and its
Information Act detailed documents which consistaftermath being published?
of minutes about the handling of the disciplinaryMr Straw: No, not remotely the case, Mr Flynn.
procedure against him, and in particular he says theyYou are right to say that those individuals and their
give irrefutable evidence of the detailed personalfamilies have born the very high cost of war. As it
involvement of the Secretary of State, Jack Straw,happens, from the extracts I read I do not think the
both in holding minutes and in writing minutes inbook by Jeremy Greenstock is remotely disobliging
the setting up and detailed conduct of theabout me at all and on the whole from what I saw it
disciplinary charges against him. This evidence iswas actually supportive of the Government’s case
included in the text of his book and he says that yourather than not supportive. But I come back to this
have repeatedly denied that you have anykey issue, which seems to me fundamental for the
connection with the action taken against him. IsCommittee and to be behind thewhole of these rules,
that true?which is that if either Jeremy Greenstock or Meyer
Mr Straw: I would have to see the details. Of coursehad said to us when they were in meetings with us,
the Permanent Secretary kept me informed about“Look, you need to know that I’m writing all this
the disciplinary processes which were to be begundown and I’m going to publish a nearly
against Craig Murray, but were subsequentlycontemporaneous record of confidential discussions
withdrawn, a decision with which I had nothingin which I am participating,” we would have had to
whatever to do, neither with setting up thehave said, “Well, thank you very much, but you
disciplinary process nor its withdrawal, let me say. Itcannot do your job.” They could not have done their
is also quite important to bear in mind that Craigjob, is the answer. So there is an issue here not just
Murray in the end left the service on medical earlyabout the publication of memoirs, there is an issue
retirement, he was not sacked.here about how you obtain and maintain good

governance in the interests of the country.
Q443 Paul Flynn: He argues that the laws of
defamation, libel, the OYcial Secrets Act, DataQ441 Paul Flynn: Craig Murray’s book—and you

would agree, I believe, that CraigMurray worked in Protection Act, Freedom of Information Act, the
lot, give enough protection tomake sure that he doesa country with an odious regime which he alleges
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not overstep the mark so far as the publication of his Q447 Paul Flynn: How can we be certain that you
are acting in the national interest, or by seeking tobook is concerned. His legal advisers approved the
ban these two books acting in your own personalpublication of the book.
interest to avoid embarrassment to yourself?Mr Straw: His legal advisers?
Mr Straw: No, I am not acting in my own personal
interest.

Q444 Paul Flynn: Yes. The only reason it has not
Q448 Paul Flynn: Would that be a legitimate thingbeen published—and we do not know what is in it—
to do, would you say?is that your Department and you personally
MrStraw: In any event, if I were to, that would comethreatened to use Crown copyright against him,
out in any court action which may take place. In thewhich would involve his publishers in an expensive
case of the book by Sir Jeremy Greenstock, as I say,legal action and eVectively gag Mr Murray. Is that
I have no criticism of the way he has conductedtrue?
himself. He was a very fine diplomat who providedMr Straw: We have made our position clear to
excellent advice to the Government. I regard him asMr Murray and that has been laid out in
a friend as well and, as it happens—and I havecorrespondence. I do not have a copy directly here,
already said this—so far as I know, the bookwas notbut I can get one in a second. That has been made
remotely disobliging about me in any event and onclear to him. Of course, if you come into a service—
balance supported the Government’s position. Inand I do not believe that even you, Mr Flynn, are
respect of the CraigMurray book, letme say thatMrsuggesting otherwise—you sign up to a contract in
Murray has already published an awful lot of histhat service, accept all the privileges which go with
position on websites, and that has been very wellbeing members of the Diplomatic Service, but
known, and were there to be legal action I am sureobligations too—
that one of the points MrMurray would take would
be that there was some kind of personal interest by
me, but there is not and the record books show that.

Q445 Paul Flynn: What are the obligations which
apply to Christopher Meyer?

Q449 Mr Prentice: Is the Foreign OYce going toMr Straw: Allow me to finish, please. If you then
take legal action against Craig Murray’s publishersbreak those obligations, or appear to break those if they go ahead and publish the book?obligations, then of course you must bear the Mr Straw:We have written to Craig Murray setting

consequences. out the legal position. I am afraid I am not, Mr
Prentice, going to anticipate decisions we make. We
do not know precisely what the book will contain

Q446 Paul Flynn: But why do they not apply to and where there is any consideration of legal action
Christopher Meyer? Christopher Meyer almost it is not wise to air one’s options in public, and I am
certainly broke those obligations and you did not act not going to.
against him because what he was writing was tittle-
tattle, but when someone is writing something which Q450 Mr Prentice: Apparently, there is going to be
has serious consequences about our relationship a film made with Alan Partridge, Our Man in
with America you ban the book? Tashkent!
Mr Straw: No. As I say, there is this fine but rather Mr Straw: Yes, so I see.
important distinction to be made between, as you
describe it, tittle-tattle—and much of Meyer’s book Q451 Mr Prentice: What are we going to do about
was tittle-tattle of the salacious kind—where the the film?
advice was (and it was pretty clear) that there was no Mr Straw:Let us cross that bridge when we get to it,
point pursuing Christopher Meyer through the is the answer.
courts and other circumstances where the potential
damage to the national and the public interest Q452 Mr Prentice: Craig Murray says that because
appears to be more substantial. You have a you have an interest in all these matters, you should
particular view of our relationship with the United not be the person who has the final say, it should be
States, but I think there is a general principle here an independent disinterested body of people. There
which does not only apply to our relationship with is some force in that, is there not? If books are being
the United States but with Germany, the Russian published and they mention Jack Straw, Foreign
Federation, the People’s Republic of China and any Secretary, doing this, that or the next thing, it would
other country with whom we have diplomatic be better if someone other than Jack Straw decided
relations, which is that those relations cannot be whether the book should be published?
properly conducted unless the core part of them can Mr Straw: First of all, I am told—and I have not
be conducted in confidence. I may say that that was read the Murray book—that it does not contain
agreed by Parliament when we were taking through much detail about me. There is no suggestion in the
the Freedom of Information Act. So what we are book that I was personally concerned or involved in
seeking to do in this is not very diVerent from his dismissal, and I was not personally concerned or
policies agreed by Parliament not very long ago after involved in the disciplinary proceedings, which in
very extensive debates on the Freedom of the end were aborted; nor was I involved in the

decision to agree early medical retirement for him, IInformation Act.
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want tomake that clear. He did, as you know, decide senior level in the Foreign OYce, all 460 members of
the seniormanagement service of the British Foreignto stand against me in Blackburn. That was his

democratic right. I am sitting here because I won the OYce, bar a few, or even the majority, were political
appointees who went through the same kind ofelection and he is not sitting here because he did not,

so I do not feel any personal animus towards him system including agreement in Parliament (as
happened in the States), then the conventions andandwe both conducted ourselves in theway inwhich

people conduct themselves in elections, and it is his rules which should apply in respect of both simply
would be diVerent. But our system is not that systemdemocratic right. The position is that we have not

approved the book, we are not going to pursue legal and our conventions and rules have to be established
to take account of ensuring that our system canremedies to prevent publication, but we have

reserved our rights and we will actively consider our operate properly. Since you are the Public
Administration Committee, I just say to you thatlegal options if he publishes. I think that is entirely

reasonable. public administration would collapse if we had a
permanent civil service which simply could not be
trusted by ministers. It would not work.Q453 Mr Prentice: Can I go back to Jeremy

Greenstock, whose book is in the fridge at the
moment! He was our man in Baghdad in 2003 and Q458 Chairman: We are testing both sides of this
2004 and he cannot tell the world about his argument, and it is a real argument.
experiences, but Paul Bremer, who was the head of Mr Straw: I know you are, and it is a serious
the Coalition Provisional Authority, has just argument and if I may say so, without being
published a book. Have you read Paul Bremer’s impertinent, it is a really important question which
book? he raises.
Mr Straw: I have not read Paul Bremer’s book.

Q459 Chairman: But the point is, we tend to think
Q454 Mr Prentice: I do not want to sound here the sky is going to fall in if things happen, and
impertinent, but you are the Foreign Secretary.Why then we find the sky does not fall in. Paul Bremer
have you not read the book, or had someone in the publishes his book and the sky does not fall in. The
ForeignOYce do a little précis of it and boil it down? Americans do not say, “We can no longer conduct
Mr Straw: I do not want to sound presumptuous our foreign policy because these people write books
here, but I guess I know a good deal of what is in it like this,” and you get Greenstock, as you say, a very
anyway and, frankly, he is not on my reading list. responsible figure, who thinks he has got something

to contribute to public debate, no tittle-tattle, very
responsible, and yet you say he cannot do it, despiteQ455 Mr Prentice: Does it shock you that you are
the fact that he has been through all the clearingnot in the index, not one reference?
process?Mr Straw: No, not at all.
MrStraw:He has not gone through all the clearance
process because he did not get clearance, and he didQ456 Mr Prentice: This was in 2003 and 2004, and
not get clearance for a very good reason.yet there are lots of references to JeremyGreenstock.

MrStraw:Good.Hewasworking alongside Jeremy.
Q460 Chairman: That is because he met you!
Mr Straw: It was not just because he met me, but IQ457 Mr Prentice: And Bremer is describing events
have a role in that. I happen to be the Foreignwhich Greenstock presumably would describe if his
Secretary and he was working with me, and yes, hebook was available for publication! It is a funny old
did have something important to say. Of course heworld, is it not?
has something important to say, as I have alreadyMr Straw: Let me just say this: first of all, of course
complimented him, but what he had to say arosethere will be loads of references to Jeremy
from his admission to confidential discussions andGreenstock in the book because they were working
his acceptance of confidences. That was the basisalongside each other in Baghdad, so it would be
upon which he received that information and youastonishing if he wrote a book about his experiences
cannot receive information on one basis and thenin Baghdadwithoutmentioning JeremyGreenstock.
unilaterally decide you are going to change the basisAs far as I recall, I only went to Baghdad once
upon which you received the information,during the period when Bremer was there. The other
otherwise, to come back to my point—and you arepoint, and it is a very important point, is that you are
right, it is a really important debate—publicsuggesting that the rules or lack of rules which apply
administration will break down and the confidencein the American system should apply to the British
of ministers in oYcials who are part of a permanentsystem. Okay, but the two are not cognate and in the
civil service (whether it is the Home Civil Service orAmerican system, as we all know, the whole of the
the Diplomatic Service) will start to evaporate, andsenior staV of the administration are politically
that is an issue not just for the current governmentappointed. So the conventions and rules which apply
but governments of all parties and at all times.in respect of those staV are completely diVerent from

those which have to apply if you are to have a
permanent civil service which serves successive Q461 Mr Prentice: But Christopher Meyer would

say that what is sauce for the goose is sauce for thegovernments. Mr Prentice, you know that to be the
case, and it is absolutely fundamental. If we were to gander, and there has been a whole stream of

memoirs published by politicians still around today,have a system in this country where everybody at a
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our colleague Clare Short, the late Robin Cook, and Heather Yasamee—“and his recollection is that
while he may not have cited [the Diplomatic Serviceso on and so forth. So that is whatMeyer would say,

that is it quite wrong that retired diplomats should Regulations] formally, he believes that he delivered
a clear enough message of concern that Christopherhave constraints put upon them, quite onerous

constraints, which do not apply to others? Meyer was getting close to crossing the line
protected by the Regulations.” That is a point whichMr Straw: First of all, let me say that I saw from

Christopher Meyer’s evidence that he was trying to Christopher Meyer was making, that the process
was just all over the place. He maintains he was notmake some distinction between being a serving

oYcer and then a retired oYcer. The Diplomatic told about these Regulations in June 2004.
Mr Straw: In 2004, I think that was in respect ofService Rules as they were at the time when he

retired were very clear that these responsibilities and something he had said on the television or radio, not
in respect of the publication of a book. It was later,obligations continued on him. Also—and I think

you flushed this out—it simply was incorrect for him as I recall the sequence, that we discovered. I think
it was something on the internet.to claim that he was unaware of the Diplomatic

Service Rules or that they had not been drawn to his
attention, because they were explicitly drawn to his Q465 Mr Prentice: Yes. I am just going to refresh
attention when we first got wind of his book by the your recollection. This was the letter from Sir
head of the relevant department on 30 June 2005. I Michael Jay to Christopher Meyer on 7 August
have two things to say on ministerial memoirs. First 2005. I do not want to get submerged in the detail,
of all, ministers are in a diVerent position because but he says, “As to our conversation on the
ministers are publicly accountable. This is reflected telephone in June 2004, we have, on the basis of your
in RadcliVe and in the evidence of Lord Turnbull letter, sharply diVerent recollections.” This is from
and Lord Wilson. Ministers are publicly Meyer to Jay. “You called me to say that people
accountable for their actions, so there has to be a ‘over the road’,” presumably Number 10—
point at which they can be brought to account or Mr Straw: Yes.
oVer account, particularly if they resign from
government as, for example, Clare Short and Robin

Q466 Mr Prentice: — “as well as Jack Straw andCook did under this administration and Nigel
Patricia Hewitt, were concerned about things that ILawson and GeoVrey Howe did under the
said or been reported to have said. You added thatadministration ofMrs Thatcher. But that said, rules
I should myself be concerned to have disturbed suchshould apply to ministers, and they do, and in both
major figures. Jack Straw,” he said, “may even callClare Short’s case and Robin Cook’s case they
me.” So that is what it was all about.submitted their text in accordance with the
Mr Straw: Can I just say that two things happened.Ministerial Code and got clearance. My
Back in 2004 there was concern about things whichunderstanding is that in each case, certainly Robin’s
Meyer was saying or writing, and I cannot actuallycase, he changed some part of the text.
remember the basis of that. It certainly was not a
book at that stage. I was concerned about it andQ462 Chairman:GeoVrey Robinson, your colleague
there was also concern in Downing Street. I did notfrom Coventry?
know Patricia Hewitt was concerned, but evidentlyMr Straw: I am aware of Clare Short, but I am not
she was. As a result of that and also concerns in theaware of –
oYce—let me say the Diplomatic Service as a whole
(if I may oVer this on their behalf) were actually very

Q463 Chairman: He just published, he did not go angry about Meyer’s behaviour. The result of that
through any of the rigmarole. was thatMichael Jay spoke to ChristopherMeyer in
Mr Straw: He may get that, and I think there is an June 2004. Michael has set out his recollection and
obligation on ministers because it cuts both ways. apparently he did not directly draw attention to the
There is a particular obligation onministers because DSR, but what is the case is that back in December
it cuts both ways. There is a particular obligation on 2002 when he was sent a pre-retirement letter by the
ministers, in my view, not gratuitously to criticise then Head of the Human Resources Department,
oYcials who cannot answer back. That was one of Alan Charlton, on 2 December, he was told on page
the reasons why there was such concern about the 13—this letter, I think, is before the Committee, a
Crossman diaries, and that is reflected in the copy of the letter from Heather Yasamee of 30 June
RadcliVe Report. 2005—“After retirement you remain bound by the

duty of confidentiality under theOYcial Secrets Act.
You should consult the Head of Personnel Policy ifQ464Mr Prentice:Meyer is very, very critical of the

process. In fact, I called Meyer a liar. you are considering taking part in any activities
(including writing for a publication) in ways whichMr Straw: You did.

Mr Prentice: Yes, and there was a dispute between may disclose oYcial information or use of oYcial
experience or which may aVect the government’sChristopher Meyer and Sir Michael Jay about what

happened at the conversation which took place on 4 relations with other countries”. So he was very
clearly on notice, and he was reminded back in 2002,June, I think, 2004. I have now received a letter from

the Foreign and Commonwealth OYce dated 21 and then when this letter was sent in June 2005 when
we had got information that he was going to publishMarch which tells me, because we sought

clarification from the Permanent Secretary, a book, he was reminded explicitly of the terms of
the Diplomatic Service Code. There is no question“Michael Jay has been consulted”—this is from
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about it. So for him then subsequently to say that he Mr Straw: I do not think that is the case, as a matter
of fact, and here I am parti pris, but I do not believedid not know anything about it or that in subsequent

conversations Michael Jay failed to say, “I am that there is any diYculty in relations between
ministers and oYcials in the Foreign OYce, andcalling you in respect of DSR 5,” is, frankly, risible,

laughable. equally there was none when I was Secretary of State
for the Home OYce, the Home Secretary. Also, I
was not aware that David Owen had said that, but IQ467 Chairman: Let us not get lost in the detail, but
have to say that in many ways I think thewhy did you not just get Meyer in like you got
relationship between civil servants and ministers isGreenstock in and say, “Be a good chap”?
healthier than it was 30 years ago when I workedMr Straw: Because it was clear from the
alongside David Owen, when he was theconversationswhichMichael Jay had reported tome
Parliamentary Under-Secretary to Barbara Castle.that that was not going to work.
Of course, there is going to be creative tension
between ministers and oYcials, for sure, preciselyQ468Chairman:Because he was not a good chap, he
because oYcials are permanent and are going to takewas a cad, was he not?
a long view. OYcials will also wish to ensure thatMr Straw: Well, that was your description rather
ministers do not cut corners, and ministers will bethan mine, and I have already said, as I said on the
impatient, trying to get themselves and theirToday programme at the end of November when I
government re-elected, and so there is that tension;was first asked about this, he broke very clear trust,
but it is also the case that government these days isno question about it.
infinitely more accountable than it was 30 years ago,
much more accountable. All sorts of things were

Q469 Chairman: But if the conclusion is that the covered up, and could be covered up, 30 years ago
good chaps do not get to publish and the cads do get which could not possibly be covered up today. There
to publish, something has gone wrong, has it not? were no Select Committees to speak of 30 years ago.
MrStraw:As I said toMrFlynn, there is a diVerence The Departmental Select Committees did not get
in the case ofMeyer and that of Jeremy Greenstock. going until late 1979. The level of the number of
Meyer’s book is mainly tittle-tattle. Yes, if you pitch parliamentary questions which were put toministers
your book at that sort of level the chances are that it was a handful compared with today. There was no
will not be subject to legal action, but what has Freedom of Information Act, no Human Rights
happened in the case of ChristopherMeyer is that he Act. So the level of scrutiny is very substantial and,
has destroyed his reputation and actually the what is more, on the precise point, Mr Burrowes,
sanction which he suVered, including from this you are raising, or I think you are implying, where an
Committee, is far greater than any sanction he is oYcial believes that a minister is acting improperly,
likely to have suVered in court. He has destroyed his there are, first of all, proper procedures for dealing
reputation. I think Richard Wilson or Andrew with that and there is legal protection (provided
Turnbull said to this Committee that one of the those procedures have been followed) for whistle-
sanctions was ostracism. The guy has been blowers which were not there 30 years ago.
completely ostracised. He has also raised huge
questions about the credibility of the Press
Complaints Commission. So the legacy of his Q471 Mr Burrowes: Yes, but I just take it a bit
publication and his betrayal is a very substantial one further, whether the culture has changed,
and a very poor one for him. particularly for civil servants. I recognise, perhaps,

to some extent the accountability issue in relation to
politicians, but as far as civil servants are concerned,Q470 Mr Burrowes: In relation to these memoirs,
when they see themselves used, abused or disused—such as Sir ChristopherMeyer’s and others, you talk
two senior civil servants have been removedin the context of the issue of trust in public
recently, Nigel Crisp, Johnston McNeill—they mayadministration and good governance. Is not the
see that their accountability can only be shownproblem, though, and in a sense the mess that is
eventually in being forced to seek to publish theiraround in relation to thesememoirs, not somuch the
own accounts and there may be a sense of grievanceissue of publication but ironically what those who
now which Lord Owen himself says was not thereare publishing are seeking to expose, which in the
previously, that the way an administration dealswords of Lord Owen (who gave evidence to us)
with its civil servants can lead to that grievance,concerns the separation between impartial
which leads ultimately to people wanting to publish?administration and political decision making, which
Mr Straw: I regret any situation where individualhas become blurred, and in his words has led to
civil servants are subject to severe public criticismdisillusionment bordering on contempt for
and I do not think it is right either. I am happy topoliticians by civil servants and diplomats, and vice
criticise oYcials who I do not think are doing theirversa, and indeed in Sir ChristopherMeyer’s case he
job, but I think part of the responsibility that rests onseeks to expose a fiction that Foreign OYce and its
ministers is that they are not party to exposing thatdiplomats are being cut out of the loop between
criticism on oYcials publicly because they cannotNumber 10 and the White House, and others have
answer back. I am very clear about that. Can I alsosimilarly probably expressed displeasure as well. It is
say that the fact that one or two permanentthat fundamental concern within the administration
secretaries may have resigned early or taken earlythat they are seeking to expose which has led to the

problems we are in now? retirement is nothing new. There were cases in the
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sixties and seventies, and they continue as well. It is respect of the Foreign OYce—I have not seen that
article and it is actually a parody of the situation—a feature of all governments that from time to time

people in such senior positionsmay not see eye to eye what happens is that where you have a country
moving to war the decisions have always in respectand may feel that they have, as it were, served their

time and their purpose and will then take early of that shifted to Downing Street, and that is right
because the ultimate responsibility for leading theretirement, but I do not think that is evidence that

the conventions are being undermined. recommendation to Cabinet and to Parliament has
to be a matter for the head of government because
there is nomore serious issue thanwhether a country

Q472 Kelvin Hopkins: Specifically following what should go to war. I have actually seen this over the
David was saying, these memoirs—and there are last four and a half years, but as that decision is
going to be more of them—do give the very clear implemented and other issues move onto the agenda
feeling that morale in the civil service was lower than of the Prime Minister then the focus, in this case the
it was and that Meyer may have been a lightweight, foreign policy, shifts back. If you take, for example,
a bit of a smart alec and so on, but he did feel he was the most dominant issue of the day today, which is
being marginalised. He was a senior Ambassador Iran, the whole of that dossier is being run in the
who was marginalised in a very serious situation. Foreign OYce by me and by my oYcials. Of course,
Others are trying to publish and not being permitted I have kept the Prime Minister informed and his
to do so, and others, no doubt—Sir Nigel Crisp and oYcials, but it has not remotely been a dossier which
others (Lord Crisp as he is going to be now)—will Downing Street has in any sense been initiating, and
publish in due course. They are obviously unhappy the Prime Minister has been very happy indeed with
and frustrated and this seems to fit with an article that. I could go through a whole list of other dossiers
today by Michael Binyon in the Times suggesting as well.
that all power is actually being taken by Downing Chairman: I do not want to get too wide if we can
Street, the Foreign OYce is now no longer the glory avoid it. I am anxious to get you away by the time
it was and that it could be replaced by a fax! That is you need to be away, so perhaps we could rattle it
a quip of his, but on the other hand, he is making a along a bit.
point. Is it not the case that government is changing Kelvin Hopkins: I will come back another time.
significantly, that power is being more concentrated
and that ministers are now seen by the civil servants

Q473 Jenny Willott: You seemed to suggest earlierto be Downing Street’s representatives in their
that you believe it is fundamentally wrong for adepartments, not their representatives in Cabinet,
diplomat to publish memoirs of any kind, no matterwhich is what they used to be?
what the content is?Mr Straw: No, I do not agree with that analysis.
MrStraw:No. If I have given that impression, I haveFirst of all, on the issue of morale, there is no
not meant it. Diplomats have often publishedevidence whatsoever that Christopher Meyer or
memoirs. I thought this was a joke when I read it inCraig Murray are exemplars of morale or anything
my briefing and it turns out that one diplomatelse in the Foreign OYce, indeed the anger that is felt
recently published a book about his memories ofby the vast majority of people in the Diplomatic
bird-watching as a diplomat. It would be absurd toService about what they see as a personal betrayal by
try and have any control over that. It was called Apeople whom they treated as colleagues is absolutely
Diplomat and His Birds. I will get it for Mr Prentice!intense. Also, if you happen, Mr Hopkins, to have
But I do not say that, and provided diplomats arebeen to the leadership conference, which we held in
willing to submit to the rules, that is fine. Quite athe Foreign OYce yesterday, I think you would get
number have published memoirs, but thea sense that morale is pretty good. This has been a
fundamental issue here is the issue of time. Plainly,very tough period, the last three or four years,
after 30 years people publish books and that is verybecause of September 11 and everything else which
diVerent from three years or three months.has gone subsequently, and the financial

circumstances, because of those pressures, have been
diYcult, but the Foreign OYce has come through Q474 Jenny Willott: I was going to ask about that
that, inmy judgment, with flying colours. On this old because what we have been looking at as part of this
saw about power shifting to Downing Street, it is the inquiry is whether the current rules work, and if not
case that where you have a strong Prime Minister he what should be done to change it. Do you feel that
will seek to exercise authority over individual the current rules are working at the moment or that
departments. That is not just true for the present they do need alterations?
Prime Minister, it was true for Margaret Thatcher Mr Straw: They are working up to a point. I think
and it is true for any Prime Minister down the ages it is wrong to suggest, either in respect of oYcials or
who feels in a dominant position. But secretaries of ministers, that they have totally broken down. Most
state who are doing their job acknowledge the oYcials understand the obligations on them very
authority of the PrimeMinister, but also ensure that clearly and observe them, which is why they are so
they arguewith the PrimeMinister, argue in Cabinet angry about what happened in the Meyer case, and
and argue bilaterally. That has always been my I thinkmostministers do, but there can be somewho
approach, certainly not to spill the beans publicly push things. The codes did work in respect of Clare
but to be very robust in what I think is the right Short and Robin Cook, two very high-profile people
judgment, and sometimes the Prime Minister may who resigned. The 15 year rule of RadcliVe has

plainly broken down, in my judgment, and also soagree with me, sometimes he may not. Let me say in
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far as the Diplomatic Service Rules were concerned, they had accepted confidences. So I think looking at
issues of profit, holding them to account andit was clear that there were some ambiguities; not

enough, in my view, to allow Christopher Meyer to contractual obligations are very important and I
think the Cabinet OYce has submitted aexcuse his behaviour, but there were some

ambiguities, which is why I issued a change of rules memorandum to you today setting out the proposed
changes in the Civil Service Code, which has some ofrecently. I said, I think in a letter to this Committee,

that I thought it was necessary to do that those in mind. Could I just say, Ms Willott, that the
publisher of Christopher Meyer’s book was writtenimmediately but I wanted to take account of the

recommendations this Committee had to make to on 4 November to be told that we have no
comments to make on the proposed book, and thenabout whether they ought to be changed for the

future. going on to say it is not my responsibility to check
whether remarks attributed to individuals were
accurate or complete and that he should notQ475 Jenny Willott: With Christopher Meyer’s
therefore imply from this response that the book hasbook, since he was not asked to make any changes
any form of oYcial or unoYcial approval. As I say,to it, was the process done correctly or not? He was
this point was made by Lord Turnbull. First of all,not actually asked to make any changes, which
he said that courts have, over history, been more orappears from the evidence that we have taken to be
less unusable in terms of enforcement and theseunusual, if not unique. Do you not think that he
obligations are oneswhich are there partly in law butcould be justified in actually considering that
partly in convention, because that is the way ourtherefore he was okay to go ahead and publish?
institutions work.Mr Straw: No, not remotely, and he was told

explicitly and in writing that the fact that he was—
Q479 Jenny Willott: Yes. Could I just mention the
motives which might be put in place if the rules wereQ476 Jenny Willott: Before or after?
going to be beefed-up. Going back to what TonyMr Straw: At the time, as I recall. Yes.
said at the beginning, which is that when there was
the hoo-ha into the Crossman diaries back in theQ477 Jenny Willott: At the time meaning before
1970s, most of the Cabinet seemed to refuse to signor—
up to or agree a lot of the recommendations. Do youMr Straw: Just bear in mind that he played a game
think that yourministerial colleagues would agree toand he sought to avoid his obligations under the
new rules this time around?rules for weeks and weeks and weeks. He has plainly
Mr Straw: I cannot speak for my ministerialwritten the book well in advance of what he said. He
colleagues, but I think they are more likely to thanthen kept writing these hysterical letters to oYcials
not these days.in the Foreign OYce, complaining to one of the

Director-Generals about the pompous and
Q480 Jenny Willott: Do you think most of the spinbureaucratic way in which he had been treated when
doctors of Number 10 would?in fact he had simply been asked to abide by
Mr Straw: If you are asking me about specialobligations. I may say that as the head of one of the
advisers, I think that special advisers are much morelargest missions in the world, he was himself
in a position of civil servants than they are ofrequiring all the people who worked for Her
ministers. I served as a special adviser for three and aMajesty’s Government to meet them themselves, so
half years and you gain confidences from other civilhe knew very well what the rules were and he was
servants as a special adviser doing your job whichplaying around. It is only very late in the day and as a
you would never ever gain as a minister, so I happenresult of this informal intervention by Howell James
to believe that similar rules should apply to specialthat he came to submit the book at all.
advisers.

Q478 Jenny Willott: Some of the things which we
Q481 Jenny Willott: So as to civil servants ratherhave been looking at as possible alternatives have
than to ministers?been looking at the use of Crown copyright to make
Mr Straw: Yes, broadly the same as to civil servantsit less profitable for people, which would clearly
rather than as to ministers, and special advisers arehelp, time limits, whether it should be actually
not accountable for their actions. Although they arespecific time limits orwhether it should be dependent
political appointees, in terms of their accountabilityupon whether some other key players have left their
they are in a more similar position to civil servantsparticular roles, and so on, and also whether it
than they are to ministers.should be a contractual obligation within people’s

contracts of employment that they seek clearance.
Do you think that those would have helped in the Q482 Chairman: Just on Jenny’s point there, if the

Prime Minister came forward with the proposition,recent case?
Mr Straw: Certainly this was a point which was put “Look, it is time to put a line in the sand here, boys

and girls. We have now decided that we are going torather forcefully by members of this Committee.
There is concern about the way in which people may have some new rules. You cannot publish for so

many years. Nomore of these instant books, diaries.profit, and profit rather handsomely, from breaking
confidences which they have obtained in the course It must go through the Cabinet Secretary and there

must be prior approval for anything you want toof what are actually rather well-paid jobs, which
they could only undertake because they had said do,” you would be there first signing up?
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Mr Straw: If the recommendations were sensible, understand why he really gets up your nose actually,
but can you actually name one element, somethingyes, I would.
he wrote, which is actually damaging?
Mr Straw: His book was not stopped, and if it hadQ483 Chairman: Of the kind that I have described?
been directly damaging to the public interest weMr Straw: Yes, I would.
would have sought to stop it. I read your evidence,
Mr Shapps. I thought the press were very unfair,Q484 Chairman: Do you think your colleagues
actually. I thought you had laid a glove on him, butwould also?
there we are.Mr Straw: I cannot speak for all my colleagues. As I
Grant Shapps: You will not get round me that way!say, I actually think the atmosphere in Cabinet these
Mr Straw: But it was because he did not appear todays is much more collegiate and collective than it
have breached the key criteria for legal action thatwas at the time of Crossman, Jenkins, Barbara
we did not stand in the way of its publication, butCastle, Tony Benn, significantly more. Could I just
neither did we approve of it, and that needs to besay this about timescales, because Jenny asked me
made clear. It was a breach of trust, no questionabout that: similar issues have arisen in respect of
about it. As I have said, as a result of the publication,freedom of information. Whether information
I think he has suVered reputationally far more thanshould be made public is always a matter of time.
if we had pursued a legal action, whether he won orThere is some information which comes out
lost in his particular case.sometimes 100 years later which was highly secret

but there is no point in keeping it quiet after 100
Q490 Grant Shapps: He may have suVeredyears. Most information we publish at 30 years.
reputationally but probably not financially, I shouldWhat we agreed in the House—and the Chairman
imagine, in this particular case, but could you namewill remember this—in discussions in respect of the
me one element which was actually damaging, or areFreedom of Information Act was that the 30 year
you conceding there are none?rule was too crude. There is quite a lot of
Mr Straw: What I concede—and I have not got theinformation which can be published and made
book in front of me—is that there was no case foravailable under the FOI almost contemporaneously.
seeking legal action or to prevent him fromYou have got to make a judgment about where the
publishing it, which there could have been and havepublic interest lies.
been sometimes in respect of other publications.
Nonetheless—and this is the point about this—theQ485 Chairman: You said 15 years is dead in the
law is a very restrictive facility in thesewater. If Jeremy Greenstock comes to you this year
circumstances. The fact that there was not a basis forand says, “Okay, last year I couldn’t, this year can
taking legal action against him does not mean thatI?”—
we approved it. We did it because it was plainly andMr Straw: The 15 years has plainly not been
very significantly a breach of confidence.followed.

Q491 Grant Shapps: So really actually what youQ486 Chairman: When could he?
have experienced is what we have all experienced,Mr Straw: I was just about to make the point,
that he is the sort of guy who gets under your skin?Chairman, that it depends on what exactly he is
He is annoying?You do not approve of his book, buttalking about. To use an example which would not
actually there is nothing that he did that was wrong?be in his book, but if there were a compromise of
Mr Straw: No. Let me say that when I was dealingintelligence then 15 years would be too short in most
with him day by day, from time to time, when he wascases, but if it is the normal run of the mill, well after
Ambassador in Washington I rubbed along withthe particular administration has left oYce—
him because I actually think (to come back to my
point about the permanent civil service) that that isQ487 Chairman: That is the test, you think?
what you have as a duty as a minister. You take theMr Straw: I think it is part of the test. It is not
collective civil service as is and get on with it. I haveconclusive, but it is part of the test.
got no particular views on that.

Q488 Jenny Willott: Do you think Alastair
Q492 Grant Shapps: So the problem is actually, asCampbell is behaving in an honourable way?
you have described it, that really he has just beenMr Straw: Yes, I do, from what I have seen, and he
unprofessional? That is the complaint, that he hasactually let me have a copy of the letter which he had
been unprofessional, but he did not do anythingwritten to this Committee where he has made it clear
illegal?that he is intending to stick by the rules, and that is
Mr Straw: Plainly, he did not do anything whichin character as well.
caused us to take him to court, and I have answered
that, but he had been unprofessional. He had brokenQ489 Grant Shapps: Foreign Secretary, we were
the trust which was fundamental to him getting theactually privileged to have Sir Christopher Meyer in
job and keeping the job.here as part of his world book promotion tour for

DC Confidential and, to be honest, I did not really
particularly take to him, a slippery sort of character, Q493 Grant Shapps: Did you, whilst you were

working with him, suspect that he might be the kindhard to pin down, and very diYcult to lay a glove
on, as the media pointed out afterwards. I can of cad that he has turned out to be?
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29 March 2006 Rt Hon Jack Straw MP

Mr Straw:No. If I had thought that he was going to mentioned the idea of the American system which
means that civil servants are actually politicalwrite a book of this kind, then I would have said to

him, “I don’t think you can carry on doing your appointees. In fact on another investigation we had
your brother in here, I think peddling the same line.job.”
Is this something you would favour, perhaps?
Mr Straw:My brother is my brother and he must beQ494 Grant Shapps: So whilst as an Ambassador he
responsible for his own views. Personally, I ammay have thrown exceedingly good parties, you
signed up broadly to the current arrangementswould not have thought there was any reason not to
because I happen to think they work and I think thatstay at his residence, for example?
if you go down the path of the American system or,Mr Straw: No, I always stayed at his residence. Let
say, the French system you end up with moreme also say that I asked him to stay on because he
problems than you solve.was due to leave, and did leave, at the end of

February 2003. That meant there was going to be a
six or seven month hiatus between him leaving oYce Q499 Chairman: May we have five minutes?
and David Manning taking over, because it was Mr Straw: Could we make it three, because I am
important that David Manning should stay as the really pushed for time.
Prime Minister’s diplomatic adviser for that period Chairman: I want to try andmake sure that everyone
of sixmonths or so leading up to the summer. I asked has had a go, but we will be very quick.
him if he would carry on, but in the end he refused
to do so, for reasons which he has sought to explain

Q500 David Heyes: I just want to ask one question,to the Committee, and I respected his decision.
which is, are you planning to write memoirs of your
own? When you eventually retire from oYce, willQ495 Grant Shapps: So would you now go and stay
you publish your memoirs or diary?at the residence of the Ambassador, knowing what
Mr Straw: Probably, and I shall ensure that I followcould happen?
the rules. Andrew Turnbull made the point thatMr Straw: I do stay at residences, is the answer. I
political memoirs serve a very important purpose,know this was an issue raised by Andrew Turnbull.
and they do, but they need to be balanced in theirI do stay at residences. I have got direct
writing against the rules.responsibility for Ambassadors and it would be

absurd if the Foreign Secretary chose to stay in
hotels rather than using the opportunity to stay in Q501 Mr Liddell-Grainger: This is all fine, it is
the residences – brilliant, but let us look at Wright. Wright went out

to New Zealand, he wrote a very damaging book
Q496 Grant Shapps: It is good to hear this which did an enormous amount of damage. Nothing
experience has not put you oV! could be done. We had the embarrassment of the
Mr Straw:No, no, and going back to Mr Hopkins’s Secretary to the Cabinet beating people over the
point, what the Meyer book has done, I think, has head with beakers. It was an appalling episode. You
been to re-enliven these conventions in the minds of can be forthright, you can write as many pieces as
oYcials. I think there will be very, very fewmembers you want, and letters, paragraph 10 in the letter we
of the Diplomatic Service doing a Meyer in the have just had. If they do that, you are stuck?
foreseeable future. Mr Straw: There can always be hard cases, Mr

Liddell-Grainger, but hard cases do make bad law.
Q497 Grant Shapps: I see, so actually in your mind That is not an argument for not having these
not only has he damaged his own reputation by provisions, even though some people, of course, can
disgracing himself and therefore it has been get around them.
extremely detrimental to him, but it has also done
the job of reminding all the other civil servants that

Q502 Mr Liddell-Grainger: The second part of thatthey cannot do the same thing? So this is rather a
is that Simon Jenkins was in here and he said,satisfactory outcome?
“Look, if we sensationalise this in the press, it is bigMr Straw: I think he has reminded them. These
money. It is great for us.” So if somebody publishesconventions have enforcement behind them, but
in, say, New Zealand and then it is picked up here, itthey cannot work unless people voluntarily sign up
is a massive amount of money for the papers andto them and follow them. It has just made the service
they do very well out of it. Grant said that aboutas a whole very angry, and this again was a point
Meyer. This is fine, but you are never going to stop it.brought out by Andrew Turnbull, that if you end up
The genie has gone, it has flown, it has disappeared.in a situation where trust breaks down significantly
Mr Straw: I do not accept that and I think thatbetween ministers and oYcials then you will have to
overwhelmingly both civil servants and ministersmove towards the kind of system which you have in
want to see the conventions and the rules followedthe United States, which I happen to regard as
because it is a way of achieving good governance.satisfactory.

Q498 Grant Shapps: I am pleased you mention this, Q503 Mr Prentice: The Honours system is in the
news very much. Given that Christopher Meyerbecause this is what I want to come on to. Could I

just cover this last point. We have talked about Paul behaved dishonourably, should he be stripped of his
Knighthood?Brenner’s book which Gordon brought up and you
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29 March 2006 Rt Hon Jack Straw MP

Mr Straw: I have got no proposals to do so. public profile that no equivalent domestic civil
servant has. In most cases, they are able to cope with
that. Sometimes, I think they get rather attracted to

Q504 Chairman:Let me just ask you, as we end, why the idea.
are we having all this trouble with diplomats? The
only civil servants we are having trouble with are Q505 Chairman: It turns out that this slippery cad
these three ex-diplomats. What is it about the Meyer has performed a great public service by
Diplomatic Service which is causing this problem? administering a shock to the system, reminding
Mr Straw: Let me oVer you an answer on that. It is people of the standards and, as Gordon says, “It’s a
because diplomats are closer as a breed to politicians funny old world”?
than are the normal run of domestic civil servants Mr Straw: And an even greater public service by
and when they are representing the government prompting this Committee to hold this inquiry!
abroad they are Her Majesty’s Ambassadors or Chairman: And we are very grateful to you for
High Commissioners representing the government coming along and helping us. Thank you very

much indeed.as a whole, having to speak publicly and with a
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Written evidence

Supplementary memorandum by Lord Turnbull KCB CVO

The letter of 7 October from Sir Christopher’s publishers referred to the page proofs i.e. after the
manuscript had been sent to the publisher, and after it had been type set. It also said that Sir Christopher
might want tomakeminor editorial changes. But there was no acknowledgement of the fact that the Cabinet
Secretary would want to comment. This was not, in my view, a genuine attempt to seek approval.

January 2006

Supplementary memorandum by Sir Christopher Meyer KCMG

The purpose of this memorandum is two-fold:

firstly, to address issues arising on 15 December from Mr Prentice’s questions and Lord Turnbull’s
evidence. Mr Prentice’s unfounded allegations of lying are suYciently serious to warrant a more
comprehensive rebuttal than I was able to give at the hearing; and I did not, of course, see Lord Turnbull’s
evidence until after the session;

secondly, to underline the deficiencies and contradictions in the clearance process to which I submitted
my book—and to suggest a remedy.

It needs to be repeated that Chapter 5 of Diplomatic Service Regulations (DSR 5) requires permission to
be obtained before publishing books or articles; taking part in broadcast programmes; doing interviews with
the media; writing letters for publication in the press; giving lectures or speeches; and taking part in
conferences or seminars—if any of these draw on information or experience gained in the course of oYcial
duties. In other words books are grouped with everything else.

These rules have been constructed primarily for those still in service. But they are also supposed to apply
indefinitely to retired diplomats.

In practice the FCO appears to make a pragmatic distinction between those still serving and those who
have retired. That at least has been my experience. On returning to London fromWashington on retirement
in March 2003, I informed the Permanent Under-Secretary, Sir Michael Jay, that I had been oVered
contracts by Channel Four News and ABC News to comment on the Iraq war. Sir Michael did not ask me
to clear my lines in advance with the FCO. His only comment was to oVer help with background briefing
should I need it.

In the next two and a half years or so, I gave many speeches, lectures and interviews; wrote a couple of
articles; and sent a letter to the press. Though from time to time I sought briefing from Foreign OYce
contacts, at no stage did the FCO invoke DSR 5 in relation to this activity and request me to seek clearance
in advance. This included an occasion on 4 June 2004 when Sir Michael called me to convey the displeasure
of Ministers at remarks on UK-US relations I was alleged to have made to the media. Sir Michael disputes
this and claims that he did, on that occasion, invoke the rules.

It appears to be this diVerence of opinion between SirMichael andme that promptedMr Prentice tomake
his first allegation of lying. It is a false allegation. The essential reference material is the correspondence1
between the Foreign OYce and me between 30 June and 15 August 2005, which the Committee has in its
possession and which appears to have been given to the press. The correspondence includes an exchange of
letters between Sir Michael (26 July) and me (7 August). In my reply to Sir Michael I set out my version of
our 4 June 2004 conversation, based on contemporaneous notes. I stand by this version. SirMichael did not
reply to my letter.

Mr Prentice’s second allegation of lying is equally without foundation.He asserted that it was a “complete
lie” for me to have said that the FCO had never been in touch for two years. I never said any such thing.
This is obvious from the very correspondence between the FCO and me that Mr Prentice cited. The point
at issue was not the fact of a contact between me and the FCO in 2004; but what Sir Michael Jay and I said
to each other.

However, none of the above was reason for not clearing the manuscript of my book in advance of
publication; and at no stage in these exchanges did I say that I would not show it to the Government. But
it did set a context. In the correspondence referred to above, I pressed the FCO to explain the discrepancy
between their approach to books and that to other forms of public expression by retired diplomats. It was

1 1. Yasamee to Meyer 30 June
2. Meyer to Yasamee 12 July
3. Jay to Meyer 26 July
4. Meyer to Jay 7 August
5. Stagg to Meyer 15 August
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also notable that, until the end of June 2005, the Department had shown no interest in the book despite my
publishers’ having announced very publicly in April 2005 that they had signedme up; and despite my having
discussed the book with senior FCO oYcials from the autumn of 2004 onwards.

Following the exchanges with Sir Michael Jay described above, Richard Stagg, the FCO’s Director for
Corporate AVairs, telephoned me in the second week of August to ask, among other things, where matters
rested with my book. I explained yet again that the manuscript was still not finished. Mr Stagg followed up
what had been a very reasonable conversation by writing to me on 15 August, the last piece of
correspondence between the FCO and me and, again, in the Committee’s possession. Mr Stagg’s letter
oVered a fair basis on which to proceed and to submit my manuscript when finished. It said that he would
be in touch with me again in early September.

In the event it was not Richard Stagg, but Howell James, Permanent Secretary for Government
Communications at the Cabinet OYce, who called me in early September. He asked that I submit my
manuscript to the Cabinet OYce. This I agreed to do once it was finished. It was understood that the Cabinet
OYce would show the manuscript to interested Departments, notably the FCO. I finished the manuscript
on 13 September. The page proofs were sent by my publishers to the Cabinet OYce on 7 October.

In his evidence to the Committee, Lord Turnbull alleged that I had made contractual arrangements for
the publication of my book, which, in eVect, presented the Government with a fait accompli: that
publication had gone beyond the point of no return by the time I submitted themanuscript. There is a similar
inference to be drawn from the Foreign Secretary’s written answer to Mr Prentice of 28 November, where
it is suggested that I withheld submitting my manuscript until the last minute before publication.

These allegations are false. They are based on a misunderstanding of how publishing works. I handed in
the last three chapters to my publishers on 13 September. As soon as the manuscript had been edited and
turned into page proofs, it was, as stated above, submitted to the Cabinet OYce on 7 October. Two weeks
later, on 21 October, the Cabinet OYce telephoned my publishers to say that the government had no
comment to make on the book. Following this clearance, the publishers decided on 24 October to make 10
November the date of publication.

My publishers were, of course, extremely keen to publish before Christmas and were organised to do so.
They pressed the Cabinet OYce to conduct the clearance process as fast as possible. But, had the Cabinet
OYce raised objections, or sought extensive changes, the publication of the book would almost certainly
have had to be delayed; the publishers could not have pressed ahead against my wishes. There would have
followed the process of negotiation described to the Committee by Lords Turnbull and Wilson, both of
whom presided over the publication of numerous memoirs by politicians and special advisers.

It has to be understood—and I would be surprised if this were not the case in the Cabinet OYce—that
entering into a contract with a publisher is an elastic transaction (it has also to be said that it makes no sense
for former civil servants, as opposed to those still serving, to submit to the Government anything other than
a manuscript edited by a publishing house for publication). My publishers were aware from the beginning
of the requirement to show my manuscript to the Government and the question mark this could put over
the publication date. I myself completed the manuscript two months later than stipulated in my contract. I
thought it more than likely publication would be put back to the spring. Sir Jeremy Greenstock has been
reported in the press as saying that he has put his manuscript in the “fridge”, despite his having signed a
contract to publish his book in 2005. There was, therefore, no question of the Cabinet OYce being
confronted with a fait accompli: the button to publish was pushed after the process of clearance was
completed.

Finally, there is the question of what constitutes “clearance”. In my own case the Government have
surrounded the issue in a fog of confusion, which makes a mockery of the system. This goes as far as Lord
Bassam’s saying in the House of Lords that “it would be wrong to say that they [thememoirs] were cleared”,
a notion echoed by the Chairman’s apparent incredulity that I should believe my book to have been cleared.
If the book was not cleared, then what exactly was the process to which I submitted it at the invitation of
the Cabinet OYce?

It took more than two weeks before, on 8 November, my publishers received a four-sentence letter from
the Cabinet Secretary confirming the ’phone message of 21 October that the Government had no comment
to make on the book. But in the very next sentence Sir Gus O’Donnell made a comment: to the eVect that
he was disappointed that a diplomat should disclose confidences gained as a result of his employment. The
nature of these alleged confidences was not disclosed.

Mr Straw’s written answer to Mr Prentice of 28 November takes a similarly contradictory approach,
replete with comment. He lists the criteria for assessing texts: harm to national security or defence; harm to
international relations; and harm to confidential relationships within government. He says that the book
was judged against the “standard criteria for clearing [my emphasis] publications under the rules”. He then
goes on to say that no changes were sought to the book because it did not oVend the first two criteria: harm
to national security and harm to relations with the US.

As to judging the book against the third criterion—harm to confidential relationships within
government—Mr Straw takes a diVerent tack. Without providing any detail, he levels the charge that I
breached trust and confidence, a most serious accusation. If that is the case, a number of questions need to
be asked. What were the breaches? Why did the clearance process not pick up them up and request that I
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make changes? If, as the Foreign Secretary asserts, the book “undermines the key relationship between civil
servants andministers”, why was it allowed to pass?Why is it that the government, having said that it would
make no comment, has commented extensively since?

To eradicate the inconsistencies and deficiencies currently surrounding the publication of political
memoirs does not call for radical surgery such as new legislation or the placing of material under Crown
copyright. The RadcliVe criteria at the heart of the present system remain perfectly serviceable. What is
missing is consistency and clarity in their application and in the definition of the duty of confidentiality.
There should be, for example, a level playing field for civil servants, special advisers andministers on leaving
Government.

But the machinery for reviewing political memoirs may need strengthening: for example, by a small
committee, chaired by the Cabinet Secretary, comprising some permutation of publicly appointed lay
members, special advisers and civil servants, who will read and rule on manuscripts. The Committee would
decide both on content and on where the public interest lies as to the timing of publication. This case-by-
case approach would seem preferable to setting an arbitrary and universal timescale before memoirs can be
published.

As for enforceability, a requirement to submit manuscripts to, and respect the judgement of, the
committee should be written into civil servants’ and diplomats’ contracts. The work of the committee would
bemade easier if Civil andDiplomatic Service rules made a distinction between those still working and those
in retirement, where this is sensible.

12 January 2006

Memorandum by Lance Price

1. I have been invited to appear before your committee on Thursday 15 December and am delighted to
do so. The Committee Secretary has further invited me to submit a written memorandum in advance of my
appearance and I hope the following observations will be of some assistance to the Committee.

2. I was a Special Adviser at 10 Downing Street from June 1998 to June 2000 when I left to become an
employee of the Labour Party until the General Election held on 7 June 2001.

3. The Spin Doctor’s Diary, which contained material that I recorded in my personal diary at the time,
was published in September 2005. More than five years had passed since my employment as a temporary
civil servant ended. TwoGeneral Elections had been held and the PrimeMinister had indicated his intention
not to contest the subsequent election as leader of the Labour Party.

4. During my time as a Special Adviser I subscribed to the view that rules governing the publication of
memoirs and diaries by former ministers, civil servants and special advisers were both necessary and
desirable. I have not altered my opinion.

5. I first contacted the Cabinet OYce on 12May 2005 to seek their advice on the rules as they now stand.
I was sent two documents. The first was an extract from the Civil Service Management Code (Section 4.2).
The second was an extract from the Directory of Civil Service Guidance referring to “Memoirs and Books:
Publication by Civil Servants”. As a former civil servant I took particular regard to two paragraphs, 4.2.5
of the Code which states that “The permission of the Head of their Department and the Head of the Home
Civil Service must be sought before entering into commitments to publish such memoirs after leaving the
service”, and paragraph 3 from the Guidance which says that “Former members of the Home Civil
Service . . . are also urged to seek the advice of the Head of their former Department before entering any
commitment to publish or broadcast personal accounts of their experience in Crown Employment.”

6. I visited the Cabinet OYce in person on Thursday 23 June 2005 and handed in a copy of the
manuscript. I was at that stage anticipating a process of discussion and negotiation over the contents. For
that reason I had not made significant changes to the diary entries I wrote at the time of my employment
other than to remove reference to the advice of named career civil servants and references to the Prime
Minister’s family and private aVairs. At this stage there was no commitment on behalf of Hodder and
Stoughton to publish the Diary and the text had not been shown to newspapers with a view to serialisation.
So far as I could tell, I was acting in accordance with the advice I had been given.

7. Only 1 July 2005 the then Cabinet Secretary, Sir Andrew Turnbull, wrote to me saying he could not
agree to publication and that he found the whole premise of a book of this kind completely unacceptable.

8. It was only after receipt of this letter, which appeared to rule out any further discussions, that Hodder
and Stoughton decided to seek clarification of the legal position with regard to publication.

9. On 26 August Hodder and Stoughton wrote to the new Cabinet Secretary, Sir Gus O’Donnell,
explaining that changes had beenmade to the text on legal advice and expressing the hope that these changes
would allay any concerns the government might previously have had. At this point the Cabinet OYce
indicated for the first time a willingness to discuss the contents of the proposed book and to consult with a
view to proposing changes where necessary.
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10. There then followed a period of negotiation, most of it by telephone, during which a relatively small
number of changes were requested by the Cabinet OYce. This was done in an entirely positive, constructive
and indeed friendly fashion. Not all of the changes requested were accepted but a significant proportion
were.

11. Given that more than three months had elapsed since contact was first made with the Cabinet OYce,
and confident of their position following the legal advice they had received, Hodder and Stoughton were
now keen to press ahead with publication. Newspapers who had expressed an interest in serialisation were
invited to read the text having first signed strict agreements not to divulge any of its contents either verbally
or in writing. This was intended to ensure, inter alia, the confidentiality of any changes subsequently agreed
with the Cabinet OYce.

12. Discussions with the Cabinet OYce were concluded on 7 September and the page proofs were sent
to the printers shortly afterwards.

13. On 18 September the Mail on Sunday began the serialisation of The Spin Doctor’s Diary. On their
news pages they also carried extensive coverage of many but not all of the changes agreed with the Cabinet
OYce. I was aware of their intention to do so only late the night before when copies of the papers were sent
to me by despatch rider. The paper gave no explanation of how it had come by the sections that had since
been removed other than to say that “copies of the deleted sections of Price’s manuscript have been
circulated around No 10”. The newspaper had also obtained two letters from the Cabinet OYce to which
it referred. One was addressed to government departments warning of the forthcoming publication and
serialisation. The other was addressed tomy editor atHodder and Stoughton, Rupert Lancaster. At the time
Mr. Lancaster had not himself received a hard copy of the letter and when it did arrive several days later it
was in an unsealed envelope.

14. I have taken this opportunity not to justify or to defend my decision to publish The Spin Doctor’s
Diary, but merely to explain the sequence of events that led to its publication in its present form and to the
publicity that surrounded its serialisation. The process clearly did not operate as it should have done and
there are undoubtedly lessons to be learnt from my experience. I look forward to discussing those lessons
with the Committee in due course.

5 December 2005

Memorandum by Sir Jeremy Greenstock GCMG

Introductory Remarks

It might be helpful for the Committee at the start, though of no particular public interest, if I give a brief
account of my approach to writing a book on my experiences on Iraq and set out some of the steps and
timings relevant to seeking clearance from the Foreign OYce.

The idea of writing something on the United Nations arose when it looked likely that I would have a gap
between retiring from the Diplomatic Service at the end of July 2003 and taking up the position of Director
of the Ditchley Foundation, which was set for August 2004. My wife and I had decided to travel and relax
in the intervening year, but also test what flowed from the pen in recounting some of our career experiences.
I particularly wanted to describe what it was like to work at the UN, since so few people seem to understand
how that organisation works on the inside. By May 2003 we had made provisional arrangements to spend
a few months in France and then in South Africa up to the spring of 2004, but I was a long way from taking
a decision to publish anything.

Those plans were knocked on the head when in June 2003 I was asked to serve in Baghdad as UK Special
Representative from September 2003 to March 2004. That timing was agreed personally with the Prime
Minister and, contrary to some misplaced reporting in the media, I was never asked to extend it. The
experience in Baghdad increased the motivation to write, both because I felt the subject-matter was of
cardinal importance to UK interests and because the public debate seemed to me to be under-informed and
distorted. Over the late summer of 2004 I consulted and then appointed a book agent and, during the
autumn, began to sketch out a framework and synopsis. In mid-October 2004 I asked the Foreign OYce to
send me the text of Diplomatic Service guidance on the publishing of memoirs by retired members of the
Service. That served as a form of notice that I was considering writing, while also conveying the (correct)
impression that I intended to seek clearance of anything I wrote about my oYcial work.

I began writing in earnest in January 2005. In April, understanding that my interest in writing for the
record might be misconstrued, I told my London publisher, Random House, that I would donate all
personal proceeds from the book to a charity working in Iraq, and we agreed that this would appear on the
book cover. On 19April, when I had completed some two thirds of an initial draft text, I contacted theOYce
by e-mail to give specific notice that I would be submitting a text. Having agreed with my publishers by then
that we should aim at a publication date of September 2005, this seemed to give plenty of time for an
exchange with Whitehall on the details. The oYcer in charge of the FCO section handling clearance
responded helpfully and said that the OYce normally aimed to clear texts within a month or so. We agreed
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that I would send in groups of chapters as they emerged, even if they were unpolished drafts, to make work
on them easier to organise. I submitted four of the six parts on 23 April and we both fully expected the
process to be finished by June. The final two parts were submitted at the end of May.

I received reasonable comments on the first four parts in June, and incorporated most of the amendments
suggested. I was told that the last two parts, mostly comprising my account of the Baghdad months, would
take a bit longer and might cause a few more headaches, but the tone of these exchanges, and of other
conversations I had with colleagues in the system, were largely encouraging and sympathetic.

At the end of June 2005 Sir Michael Jay informed me that the Foreign Secretary had just become aware
that I was intending to write for publication and had expressed strong objections, though he had not read
the text. I went in to see Mr Straw in early July and he confirmed his opposition to a book as a matter of
principle. I said I would take account of what he had said, but would wish to finish the clearance process.

At that point I warned my publishers that publication might have to be delayed. They encouraged me to
complete the process. The FCO, however, went silent for the next two and a half months. Speculation in the
media as to what was going on, mixed in with comment on the other books attracting public interest, was
fairly constant throughout this period, though it was usually inaccurate on my situation. In early October
I finally received a further set of comments from the FCO, but was told that even the rather more
comprehensive amendments they had proposedwould need to be cleared byMinisters.Given the heightened
public focus on the whole area, I decided that it might be wiser to go for a longer-term postponement.

I therefore agreed with my publishers in London and New York that publication should be delayed sine
die. Part-advances received were returned in full. Contrary to the impression gained, as I have read, by some
members of the Select Committee, the final decision was mine and the relationship with the publishers has
not been broken. It remains my decision whether to return to the book in the future.

These are the basic facts. I am happy to discuss further details if the Committee has questions.

January 2006

Memorandum by the Rt Hon Lord Owen CH

InMay 1991 I submitted themanuscript ofmy autobiography,Time ToDeclare, to Sir Robin Butler, then
Secretary of the Cabinet. I felt bound by the guidelines set out in the 1974 RadcliVe Report but as will be
clear by the correspondence, which I attach (Annex), there was a negotiation between myself and the
Cabinet Secretary. This correspondence is already in the public domain as part of my papers held by the
Special Collections and Archives Department at the University of Liverpool, of which I am Chancellor.

As you will see I reserved the right to make the final decisions on the guidelines in the light of advice from
Sir Robin and did not consider his judgement absolute. Of course, I gave great weight to his views on
whether they contravened the requirements of national security. On whether they injured the country’s
international relations, I gave his views serious consideration. On whether they undermined confidence in
relationships within Government I made largely my own political decisions. Broadly speaking, I considered
it right to delete all named criticisms of members of the Civil Service or Diplomatic Service since I think it
is a good rule of thumb that politicians should keep named criticism to that of their political colleagues who
are in a position to defend themselves.

It seems now, from the outside, that the undoubted mess we are in over political memoirs or diaries from
politicians and civil servants is that the traditional separation between impartial administration and political
decision making has become damagingly blurred. The Committee will see evidence from the enclosed
correspondence that this was starting to develop in 1991. This blurring has, in my view, becomemuch worse
in recent years because of three factors:

1. The appointment of two political appointees, Alastair Campbell and Jonathan Powell, by the Prime
Minister in 1997 with executive power over members of the Civil Service and Diplomatic Service.

2. The creation in 2001 of two new Secretariats in 10 Downing Street, the European Secretariat and
Overseas and Defence Secretariat, which have contributed to a level of incompetence in the Prime
Minister’s handling of the proposed European Constitution and the invasion of Iraq in 2003.

3. The diminished role of the Cabinet OYce, Cabinet Secretariat, Cabinet Secretary and Cabinet itself
from 1982–1990 and from 1997–2006.

I have never known a time in the last 40 years when there has been so much disillusionment, bordering
on contempt, for politicians by civil servants and diplomats and vice-versa. Hopefully the next Prime
Minister will restore the separation between political advisers and civil servants, abolish the two Secretariats
in No 10, and restore the authority of all four aspects of Cabinet Government. If that happens there is a
good chance that mutual trust and respect can be restored and the UK governed with much greater
competence and far more public support, whether at home or abroad.

9 January 2006
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Annex

Letter to Sir Robin Butler KCB CVO, Secretary to the Cabinet and Head of the Home Civil Service from
Rt Hon Dr David Owen MP

I enclose a few sections of my autobiography which is due to come out in the autumn and which covers
some areas which you may wish oYcials to check out. I do not think there is anything here I or others have
not already put into the public domain in various forms. If you could let me have any comments before 24
May I would be grateful as I have to give it to the printers by 29 May.

10 May 1991

Letter to Rt Hon Dr David Owen MP from Sir Robin Butler KCB CVO, Secretary of the Cabinet and
Head of the Home Civil Service

Thank you for your letter of 10 May enclosing some chapters of your autobiography. These clearly need
to be very carefully checked and I have put that in hand. I will try to meet your deadline but it is a tight one
and I have to ask you—especially following my recent experience with Bernard Ingham!—not to give this
section to the printers until you have had my comments on the security aspects.

You will of course know that the RadcliVe Report recommended that all memoirs by former Ministers
should be shown to me so that I can advise whether they comply with the guidelines set out in the 1974
RadcliVe Report, namely that they do not:

(a) contravene the requirements of national security;

(b) injure the country’s international relations; or

(c) undermine confidence in relationships within Government.

I hope that you will be willing to let me see the other sections of your book which cover your time as a
Minister. I believe that, contrary to the constant dripping away fostered by the media, it is important that
Ministerial memoirs uphold the RadcliVe principles but, as other memoirs writers will confirm, I do try to
comment in a constructive, and not a destructive, way.

14 May 1991

Letter to Sir Robin Butler KCB CVO, Secretary to the Cabinet and Head of the Home Civil Service from
Rt Hon Dr David Owen MP

I enclose chapters on Navy Minister, Health Minister and my time in the Foreign OYce apart from the
chapters that you already have. I would be amazed if there is anything here which causes any problems but
you asked for it and so you have got it!

I am afraid my publishers do want to be able to send it all oV to the printers by the end of next week. But
there will not be a repeat of the Sunday Times aVair. They will not get a set of these chapters until you have
commented and I have decided whether or not to go along with your suggestions. They will not therefore
have the opportunity to compare two diVerent versions. That is a marketing device I leave to people who
have only just left the Civil Service.

23 May 1991

Letter to Rt Hon Dr David Owen MP from Sir Robin Butler KCB CVO, Secretary to the Cabinet and
Head of the Home Civil Service

Thank you for forwarding with your letter of 10 May sections of your forthcoming memoirs which have
been read in accordance with the guidelines in the RadcliVe Report. I also received today your letter of 23
May with remaining chapters and I will ensure that any comments on these will reach you before the end
of next week. The RadcliVe guidelines cover three main areas: national security; confidential relationships
within Government on which our system of government is based; and relations with other nations. On this
basis, I have a number of suggestions to make. Because of the tightness of your deadline, I have had to
prepare these in some haste.

“MI6—GCHQ and the Falklands”

I should prefer that, as a former Foreign Secretary, you should not acknowledge the existence of SIS or
refer by name to Cabinet Committees. But I cannot claim that either of these are damaging to national
security, and I must therefore leave the matter to your judgement.

However, the requirement in RadcliVe that memoirs should not disclose information aVecting national
security would apply to the following instances, which are considered very sensitive and potentially
damaging. [***]

— In relation to the strike at GCHQ, I am advised that the references on pages 3 and 4 to the release
of sensitive information are not correct and that while the withdrawal of Trades Union rights at
GCHQbrought considerable unwelcome publicity, it did not result in highly sensitive information
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being divulged. In addition, youmight want to amend the reference to the “no strike agreement” in
the lower part of the main paragraph on page 4 since the membership of at least one of the Unions
subsequently rejected such an agreement.

Rhodesia

In this chapter, on pages 2, 4 and 8, there are a number of comments, mainly unfavourable, on oYcials.
I think that these do contravene the requirement in RadcliVe that the ex-Minister “should not make public
assessments or criticisms . . . of those who have served under him” especially since those concerned could
be identified by the references to the positions they occupied. This could be avoided by:

— on page 2 omitting from “The Foreign OYce oYcials concerned . . .” to “Edmund Dell, Denis
Healey and Harold Laver . . .”. This would also avoid personalised references to the views of
political colleagues;

— on page 5, the direct reference to Michael Palliser could be amended as follows:

— omit “Michael Palliser, who . . .” to “at this time”. Substitute “I was warned that George
Thomson might be implicated in the Bingham investigation. It was also believed that, given
the sensitive mood about sanctions in Carter’s Administration, for an incoming British
Ambassador to be in any way linked to possible sanction-busting would have been very
embarrassing”.

Iran

On page 12 of the Iran chapter where you write “. . . the Shah made what our Ambassador, Sir Anthony
Parsons, felt was a critical mistake.” Sir A Parsons’ account in his own book was milder. I suggest that you
should delete the words “what our Ambassador, Sir Anthony Parsons, felt was”.

On page 13, I should be grateful if you would delete the second sentence of the second paragraph
describing the views of Frank Judd and FCO oYcials on the supply of CS gas.

There is one reference to the views of HerMajesty on pages 19–20. I normally ask that references to views
of the Queen should be omitted.While I see no substantial diYculty about these views, Buckingham Palace,
who have been consulted on this, do not believe that the reference is absolutely accurate, in that advice had
been consistently given to the Palace that the visit should not be cancelled until it was actually cancelled by
the Iranians. I have no diYculty with the quotation from Elizabeth Longford’s book at the end of the
chapter on Rhodesia, which is secondhand.

Foreign Secretary 1978

While I do not need to ask for any amendments to the discussion of nuclear or other weapon matters on
security grounds, on page 21 there is an account of the vies and motives of other Ministers. This falls within
the fifteen year period proposed by RadcliVe for protection of the views of Ministerial colleagues and I
should therefore be grateful if you would remove the personal attribution of views.

I hope that these comments are helpful: I would of course be prepared to discuss these or any other points
if that would be helpful.

24 May 1991

Letter to Sir Robin Butler KCB CVO, Secretary to the Cabinet and Head of the Home Civil Service,
from Rt Hon Dr David Owen MP

Thank you very much for your letter of 24 May and the speed with which you have responded. My
apologies to those oYcials concerned for putting them to all this eVort at such short notice.

As to the chapter “MI6-GCHQ and the Falklands”. I have reconsidered carefully your request on SIS
and Cabinet Committees but my judgement is that the text should remain unchanged. I have made the
deletions you suggested in full on page 2 and on page 9. On page 3 I have phrased it so that it is my opinion
that revelations have been made about GCHQ and for what it is worth I think the advice on this is badly
wrong. I have deleted any reference to revelations stemming from the ABC Trial. I phrased this badly
meaning to imply that we avoided revelations by abandoning the case. I was unaware that one of the unions
subsequently rejected a no-strike agreement and I have amended that accordingly.

The real reason for writing so quickly back however relates to how I interpret RadcliVe’s guidelines. I
agree that I should not criticise in any way any identifiable civil servant. I have erred from the path of
righteousness from time to time and I will be very favourably disposed to any corrections on that score. By
and large too I accept that I should not identify advice though sometimes when it is particularly sensible I
think that civil servicemorale should be boosted. I am unlikely however to remove all references to an oYcial
view. For example I will retain all references to oYcials in the chapter onRhodesia on pages 2, 4 and 8. Some
of the actionswere actually unlawful and that needs to be stated. I have removed in that chapter the reference
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to Sir Michael Palliser on page 5 and in the chapter on Iran on page 12 to Sir Anthony Parsons and on page
13 to CS Gas and on page 19 to the Queen. Incidentally for the record the Palace is wrong. The Queen did
talk to me about her wish not to act too quickly and while the formal advice was against cancellation, this
was because, helped by knowing her view, I persuaded Jim Callaghan who wanted to cancel weeks before
we did.

As toCabinetMinisters they arewell able to look after themselves and in fact I thinkRadcliVe’s guidelines
have beenmade obsolete by somany books, radio and television interviews that I doubt you can even justify
a ten year guideline certainly not a fifteen year guideline. The thirty year rule is also hopelessly out-of-date
and the sooner it is changed the better.

I hope this indication of my likely reaction will help you and your oYcials.

24 May 1991

Letter to Rt Hon Dr David Owen MP from Sir Robin Butler KCB CVO, Secretary to the Cabinet and
Head of the Home Civil Service

Many thanks for forwarding the remaining chapters of your memoirs and for your letter of 24 May
responding to the suggestions Imade on the earlier part of your book. I can understand why, seen from your
position, the 15 year guideline now looks excessive. But in principles of general application I think that you
would agree that there must be some time limit and for members of the present Government of whom some
are still in oYce after 12 years and therefore vulnerable to political embarrassment, 15 years does not appear
to me to be too long a deadline.

Turning to the chapters of your book, I have no comments on the chapter about your time as Navy
Minister, which is outside the 15 year period. But I have to ask you, on strong national security grounds,
to delete the paragraphs starting at “Denis Healey” on line 7 of page 12 and going to line 15 on page 13:
this can be done without damage to the account. [***] The reason for omitting the passage about command
and control procedure for Polaris is that knowledge of these arrangements is highly secret for the obvious
reason that, in the event of impending hostilities, a potential enemy would have a clue about the essential
decision-takers on nuclear release and therefore whom it would be advantageous to eliminate. Similarly, the
chapter on your time as Minister of Health is outside the 15 year period; but you might like to consider
omitting the reference to Sir Philip Rogers on page 6, particularly since not much turns on it. If you decide
to keep this in, the present Permanent Secretary of theDepartment ofHealth, Sir Christopher France, would
like to warn Sir Philip Rogers.

On page 20 of that chapter, there is a passage which reads:

“There are many murky rumours surrounding Wilson’s surprising resignation in l976. Some of
them were perhaps fed by the same people involved in misinformation and denigration that did
undoubtedly stem from MI5 in the early 1970s in relation to Northern Ireland. I was also named
in this campaign as was Merlyn Rees.”

No evidence has been ever found to link MI5 to such denigration, and in my view it is much more likely
that it came from the IRA. But if you want to keep this reference in, I suggest that you make clear that it is
your belief rather than your knowledge and that you refer to the security authorities, sinceMI5 was not the
only Service operating in Northern Ireland in that period.

The chapter on The Foreign OYce does fall within the 15 year period, and you may want to reconsider
the references to named individuals—John Fretwell, Michael Palliser and Michael Butler—on page 2. I do
not ask you to remove the general point, and I think that these references to specific names could be removed
without destroying the general point. Similarly, while I do not want to press you to remove the tribute to
Sir Donald Maitland on pages 2 and 3, it could be made without the reference in the first line of the last
paragraph on page 3 to Michael Palliser.

On page 9 of that chapter, there is a description of the attitudes of named people in the Cabinet to the
Government’s position in the IMF discussions which I would prefer to see omitted; but I acknowledge that
the 15 year deadline only just applies to it and much of what is said there has been made public already. The
same cannot be said, however, for the description in pages 13 and 14 of that chapter of the advice which you
received on Rhodesia from Ivor Richard, Ted Rowlands and Sir Antony DuV; and you might like to
consider whether these references should be omitted.

In the chapter headed “Foreign Secretary—The First 32 Days”, you say about [***], and I think that this
comment might be omitted. A strict interpretation of RadcliVe would involve removing other references to
personalities (including Stephen Wall, now in No 10), but, since they are so kind, I do not feel that need to
press you on this, The same goes for the references to Junior Ministers on pages 14–17 (although I would
prefer that you omitted the reference to the European Cabinet Committee—EQ—on page 15).

On pages 25 and 26 of that chapter, there is a description of a Cabinet meeting about direct elections, in
which you attribute views to a number of people, including Michael Foot, Tony Benn and Merlyn Rees.
Conformity with the RadcliVe principles would involve removing these personal references.
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I would be particularly grateful if you would remove the references to Nico Henderson on pages 27 to 29.
Sir Patrick Wright and I are having a good deal of trouble at present in restraining him from publishing a
diary containing observations made of Ministers and others behind closed doors, which Sir Patrick and I
think that it would be entirely inappropriate for a former oYcial to publish in contravention of the RadcliVe
rules; and your own to Nico himself would make that task much more diYcult.

On page 37 of that chapter, I realise that you will have to make some reference to Jim Callaghan’s view
of Peter Ramsbotham in order to explain the subsequent appointment of Peter Jay, but this passage could
be made a little gentler by leaving out the sentence beginning “I asked one person close to Jim . . .”.

On page 38, I must ask you to leave out the reference to the nuclear consultation agreements, for the
reason implied by the description “very secret” in the text. The Americans would be very surprised to see
this sentence. I suggest that nothing would be lost if you ended at “. . . Oval OYce”.

On page 48 of this chapter, it would accord with the RadcliVe principles if you were to avoid attributing
views to other members of the Cabinet by name in discussion about the Lib-Lab Pact. I should also be
grateful if you would avoid giving the voting numbers.

In the chapter headed “Foreign Secretary—1977”, it would be preferable if you could tell the story of the
announcement of Peter Jay’s appointment without the explicit criticism of [***].

On pages 17 and 22 of that chapter you give an account of a Cabinet discussion with attribution to named
people. Even though this is done by quoting from Tony Benn’s diaries, it would be preferable to avoid the
named attributions.

In the chapter “Foreign Secretary—1978”, on page 17, it would be better if you avoided attributing the
advice on joining the EMS but not the ERM by name to Michael Butler.

On page 24, there is the personal attribution of Ministerial views on Chevaline to which I referred in my
previous letter.

In the chapter entitled “Foreign Secretary—l979” the final paragraph on page 5 both describes the advice
given to you by the Governor of Hong Kong on the police corruption case and your own scepticism about
the advice. I suggest that you delete the two sentences from “I was very dubious . . . ignore his advice”.

I hope that these suggestions are helpful. I think that they can all be accommodated with only minor
amendments to the text and without damage to the general structure or themes. I hope that you will feel
able to make amendments in the sense which I have suggested.

6 June 1991

Letter to Sir Robin Butler KCB CVO, Secretary to the Cabinet and Head of the Home Civil Service,
from Rt Hon Dr David Owen MP

Thank you for your letter and again my gratitude to everyone who has read through the chapters.

As to the chapter on NavyMinister, I agree to make the deletion that you have requested. As to Minister
of Health I would like to keep the present reference but if Sir Christopher France finds that it upsets Sir
Philip Rogers I will delete his name at proof stage to refer to senior oYcials but I think the reference is
important, demonstrating well on both Sir Philip himself and the principle of independent advice to
Ministers and after 15 years I think it would be beneficial to reveal it.

On page 2, dealing with your letter, paragraph by paragraph:

First, I have deleted the words “that did . . . MI5”.

Second, I have deleted any personal criticism implied or otherwise relating toMichael Butler andMichael
Pallier and deleted the reference to John Fretwell but kept the tribute to Donald Maitland.

Third, I have deleted any reference to advice by either Ivor Richard or Sir Anthony DuV. I was tempted
to keep Ivor Richard in since he was really a political appointment but I have decided to treat him as a civil
servant. Since Ted Rowlands is a Minister I consider it perfectly acceptable to give his advice after this
period, as with other Ministers, on the IMF.

Fourth, I have deleted the reference to Ewen Fergusson and for reasons I have explained kept references
to Junior Ministers and the Cabinet Committee.

Fifth, I have kept the description of Cabinet meetings.

On your page three, first paragraph, I have removed all references to Sir Nicholas Henderson apart from
his leaked despatch in the Economist. I agree basically with your point that it is not reasonable to expect
civil servants to restrain from publishing their diaries if we breach the guidelines.

Second, I have reduced the criticism of Peter Ramsbotham. in the ways you suggested.

Third, I have made the deletion as you suggested.

On your fourth paragraph, for reasons I have explained I have kept in references to Ministers and the
Cabinet vote

Fifth, I have deleted the reference to Tom McCaVrey.
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Sixth, I have kept the references from Tony Benn’s Diaries.

Seventh, I have deleted references to Michael Butler.

Eighth, I have kept the Ministerial views.

Ninth, I have made the deletion you suggested in relation to the Governor of Hong Kong.

Again, many thanks for your helpful suggestions and I hope you will not be too upset where I have found
it impossible to take your views.

7 June 1991

Memorandum by Rt Hon Tony Benn

I understand that this issue is now before your Committee and would like to submit a few points for your
consideration:

(1) Information about what Governments do is essential in democracy, which depends on voters being
informed.

(2) Very few real secrets exist, relating mainly to Security, the Budget, before it is opened and personal
information held.

(3) It is malice, not information, which damages the conduct of public business,malice which flourishes
in gossip and the media.

(4) Ministers and political advisers publish diaries and memoirs and I do not see why retired civil
servants should not do the same, subject to the laws of libel and within security limits.

I would be glad to meet your Committee to present this case in person but understand that this will not
be possible.

I am therefore enclosing just one example which I hope will make my point, relating to the Cabinet held
on 18 March 1975 when a decision was made to recommend a YES vote in the Referendum on British
membership of the EEC.

The Cabinet minutes for that meeting have now been released under the Thirty Year rule and I enclose
a photocopy of them (Annex A).

Also enclosed is my full, uncut and unedited diary of that Cabinet which I wrote that day from notes I
made at that meeting (Annex B).

Your Committee may like to compare the two and consider whether the diary, (an edited version of which
was published in 1989), in any way damaged the public interest or whether it provided a diVerent but
interesting perspective of a key government decision and how it came to be taken.

Other accounts written by ministers or civil servants attending that same meeting would, I believe, also
be of interest, as would accounts of most meetings that take place.

The truth will make us free and truth has many sides to it.

January 2006
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Annex A

SECRET

THIS DOCUMENT IS THE PROPERTY OF HER BRITANNIC MAJESTY’S GOVERNMENT

CC(75) l4th
Conclusions

CABINET

CONCLUSIONS of a Meeting of the Cabinet
held at 10 Downing Street on

TUESDAY 18 MARCH 1975

at 9.30 am

PRESENT

The Rt Hon Harold Wilson MP
Prime Minister

The Rt Hon Edward Short MP The Rt Hon James Callaghan MP
Lord President of the Council Secretary of State for Foreign and
(Items 1 and 2) Commonwealth AVairs
The Rt Hon Lord Elwyn Jones The Rt Hon Roy Jenkins MP
Lord Chancellor Secretary of State for the Home Department
The Rt Hon Denis Healey MP The Rt Hon Anthony Crosland MP
Chancellor of the Exchequer Secretary of State for the Environment
The Rt Hon Michael Foot MP The Rt Hon Eric Varley MP
Secretary of State for Employment Secretary of State for Energy
The Rt Hon Shirley Williams MP The Rt Hon Barbara Castle MP
Secretary of State for Prices and Secretary of State for Social Services
Consumer Protection The Rt Hon Peter Shore MP
The Rt Hon Anthony Wedgwood Benn MP Secretary of State for Trade
Secretary of State for Industry The Rt Hon Reginald Prentice MP
The Rt Hon Roy Mason MP Secretary of State for Education and Science
Secretary of State for Defence The Rt Hon John Morris QC MP
The Rt Hon William Ross MP Secretary of State for Wales
Secretary of State for Scotland The Rt Hon Fred Peart MP
The Rt Hon Merlyn Rees MP Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food
Secretary of State for Northern Ireland The Rt Hon Lord Shepherd
The Rt Hon Harold Lever MP Lord Privy Seal
Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster The Rt Hon Robert Mellish MP
(Items 1 and 2) Parliamentary Secretary, Treasury

Minister for Planning and Local Government

The Rt Hon John Silkin MP

SECRETARIAT

Sir John Hunt
Mr P D Nairne (Items 1-3)
Mr B C Cubbon (Items 1-3)
Mr E J G Smith (Item 2)
Mr J S Scott-Whyte (Item 1)
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CONTENTS
Item Subject Page

1. PARLIAMENT AND EEC LEGISLATION 1
2. EEC RENEGOTIATION 5
3. EEC REFERENDUM

Guidance on Procedure between Announcement of Government
Recommendation and Referendum 10

Parliament and EEC Legislation

1. The Cabinet had before them a memorandum by the Lord President of the Council (C(75) 32)
reporting on the consideration given by the Legislation Committee to the role of Parliament in the context
of the renegotiation objectives.

THE LORD PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL said that the Legislation Committee had thoroughly
considered this matter at a series of meetings over the past 12 months. The essential question was the extent
to which membership of the Community entailed limitations on the sovereignty of Parliament and how far
any such limitations could be removed or lessened consistently with continuedmembership. This issue arose
from the unique character of the Treaties of Rome and Paris, which involved the acceptance of certain types
of Community Instrument as directly applicable law in the member states, Parliament could undoubtedly
exercise its ultimate sovereignty by repealing the European Communities Act 1972, thereby taking us out
of the Community. Indeed the commitment to the referendum demonstrated this. The continuance of the
direct applicability of Community law in the United Kingdom depended ultimately, therefore, on the
continuing assent of Parliament to our membership of the Community. The Luxembourg Communique, on
unanimity within the Council of Ministers in matters of vital national interest, provided a safeguard for the
United Kingdom; and it was for the Government to decide how far to allow its’ exercise of the veto to be
subject to Parliament’s instructions. The Legislation Committee were agreed that it was essential not to
obscure the fact that Parliament’s control of day-to-day legislation in some areas had been diminished by
accession to the Community. This situation could be dealt with in one of two main ways. The first was to
eliminate directly applicable Community legislation for the future by amendment or of derogation from the
relevant Treaty provisions or by agreement within the Community that the use of these provisions should
be renounced. A minority in the Committee had felt that this objective should be pursued as a condition of
continued membership. The majority did not favour this course since it would represent a major departure
for the Community from its established methods of working; and it would hinder the rapid and eVective
implementation of agreements arrived at in the Council, jeopardising in certain cases the continuance of
common policies. Moreover, to embark on this course at this stage would amount to a new renegotiation
demand which was likely to be considered by other member states as inconsistent with membership. The
fact of directly applicable law as an essential part of the Community’s operation should be made clear to
the electorate before the referendum, thus in eVect enabling a decision on this issue to be taken through the
medium of the referendum. The Committee were agreed that, whatever the outcome on the main issue, the
Government should strengthen the arrangements for Parliamentary scrutiny and debate of legislative
proposals before their adoption by the Council.

The Legislation Committee were divided on the desirability of enacting a statutory declaration of the
ultimate sovereignty of Parliament. The majority considered that such a declaration would be a misleading
nullity which would be contrary to normal constitutional practice and would give rise to suspicion in the
Community and to misconception at home. Another supplementary option was to tighten the conditions
in Schedule 2 to the European Communities Act for the use of subordinate legislation to implement non-
directly applicable obligations, though Parliamentary time would then have to be found for additional
primary legislation.A limited amendment of this kindwould be peripheral to themain debate on sovereignty
andwould not provide an amending Bill of any substance. Finally, there was the suggestion that the scrutiny
procedures should be put into a statutory form. In his view it would be unsound to attempt to frame
Parliamentary procedures in a statutory form.

In the circumstances he had come to the view that the right course was to concentrate on improving the
arrangements for Parliamentary scrutiny of Community proposals and the arrangements for debates in
Parliament before the Government entered into decisions or commitments in the Council of Ministers.
Work could be urgently pursued to this end, though it would be necessary to have regard to the
recommendations of the Select Committee on Procedure.

In discussion it was argued that consideration of the issue of Parliamentary sovereignty should not have
been separated from the handling of other renegotiation issues; the Cabinet was only now considering
fundamental questions which might otherwise have been raised with the Community at an early stage in the
process. The right of the Community to impose directly applicable legislation and to impose taxes under
the “own resources” formula were the most serious of all the changes involved for the United Kingdom in
Community membership. Directly applicable regulations were an obsolete feature of the Community
related to a period when it was regarded as potentially a supranational organisation; the directive, which
a1lowedmore scope for Parliamentary initiative, was the formof legislationmore suited to theCommunity’s
modified aspirations. The system of directly applicable law, made by the Community was a gross
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infringement of sovereignty in the sense that political sovereignty rested in the power of a nation to make
its own laws. The application of the veto was not relevant to the role of the Commission; and we had had
to accept the existing laws of the Community on entering into membership. The transfer of Parliament’s
legislative powers to the Council of Ministers, and even more so to the Commission which was not elected
and not accountable to the people of the United Kingdom, represented the most serious attack on
Parliamentary democracy with which this country was faced. The relationship between Parliament and the
Government in relation to European Community business would result in a dismemberment of the
authority of the House of Commons.Moreover the threat to Parliament fromCommunity membership was
compounded by the prospect of a directly elected European Assembly; and it would be aggravated by the
establishment of directly elected Assemblies in Scotland and Wales.

On the other hand, it was pointed out that the issue of sovereignty had been considered by the Labour
Cabinet in 1967 and that the implications of Community membership had been spelt out in detail in the
White Paper “Legal and Constitutional Implications of United Kingdom Membership of the European
Communities” (Cmnd 3301). The renegotiation process had been conducted in full knowledge of these
implications. It had been essentially concerned with the revision of the terms on which we should be able to
display our national sovereignty within the Community in dealing with the policy issues which concerned
us. Many of the changes secured were directly related to the protection of United Kingdom sovereignty in
regional and industrial matters. The Commission had no power to impose direct taxes outside the limits
already laid down in the “own resources” system.Despite the Treaties of Rome and Paris our power tomake
our own laws remained; Parliament could, if at any time it so wished, repudiate all our obligations under
the Treaties and recall the powers which it had delegated to the Community institutions. The exercise of
sovereignty was a political rather than a juridical issue; and, if Parliament was dissatisfied with the
performance of the Government within the Community framework, it could exercise its powers to criticise
Ministers or even to enforce a change of Government. It was desirable to allow the Parliamentary
procedures for Community business to continue to be developed with a view to achieving a balance between
the power of Ministers to act and the power of Parliament to hold them to account. This meant developing
arrangements which would enable Parliament to express its view on the right issues, in the right form at the
right time. For this reason, and on wider grounds, it might be desirable to initiate a major review of the
conduct of Parliamentary business in the early future.

In further discussion there was criticism of the way in which the Commission had promoted unnecessary
harmonisation in comparatively minor matters (though the Commission had recently behaved more
sensibly in this respect) These were not matters suitable for the exercise of veto powers. If we remained
members of the Community, it was desirable to direct Community energies away from these channels. We
could also seek a number of other changes in the role and structure of the Commission, including a reduction
in the number of Commissioners (and consequently in the activities of Commission staV) and in the scale
of Commission expenditure. Certain other member states had similar ideas.

THE LORD PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL, invited to reply to the discussion, said it was clear that
Parliament could not divest itself ultimately of its sovereignty and was in a position to bring the United
Kingdom out of the Community at any time by repealing the European Communities Act 1972. His own
view remained that, while we remained members, any proposal we might contemplate making in order to
change the concept of directly applicable Community law could not be expected to succeed since it would
alter the essential character of the Community. None of the other possible amendments of the European
Communities Act would be satisfactory. A statutory declaration of the sovereignty of Parliament would be
seen to be purely cosmetic. To restrict the power to implement Community directives by subordinate
legislation would not meet the real concern which had been expressed and would unnecessarily involve the
Government in finding time for additional primary legislation. To embody the scrutiny procedures in statute
would import an unsound and unnecessary rigidity into Parliamentary arrangements. If the referendum
decision were to remain in the Community the Government should however continue to strengthen the
scrutiny procedures, and it might shortly be desirable to give a reconstituted Procedure Committee of the
House of Commons a wide-ranging remit which would cover the European Community field in the context
of examining the whole of the arrangements for conducting Parliamentary business.

The Cabinet—

Took note, and agreed to take this discussion into account in their consideration of the outcome
of renegotiation as a whole.

EEC Renegotiation

2. THE PRIME MINISTER said that the Cabinet must now reach a decision on the outcome of
renegotiation. His own recommendation, in which he was joined by the Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary, was that the United Kingdom should remain a member of the European Economic Community
(EEC). In their view the objectives for renegotiation of the terms of British accession to the EEC as set out
in the Labour Party’sManifesto for the General Election of February 1974 had substantially been met. The
decision whether or not to remain members of the EEC should however take into account not only the
renegotiated terms but changes which had occurred and for which we could claim some of the credit—in
the working practice of the Community. It was now operating much more under the political direction of
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the Governments of member states, It was also very relevant that the Commonwealth countries, some of
whom were diversifying their trading pattern in the light both of British entry to the EEC and of other
political factors, almost unanimously believed that their interests were best served by the United Kingdom
remaining a member of the EEC. If we were to leave the Community we would obviously seek to negotiate
a free trade arrangement with it but the experience of Sweden showed that onerous conditions would be
attached to it. In our case, given the nature of our trade, the conditionsmight bemore onerous andwe should
of course be in no position to influence them from within. We had great power to continue to change the
Community, and in all the circumstances he had come to the decision that it would be best for Britain, for
Europe, for the third world and indeed for the whole world for the United Kingdom to remain a member
of the EEC.

In discussion it became evident that a large majority of the Cabinet agreed that they should recommend
that the United Kingdom should remain a member of the EEC. They agreed that the Ministers concerned
had succeeded in securing marked improvements in the terms of our membership of the EEC. While it was
not claimed that the objectives set out in theManifesto of February 1974 had been fully met, there had been
considerable and unexpected success in many fields and further improvements could be pursued in the
course of continuing EEC business. The improvements were in marked contrast to the terms obtained by
the previous Administration. The fundamental principles of the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) had
not been changed, but many improvements had beenmade in the way it operated and the new arrangements
for beef, though instituted only for the current year in accordance with Community practice, represented a
considerable breakthrough. The Government’s objectives on the import of sugar from the developing
Commonwealth had beenmet in full, and the improvement in the EEC’s attitude to the Commonwealth and
the developing world had been one of the principal successes of renegotiation. Similarly the position was
now much improved in relation to the Community budget, capital movements, and Value Added Tax. The
Government’s regional, industrial and fiscal policies were in general well safeguarded, but the marker we
had put down on the control of private steel investment would need to be followed up.

The following reasons were also advanced in support of this view:

(a) Although we wanted to strengthen the “one world” framework, we had to recognise that regional
groupings existed. We should use our membership of the EEC and our influence on its policies, to
move away from the sterile confrontation which had been taking place in United Nations bodies
between the blocs of the developing and the developed world,. Under our influence the EEC had
already become more outward looking, particularly towards North America and the developing
world.

(b) The cohesion of Western Europe might well be disrupted if we were to leave the EEC; and the
British people might be misled into taking the view—which had bedevilled British policies for
decades after the Second World War—that we remained a major world power in our own right.
The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, though it would not say so publicly, did not consider our
membership of the EEC hindrance to detente and probably judged that it would help to restrain
any aggressive tendencies in West Germany.

(c) The Community was not now developing in a federalist direction; as long as we remained members
we could prevent it developing in that way. The written texts of the Community had not kept pace
with developments in practice. Although the texts might indicate that the Community was based
on free market concepts, this did not reflect reality. A number of the member states had mixed
economies and progressive social policies, which were at least as advanced as the United
Kingdom’s. We were only now at the beginning of our own relationship with the Community and
we could bring important influence to bear in its development.

(d) A decision to withdraw from the EEC would be very diVerent from a decision not to join in the
first place. While membership of the Community could not be expected to solve our economic
problems and it would not necessarily be disastrous if we were to leave, this would be a risky
economic course. Indeed it was argued that we might only survive in such a situation by adopting
policies, for a siege economy. There was no alternative economic grouping available; previous
suggestions that a Commonweath economic bloc or a North Atlantic free trade area could be
formed would not now be practicable. Great uncertainty would be caused during the protracted
negotiations for withdrawal from, and determination of a new relationship with, the Community;
this would have particularly serious implications for investment.

(e) The concept of directly applicable Community law, which was novel to the British constitution, had
to be accepted as essential for the operation of the Common Market. It would have bean easier to
have ensured that its structure and political philosophy were more consistent with the British
political character and constitutional practice if we had been involved in the Community from the
beginning. But the powers of national Governments to restrain the Commission, and of national
Parliaments to influence the Community, should not be underestimated. For example, British and
German objections to unwise proposals by the Commission on the harmonisation of standards
had prevented those proposals from making progress and the Commission had had to adopt a
diVerent andmore acceptable approach. Parliament retained considerable powers in these fields by
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its general political control of Ministers. Nevertheless improvements in procedures, as had been-
proposed, to enable Parliament to exert more influence on Community legislation should be
pursued urgently. It would also be necessary to consider, if we remained members, how best to
curtail the unnecessary powers and enthusiasm of the Commission.

A number of Ministers said that they would wish to dissent from a Cabinet decision to recommend that
the United Kingdom remain a member of the EEC.

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR INDUSTRY said that he would not repeat all the arguments
which had been put forward in the discussion of individual items in the package. The Cabinet could however
be on the verge of a tragic decision. The objectives set out in the February 1974 Manifesto had not been
achieved; all the diYcult points had been deferred until after renegotiation. It was wrong to think that
Britain’s economic problems could be solved within the EEC; too pessimistic a view had been taken of
Britain’s prospects, and we would be better placed to solve our problems outside the Community. The EEC
would inevitably develop in a federalist direction (though this was for the present being disguised) and the
power of the British Parliament and electorate had already been reduced. He feared that continued
membership of the EEC would lead to the break-up of the United Kingdom. Moreover the Labour Party
would be placed under considerable strain if the Cabinet were to go against the view of most of the rest of
the Labour and trade union movements.

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR EMPLOYMENT said that he too did not consider that the
Manifesto objectives had been achieved in several important respects. The consequences of withdrawal from
the EEC had been exaggerated; he did not accept that Britain’s problems could be solved only by our
accepting an alien system, whose legislative basis—the European Communities Act 1972—it was not
proposed to change. Policies which had stood Britain in good stead, for example on agriculture and the
Commonwealth, had already been destroyed by attempts over the last decade to join the EEC. Continued
membership would lead to the dismembering of the United Kingdom, and of the authority of Parliament
which had already lost much of its power in EEC aVairs. If we remained in the Community the seat of power
would lie in future in a permanent coalition in Brussels.

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR ENERGY said that he was not inflexibly opposed to Britain’s
membership of the EEC; he acknowledged the improvement in our terms of membership, in particular as
regards the Commonwealth. Nevertheless toomuch had to be taken on trust, since the fundamental changes
in the Community which we required had not been achieved in renegotiation. Hewas particularly concerned
about the situation on energy. North Sea oil would be an asset of great value to us and would be a
considerable help to our survival outside the Community; but there were already moves to apply the EEC
Treaty to the Continental Shelf. If we remained amember, we should be exposed to pressure for Community
policies, for example on depletion. While he would vote in the referendum against continued membership,
and believed that Britain could survive outside the Community, he would work for the success of
Community membership if that proved to be the referendum result.

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR TRADE said that he was opposed to continued membership of
the EEC because it was disadvantageous to us materially, to the powers of Parliament and the unity of the
United Kingdom, and in relation to the kind of world we wished to see. The EEC was not an eVective
regional grouping, as their failure in the energy crisis and the current French attitude towards International
Energy Agency had shown. The British people did not have the community of feeling with Continental
Europe which would be required to make a genuine Community, and our membership of it did not assist
the “one world” concept. If we withdrew, there would be problems though they should not be exaggerated;
we could still prosper and make a better contribution to the world as a whole from outside the Community.

THE MINISTER FOR PLANNING AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT said that the present occasion
was the country’s final opportunity for settling the issue of membership, and he would accept the outcome
of the referendum. But the logic of the EEC pointed it towards the destination of a federal structure for a
United Europe. The February Manifesto set out only the minimum objectives in the renegotiation; a
significant element in them had not been met and had been left over for the continuing business of the
Community if we remained members. He felt therefore that the country should decide to withdraw.

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR SOCIAL SERVICES said that the Labour movement did not
believe in the basic principles of the EEC. These could not be dismissed as mere theology. We had accepted
that we could not challenge these principles, for instance in relation to the CAP, and the Commissioner
responsible had made it clear at a recent meeting of the Council of Ministers that national agricultural
regimes were outside the Treaty and could not be allowed. The veto was not something which could be
exercised simply on the basis of the Government’s dislike of a particular proposal. Experience had shown
that our whole bargaining position on current Council issues had to be taken into account. The Council of
Ministers was in eVect an institutionalised systemof coalition government, and theLabour Party had always
been united in its opposition to the notion of coalition government. Our virility as a nation would be
weakened if we remained a member of the Community.

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR SCOTLAND said that although certain changes, some of which
were temporary, had been agreed in the operation of the CAP, it was clear that the basic principles of the
CAP had not been changed; and the common fisheries policy would mean that other EEC countries could
eventually fish in our waters, notwithstanding the extension of fishing limits which it was expected would
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shortly be agreed internationally. The renegotiation of our budgetary contributions had only been partially
successful. Although active progress was not immediately being made towards economic and monetary
union, the idea remained a long-term Community goal. The Community’s regional policies involved some
Community oversight of our regional plans. The position on steel was admitted to be unsatisfactory. On
the issue of sovereignty, the Government would be accepting the permanent curtailment of the powers of
Parliament if the European Communities Act were not amended, and the powers of the Commission could
not be radically attacked within the present Treaty framework. This transfer of power from Parliament to
Brussels would strengthen the internal pressures towards the break up of the unity of the United Kingdom.
Thus we had failed to achieve the fundamental renegotiation to which the Government were committed.

THE PRIMEMINISTER then asked those members of the Cabinet who had expressed views against the
UnitedKingdom remaining amember of the EECwhether theywould be ready to support themajority view
or if they wished to exercise their right—which had previously been agreed in the unique circumstances of
the referendum—to diVer from the Government recommendation. All the Ministers concerned said that
they wished to exercise this right.

THE PRIME MINISTER, summing up the discussion, said that by a significant majority the Cabinet
agreed that the United Kingdom should remain a member of the EEC. This would therefore be the
Government recommendation and he proposed tomake a statement to this eVect in the House of Commons
that afternoon.

The Cabinet—

Took note, with approval, of the Prime Minister’s summing up of their discussion.

EEC Referendum

3. THE PRIME MINISTER said that it would now be necessary for the Cabinet to consider the
guidelines within which thosemembers of theGovernment who could not support the recommendation that
the United Kingdom should remain in the EEC should exercise their right to diVer from it. Draft guidelines
had been prepared for handing round, and they would be circulated for fuller consideration at the next
meeting of the Cabinet.

In the course of a brief discussion it was suggested that particular diYculty would arise in connection with
the proposals about Ministers appearing on platforms either with Members of Parliament of a diVerent
political Party or with Labour Party supporters who took a diVerent view on this issue. It would be
impossible to avoid an active debate: what mattered was that members of the Government should conduct
it in a comradely spirit with each other.

THE PRIME MINISTER, summing up this brief discussion, said that the Cabinet could not reach
conclusions on the proposed guidelines in the time remaining. They would be circulated for fuller
consideration at their next meeting. In the meantime members of the Government should abide by the draft
guidelines.

The Cabinet—

Took note, with approval, of the Prime Minister’s summing up of their discussion

Cabinet OYce

18 March 1975

Annex B

THE BENN DIARIES

Tuesday 18 March 1975

The day of the Cabinet decision on Europe and the day of the parliamentary decision, the day of the
dissenting Ministers’ declaration, of the signature of the motion on the order paper, and indeed probably
one of the key days in the history of Britain.

[TAPE TURNED OVER HERE—MAYBE A FEW WORDS MISSING]

It was the first time that this key question had ever been discussed, and it came after the end of
renegotiataion because it had been referred to a diVerent committee from the ECS which had considered
our renegotiation strategy. He[?] said it posed the whole question of whether the Community is to be
supranational or a community of soveriegn states.

Jim Callaghan said, “Now, how many laws were passed last year that had direct eVect in Britain? Does
anybody know? Douglas Jay had said Three thousand.” Ted said he didn’t know but it was certainly over
two thousand last year, so Willy Ross said, “Well, when we get statutory instruments, at least the Secretary
of State signs them.”
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Crosland said that he wasn’t concerned with sovereignty because he thought sovereignty had passed
anyway to the power workers and the hospital workers, but he was concerned about the cost of gratuitous
harmonizations which he found he had to deal with. He said he would like this matter put to Ministers to
try and stop it.

Alf Morris said he was concerned about the powers of the Commission.

I said, “Sovereignty is not the same as omnipotence, nobody is omnipotent. The Americans aren’t
sovereign, they were actually beaten by the Vietcong, they can’t do what they wanted. Sovereignty means
democracy in the sense of power to make your own laws, not even the power to enforce them, because that
might depend on circumstances not within your control.”

I said that there were three options open to us. One was to protect our parliamentary democracy, which
would oVend the Community; another was to abandon parliamentary democracy which would oVend the
Manifesto; the third option was to fudge it.

I said that this was the most important constitutional document ever put before a Labour Cabinet. The
whole political history was contained in this paper. It recommended a reversal of hundreds of years of
history which had progressively widened the power of the people over their governors. Now great chunks
were to be handed to the Commission. As to the Commission, it was theological. There certainly wasn’t the
sort of argument that occurred when Conference only asked for its views to be respected by Cabinet. Yet
we were quite happy to give it to the Commission. I said I could think of no body of men outside theKremlin
who had so much power without a shred of accountability for what they did.

I said that the Community would destroy the whole basis on which the labour movement was founded,
and its commitment to democratic change. That was one of the reasons why we had a small Communist
Party, why the ultra-left was so unimportant, it was because you could say to people “Change yourMP and
you can change the law”. That was where the attack on democracy was coming from. If we accepted this
paper, we’d be betraying, in a very special sense, our whole history.

Michael said, “We’re being asked to accept everything we opposed when we were in opposition. Take the
tachygraphs, these little machines you put in lorries to measure mileage. We’d opposed that in opposition,
but it was imposed on us. The theology of the Common Market is written into the whole centre of their
Treaties. We are conniving at the dismemberment of Parliament. We are destroying the accountability of
Ministers to Parliament, and if we have a European Parliament elected by 1978, it will destroy our
Parliament. It will encourage Scottish and Welsh separation because they’ll say “If you can do that, what
about helping us to govern ourselves?” This would dissipate the powers of the British Parliament, people
think we’re crazy to dismember our Parliament at the most dangerous moment in our history.

Jim said that it wasn’t the first time that a document of this importance had been before a Labour Cabinet.
It was all set out in the 1967 White Paper. Sovereignty of Parliament was not an issue, it wasn’t even in the
Manifesto.

This led to a protest from Michael who said that it was a draconian curtailment of the powers of
Parliament. Harold said that that was from the first manifesto.Michael said that the authority of Parliament
was used in the October Manifesto. “Well,” said Wilson, “these are the diVerences between the old and the
new testaments.”

Jim said, “Sovereignty is not new, nor should we say we should have raised it when we didn’t. As to
taxation, the limit is 1% by the Commission.”He disagreedmost strongly withme when I said that there was
more of a danger from the Commission than fromMickMcGahey, certainly the International Socialists. He
said, “Well, the Communist Party may have gone over the top, but the International Socialists are
penetrating the authority of Parliament”.

Jim said he too was worried about things like the “standardisation of rear-view mirrors which he said was
oVensive, he thought there may be too many commissioners, but the time to study the Commission would
be after the referendum. “We don’t want to give Parliament the power to hold things up.” (This is typical
of Jim who regards the power of Parliament as something derived from Ministers instead of the other way
round.) “Sovereignty was destroyed by interdependence,” said Jim and he was confident in what Elwyn
Jones, Lord Chancellor, had said, that the power was there if the people felt strongly enough.

Harold Lever said, “Tony Benn is a legal pedant,” and as for Nick McGahey versus the Commission, he
didn’t share that view. He said that debates on whether this was irrevocable were silly. The decision to come
out would be even more disastrous.

Harold Wilson said, “The British Parliament has the power to come out at any time.” I asked if he’d be
prepared to say that publicly. “Well,” said Harold, “we can discuss that later when we come to the handling
of the statement.”

Elwyn Jones said, “Political sovereignty is the power to make our own laws and Parliament could
repudiate the Treaty at any time. Parliament has handed over part of its law-making powers already. In
opposition, it was the exercise of the power that we had ceded that we criticised. British influence can be
exercised in future by the Foreign OYce. Government can continue to declare war. Parliament can continue
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to throw out the Governments that fail. We have given limited powers to the Commission, Parliament can
take away what it has given. A legal framework is diYcult and disturbing. The practice is more important
than the legal machinery. (This coming from the Lord Chancellor, I might add)

Reg Prentice said that he accepted Paragraph 2b, ie. the surrender of sovereignty and improved scrutiny.
“We need to strengthen the power of Parliament over the pressure groups at home,” he said, “and we must
institutionalize our external interdependence, but of course, the juggernaut lorries can andmust be stopped,
but we mustn’t be too neurotic about a seepage of powers away from Parliament.”

Barbara Castle said that it was because she knew about this that she had opposed it in 1967. The
philosophy and theology of the Common Market was to remove the distortions to competition, and that is
what the free movement of capital and labour were all about.

Bob Hellish said that Parliament was completely inadequate. He knew as a Party manager that the
statutory instruments were frustrating, we needed a review of parliamentary procedure. He couldn’t believe
it would aVect our sovereignty. The powers of the Commission were strong but Parliament is a farce, it will
have the final say, and Britain will always have the veto over laws they try to pass over it.

Peter said, “There is anxiety, and I regret there haven’t been earlier discussions. Sovereignty is the right
to make your own laws, and the minutiae are not the real issue. Freedom of movement of labour is very
important, and the Courts will enforce our law at the moment but they won’t later.”

“Well,” said Harold Wilson, “the free movement of labour had never been an issue.”

By then it was just after 11.00 and we went down and had tea. I had my coVee and I had my mug of tea
and I thanked Harold for it, and it was then he told me that he had sent over to get it. We went back into
the Cabinet.

Ted Short said that Gunderlach, one of the newCommissioners, had cut down on harmonization.He said
that Parliament could not divest itself legally of its own sovereignty. He said Parliament has the right to
bring the UK out at any time, and if we tried to change the sovereignty, it would change an essential feature
of the country, of the Community, namely the direct applicability of their law in Britain. Could we amend
the Common Market Act? He said, as to the sovereignty, statutory declaration of sovereignty would be
purely cosmetic, therefore we couldn’t do anything because it would have no eVect.We could strengthen our
procedures, and, therefore, he would favour radical proposals for strengthening Parliamentary procedure.

That was the end of that discussion. It was quite clear that it was going to be absorbed and wrapped up
in a later discussion, and I learned nothing about the views of my colleagues. But as is already evident, the
eVect of a referendum and the Common Market discussion is to produce some very deep discussion about
themeaning of Government. I really wonder whether many of my colleagues have thought about it. I’ve had
so long to think about it, with the experience of the peerage battle and all that, that I feel I am a jump ahead.

Harold said, “Well, we now come to the main question. Should we accept the terms or not? I recommend
that we should stay in and that is the view of the Foreign Secretary though he will speak for himself.We have
substantially achieved our objectives. The Community has changed de facto and de jure, and the attitude of
the Commonwealth has changed too. The Commonwealth wants us to stay in, and the Commonwealth
trade patterns have changed; though I regret it. If we had a free trade area for the UK, the conditions upon
us would be even stiVer or as stiV, and I am only persuaded 51% to 49%, indeed I had anxieties right up to
the last few days, but I recommend that we stay in.”

Jim Callaghan said, “In supporting you, I would like to say something about the development of Europe.
I am unashamedly an Atlanticist, but we are living in a regional world and we must use the regional
organisations. The Soviet Union does not find our membership of the EEC a hindrance to detente. Indeed,
I think secretly, they might like us in to control the Germans. The 77 non-aligned countries who are now
banded together at the United Nations could destroy the UN and we are better in a regional group to
withstand them. As to the prospects for democratic socialism in the Community, four of the countries are
Labour, or have labour representation in the Government: Holland, Denmark, Germany and the Republic
of Ireland, and now Britain. The market economy is really as an idea quite fly-blown, and the withdrawal
of Britain would strain our relations with Ireland.”

He quoted Benjamin Franklin who said something like this, “When I first looked at the terms for this
Constitution I was not persuaded of it. As wisdom came, I came to see that I was wrong.”

Willy Ross said, “We cannot ignore the Manifesto, Parliament has lost its power, the only power left
would be to come out. Anything less than that, the Courts would decide. The Commission is still completely
independent, and we have not changed their power at all. In 1967 the Cabinet did not accept membership.
It just decided to apply to see what the terms of membership might be. The Manifesto only listed our main
objectives, and we didn’t change the CAP and the power of the Commission is unaVected. On fishery policy,
the anxiety in Scotland was that under the Common Market rules, people would be able to fish right up to
the shore. The Scottish National Party has won all the constituencies round the coastline on fishery policy
grounds.”

Harold Wilson said, “Well, that has never been raised at all in the last twelve months.”
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On the terms,Willy quoted the Foreign OYce paper. “Regional policy is another problem, once in, it will
grow. The greater degree of oversight from Brussels is being urged and we read from an article in the Times
in which George Thomson said he had a development plan for Scotland, and it would all be monitored. As
to steel, the cost of coming out, it could be argued, might .be serious but it sounded like the story of the lady
in the brothel who was told it would be more expensive if she came out,” a most improbable comment I
might add from Willy Ross. He went on, “I am not satisfied, though it’s a matter of balance.”

Ted Short said, “I’ve been awarding points as a schoolmaster on the eight matters of renegotiation. CAP
3 out of 5, budget 4 out of 5, EMU 3 out of 5, regional and industrial policy 4 out of 5, steel 1 out of 5, fiscal
policy 4 out of 5, capital movements 5 out of 5, Commonwealth 5 out of 5. So 29 out of 40, or 72.5%.” He
thought Jim Callaghan should be awarded a doctorate in renegotiation. He wants us to stay in and we’d
take advantage of the agreement to diVer if Cabinet decided to come out.

Harold Lever said, “You know, this is not a great divide. This is the beginning of a new relationship with
Europe.” He favoured staying in.

Shirley Williams favoured staying in, and said “We could stop the Commission, and indeed we did when
they tried to harmonize our milk and beer . . . The Prime Minister and the Foreign Secretary have achieved
a great deal in the Third World.” “And with Judith” said Harold. He’s always trying to implicate her. “Oh
yes,” said Shirley.

She went on, “On the market economy, in fact they had gone much further on the continent than we had,
and in industrial democracy, they had gone much further in Germany than in Britain. They spend more on
the public services, all higher than us. On the mixed economy, France and Italy have a larger public sector
than us and they see it not as an ideological matter but as a practical advantage to their country. On
democracy, they’re doing well too.”

Bob Mellish said that the Common Market was here to stay and we should stay in. Then it came to my
turn to make mymain final speech. I said, “PrimeMinister, I fear that the Cabinet is about to make a tragic
error. It recommends that Britain stay in. I recognize that Jim has done his best and probably got the best
terms that are compatible with continuing membership, but we have not achieved our manifesto objectives
and indeed we did not even try.”

“We deferred the real issues, the really diYcult issues, like the authority of Parliament and regional and
industrial policy until after the renegotiation was over. We have confused the real issue of parliamentary
democracy for already there has been a fundamental change. The power of electors over their law-makers
has gone, the power of MPs over Ministers has gone, the role of Ministers has changed. I hope we won’t be
told this is all theology and not law because the history of the world has been written by theologians and
not pragmatists, and as to the law I remember the eVorts I had to spend, ten years of campaigning to get
the courts to accept the supremacy of the Commons over the Lords at a time when two judges said that a
peerage was an incorporeal hereditament aYxed in the blood and annexed to posterity. That was a huge
battle just to establish a simple democratic point.”

I said, “The real case for entry has never been spelled out. It is that there should be a fully federal Europe
in whichwe become a province, and in fact it hasn’t been spelled out because people know it isn’t acceptable.
We are at the moment on a federal escalator, moving as we talk, going towards a federal objective we do
not wish to reach.”

“In practice, Britain will be governed by a European Coalition Government that we cannot change,
dedicated to a capitalist or market economy theology. This policy is to be sold to us by projecting an
unjustified optimism about the Community, and an unjustified pessimism about the United Kingdom,
designed to frighten us in. If Jim quotes Benjamin Franklin, let me quote what Benjamin Franklin said. “He
who would give up essential liberty for a little temporary safety deserves neither safety nor liberty.” The
Common Market will break up the UK because there will be no valid argument against an independent
Scotland with its own Minister and Commissioner, still enjoying the Common Market with the rest of the
UK and England. We shall be choosing between the unity of the UK and the unity of the EEC.”

“It will impose appalling strains on the labour movement, however responsibly we may argue it. No-one
in this whole discussion has mentioned the TUC with whom we signed the Social Contract, or the National
Executive, or Conference who are joint partners in the Manifesto and to whom we should report back. It
will block oV the path to peaceful change with consequences we cannot foretell. It will create a new myth
that the future of Britain can be solved by others. In fact we all have to build the new Britain ourselves. I
feel strangely cheated that after each colony has escaped from the British Empire, when only the English
are left, we are handed over to Brussels to govern. I believe that we want independence and democratic self-
government and I hope the Cabinet in due course will think again.”

Michael came after me and said, “We’ve given up so much. The Commonwealth view is not our view.We
shall dismember Parliament and the UK. Western Europe is a coalition system, and we shall be caught
adopting it. It will permit the operation of coalition policies over party, and theBritish don’t want coalitions.
Wemust present this fundamentally, the cost of coming out is used, but it is a defeatist movement. Gaitskell
said that we should make that clear.”
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DenisHealey said that it would be amistake to present the issue asMichael andTonyBenn had suggested.
The consequences outside would be serious, and economic problems are more important. He said this is a
matter of judgement and choice between evils on a balance. In real life it was a mistake for the British not
to have gone to theMessina Conference which started the Treaty and themovement to European unity. The
Commission was set up with the Treaty of Rome and it would have been better if we’d been there at the
start. Leaving now would not end the matter and there would be pressure for reversal of the decision and
for our continued entry later. That’s why I approved the application.

As to the renegotiation, he said we have improved it in practice, and there’s growing support in the
Common Market for our approach. The decision to leave now would be more damaging than the decision
not to join. We had no sympathy from the White Commonwealth if we left, we’d have no sympathy from
the US which is turning inwards, and the idea of a North Atlantic Free Trade area is out. Europe is a
bargaining counter with, the US and there’d be a long period of uncertainty if we decided to leave, and
industry needs certainty. We’d have to negotiate with a hostile Common Market and even EFTA and the
Commonwealth and the USA. It would not be a disaster but a risk, and he hoped we wouldn’t overplay the
disaster if we leave, or we would have no credible posture with the British people to vote for withdrawal.
The consequences would be too dangerous, and therefore he hoped the people would vote to stay in and
improve it from the inside.

Tony Crosland said he agreed with Denis, he was an agnostic, sceptical about large markets, he thought
there were strong arguments for staying in, partly because the Common Market was going anti-
supranational, partly because of the eVect on investment, partly because we would be deceiving the country,
and partly because the psychology of the UK would go back to a sort of Churchillian myth that we were
the greatest and most important country in the world. Therefore he had to accept the Common Market
exists, and it’s going to concern us, it is an important force for good and it would be crazy to come out.

Reg Prentice said, “I was against and now I am for staying in. The onus of proof has shifted. We have to
consider the investment eVect. There would be a disastrous eVect on the economy if we came out, political
matters mattered most. I am a one-world man and regional groupings help the third world. The EEC exists
and we’re in it. It would be a danger to detente if we came out. The. third world with the world food crisis
was our great problem and we would make a bigger eVort to deal with it if we were in.”

Eric Varley said, “I was against in 1967, never inflexibly, and I’m sure that the improved terms will help
the UK if the referendum goes for membership. I would certainly hope to make it work if it did, but for my
ownpart I shall be voting no.We are being asked to take toomuch on trust. There have been no fundamental
changes in the Common Agricultural Policy of the Economic and Monetary Union. I’m worried about
Parliament, but my main worries are about energy and oil, because if the Treaty of Rome is applied to the
Continental Shelf, and the Community have asked to study the application, then we’ll be in diYculties. I
asked the oYcials at the Department of Energy to look at the pros and cons and the North Sea Oil is under
study. The Treaty may apply, and then in 1990 we’d have to look at our depletion policy and then we
couldn’t resist Common Market pressure to maximize production.”

He went on to say, “We can survive outside. I regret the long campaign which will strain the Party, but
I am opposed to our remaining in.”

Peter Shore said that the balance of advantages was unfavourable. “Parliamentary institutions would
suVer, the unity of the United Kingdom would suVer, the relationship with the world as it is nearer to the
Commonwealth, the English speaking world than to the continent. That is how the British people feel.”

As to the regional and national argument, Peter said, “The EEC disintegrates when it comes up against
real issues like the energy problem. Our base is not inWestern Europe. It is too weak, too small and too old
fashioned. In real instances it makes the problems worse. France is no friend, she has frustrated our
approach to the world energy problem through the Agency. I do not think you can have this degree of
intimacy without a real community, we are friends and allies with our neighbours on the continent but we
don’t have that degree of intimacy with them. We can survive without, and prosper and contribute more.”

Malcolm Shepherd said, “It has been a privilege to listen to the debate and I hope the same spirit will
illuminate the referendum, and the Government and the Party would come out of it stronger.” He said he
had always been a supporter of entry, he had lived abroad a lot of his life, he did not like the old terms but
he was 85% for the new terms. We were now in and the price of leaving would be too great.

Fred Peart said his attitude was obviously coloured by agricultural matters. The deficiency payment
scheme had not even been in the 1947 Tom Williams Agricultural Act. France also, looking wider, will
containGermany.He had attacked entry in the old terms but we had achieved a lot, beef and lamb subsidies,
we’ve defied the Council, we’ve liberalised sugar, and we should stay in on grounds which had been most
influenced by Denis.

John Silkin said only Harold Wilson could have kept us together over this period. It was an irrevocable
decision to be made and to suggest we could change it would be like suggesting we could repeal the Treaty
of Paris 1789 and bring the United States into colonial status again under Britain. It was the last chance
either way. He said he would accept it as binding, we should leave the EEC because the logic of a federated
Europe would involve a fundamental change in the CommonMarket if we wanted to stay in, ourManifesto
contained minimum terms. He would vote no.
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Elwyn said he was agnostic and still had doubts, renegotiation had been beneficial, there was no leap in
the dark if we stayed in now, the Commonwealth, America and the CommonMarket wanted us in, he didn’t
want a confrontation with the CommonMarket, the consequences of withdrawal were disturbing. If we left,
our practical freedom of action would have gone, we can contain the risks to parliamentary democracy, he
thought our law was more threatened at home.

Merlyn Rees said he was not a federalist but he noticed that the French and the Germans were working
better together and the youngsters today in Europe don’t think nationally at all. He’d read every paper he
could find and he’d come out for yes. He said the Commission worried him a bit and the Party and the
Conference and the unions might take a diVerent view but there were many Labour voters oV the emotional
hook now and he thought that was to the good.

Roy Mason said, “You know my views. We have succeeded in getting some substantial changes. The
awareness of a series of successes is well known, regional groupings are here to stay. We have changed the
face of the Common Market, we’ve helped in the Third World. To begin to unravel Europe beginning with
Denmark would be terrible, it would mean the UK withered on the vine. Our balance of payments, and he
had spoken to the former President of the Board of Trade, would be badly aVected. It would be traumatic
for Britain, an embarrassment for the City, and he was for staying in.

Barbara said, “You knowmy view, I’ve givenmy reasons, it is bad to ask people to stay in an organisation
whose principles we do not share. As for pragmatism we have accepted that we cannot challenge the
theology sowe have not really tried on parliamentary control, on steel and the CommonAgricultural Policy.
The power on council to veto, to safeguard national interests sounds attractive but it is not as simple as that.
The EEC works by compromise. Everything is a bargain, and this is a charter for coalition which would
destroy the Labour Party. The EEC is an institutionalized coalition.”

Roy Jenkins said he was in favour of staying in. He agreed with Denis and said we should have gone to
the Messina Conference. He himself had been wrong to underestimate the scope there had been for
improving the terms. He thought it was a remarkable achievement but it would be a terrible blow if we left.
Hewas anAtlanticist too,more at home inAmerica than on the Continent. But Europe is a pillar of Atlantic
cooperation.

Willy Ross said he believed in the maximum strength for the UK, to prevent the division of the UK. He
was unconvinced about the terms and he would vote no. If we conceded powers to Brussels we could not
resist conceding them to Scotland and Wales.

John Morris said that on forms and principles, he thought the Common Market was frightening. In
practice it was more acceptable. We should try to change the Commission, we must meet the needs of
Parliaments. He regretted the entry but could we do anything now but stay. It’s too late to get out, he would
recommend we stay.

It was 16 to 7 for staying in. Harold said, “I hope nobody will think that has anything to do with the way
I composed the Cabinet because when I formed it a year ago, there were eight for Europe, 10 against and
five wobblies. Now I want to know who, of those who have expressed their view, intend to take advantage
of the agreement to diVer?” The replies were as follow:

Tony Benn—Yes.

Barbara Castle—Yes.

Michael Foot—Yes.

Willy Ross—Yes.

Peter Shore—Yes.

Eric Yarley—Yes.

Thus it was that the Cabinet reached its view.

Then the guidelines were passed round, very rigid saying no debating with LabourMinisters or appearing
in constituencies with MPs or taking a diVerent view without their permission, no appearing on platforms
with others.

I said, “Well, as you know Harold, I had set myself these targets but they’ve got to be done sensibly and
it’s the spirit rather than the detail.”

Harold said, “I based them on what I heard you were going to do.”

Shirley said, “What about appearing with GeoVrey Howe on the Tory side?”

Harold said he didn’t want to discuss them today “and anyone who says anything between now and then,
perhaps we could discuss them again on Thursday.”

So with that the Cabinet left, it was about 1.30. I went out into Downing Street which was very crowded.
I walked to the end of Downing Street, down Whitehall and back to the oYce.
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Letter from Alastair Campbell to the Clerk of the Committee

Thank you for your letter dated 12 January, asking me to explain why I do not intend to publish my
diaries, or any books relying upon them, whilst the Prime Minister remains in oYce.

I do intend to publish a series of books aboutmy experiences in politics at some time, but I would consider
it wrong to publish in a manner, or at a time, detrimental to the interests of the Government or the Party I
served. With our media and politics as they are, I am in little doubt that publication would be used to try
to damage the Government, the Labour Party, the PrimeMinister and others. For that reason alone, I have
decided against early publication.

I know that the committee has looked in detail at specific recent publications. It is clearly the case that
political events are under greater media scrutiny than ever before. Events as they happen are now subject
to far more coverage, and far more is revealed to the public, than was the case even a few years ago. This
is an inevitable consequence of a more voracious 24 hour media and the internet, which alongside other
political and cultural change have led to greater openness including Freedom of Information, and higher
expectations of public disclosure.

All that being said, whatever the rules that are in place concerning the publication of political memoirs,
ultimately it will remain the responsibility of the individual to handle such issues sensibly.

22 January 2006

Memorandum by Peter Riddell, Chief Political Commentator, The Times

The RadcliVe rules on the publication of political memoirs had been comprehensively breached well
before the publication of “DC Confidential”, or the Lance Price diaries. In many ways, the outcry over Sir
Christopher Meyer’s book has muddled, rather than clarified, the problem.

If the core principle—as set out by Lord RadcliVe—is that memoirs should not reveal national security,
international relations, confidence between ministers and confidential advice from oYcials, then it has been
breached several times in the past two decades—both by politicians and civil servants. The Alan Clark
diaries named several civil servants, including his fantasies about one of his female private secretaries. These
were published only just over a year after he ceased being a minister. GeoVrey Robinson also named civil
servants in his memoirs, less than two years after he resigned. Both could be dismissed as unimportant since
they were peripheral figures, never in the Cabinet, or ever likely to be there. But they breached the RadcliVe
principles. On a lesser, and more innocuous level, Nigel Lawson named some Treasury civil servants in his
memoirs, despite pleas from the Cabinet Secretary (Lord Butler of Brockwell) to remove the names.

On the other side, there have been several cases of oYcials commenting on private discussions and on
ministers, from the Alanbrooke diaries onwards (appearing in a bowdlerised form within a dozen years of
the end of the Second WorldWar and including highly critical comments about Sir Winston Churchill). An
earlier British Ambassador toWashington, Sir Nicholas Henderson, published diaries which revealed a full
account of the Falklands war and about his meetings with ministers. These came out within 12 years of his
time in Washington, less than the 15 year embargo set out in the RadcliVe rules. At the time of publication
in 1994, Sir Nicholas said he had decided to go ahead after earlier being asked not to publish because “now
everybody seems to be publishing memoirs. Many ministers and civil servants have also disregarded the
rules”.

That is apart from the increasing number of memoirs/diaries by special advisers—Bernard Donoughue,
who names several senior civil servants, but deliberately waited 30 years; Sarah Hogg and Jonathan Hill
(published during theMajor premiership, though generally supportive); and in the Blair years, Derek Scott,
Lance Price and Peter Hyman.

How is Sir Christopher Meyer’s book worse than these cases? His oVence lay in making personally
disparaging remarks about servingministers and revealing somemildly embarrassing anecdotes about Tony
Blair and other ministers while they are still serving in oYce. This was a serious mistake, and did breach
trust. Yet was the real outcry because Tony Blair and Jack Straw are still in oYce? But this section only
accounts for five or six pages of the book. If these were omitted, would the book have provoked comment
and objections? Obviously much less. But, in theory, his discussion of the run-up to the Iraq war breaches
the RadcliVe guidelines. However, in practice, as Sir Christopher has acknowledged, there was nothing new
in what he wrote about Iraq. Virtually all has appeared either in television programmes or in other books
( for some of which he was an acknowledged source, including my own Hug Them Close). There have been
far greater revelations in books published in the USA, including two by Bob Woodward, which had the
assistance of President Bush and other members of the administration. Otherwise, theMeyer book is a racy,
highly personal account of life as an Ambassador, which you can take or leave according to taste, but which
includes some astute observations about the British role in the USA.

How much damage has been done? Or, rather, damage to what and whom? I have seen no evidence of
any damage to transatlantic relations, and certainly not to national security. It is more a question of breach
of confidence and political embarrassment, or good taste perhaps. Should ministers feel able to be candid
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in front of their oYcials and Ambassadors? Yes. Equally, civil servants should feel able to be open and
candid when advising ministers rather than worried that their opinions will appear in memoirs while they
are still serving in Whitehall, probably under a government of another party. As GeoV Mulgan has
suggested, good government may be weakened by the fear among special advisers, and civil servants, that
someone else in the room is keeping a diary. But in the more open political culture at present, it is unwise
to assume—regardless of memoirs or diaries—that anything will remain secret for long. It is certainly in the
public interest for some policy discussions to held in private, and on the assumption that they will remain
private. A wider range of options can then be aired. There is the danger that senior ministers will rely more
on a small coterie of advisers. But that does not mean that much damage will necessarily be done if such
advice is published.

Can anything be done? Clearly, the letter of the RadcliVe rules, about a 15 year bar on memoirs, is dead.
And the words of the Civil Service Code about civil servants observing “their duties of confidentiality after
leaving Crown employment” are not precise enough. Is it just memoirs? How about TV interviews or
newspaper articles? After all, retired civil servants often contribute to public debate on policy—and they are
listened to precisely because of this past experience and insider contacts.

In order to be credible, the RadcliVe rules need to be updated andmademore specific. Various procedural
improvements on ensuring earlier sight of drafts should also be set out. Above all, the rules need to be
applied to ex-ministers and former special advisers as well as retired civil servants. Of course, politicians are
in a diVerent position from civil servants in terms of public accountability, but that does not mean they
should be free to discuss confidential advice, or to identify civil servants who cannot answer back. For civil
servants, and particularly special advisers, the ban on revealing confidential discussions could be enforced
by a specific clause on the Civil Service Code, or in contracts, on the Crown Copyright principle floated by
Sir Gus O’Donnell.

More generally, however, the original RadcliVe view—reaYrmed by LordsWilson and Turnbull—seems
right: the main sanction is that people who break the rules should be condemned for breaching acceptable
norms of mutual trust. The loss of reputation—and the cold shouldering by former colleagues now being
suVered by Sir Christopher Meyer—are perhaps the most eVective sanction. But that will only work if it is
enforced against politicians as well as civil servants.

Overall, despite all the huYng and puYng about DC Confidential, much of the row is overdone. Sir
Christopher was wrong to breach confidence in five or six pages. But he is neither the first nor is likely to be
the last. His book is an occasional exception to the general keeping of confidences by retired civil servants.
His book has been deplored. The rules need to be clarified and made more credible. There are many more
important issues for the committee to consider.

January 2006

Memorandum by Craig Murray

I write to you as a former Civil Servant who has submitted his memoirs, “Murder in Samarkand”, for
approval to the Foreign and Commonwealth OYce, and who has been refused that approval. I am
nonetheless determined to go ahead and get the book published. The FCO have warned that they will take
legal action if I do. I believe that places me in a category of person of particular interest to your Committee’s
current enquiry.

I was British Ambassador to Uzbekistan from August 2002 to September 2004. For over six years I was
a member of the Senior Civil Service, (or its Diplomatic Service equivalent). I had a career of over 20 years
in the Diplomatic Service.

I believe it is important that the committee consider my category of case, which is very diVerent to that
of other former Ambassadors such as Jeremy Greenstock and Christopher Meyer. They left after long and
distinguished careers drew to a natural close. They then took jobs in organisations which are close to, or
related to, government.

By contrast I left the FCO on (very) early retirement after a long and well publicised dispute with my
employer. This had drastic eVects on my health. I am currently without work at 47, I believe in large part
as a result of the damage to my reputation caused by false accusations brought against me by the FCO. At
the moment my future looks bleak.

It is the contention of my book that I was both mistreated and traduced by the FCO as the result of an
internal policy dispute over our attitude to the government of President Islam Karimov of Uzbekistan, and
over cooperation with his security services allegedly in pursuit of the War on Terror. It is a fact that I faced
a lengthy investigation into 18 allegations made against me, which were leaked in detail to the media. It is
also a fact that I was formally cleared on all 18 charges.
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My name was cleared, despite the standard of proof being balance of probability, not beyond reasonable
doubt. I am suremany of your committee will understand thatmakes amajor diVerence. It also lends weight
to the question of how such a huge raft of charges, none of them probable, could come about. That is much
of the story of my book. I was, incidentally, found guilty of a nineteenth charge, that of talking about the
charges.

The FCO would deny that I was in any way mistreated. They are perfectly entitled to argue that. But do
the Select Committee really believe that the government should be able to use an all-enveloping definition
of Crown Copyright to prevent me from setting out my side of the story? It does not matter if you side with
me or the FCO on what happened. You do not have to support me in the dispute, to support my right to
freedom of speech.

I ask the committee whether, in this context of whatmight be termed an employment dispute, an employer
which happens to be a government department should be able to stop by diktat an aggrieved employee, who
lost his job, from publishing his account of events?

I would argue that in these circumstances the laws of defamation and libel, the OYcial Secrets Act, the
Data Protection Act and the Freedom of Information Act provide proper and secure boundaries of law
within which an employee ought to have the right to air his grievance. For the employer to simply ban the
book by refusal to clear it, and the threat of arguing in court that the area of dispute is subject to Crown
Copyright, cannot be fair. It is an unjustified limitation of freedom of speech.

My publisher has received formal legal advice that, even if a document has been obtained under the
Freedom of Information Act or the Data Protection Act, the government may still prevent its publication
by exercising Crown Copyright. If upheld, this would mean that a newspaper, which obtained a document
under the Freedom of Information Act, could nonetheless be arbitrarily prevented from publishing it.

That seems to me to obviate much of the purpose of the Freedom of Information Act. I would request
the Committee to consider this problem and resist the temptation to endorse the government’s musings
about making more vigorous use of Crown Copyright. I would further suggest that the Committee
recommend that the Government should state that, as a matter of policy, it will not use Crown Copyright
to suppress publication ofmaterial obtained under the Freedomof InformationAct orData ProtectionAct.

Allow me apply this to my own case. I received a large number of documents pursuant to a formal
application under the Data Protection Act. The documents consist largely of minutes about the handling
of the disciplinary procedure against me. In particular they give irrefutable evidence of the detailed personal
involvement of the Secretary of State Jack Straw, both in holding meetings and in writing minutes, in the
setting up and detailed conduct of disciplinary charges against me. This evidence is included in the text of
my book. Mr Straw has repeatedly denied he had any connection with the action taken against me.

One purpose of the DPA is to enable the citizen to get at the truth of what government is doing in relation
to them personally. Does the Committee believe I should be prevented from publishing those minutes about
me, obtained legitimately under the DPA, because of Crown Copyright? I do not expect the Committee
necessarily to take a view on the individual case. I point out what I believe to be the unfair hazard for
freedom of speech of an aggressive use of Crown Copyright.

I have been informed by senior FCOoYcials that inmy case the submission onwhether to give permission
to publish was put to Mr Straw. That seems to me to open questions on whether politicians should be
permitted to ban information about their own conduct. The committee may consider such decisions might
be better taken by an independent body enforcing agreed rules.

Let me be quite plain about the current situation. The FCO has stated that it will not “Ban” the book,
but that if it is published it will sue under Crown Copyright. That is an eVective deterrent to any publisher,
whose purpose is to run a business publishing books, not to conduct extremely expensive litigation. So in
fact their aggressive attitude does amount to a ban.

I should also like the Committee to consider the ability of Government departments to use process to
frustrate an author. Inmy case I spent hundreds of hours over some eight months in detailed discussion with
the FCO on the text of my book, including meetings, letters, emails and numerous long phone calls. I made
scores of textual amendments, some of them very major, to try to meet their concerns. Only at the end of
this process did they turn round and say that they opposed in principle the entire publication of the book.

After reviewing this large raft of correspondence between the FCO and I, the publisher’s lawyers, most
distinguished in this field, commented:

I agree with the author when he accuses the FCO of delaying tactics by playing him along, implying
certain consents and then objecting in principle to the publication of the book. However, there is
nothing particularly unusual in this . . . Government departments are capricious and that is their
nature.

Perhaps the Committee might consider whether we ought to have to resign ourselves to capricious
behaviour in this regard. Frommy long knowledge of FCO process, my expectation is that I was negotiating
with civil servants who were diligently applying rules, before the book was finally submitted to a politician
who simply wanted it banned.
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I would conclude that, if the government or an individual wishes to take legal action against me over my
book over alleged libel or a breach of the OYcial Secrets Act, that is a perfectly legitimate course of action
and to be decided in court. But I do not view the aggressive use of Crown Copyright or confidentiality, in
eVect to block publication, to be legitimate in the case outlined above.

Book banning is in itself pernicious and should always be specifically justified.Where there are two parties
to a dispute, for one party to use an arbitrary authority to suppress a book about the dispute by the other
party, leaves a nasty smell.

I am at the disposal of the Committee if I might be of any assistance.

5 March 2006

Letter to the Committee from Heather Yasamee, Information Management Group,
Foreign and Commonwealth OYce

PASC: 2 Questions

1. Thank you for your e mail letter of 2 March in which, on behalf of PASC, you ask for clarification of
two points arising from evidence given by Sir Christopher Meyer. To take your questions in turn:

Did SirMichael Jay invoke theDiplomatic Service Regulations in his dealings with Sir ChristopherMeyer over
his television appearances on 4 June 2004 or at any other time?

2. In a telephone conversation with Sir Christopher Meyer on 4 June 2004, Sir Michael Jay told him that
Ministers were concerned that he was straying towards the revelation of confidences gained in conversations
in which he had taken part. NeitherMichael Jay’s letter of 26 July 2005 to ChristopherMeyer nor his Private
Secretary’s contemporaneous record of this conversation written on 8 June 2004 say that the DSRs were
specifically invoked by name in this conversation. However this is clearly implicit in the record of the
conversation (relevant sentence quoted verbatim in the subsequent letter). Michael Jay has been consulted
and his recollection is that while he may not have cited DSR formally, he believes that he delivered a clear
enough message of concern that Christopher Meyer was getting close to crossing the line protected by the
Regulations.

3. Although Sir Christopher Meyer has a diVerent perception as to whether the rules were specifically
drawn to his attention by the FCO prior to my letter to him of 30 June 2005, there is evidently no
disagreement between us that hewas aware at the outset of the rules and the requirement in them for clearing
publications. He acknowledges this in his reply to Question 118.

4. Our position on this rests withMichael Jay’s letter of 26 July 2005.We do not ourselves wish to pursue
the point further, since to do so risks getting drawn into an dialogue on semantics, which we do not feel
would serve any useful purpose.

Is it the case as Sir Christopher states, that the FCO makes a pragmatic distinction about the implementation
of the DSRs between those still within the diplomatic service and individuals who have retired from the service?

5. Turning to your second and related question, the FCO makes no distinction between serving and
retired oYcers as regards the requirement to get permission to publish books which draw on oYcial
information or experience, but we do make a pragmatic distinction in the case of less formal activities such
as speaking engagements and contacts with the media. It is neither practical nor reasonable to require that
no retired FCO oYcer may speak publicly on a matter with a bearing on his or her past employment as a
Crown Servant without first clearing lines with the FCO. We work on the assumption that all retired staV

are aware of their continued obligation for continued confidentiality and rely in the first instance on their
good sense and judgement as to how much they can say without reference to the FCO. When they are in
doubt or need guidance as to where to draw the line, we expect them to refer to us and in practice they do.
When we are aware of any retired staV getting close to or crossing the line, then we take the initiative to
contact them. Michael Jay’s conversation with Christopher Meyer of 4 June 2004 is an example of this.

March 2006
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Memorandum by the Cabinet OYce

Introduction

1. This memorandum sets out the Government’s proposals for strengthening and clarifying the position
relating to the rules for civil servants on the publication of political memoirs. The current rules are at
Annex A.

2. In considering the options, we have been mindful of the need to strike a fair balance between allowing
former oYcials the freedom to write their own accounts of their time in Government which can help inform
public understanding and debate, the right to freedom of expression under the European Convention on
HumanRights and the implications of Freedomof Information legislation, while at the same time seeking to
protect oYcial information which should remain confidential for reasons of national security, international
relations and trust and confidence within Government.

Contractual Provisions

3. Civil servants and former civil servants are already bound by duties of confidentiality in relation to
oYcial information received during the course of their employment. The Civil Service Management Code
states:

“Civil servants must not take part in any activities or make any public statement which might
involve the disclosure of oYcial information or draw upon experience gained in their oYcial
capacity without the prior approval of their department or agency. They must clear in advance
material for publication, broadcasts or other public discussion which draws on oYcial
information.” [paragraph 4.2.4]

“Civil servants must not publish or broadcast personal memoirs reflecting their experience in
Government, or enter into commitments to do so, whilst in Crown employment. The permission
of the Head of their department and the Head of the Home Civil Service must be sought before
entering into commitments to publish such memoirs after leaving the Service.” [paragraph 4.2.5]

The Civil Service Code also states that “civil servants should continue to observe their duties of
confidentiality after they have left Crown employment”. [paragraph 13]

4. In addition to these rules, we believe there would be merit in making it clearer and more explicit in the
Civil Service Management Code that former civil servants must seek the permission of the Head of their
formerDepartment, and theHead of theHomeCivil Service, before entering into a contractual commitment
with a publisher. The Code will also be amended to make it clearer and more explicit that former civil
servants must submit in good time before any proposed publication, a copy of the proposed text which they
intend to publish and which draws, or appears to draw, on oYcial information or experience. Civil servants
will also be reminded of these obligations at regular intervals to ensure that the rules are not forgotten. We
will also be including reminders of the rules on appointment and on retirement/resignation.

Confidentiality Agreements

5. The vast majority of civil servants observe the rules on the disclosure of information and clearance of
books pre-publication. In future, staV in sensitive areas will be asked to sign an undertaking that they have
read and understood the rules relating to the disclosure of oYcial information and the publication of
memoirs and other publications and that they will abide by the rules.

6. It would be for Permanent Secretaries to decide which posts within their departments are “sensitive”
but this is likely to include for example private oYce staV, special advisers, press oYcers, oYcials who
regularly have contact with Ministers. Departments will issue regular reminders to staV highlighting the
rules.

Copyright

7. We are also proposing that in the letter of undertakings—described in paragraphs 5 and 6—individuals
will be asked to assign copyright to the Government of future works (including newspaper serialisations)
thereby targeting action at those employees with most access to sensitive information.

8. This proposal would have the advantage of depriving an individual of the profits of any work based
on oYcial information and experience, and so removes one of the incentives to publish. However, in
implementing this proposal we recognise that we need to strike a fair balance as a number of former oYcials
write accounts of their time in Government which can help inform public understanding and debate,
therefore, action to assign copyright needs to be proportionate.

9. In summary, the following changes will be made:

— The Civil Service Management Code will be amended to make it clearer and more explicit that
former civil servants must seek the permission of the Head of their former Department, and the
Head of the Home Civil Service, before entering into a contractual commitment with a publisher.
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The Code will also be amended to make it clearer and more explicit that former civil servants must
submit in good time before any proposed publication, a copy of the proposed text which they
intend to publish and which draws, or appears to draw, on oYcial information or experience.

— Civil servants will also be reminded of these obligations at regular intervals to ensure that the rules
are not forgotten. Letters of appointment and letters on retirement/resignation will include
reminders of the rules relating to confidentiality and the need to submit proposed books which
draw on oYcial information and experience prior to publication.

— StaV in “sensitive” posts will be required to sign an undertaking that they have read and
understood the rules relating to the disclosure of oYcial information and the publication of
memoirs and that they will abide by the rules. Permanent Secretaries will decide on “sensitive”
posts within their departments.

— The letters of undertaking will also include assignment of copyright.

— Departments will issue regular reminders to staV on the rules relating to the disclosure of oYcial
information.

March 2006

Annex A

Civil Service Management Code

Civil servants must not, without relevant authorisation, disclose oYcial information which has been
communicated in confidence within Government or received in confidence from others. [Paragraph 4.2.2]

Civil servants must continue to observe this duty of confidentiality after they have left Crown
employment. [Paragraph 4.2.3]

Civil servants must not take part in any activities or make any public statement which might involve the
disclosure of oYcial information or draw upon experience gained in their oYcial capacity without the prior
approval of their department or agency. They must clear in advance material for publication, broadcasts or
other public discussion which draws on oYcial information or experience. [Paragraph 4.2.4]

Civil servants must not publish or broadcast personal memoirs reflecting their experience inGovernment,
or enter into commitments to do so, whilst in Crown employment. The permission of the Head of their
department and the Head of the Home Civil Service must be sought before entering into commitments to
publish such memoirs after leaving the Service. [Paragraph 4.2.5]

Civil Service Code

Civil servants should continue to observe their duties of confidentiality after they have left Crown
employment. [Paragraph 13]

Letter from the Cabinet OYce to the Committee

Thank you for your letter of 21 December asking a number of questions relating to the process for
commenting on Sir ChristopherMeyer’s book. First, I must apologise for the delay in replying to your letter
which had unfortunately, been overlooked owing to an administrative oversight. Taking the questions you
raise in turn:

1. Heather Yasamee’s letter to you of 21 March covers this point. I can confirm that the Cabinet OYce
has no other records.

2. No changes were sought by the Cabinet OYce or the FCO—please see the Foreign Secretary’s reply
to a Parliamentary Question from Mr Gordon Prentice on 28 November 2005.

3. Sir Gus O’Donnell’s letter of 4 November set out the views of both the Cabinet OYce and the FCO.
The dialogue between the Cabinet OYce and the publisher’s representative was very much at the level of
keeping the publisher informed about how things were progressing in terms of collecting comments, and
where necessary seeking an extension to the deadline for submitting comments.

4. No other letters or emails are held by the Cabinet OYce. There may have been an email updating the
publisher on progress with collecting responses, but we do not now have any record of such an email.

5/6. Howell James became involved in September on a personal basis to help elicit assurance from Sir
ChristopherMeyer that he would submit a text—this was in the context of advertisements trailing the book,
and the fact that the FCO had not been able to secure a copy of the proposed book.

7. The book was sent to the FCO on the day it was received by the Cabinet OYce (7 October). The FCO
worked with us throughout the process and were fully consulted throughout.
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8. The Cabinet Secretary informed Sir Christopher’s publisher prior to publication on 4 November that
it was disappointing that a former diplomat should disclose confidences gained as a result of his
employment. The Cabinet Secretary went on to say that it was not his responsibility to check whether
remarks attributed to individuals were accurate and complete. Therefore, the Government had no comment
to make on the book, but this did not constitute any form of oYcial or unoYcial approval.

9. The Foreign Secretary’s reply to Gordon Prentice of 28 November made clear that nothing was
specifically identified that was considered so damaging as to require consideration of legal action. Therefore,
consistent with the Cabinet Secretary’s letter to the publisher, the Government had no comments on the
proposed book, but it did not have any formof oYcial or unoYcial approval. Learning from this experience,
future letters of this kind will make the position on clearance more explicit.

10. TheCabinet OYce propose to amend theCivil ServiceManagementCode tomake it clearer andmore
explicit that former civil servants must seek the permission of the Head of their former Department, and the
Head of the Home Civil Service, before entering into a contractual commitment with a publisher. The Code
will also be amended to make it clearer and more explicit that former civil servants must submit in good
time before any proposed publication, a copy of the proposed text which they intend to publish and which
draws, or appears to draw, on oYcial information or experience see the memorandum submitted by the
Cabinet OYce on 27 March. The Foreign OYce has already clarified obligations and process in their
amendedDiplomatic ServiceRegulations and newGuidance (copies sent to PASCon 8March. Jack Straw’s
Written Ministerial Statement of 8 March).

11. In addition, the Cabinet OYce set out its proposals to introduce letters of undertaking for staV in
sensitive posts in its memorandum to the Committee on 27 March. FCO letters of employment and letters
issued on retirement or resignation now explicitly draw attention to the rules on publications and duties of
confidentiality. All FCO senior staV have been asked (2 March) to sign an undertaking that they have read
and understood the rules and agree to be bound by them.

Once again, I am really sorry for the delay in getting this reply to you. Please pass on my apologies to the
chairman and members of the Committee for this oversight.

28 March 2006

Memorandum by Professor Patrick Birkinshaw

Preventing and Controlling Publication

1. It is often said that we live in the information age and that freedom of information has altered the
political culture. It is a culture that justifies a more liberal approach to memoirs—so authors of memoirs
assert. Freedom of Information is disclosure under terms; the problem addressed by the Select Committee
is disclosure without approval. The following advice addresses the problem caused by indiscreet, ill-judged
or improper revelations by former public servants, including Ministers, which do not amount to breaches
of the criminal law and which may be diYcult to frame within the law of confidentiality. It will be necessary
to say something about confidentiality to set the context. I will also address the problem by suggesting a
generic approach although the problems posed by the various groups may diVer, as does their legal status.
One of the arguments pressed by the witnesses before the Committee was the diVerence in treatment meted
out to Ministers and civil servants. Since this advice was drafted, the Diplomatic Service Regulation 5 (and
HSR4) which address the question of publications by existing and formermembers of the diplomatic service
have been revised. The Cabinet OYce has also sent a memorandum on Publication of Political Memoirs.
These new developments are addressed in an addendum to this advice.

2. There are four groups of individuals whose activities may cause problems from the perspective of
unauthorised publications: Ministers, civil servants, private advisers working under short-term contracts
and diplomats. I ignore police andmilitary personnel. Unauthorised disclosures may lead to a breach of the
OSA if disclosures are within the terms of that Act although prosecutions for breaches of the 1989 Act and
its predecessors have never been brought against ex Ministers as far as I know (?). The special position of
security and intelligence oYcers has been dealt with exhaustively in case law and legislation which has
emphasised their unique position.

3. In general terms all four groups would fall under the terms of the lawof confidence in their employment
relationships with each other, and in their relations with Ministers in the case of the latter three groups.
Basically, the law of confidence seeks to protect information from publication, or to award compensation
where a duty of confidence has been breached. To be confidential, information must have the “necessary
quality of confidence about it” something which is not “public property” or “public knowledge”. Lord
GreeneMR Saltman [1948] 65 RPC 203. Or the protection may be extended to items which are in the public
domain but which are assembled in such a way that they are only known in that form to the mind of the
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confider or to those in whom he or she has confided. Secondly, the information must have been imparted
in circumstances importing an obligation of confidence. Thirdly, there must be an unauthorised use of that
information to the detriment of the party communicating it. (Coco v A N Clarke [1969] RPC 41 at 47)

4. Two situations must be distinguished: prevention of publication by injunction and seeking damages
or compensation after publication where that publication has resulted in a breach of undertaking.

Prevention

5. Letme deal first of all with prevention of publication. It was accepted inAtt Gen v JonathanCape [1975]
3 All ER 484 that confidentiality does apply to public secrets, specifically to protect communications
between Ministers and between civil servants and Ministers (p.494b) in order to protect collective
responsibility of Cabinet discussions. In terms of Cabinet confidences Lord Widgery said: “I conclude
therefore that when a Cabinet Minister receives information in confidence the improper publication of such
information can be restrained by the court, and his obligation is not merely to observe a gentleman’s
agreement to refrain from publication.” (p.495b) He found no ground on which a court could restrain
publication by aMinister of their views on civil servants’ advice or their competence: neither the Crown nor
an individual servant “has an enforceable right to have the advice which he gives treated as confidential for
all time” (emph. added p.496g). The words “for all time” might lead one to infer a duty limited by time. This
was not how RadcliVe read it. But the period in question in relation to Cabinet meetings ie the subject of
the diaries of Richard Crossman, referred to periods over 10 years prior to the litigation. To succeed in his
pursuit of an injunction theAtt Gen had to show that publicationwas a breach of confidence; that the public
interest requires that publication be restrained; and that there are no other facets of the public interest
contradictory to andmore compelling than that relied on (ie a wider and greater public interest in knowing).
Too long a period had elapsed to justify an injunction covering Vol I. Injunctions were not sought by the
Attorney General subsequently to restrain publication of Vols II and III although the latter volume
contained information predating the litigation by five years. Where a legal duty of confidence is owed, the
confidee may be restrained from publishing even where the material has been published by others eg by the
press who are simply reporting what is publicly available. (Att Gen v Guardian Newspapers [1988] 3 All ER
545 (ChD, CA and HL). The Guardian case (Spycatcher) held that the test for restraining publication was
damage to the public interest.

6. The jurisprudential basis of Lord Widgery’s judgment and the application of principles of law
fashioned in private law and their extension to the governmental sphere were given further elaboration in
Commonwealth of Australia v John Fairfax Ltd (1980) 147 CLR 39 (51-52) by Mason J. This case has been
influential in subsequent English litigation and is worth quoting at some length:

“The equitable principle has been fashioned to protect the personal, private and proprietary
interests of the citizen, not to protect the very diVerent interests of the executive government. It
acts, or is supposed to act, not according to standards of private interest, but in the public interest.
This is not to say that equity will not protect information in the hands of the government, but it
is to say that when equity protects government information it will look at the matter through
diVerent spectacles.

It can scarcely be a relevant detriment to the government that publication of material concerning
its actions will merely expose it to public discussion and criticism. It is unacceptable in our
democratic society that there should be a restraint on the publication of information relating to
government when the only vice of that information is that it enables the public to discuss, review
and criticise government action.

Accordingly the court will determine the government’s claim to confidentiality by reference to the
public interest. Unless disclosure is likely to injure the public interest, it will not be protected.”

Intriguingly, the judge added:

“If, however, it appears that disclosure will be inimical to the public interest because national
security, relations with foreign countries or the ordinary business of government will be prejudiced,
disclosure will be restrained” (ibid, emph added).

7. The italicised phrase could include a failure in civil servants to advise candidly and without reservation
because of a fear of being quoted and a similar apprehension in Ministers to expressly themselves candidly.
Revelations may inhibit the ordinary business of government. Be this as it may, I know of no attempt to
apply this dictum to restrain judicially unapprovedmemoirs. And a degree of robustness would be expected.
In short, courts are reluctant to award injunctions restraining the publication of memoirs of the type under
discussion unless there is a continuing duty of confidence and a prospect of damage to the public interest.
Where such damage is in prospect, the courts have restrained publications in the widest of terms but these
have been in cases involving security and intelligence oYcers who owe a life-long duty of confidence or
secrecy to the Crown (Att Gen v Punch [2003] 1 All ER 289 (HL); Blake v Att Gen [2000] 4 All ER 385; R v
Shayler [2002] 2 All ER 477 (HL)). Our groups do not owe duties in such absolute and general terms
although durable duties of confidence may be owed in respect of particularly sensitive information. An
additional factor to consider is the question of Article 10 ECHR rights of freedom of speech within the
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Human Rights Act 1998 (see below). S.12 of the HRA gives considerable protection against interim
injunctions to those who wish to publish information to safeguard their right to freedom of speech. (Cream
Holdings v Bannerjee [2004] 4 All ER 617 (HL).

Controlling Publication: Approval and Remedies for Wrongful Breach

8. The alternative approach is not to pursue injunctions but to ensure that members of the four groups
seek permission to publish memoirs, or when they fail to request and obtain such approval, to remove the
profit from the wrongdoing.

9. Employer/employee relations are those of a confidential nature and whether in the private or public
sectors. What caused some confusion in the case of the groups under discussion was that conventionally
Crown servants were not considered to be under contracts of employment. I avoid a complex analysis by
simply saying that treating signed and express clauses in agreements between Ministers, civil servants,
diplomats and private advisers on the one hand and the Crown on the other would, in principle, be legally
binding and enforceable. The nature of the legal duty would be spelt out (below). The position in relation
to intelligence oYcers was discussed in Blake v Att Gen [2000] 4 All ER 385 where the legally binding nature
of a contractual undertaking “not to divulge any oYcial information gained by me as a result of my
employment, either in the press or in book form” [media was not mentioned] was accepted without question
by the Law Lords as a continuing contractual duty. The undertaking was in the signed declaration for the
OSA. The breaches of duty by Blake were exceptional and devastating, and called for exceptional remedies,
but the principle of a binding contractual duty is accepted. I doubt that in principle its application to
Ministers or Crown servants etc would be questioned although these persons are not under the life-long duty
of secrecy that binds SIS oYcers. I say ‘in principle’ but the diYculty of detail will be dealt with below. I can
see no public policy reason that would negate at the threshold a legally binding agreement of this nature.

10. In terms of political memoirs the position is presently addressed by the RadcliVe Rules and by the
Ministerial Code (2005—under revision). For civil servants and diplomats the relevant provisions of the
Civil Service Code and the diplomatic analogue (DSR) set out restrictions on publishing materials based on
their experience in oYce. In the case of special advisers the model contract for special advisers states that:
“You must comply with the rules on the publication of personal memoirs and books based on oYcial
experience set out in the [Departmental/StaV Handbook] (15f).”2

11. Using oYcial documents for quotations and as a basis for publications could fall under the provisions
of Crown copyright under the Copyright etc Act 1988. Copyright is not the same as confidentiality.
. . . Copyright protects the property (simply expressed the “words”) of an author of original literary works
in which original skill and labour were expended in their creation. Copyright does not protect information.
Confidentiality does. Copyright cannot prevent access to information. But copyright can prevent copying
or re-use of that information. S.163(1)(b) of the 1988 Act gives the Crown a broad basis of copyright
protection. The section states that where a work is made by Her Majesty or by an oYcer or servant of the
Crown in the course of his duties HerMajesty is the first owner of any copyright in the work. ‘Course of his
duties’ is a critical phrase in this context—what precisely does it cover? The claim would be brought by the
Attorney General. For the ambit of those engaged in the executive branch of government see Laddie,
Prescott and Vitoria The Modern Law of Copyright and Designs 3rd ed para 36.4. A copyright can be
assigned to another party (assignee) by an author. The assignee may then exercise the rights of copyright.
Assignment would avoid the diYculties in determining “course of his duties”, but assignment would present
other diYculties. I discuss assignment in paragraph 14 below in the context of the present discussion. That
oYcials may hold copyright on a constructive trust for the Crown has been mooted in the Spycatcher
litigation in the courts at all levels of jurisdiction (above at pp.567, 621, 643, 654-55) and by Scott VC in
Blake ([1996] 3 All ER 903 at 912). I say “mooted” within the English jurisdiction. The constructive trust
device has been used successfully in the USA [see para 17 below].

12. Since the Crossman diaries litigation there has been no reported case law on attempts either seeking
to restrain judicially publication of memoirs or to obtain compensation for publication in breach of
guidance or administrative rules in cases other than those relating to SIS oYcers. The Blake litigation in
the House of Lords shows that compensation is possible but the special facts of Blake make the case easily
distinguishable from the present concerns. To what extent might it be feasible to impose legally binding
undertakings and what problems might be presented by such a course are questions dealt with below.

2 27. Civil servants, including Special Advisers, must not publish or broadcast personal memoirs reflecting their experience in
Government, or enter into commitments to do so, while in Crown employment. The permission of the Head of their
Department and the Head of the Home Civil Service must be sought before entering into commitments to publish such
memoirs after leaving the Service. They must submit any manuscripts for comment to the Head of the Home Civil Service in
advance of publication.
28. Under the terms of theCivil Service Code, Special Advisers should continue to observe their duties of confidentiality after
they have left Crown employment.
http://www.cabinetoYce.gov.uk/propriety–and–ethics/publications/doc/model–contract–speical–advisers.doc
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Legally Binding Agreements

13. We have moved on a great deal since RadcliVe reported but his observations on the limits of law and
its utility in this area are still germane.He wanted a system inwhich the “habits of reticence” were honoured.
I would, however, suggest that the only possible way to improve upon the practice recommended by
RadcliVe and which most, if not all, agree has broken down is to incorporate agreements not to publish into
legally binding agreements between Ministers, civil servants, special advisers and diplomats on one hand
and the Crown on the other. In sum, I see no reason in law why legally binding agreements could not be
entered into by the respective bodies. The pressing questions then become: what would such agreements
cover; what remedies could be invoked; and what are the prospects of such agreements being enforced? This
latter point necessarily involves discussion of procedures to ensure compliance.

14. The Undertaking: An agreement signed by the relevant parties would state that it was a legally
binding undertaking not to publish any material or information possessed/acquired/used or relating to [a
minister’s/civil servant’s etc . . .] employment in, or experience derived from, Crown service in book/media
or other form unless the material had been approved by responsible authorities. The Minister/civil servant/
adviser/diplomatic member would agree that until such approval is given, the copyright in any suchmaterial
will be owned by [assigned to] the Crown and the material would be regarded as confidential. Where the
material is approved, copyright will revert to the author and any confidentiality will come to an end. Where
publication takes place without authorisation, the Crown will pursue any available remedies by way of an
account of profits or damages—standard remedies for breach of copyright—as well as other remedies. If
there is a question of a breach of the OSA then any appropriate prosecution may have to be considered.
This makes legally enforceable an arrangement which RadcliVe saw operating voluntarily and without legal
nicety—that ‘continuity of a general understanding between a succession of people that counts’ (para 59).
It adds the support of copyright (which is crucial), and contract law. The views of those responsible for its
operation would have to be sought for their opinion on its operability. It should also be borne in mind that
the prospective author may by-pass any proposed procedure agreed to by the undertaking without consent
forcing the Crown side to seek reparation through the courts for breach of the undertaking. The author
would wish to invoke a public interest in publication overriding the undertaking (below).

15. The Procedure: The undertaking would specify that consent to publish will not be withheld
unreasonably nor for an unreasonable period of time. Anything that smacks of unjustifiable censorship or
oppression will be legally fruitless, and deservedly so. There would be maximum encouragement for
negotiation around acceptable details. Details of parameters and time schedules would be explained in
published guidance. A procedure involving theHead of the Civil Service and relevant Permanent Secretaries
seems appropriate. One might wish to note that in March 2006 an independent adviser (the former
Comptroller and Auditor General) was appointed to adjudicate on Ministerial conflicts of interests, a post
recommended by the Committee on Standards in Public Life. There might advisedly be a right of appeal
to a body independent of those oYcials. This might comprise a mixture of Privy Councillors as RadcliVe
suggested—but how independent would such a body be seen to be? Furthermore, to take on board the
presence of the Human Rights Act and art 6 ECHR, such a body, if created, would have to have a statutory
basis and operate judicially and independently. There is in existence an Information Tribunal now
established under the terms of the FOIA to hear appeals on disclosure under that Act and under the DPA
(there is also in existence a Copyright Tribunal). The Information Tribunal’s existing frame of reference is
statutory. It would require statutory authorisation to act as an appeals panel in memoirs’ cases. Its statutory
remit would also have to be addressed carefully: it would not be dealing with a FOIA jurisdiction covering
exemptions and disclosures under FOIA, although aspects of that jurisdiction might interconnect with
memoirs’ cases on, for example, the public interest in disclosure. The very broad range of ss.35 and 36 FOIA
protecting policy formulation and protecting against prejudice to the eVective conduct of public aVairs
should be considered. These provisions, seen by many as too broad for their purpose, are subject to a public
interest test. An appellate tribunal would be hearing appeals on highly charged and sensitive matters of
judgment often involving combative or aggrieved individuals. One might seriously question whether the
Information Tribunal would be suitably positioned to hear such appeals. Might it be possible to co-opt
special members for such cases?Might a senior judge, a former Cabinet Secretary unconnected with the case
and a ‘disinterested’ newspaper editor be an appropriate mix? One could argue it is getting a little top heavy.
Nevertheless, I remain of the view that if an appellate body is deemed necessary, it will have to satisfy human
rights requirements under Art 10 ECHR—there is prima facie an interference with freedom of expression
by the contract clause and any body hearing appeals would have to determine whether the restriction was
for a pressing social need, necessary and proportionate. As I show below, these are very demanding tests. If
this statutory appellate route were adopted, an appropriatemoment for legislation would have to be chosen.

To sum up a statutory procedure would involve: a stipulation that the Crown owns copyright as specified
above in written agreements; a procedure involving the Head of the Home Civil Service and [ . . . ] in giving
approval for publication and releasing the copyright to the author; an appeal to a tribunal against a refusal
to permit publication either in whole or in part; a right of appeal on a point of law to the High Court.

16. In the absence of such an appeal mechanism, there would be the fall back of a challenge to the courts
to determine the legality of any restriction or refusal to publish. Such a challenge would involve the “anxious
scrutiny” of the Human Rights Act and the closest of judicial attention (see Lord Bingham in R v Shayler
[2002] 2 All ER 477 (HL) paras 29–36). Nobody on the government side would wish for dirty washing to
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emerge from this process. Indeed, even with such an appellate body judicial challenge of its decision would
be available if there was not a statutory appeal to the courts. The prospective author will be contesting the
nature of his contractual rights and their judicial determination. This is ultimately a matter for the courts.
There is a question of which procedure applies—public or private law as contractual matters involving
government are usually determined by private law process.3

17. The Remedy: I have already stated the remedy from this breach would be an account of profits. This
was the remedy that was employed by the law lords in Blake. In America, a breach of constructive trust has
been used to extract compensation for wrongful publication in breach of an agreement by a former CIA
operative to engage in prior review of themanuscript (Snepp v. US, 444US 507 (1980). The agreement, made
at the beginning of the agent’s employment, covered all information—classified and otherwise—but the
court only dealt with unclassified information). Blake broke new ground in English law because it was a
remedy usually reserved for copyright or breach of confidence claims and not for breach of contract. Despite
the outcry from contract purists, the reasoning in the case in relation to the remedy has been supported in
subsequent case law. Scott VC recoiled from stating that Blake was a fiduciary because of the total control
this would give to government over oYcials in his position—it could prevent such a person from ever using
their experience gained in oYce for perfectly proper purposes. For Lord Steyn, however, Blake’s position
was akin to a position of special trust and that relationship and undertaking had been betrayed by
publication. Blake’s actions as a spy had led to the deaths of many agents. It was diYcult to assess any
damage to the Crown by publication of the book—the information was no longer confidential and was
widely known (had it been confidential then Attorney-General v. Guardian Newspapers Ltd (No. 2) ([1990]
1 AC 109) shows that an account of profit would be permissible). In the circumstances, the remedy by way
of an account of profits inBlakewasmost appropriate—if somewhat creative and its exceptional nature was
emphasised. It is ‘exceptionally’ available where general remedies for breach of contract are inadequate and
the claimant has a legitimate interest in preventing the defendant profiting from a breach. The past and
future activities that attract the concerns of the committee in this inquiry are not of this order. Without such
an agreement as drafted above the courts might be reluctant to extend Blake to the publications of the
present group of authors absent the most egregious breach of duty. The agreement as drafted above makes
specific and express provision for an account of profits or damages and would state that the agreement is
legally binding. Where a remedy in damages would be more appropriate this could be claimed as an
alternative or in conjunction with an account.

18. Prospects: The diYculties in this procedure are obvious from past practice. It seems to me that a
weakness in approach to date has been the limp-wristed or confused reaction seemingly taken against those
who breach their trust. The Crossman litigation has not encouraged a robust approach. The “old state of
indeterminacy” criticised by RadcliVe (61) before that litigation has persisted since that time. And quite
simply, one is not going to stop publications by former Ministers and senior oYcials where they remain
resolutely determined to publish. In the case ofMinisters, evidence has been given of outright refusal to sign
such undertakings of non publication—RadcliVe recommended that Ministers should sign a declaration of
notice of the contents of his recommended rules (para 71). The point is of course that refusal is easier when
one is in oYce. Is it likely that such refusal would be as steadfast before ministerial appointment? Most
oYcials, civil servant or diplomatic, would not wish to breach guidance, whether administrative, legal or
otherwise, and there is a dramatic recent example of that in Greenstock’s memoirs. If an individual feels
impelled to justify him or herself from a sense of grievance or if they wish to inflict harm on opponents and
loss of profits is not a concern, there is little that can be done unless the memoirs are in breach of OSA and
a criminal matter, or defamatory andmight possible meet with exemplary damages. Even then, the prospect
of a civil or criminal trial would be unlikely to deter action. Unless sensitive national security or diplomatic
information was involved the prospects of secret trial would be unlikely. The picture could be deeply
embarrassing. There may well be a significant public interest factor present in what is written.

19. The Public Interest Factor: The public interest in disclosure has been aVorded a widening
interpretation. Originally confined to wrongdoing, it would now apply to information which it was
genuinely in the public interest that it should be publicised. It would include a public interest in not being
misled; or publication of that which is a matter of public concern. To give further illustration, a revelation
might expose the truth about government operations and constitute a more candid public record of events
than the oYcial record would suggest. It may be of a very high public interest to reveal the feet of clay of
governors, their lack of judgement or errors from an insider’s perspective. Publication may be justificatory
as an aspect of self defence. Prevention of publication may amount to an unjustified interference with a right
to freedomof speech and signing of declarations or undertakingsmay be regarded as possessing an unlawful
‘chilling eVect’ on such a right. Furthermore, one must face the fact that what is being sought is an
opportunity to see and if necessary attempt to influence the scope and tone of what is published and to give
that opportunity a more realistic chance of success. Unless the content showed clear damage to the public
interest, it may be diYcult to argue with confidence that such an undertakingwould be enforceable to obtain
an account of profits after publication. If the courts would not prevent publication by injunction, they may
well be reluctant to enforce agreements that have a chilling eVect on freedom of speech. In other words, if
an agreement were tested there would have to be the clearest of public interest grounds not to publish for

3 Involving as the problem does questions of public entitlement and human rights, it may be that public process via judicial
review is more appropriate. It is unlikely that the choice of procedure would prevent a full ventilation of relevant questions.
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it to withstand scrutiny. Contrariwise, the courts may not stop publication, but they may make an order for
an account of profits because the author has acted in breach of an undertaking but not in any sense that
upholds a public interest in publishing. The courts have emphasised that contractual obligations of
confidentiality are no more resistant to public interest disclosure that other duties of confidentiality—see
Sedley LJ (with whomAldous LJ agreed) in London Regional Transport & Anor vMayor Of London & Anor
[2001] EWCA Civ 1491 [2003] EMLR 4:

“55. Whether or not undertakings of confidentiality had been signed, both domestic law and Art.
10(2) would recognise the propriety of suppressing wanton or self-interested disclosure of
confidential information; but both correspondingly recognise the legitimacy of disclosure,
undertakings notwithstanding, if the public interest in the free flow of information and ideas will
be served by it.

20. Robert Walker LJ in the same case at para 46 stated :

“No authority has been cited to the court establishing that an apparent breach of a contractual
duty of confidence is more serious, and is to be approached diVerently (as regards injunctive relief)
than other apparent breaches. Indeed in many cases (of which Lion Laboratories [1985] QB 526)
is an example) the defendants include ex-employees who had been in contractual relations with the
claimant, and representatives of the press who were not bound by contract, but the court adopts
the same approach to both. That is in line with the principles stated in the judgment of Bingham
LJ in Spycatcher (above); and see Saltman Engineering Co (above).

21. Copyright and the Public Interest: It should be recalled that the agreement outlined above (para 14)
assigns copyright to the Crown and does not simply provide for protection of confidentiality. However, a
public interest test applies to overrule copyright as well as confidentiality (Ashdown v Telegraph Group Ltd
[2001] 4 All ER 666 (CA): s.171(3) Copyright etc Act 1988—although the precise scope of the public interest
in relation to overruling copyright and its similarity to the public interest in confidentiality await fuller
clarification).4 InHRHPrince ofWales v Associated Newspapers [2006] EWHC 522 Ch, there is a discussion
of various defences against a breach of copyright claim under the ‘fair dealing’ provisions of the Copyright
etc Act 1988, s.30 (1) and (2) and the public interest provision in s.171(3). This discussion is hinged upon
the usual context of a breach of copyright claimwhere a newspaper is seeking to justify a breach of copyright
owed by the original author. If assignment were to take place, then the dispute would be between the author
(assignor) and the Crown (assignee) whereby the latter would seek to prevent publication by the original
author. This adds an interesting complication, given the freedom of expression and public interest factors
that could easily be involved, to the usual dispute between an author and a publisher in breach of copyright.
The case law suggests that while repetition of original extracts may be permissible for criticism, debate on
current aVairs or a possible wider public interest, wholesale verbatim repetition is unlikely to be justified to
the detriment of the author.

22. Freedom of Speech: I think particularly pertinent to public interest discussion and the tests applied
by judges is the following from Shayler [2003] 1 AC 247, where Lord Bingham said at para 21:

The reasons why the right to free expression is regarded as fundamental are familiar, but merit
brief restatement in the present context. Modern democratic government means government of
the people by the people for the people. But there can be no government by the people if they are
ignorant of the issues to be resolved, the arguments for and against diVerent solutions and the facts
underlying those arguments. The business of government is not an activity about which only those
professionally engaged are entitled to receive information and express opinions. It is, or should be,
a participatory process. But there can be no assurance that government is carried out for the people
unless the facts are made known, the issues publicly ventilated. Sometimes, inevitably, those
involved in the conduct of government, as in any other walk of life, are guilty of error,
incompetence, misbehaviour, dereliction of duty, even dishonesty and malpractice. Those
concerned may very strongly wish that the facts relating to such matters are not made public.
Publicity may reflect discredit on them or their predecessors. It may embarrass the authorities. It
may impede the process of administration. Experience however shows, in this country and
elsewhere, that publicity is a powerful disinfectant. Where abuses are exposed, they can be
remedied. Even where abuses have already been remedied, the public may be entitled to know that
they occurred. The role of the press in exposing abuses andmiscarriages of justice has been a potent
and honourable one. But the press cannot expose that of which it is denied knowledge”.

23. And in Mersey Care NHS Trust v R. Ackroyd [2006] EWHC 107 there is an emphatic judgment in
support of freedom of speech. The truth is that memoirs by star “insiders” are often of interest to the public
as political soaps and publication may additionally be in the public interest.

24. That said, the right under Article 10(1) is not absolute. It is qualified by Article 10(2) which expressly
refers to accompanying duties and responsibilities and the rightmay be subject to formalities and restrictions
“prescribed by law” (a binding agreementwould satisfy that requirement) andwhich are necessary to protect
the reputations of others (defamation) or to prevent disclosure of information received in confidence (see

4 See eg BeloV v Pressdram Ltd [1973] 1 All ER 241; Lion Laboratories v Evans [1984] 2 All ER 417.
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below). “Necessary” is a very demanding test.5 The pressing social need would be to protect the integrity of
advice given and received in oYce, to ensure that those still in service are confident that they can advise
candidly and honestly. This would not arguably include title tattle, gossip, bad taste or opinion. The
restraint agreed towould have to be proportionate.6 Crown bona fidesmight be enhanced by an undertaking
to donate any litigation gains to a good cause.

Article 10

1. Everyone has the right to freedom of expression. This right shall include freedom to hold opinions
and to receive and impart information and ideas without interference by public authority and
regardless of frontiers. This article shall not prevent States from requiring the licensing of
broadcasting, television or cinema enterprises.

2. The exercise of these freedoms, since it carries with it duties and responsibilities, may be subject to
such formalities, conditions, restrictions or penalties as are prescribed by law and are necessary in
a democratic society, in the interests of national security, territorial integrity or public safety, for
the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of health or morals, for the protection of the
reputation or rights of others, for preventing the disclosure of information received in confidence,
or for maintaining the authority and impartiality of the judiciary.

Timing

25. A crucial factor is the timing of a publication. RadcliVe’s fifteen years for confidential relationships
seems hopelessly unrealistic although he did not recommend a legally binding procedure. It was ultimately
voluntary—based upon “rules of reticence” (para 65). As RadcliVe also recognised questions of timing are
also fact sensitive and do not easily accommodate arbitrary limitations. Perhaps it is better to place no limit
in rules but to oVer detailed guidance as suggested above on what should be avoided. To most what should
be avoided, and which is not presently proscribed by law, is pretty obvious: that which is salacious and
marketable; the very thing publishers wish to publish.

Broadcasts

25. RadcliVe also commented upon broadcasts as well as publications. Where these do not contain a
prepared written text it is diYcult to see what limitations can be placed on them unless the broadcast
amounts to a serious breach of confidentiality which simply begs the question.

Diaries

26. A ban on taking personal diaries into Cabinet or oYcial meetings does not seem disproportionate.
Attempting any further restriction on diaries would be risible.

Conclusion

27. If the contractual route will not operate successfully and if the self denying ordinance has broken
down in too many cases for comfort then quite frankly it is diYcult to see what might work. What else can
be oVered apart from “Let them publish and let the public make their judgement.” Any action must avoid
the appearance of oppression or victimisation. Guidance would have to make a convincing case that what
is proposed is in the legitimate interests of eYcient and responsive government and is not an unjustifiable
attempt to muzzle freedom of speech. I leave unexplored any disciplinary action that might involve
diminution of pension rights.

Addendum: The Revised Diplomatic Service Regulations and the Cabinet OYce Memorandum of March
2006: The Publication of Political Memoirs.

(i) After the above advice was drafted, a revised DSR5 on Use of OYcial Information or Experience etc
(2 March 2006) was sent to the Committee together with a Memorandum from the Cabinet OYce on The
Publication of Political Memoirs.

(ii) The text of DSR5 appears to be in final form. The revisions are described as adding “nothing
substantially new”. The Cabinet OYce memorandum is a statement of policy and intent. The Guidance on
application of DSR5 states that the amendments “bring DSR5 . . . into line with Cabinet OYce rules.” A
statement on the DSR revision was made by the Secretary of State for Foreign AVairs on 6 March 2006.
This statement refers to the amendment of individual contracts of employment and notices to take on board
the revisions and that staV will agree to be “bound” by the undertakings. This sounds like an intention to

5 See Sedley LJ in Interbrew [2002] EWCA Civ 274 para 47; Lord Bingham in Shayler above para 22 at para 23; Lord Woolf
CJ in MGN [2002] 4 All ER 193 paras 61-62.

6 See Lord Steyn in R (Daly) v Secretary of State for the Home Department [2001] 3 All ER 433 (HL).
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create a legally binding agreement. All oYcials who are sent a copy of the revised regulation (SMS and non
SMS Heads of StaV) will have to click a “Read and Agree” button attached to the message to confirm that
they have read and understood themessage and that they agree to be bound by the terms ofDSR5 as revised.
The notice on publication and confidentiality will be repeated at important stages of career development.
The latter provisions on undertakings and notice are new.

(iii) This method of agreeing and confirming the terms of the notice would appear to satisfy objective
requirements of evidence of agreement and would be legally binding. However, the CO memorandum
speaks of relevant staV “signing” such undertakings.

(iv) TheDSRmakes no reference to assignment of copyright as outlined in the advice above. The Cabinet
OYce Memo contrariwise explains that “individuals will be asked to assign copyright to the Government of
future works”. Given the statement about the eVect of the amendments and the bringing of them into line
with Cabinet OYce rules quoted above, is DSR5 to be amended along these lines? One may ask why such
an important point has not been incorporated within the existing revision of DSR5?

(v) DSR5 as revised pays no attention to what remedies are available to the Crown where an oYcial or
former oYcial acts in disregard of the regulation although it does refer to misconduct procedures
summarised at DSR 27 in the case of existing oYcials. Para 9 does refer to Crown copyright but to the
provisions of the 1956 Copyright Act which is repealed and now superceded by the 1988 Copyright etc Act
(see above), although the substance is the same. This is a reference to the Crown as first owner of copyright
not as assignee. The reference to the old statute is perplexing. It might indicate a lack of familiarity with
copyright law. The paragraph explains the role of the Controller of HM Stationery OYce and the OYce of
Public Sector Information where copyright is involved. The reference is to copyright by virtue of s. 163(1)(b)
of the 1988 Copyright etc Act and not to assigned copyright which is dealt with in the above advice. In other
words, it will raise the very diYcult question of what precisely is covered by Crown copyright within s.163(1)
(see para 11 above).

(vi) Unless there is a breach of criminal law or the civil law of confidentiality or copyright as outlined
above in the first advice, it is diYcult to see what advantages may flow to the Government legally where an
individual is intent on publishing memoirs in purported breach of an undertaking. If an agreement is
breached by a former oYcial (themost likely scenario) then there are remedies for breach of a legally binding
undertaking. But these remedies are unlikely to be anything other than nominal damages where the
information itself does not attract the law of confidentiality (see above). The remedy fashioned by theHouse
of Lords in Blake’s case (above paras 12 and 17) was described by the Law Lords as ‘exceptional’.
Furthermore, the new provisions can only cover existing oYcials; former oYcials will not have signed the
revised undertakings andwill be governed by the existing regime.DSR5 has been tightened up in its revision.
Its eYcacy is likely to operate on the strength of its intimidatory character rather than its strictly legal eVects.

(vii) There is, to repeat, a tightening up of the substance of the regulations. The revisions in DSR5 cover
in addition to areas where the public interest is likely to be damaged by publication (national security,
international relations) areas which were addressed by RadcliVe but where legal restraint has not been
eVective or non-existent—“a never precisely definable area of government confidentiality” (para 69). These
include publications that:

— would be destructive of the confidential relationships between Ministers and between Ministers
and oYcials

— Create the possibility of embarrassment to the government in the conduct of its policies (as opposed
to embarrassment brought about by Government’s own deficiencies)

— That would bring into question the good name and impartiality of the Diplomatic Service

(viii) There is a legitimate ground for believing that publications outlined in bullet form may well be
damaging to processes of government but the inability of the law to deal with such publications has been
indicated. The areas highlighted attempt to protect that trust and professionalism that should be at the
centre of relationships between Ministers, and betweenMinisters and senior advisers, but on which the law
has proved ineVective unless a disciplinary framework exists to provide a sanction over existing diplomatic
or civil servants and advisers. The ability of the revised regulations to deal with such publications where the
author is intent on publication has to be questioned. In the vast majority of cases authors will not wish to
publish in breach of the regulations and the revised formatwill give emphasis to the restrictions and reinforce
inhibitions.

(ix) The revision also includes a reference to media programmes, lectures, interviews and so forth. This
repeats the substance of the former DSR5. In reality, as the FCO acknowledge (PPM 10) it is “neither
practical nor reasonable to require that no retired FCOoYcermay speak publicly on amatter with a bearing
on his or her past employment as a Crown Servant without first clearing lines with the FCO.”

(x) The revised regulations do emphasise that permission has to be sought before any commitments are
entered into with publishers and clearance has to be given for any text with specified periods of notice. The
two stage process is spelt out.

(xi) Where material is “confidential” as set out in the revised DSR5 (not where it breaches a legal
obligation of confidentiality), RadcliVe’s suggested period of embargo of fifteen years is repeated, although
this period is context sensitive and specific. Depending on circumstances, a shorter period or longer period
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may suYce, the revision states. Even with an undertaking as envisaged in DSR5, I find it diYcult to see why
this time constraint should be any more eVective than the RadcliVe limitations. RadcliVe did not envisage
a legally binding undertaking; ministers would sign a declaration that they had notice of the rules on
confidentiality. Their application would depend upon good form. Departments would devise their own
procedures for civil servants (para 71). A strong public interest in publication and human rights’
considerations are unlikely to be defeated by such time constraints. Everything depends on context.

(xii) I have already outlined the provisions in the COmemorandum in relation to assignment of copyright
for future works and serialisations and my advice above addresses this point. The memorandum says that
the CS Management Code will make it “more explicit” that permission must be sought by former civil
servants from the Head of their former department and from the Head of the Home Civil Service before
commitments are entered into and that a copy must be submitted “in good time” of any proposed text which
draws or appears to draw on oYcial information or experience. StaV in “sensitive posts” (as defined by
Permanent Secretaries for their departments) will have to sign agreements that they will abide by the rules
and that they assign copyright. Reminders will be made at regular intervals of these obligations. To repeat,
the revised DSR5 makes no reference to assignment and this is a serious weakness from the Government’s
perspective.

(xiii) The Committee may wish to consider that there has been little public discussion by the authorities
of any comparable revision of rules relating to Ministers—the focal point of RadcliVe’s inquiry and report.
This matter was given added importance by the evidence of Ministerial intervention in decisions aVecting
former diplomats (Jack Straw, 29/03/06) although no formal locus is given to Ministers under the
regulations.

27 April 2006
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